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^/CONTINENTAL
with ALL CLUB FACILITIES including

Swimming Pool

Ideally located . . . superb service

. finest cuisine ... 22 floors of

gracious living.

AIR CONDITIONED
five rooms for food and entertainment:

(1) Penguin Room (2) Sky-Hy Room

(3) Omar Cocktail Lounge (4) The Alcove

(5) The New Coffee Shop

R. E. McEACHIN, Managing Director

ELEVENTH AT BALTIMORE
f ror

KANSAS CITY'S

liifjiiii

WITH
BATH

DIRECTION • SOUTHWEST HOTEIS INCORPORATED H. G. MANNING, FOUNDER

TEACHERS

Outstanding typists

wear the

"70 International Pin"

Inspire your students

to work for this pin.

Sample test and com-

plete details on request.

International Honor Society

For Business Education

220 N. Main Street

Burlington — Iowa

HIGGinS
ETERNAL BLACK

WRITING INK
is proof against age, sun-
shine, fire and flood—

PERFECT for penmanship

^^t

Higgins Eternal Black V> riling Ink is a pure

carbon ink. It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. Its clarity and

jet-hlack writing make it ideal for instruc-

tions and use in penmanship. No line too

fine, no stroke loo broad for its free flow

and opacity. It helps develop dignity and

character in writing.

In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts

and gallons. Ask your dealer, today.

higgius m
HiGGINS INK CO.. INC. 271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN. N. Y.

Write for my free book, "How to Become an
Expert Penman," which shows what others
have accomplished by taking my courses. En-
close 10c for one of my favorite pen points
and your name with a beautiful flourished
bird written on a card. Write today

!

T. M. TEVIS Box 25-C Chillk-uthe. Mo.
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HIGH GRADE

Diplomas*^
certihcates.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs-
Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.

Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for

Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cast

HOWARD &
ROCKLAND

BROWN
MAINE

INSTRUCTION— In Pen Arts and Kindred Alts.

Pen Art: and Pen Lettering for $3.75 a course.

Combined course for S7.50 including Text Book.
Signs Painting for Dealers write for prices. Also
instruction in this line of work and Applied

Art in the different mediums.
Also write for prices in Crochet Doilies which
we have at the present time.

PEARL DICKINSON, c/o THE EDUCATOR.
Columbus B. Ohio

Mr. O. E. Hovis has retired from

office work from the Massachusetts

Life Insurance Company of Spring-

field, Massachusetts. Mr. Hovis en-

closed some Ornamental work which

is charming and extremely accurate.

This is some of the nicest work we
have ever received from any penman.

Endorsed
FOR

STUDENT USE

No mallet whal hand-

wril ing system \ on

teach, an Esterbrtwik is

the only fountain pen

offering points pre-

cisely styled rfor stu-

dent use . . . precisely

right fur your handwriting

system. Endorsed by, lead

ing educators and by con-

sumer buying services.

Trice $1.50 and up.

TOE ESTERBKOOK PEN COMPANY
Cooper Street. Camden. VJ.
or The Brown Brothers. Ltd., /

&6t&l6tCO& ;£>
RENEW-POINT FOUNTAIN PEN

MANUAL
With this ^EW "BOOK as a guide

learn to write well on the board.

•

INCLUDES—

• Manuscript writing for primary teachers.

• Cursive writing for upper grade teachers.

• Ornamental, Flourishing, and Lettering for those who want it.

5i7e 6 by 8 — 96 Pages plus Cover

Per doz. $12.00 less 25% F.O.B. Columbus, Ohio

WRITING ON THE BOARD, Price each Net postpaid . . . $1.00

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus 8, Ohio
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Increase Your Income

The
Tinman Manual

m

.An Jnstrurtor in

IRounDhaiuXirt-

trrinq.Cn^rnssimj,

tDisujm'iui.pfn mii

Brusk>rt.ittrr

by learning to do engrossing. Every community
has pen work to do and good prices are paid for

skillful work. Some penmanship teachers make
many dollars in addition to their regular salaries

and you can do the same.

The Zanerian Manual of Alphabets shows and tells

you in an interesting and concise way how you can
become a skillful engrosser. It contains 136 pages
of the greatest collection of practical engrossing
ever published. It's just the book you need. It

will soon pay for itself.

Price of Book $2.50 Both for

The Educator 1.50 $3.50

$4.00

The Zaner-Bloser Company
612 North Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio
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a
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Supply Catalog a
a
a

Write for our complete catalog contain- g
ing illustrations, descriptions and prices of §
our supplies and books for penmen, stu- Q
dents, schoolrooms, offices and engrossers. §

D

Let us help you to select the right sup- 5
plies for vour particular work. S

One of these catalogs should be on your

desk.

If rite for your copy—it is free.

Columbus 8, Ohio

FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING
Containing a Complete Course and a Collection of Master-

pieces Produced by Leading Penmen.

The most pretentious work ever published devoted exclus-

ively to the beautiful fascinating art of flourishing.

It starts at the beginning showing the student how to make
the simplest strokes and exercises and finishes with a great
variety of designs displaying the highest degree of skill.

Fascinating
PenFlouris"'

Representing the

best work of the

following penmen
of national fame:
Zaner, Brown, Ca-
non, Lehman, Den-

nis, Blanchard,
Flickinger, Kelch-

ner, Glick, Darner,

Madarasi, Collins,

Behrensmeyer,
Moore, Faretra,

Spencer, L u p f e r,

Courtney, Scho-

field, Gaskell. Skill-

man, Dakin, Wesco.

Size 8'/2 x II- in.,

80 pages. Price
$1.00, Postpaid.

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus 8, Ohio
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BUSINESS WRITING
THE AIM. The aim of this course

is to assist those who wish to improve

their plain business writing, and also

to help teachers to teach writing. The
aim will be to show, in detail, how
the various letters are made, and to

give sufficient copy for needed prac-

tice in acquiring skill.

MATERIALS. You should have

good ink. paper, pens and holder, and
also have a comfortable place to work
with good light.

POSITION. It is important that

you acquire a healthful, as well as an

efficient position. A cramped or bent

position in time will cause physical

trouble and will not produce good

By THE EDICATOR STAFF

writing, therefore, sit up in a com-
fortable position. Keep the shoulders

even, and the elbows evenly on or off

the desk, with the feet flat on the

floor. Bend slightly from the hips,

but do not, in any way, curve the

spine. Study the positions illustrated,

which will appear with these lessons

from time to time. It is a good plan

to review position quite often, es-

pecially in the beginning of the

course.

do will to study

POSITION OF THE ARMS. Keep
the arms well out from the body,

resting on the desk. The elbow should

be near the corner of the desk, usual-

ly extending about an inch off the

desk, according to the size of the

pupil, size of the desk, and so forth.

Avoid tight clothing on the arms.
The hand should rest on the little

fingers and the arm on the big muscle
below the elbow. The pen. for the

right handers should point toward
the right shoulder or the elbow. A-
void turning the hand over on the

side. The hand should always be free,

so that you get a smooth line. Avoid
gripping the pen. See that the fingers

are curved gracefully.

This little hoy is workine out some of his
difficulties at the hlackhoard with the help
of the teacher. Notice his posture. It is

easy. Try working at the board whenever
>ou have difficulty in making any letter.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly i except July and August i

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..
612 N. Park St,. Columbus, O.

E. A. LUPFER Editor
PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. $1.50 A YEAR
(To Canada 10c: foreign 30c more t

Single copy. 25c.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers
and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.
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ANGLE OF THE PAPER. The
paper for right handed persons should

slant towards the left upper corner of

the desk, and for lefthanded persons it

should slant toward the upper right

corner of the desk and should

be held a convenient distance in front

of you and not to the right or left, or

too far out away from the body.

Study the illustration. As you write

you change the position of the paper

to suit the writing. For instance

move the paper down when writing

on the top line, and move it up when
writing on the bottom line.

EASE AND EFFICIENCY. Writing

is considered in these lessons primari-

ly as a tool of expression, and not as

an art. Of course any good writing

is beautiful and has a certain amout
of art in it, but our purpose is to be

able to write so that we can express

ourselves quickly and easily. Slow

itple writing is

rible task. Do yon pinch the pen
and Ki-it your teeth when you write?
Ii" .vein imitate the above illustra-

laborious writing is of little value.

Taking notes or in doing a volume of

writing it is necessary to make the

pen travel at a rapid rate of speed.

It is, therefore, advisable to try to

write by using the arm rather than

the fingers. Of course, some finger

movement on letters like the loops is

permissible if it does not slow up
your writing or make kinky lines.

Kinky lines usually indicate slow mo-
tion and the remedy is more speed

and less finger action. Seventy-rive

or eighty letters a minute is usually

sufficient to meet ordinary demands,

but as you acquire skill you will be

able to write a great many more
letters per minute. Where speed is

This little Kirl is writing < n the black-
board. She has «ood post 11 e and writes
le^iblv. Have our pupils write on the
blackboard.

nf the piper, hund.,, and the body. Study it.

increased there is danger of produc-

ing illegible letters, therefore, do not

sacrifice legibility for the sake of

speed.

Try to relax sufficiently to do the

job easily and gracefully. The tighten-

ing of any of the muscles will slow

up the work and usually produces

cramped, laborious work. Study and

practice will help you to learn the

letter forms and to acquire skill, and

as you acquire skill you get confi-

dence, and confidence will help you

produce smooth lines.

Writing is done with more or less

of a rhythmic movement. Many
writers have stressed music in pen-

manship. We think it sufficient to

state that the writing should be con-

tinuous and rhythmically, stopping

only where stops are necessary. To
develop rhythm and freedom some
work on general exercises is good,

and we suggest that you watch other

writers, especially good ones, when-
ever possible.

It would be tiresome reading if we
endeavor to explain in these prelimin-

ary instructions all there is to be said

about handwriting. We will, there-

fore, pass on to copies and from time

to time will give more detailed in-

structions, regarding various phases

of handwriting.
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Writing to be practical must be free an easy. It must be written freely, which means the developing of a free

movement. Most free writing is done with arm movement. One of the easiest ways to develop free arm move-

ment is to practice movement exercises. These are made by rolling the arm on the large muscle below the elbow.

,/fa

//>

In this copy the first line is vertical. The second is slanting. The second line is the slant upon which the down-

strokes are made. The long sweeping exercise is the connective slant. Most of the strokes, therefore, are made

either on the main downslant or the long sweeping upward connective slant. Practice the push-pull exercise, re-

tracing first about six times, then ten times, then increase the number. On each exercise if you will count the

number of downstrokes it will have a tendency to prevent you from becoming careless. Each time you make an ex-

ercise, no matter how simple, have something definite in mind to do. For instance, see that the exercise touches both

the top and base lines. Do not run over, and also avoid big open spaces or blots.

This gliding exercise cannot be made with finger movement. The arm must slide and gives the beginning student

the idea that the arm does much of the work and that the movement comes from the shoulder rather than from

the fingers. Slide freely, but be careful. Notice where the exercise begins and ends.

This is the running oval exercise. First make a push-pull exercise, retracing it six times, then swing the oval

around this exercise and continue one-fourth of the way across the line. Repeat four times to the line. Keep on work-

ing on this exercise until you have developed a fine, free movement.

The i is one of the simplest, easiest letters, and is the foundation for a number of letters. The downstroke should

be on the same slant as the push-pull exercise. Study the large letter. You will notice that the beginning and

ending strokes are the same in length and curve. Glide into the letter with the beginning stroke and glide out. This

letter may seem simple to you, but it is important that you make it well.
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The u is a double i. In making- the u's as an exercise get a little more space between letters than in letters to make
the letter legible. You should slide on the upstrokes, letting the entire hand move. The downstrokes can be made
with a restricted movement, dragging the little finger.

The e is almost like the i, but the main difference is that you must get an open loop in it.

it is not an e, therefore, see that every e you make is open.
Without an open loop

The w is the same as the u with an extra finish at the top. Stop on the little retrace or dot. Study this retrace
carefully. Above all take sufficient time to make it accurately. The second part of the w is pulled in a little narrower
than the second part of the u. Finish high along- the head line. In making the groups of w's there are five dots
or distinct stops. Be sure to keep the connecting strokes between letters high along the head line.

Ucr

The o is made with a quick circular motion. Care must be taken at the top of the o. A little more time at the
top of the o will prevent a loop. Practice the oval exercise slightly larger than the body of the o. This will help
you to get a rounding oval shape to the body of the letter.

'&&&& IcErt a. a o- o.a ;

<±] &L&
The body of the o is an oval. It should be two-thirds as wide as long. Make the retrace exercise with a free

motion, finishing the letter upward and freely. After you have made several letters check back over your letters
to see if you can improve them. Are all your letters resting on the base line? Are they evenly spaced? Is one
side flatter than the others? Are your letters pear shaped? Watch out for kinky lines. Kinky lines indicate that
the movement is too slow or that too much finger action is used.
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The C can be made with a beginning loop or dot, as you prefer. Be sure that your C's are oval shaped. By

getting about sixteen letters on the line you should get about the right width. It is not necessary to make exactly

sixteen letters on the line, but if you are not making your letters too tall or too wide sixteen should give you about

the right proportion.

E_£
e

£l <S £,-.£ &:,£, <5 £,. £c L£ <£!£ £
Make the letter E first. Surround it with the oval, retracing about six times. This shows the relationship of the

oval to the letter. All letters are made from ovals and straight lines. Study the little loop in the center of the letter.

Do not stop on the loop.

U a)
a a a. a w a . a. a W- a a. a

The A is a combination of the oval motion and the Dush-pull motion. You may finish the A the same as you would

the small letter i instead of swinging below the base line. After all one of the main things in writing is to make

letters which other people can easily recognize.

'} -0' \jl^± A. ji Ai ui^i js- ,:-

Li
The D starts with a straight line motion and changes to the oval motion. You will find it a good plan to preceed

your letter with a push-pull exercise. This will help you to get the movement established for the straight beginning

stroke. "You will find upon examining the Roman D that it is made with a straight vertical line and a half circle.

Therefore, keep the front part of the letter straight and the body part oval shaped. End the letter with a free motion.

See that the two sections, commonly called the toe and the heel, both rest on the base line. After you have made
several lines of D's check the letters where both sections rest on the base line. Keep your downward strokes

light. They should be no heavier than upstrokes.

"turn your pen into money develop your talent

in pen work - - - enjoy many hours of pleasure."
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Functional Handwriting in the Junior Schools
1 7th <;rade Level)

HAZEL P. KENNY, Lincoln Jr. Hich School, Kearny, N. J.

(Kearny uses "The 6-2-4 Plan".

Junior School refers to the 7th and

8th Grades.)

Pupils entering the Junior School

for the first time, are subjected to a

complete transition.

In the Intermediate Schools they

were under the supervision of the

same teacher all day which made the

time allotment more flexible and the

class was not "clock conscience".

When they enter the Junior
Schools, these pupils are called upon

to assume many responsibilities.

They are under the supervision of

many teachers. Time for class

periods is limited. Added to these is

the responsibility of always being

supplied with the necessary equip-

ment for each class outside the "Home
Room".
Time allotment necessarily speeds

up the written work required and in

many cases breaks down the good

writing habits acquired in the Inter-

mediate School.

It therefore becomes the task of

the handwriting teacher to arrange a

program, which will enable these

pupils to write with speed and legi-

bility. The program must be based

upon interest and competition, be-

cause handwriting can become very

boring and mechanical to boys and
girls of this age. When they under-

stand that they have a goal to reach

in their writing classes, it stands to

reason that there will be more en-

thusiasm and a better "carry over"

to the other required written work.

To stimulate interest and enthusi-

asm, pupils are seated according to

their ability to use muscular move-
ment writing. At the end of each
marking period, those obtaining a

grade of "B" or better, become
members of the "Good Writers'

Club". If a pupil, through indiffer-

ence or carelessness, falls below the

standard required, his seat is changed
until he can regain his grade. All

of this takes time at first, but the

results are well worth the effort.

When each new group enters, the

plan for the term is explained. The
children are told how to proceed

with the projects scheduled. It is

stressed that each writing lesson is

a step toward the final goal. An-
ticipated weaknesses such as slant,

spacing, letter formation, height of

letters, etc. are thoroughly dis-

cussed. Emphasis is placed on the

importance of the "carry over" to the

other written work required.

At the end of the drill period the

pupils are ready to start a project.

The material used for practice is

taken from the written work required

in geography, history or English.

They are requested to select their

own paragraph in Geography, for

instance. (By experimenting, I

found that the students responded
with greater interest when they

were permitted to select their own

topic, than when all worked on the

same one. It also prevented copy-
ing and laziness, as there was no one
to compare notes with, everyone be-

ing "on his own".) When they have
selected their topic, aided by the

teacher, they check for individual

difficulties. It may be that left and
right hand margins have not been
observed; crowding words at the

end of each line must be overcome
by studying the hyphenation of

words. (Here a dictionary comes in

handy. ) Slant, spacing, height of

letters or poor letter formation may
need correction. Time is then taken

to practice these difficulties. When
improvement is shown the assign-

ment is recopied. Papers showing
the most improvement are displayed

in the room.

Our final project is to copy a poem.
From the standpoint of spacing, it

is difficult to place a poem on

paper and maintain margins, due to

the irregularity of lines. They first

work on a "sample poem" contain-

ing irregular lines, and then they

are ready for their own selections.

By following the plan as outlined,

we are endeavoring to make hand-
writing functional in the Kearny
Junior Schools. We feel we are

succeeding because our pupils are

interested, and have become aware
that handwriting is not an isolated

subject, but very closely related to

all the written work required.

Z^l^i^7^L^-GZ-<J

By F. B. COURTNEY
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Correlated Handwriting
as an Elementary Supervisor Sees It

MARION Minim.. Elementary Supervisor, Hear

The elementary supervisor sees the

total picture of the school situation

and studies the value of each phase

in its relation to the whole program.

One of the most significant contribu-

tions made to our school curriculum

is the correlation of the Handwriting

program with the Language Arts.

Realizing that the basic needs and

the desire "to do" are strong moti-

vating forces in learning, our teachers

are alert to the everyday experiences

of the girls and boys which lend

themselves rapidly to interpretation

in spoken and written language.

These experiences are used to further

the growth of the children in their

school work and to make it more
meaningful to them.

The first grade teacher utilizes

the children's own experiences to

present "beginning reading". Since

"Let's Write It" is frequently made
as a simultaneous request with "Lets

Read It" or "Let's Talk About It,"

the resourceful teacher, applying the

same techniques, uses as teaching

and practice materials for the writ-

ing period the children's own
thoughts expressed in simple lan-

guage forms. The children are in-

tensely interested because they see

their own words "in print".

Other classroom activities, as in-

vitations to the P.T.A. meetings or

to class and assembly programs, the

daily class newspaper, booklets on

class projects, etc. offer varied and

interesting materials for the Hand-
writing program in the Primary
Grades.

Opportunities for written expres-

sion are made possible in the child's

first weeks in school and are

widely enhanced by the use of Manu-
script Writing in our first and second

grades. In fact, some kindergarten

children show evidence of the desire

to write their names or a short

message as "Love to Mother" or

"For Father". The kindergarten

teacher, knowing the basic strokes of

manuscript writing, teaches these

children the correct forms so that the

wrong forms learned elsewhere will

not have to be changed in the first

grade.

Again, following evidences of

"wanting to write like my big

sister does", which desire is expressed

by many children in our second

grades, the transition from manu-
script to cursive writing is made in

the later half of this grade. While

continuing the correlation with read-

ing and language as begun in the

first year, these teachers find that

the current spelling words make good

practice material for the transition

period. These words offer a con-

structive means of checking letter

formations and the rapid progress

which is usually made in the change

from manuscript to cursive writing.

Various phases of the intermedi-

ate program serve as motivating

materials for study in Handwriting.

Selections from the current work in

English, Social Studies and Reading

are practiced with emphasis on

letter formations, slant, spacing, etc.

The arrangement of the paper for

compositions, reports and outlines is

discussed and practiced. The prelim-

inary practice eliminates the necessity

for having to think of the mechanics

of writing and arrangement while con-

centrating on creative work or the

content subjects. Letter writing, for

example, has become a more satisfy-

ing experience since the intricacies of

the letter arrangement-heading, salu-

tation, closing, signature and the cor-

rect way of adressing the envelope

are practiced in the writing period.

Through this correlated program,

our children have come to see hand-

writing in its rightful relation to the

whole school program, as a means to

an end—a utility for their written ex-

pression. From their first attempts,

they think of writing as a means of

sharing their experiences. Motivat-

ed by their innate desire to comuni-

cate with others, their interest in

learning to write well and their

continued efforts to improve their

writing have shown marked results

in good form and legibility through-

out the grades.

This method has brought unsolicit-

ed praise from the upper grade teach-

ers who see the benefits derived from

a method of teaching Handwriting

which is of interest to the children

and of immediate use to them be-

cause of its meaningful approach

through correlation with the Lan-

guage Arts.

From "The Pen"

_„ ., ... . .

By F. B. COIRT.VEV
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STELLA BENNETT DENNIS

It is a pleasure to interview a

woman who is making good in en-

grossing and art work, and who, at

the same time, is raising a family,

Mrs. Stella Bennett Dennis, 4119

Westway, Toledo 12, Ohio.

Ed.: Tell us something about

yourself.

Mrs. D.: I was born in Toledo, Ohio,

October 19, 1908. Gradu-

ated from High School in

1926. When in the seventh

grade I started special art

classes at the Toledo Mu-
seum School of design, and

continued these classes

through High School.

Ed.: What has been your pen-

manship experience ?

Mrs. D.: When I was graduated

from High School I was
given the opportunity to

work in the Print Shop at

the Toledo Museum. There

I lettered gallery signs,

set type, ran press and

practiced lettering in spare

time.

Ed.: When did you really be-

come interested in engross-

ing ?

Mrs. D.: I was eighteen when I be-

came interested in pen

work, and this year will

make twenty years of com-

mercial art, lettering, and
engrossing experience.

The Printer in charge of

the Museum Print Shop
when I began my profes-

sional work was the late

Frank H. Aldrich, a form-

er Educator subscriber. He
also was custodian of

Ancient Books and Manu-
scripts at the Toledo Mu-
seum and an expert En-

grosser. I became interest-

ed in Manuscript work

while watching Mr. Aid-

rich work on his beautiful

parchment Resolutions. He
encouraged my interest

and taught me many things

about the work. When Mr.

Aldrich thought I had

reached a reasonable pro-

ficiency he found a job for

me in a Commercial Art

Studio. In the meantime
I had been appointed

Lettering Instructor at the

Museum School and I con-

tinued this with my Com-
mercial Art work and did

engrossing on my own
time.

How tall are you and what
is your weight?

I am 5 ft. 3V2 inches tall

and weigh 125 lbs.

What other lines of art are

you interested in?

I can draw and paint when
necessary for my com-

mercial or manuscript

Ed.:

Mrs. D.

Ed.:

Mrs. D.

work. I spent three years

taking special classes at

the Cleveland School of

Art, in drawing, flower

painting, figure work, and
lettering and illumination.

I do not have the time to

keep up instruction and
practice needed to become
expert in any line except

engrossing. My real in-

terest and love seemed to

be lettering and engrossing

so I have concentrated on

that.

Do you have any hobbies ?

My art work is my hobby.

How big is your family?

My husband, a son seven

years old, and two daught-

ers, one five and one three

years of age.

We suppose your children

are good writers and are

interested in your work.

Yes, all of the children are

interested in the work, the

walls of their rooms are

positive proof of that. As
yet they are not permitted

ink, but when I work they

will work with pencil or

crayons; even the three

year old can draw letters.

Do you find good prospects

in pen work for women ?

I think the prospects for

young people in pen work
work are excellent. I be-

lieve that women have

the same chance as men in

engrossing. Their work
can equal that of men.

Are there chances for

married women doing part-

time engrossing?

One can do engrossing

along with household du-
(Cont'd. on Pase 21)
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Modern Engrossing

\ n appreciation or the bitgnitu anb
bistinction w\nch no lias lenttohis

[office,

OR>aratitubc for his «?orkin becpening

anb extenbina, the fricnM^ spirit ofJ^Utfams,

^8|nb uHth honest pribc in our motto,

felMfl
unber his steu?arbship.

This beautiful modern engrossing and designing was prepared by STELLA BENNETT DENNIS, 4119
Westway, Toledo 12, Ohio. The colors were green, yellow and gold. The border is in dark bine and the

seal is gold. Mrs. Dennis utilized Toledo's official flower, the Lotus, in the border.
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Print to Script or Manuscript
By MABEL ANDERSON

SPACING IN MANUSCRIPT
Spacing is one of the important

qualities of any style of handwriting,

lettering, or printing. It applies to

Manuscript as much as to other

styles. Students should be shown cor-

rect spacing and a continued effort

made to help them to get good spac-

WORDS AS UNITS OR PICTURES
Much can be learned by studying

spacing in type. You will find ex-

amples in any of your books, news-

papers, and magazines. It is the en-

deavor in type and in lettering to

make each word to stand out by it-

self, distinct as a separate unit or

picture. That requires solid spacing

in words and enough space between

them to keep the letters in the word
clear of letters in the surrounding

words. If the spaces between words

are crowded the words run together

and if they are too wide between

words the writing will not be easily

read.

SPACES IN AND BETWEEN
LETTERS

Spaces should appear even in each

word, but wider between words. See

that all the spaces inside of letters

like o and a appear exactly the same
width as between the other letters in

the word.

It helps for the teacher to blacken

in the spaces in and between letters

and between words. (See example)

The spaces between words should be

slightly larger than in words and

letters. Leave enough space between

words so that an extra letter o can

vl a c
WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS

WRITING
The letters in the words above are

incorrectly spaced. There should be

room for three straight vertical lines

between each letter in "made" and

between "i" and "r" in "bird" and

about two lines between "r" and "d".

See copy in Pupil's Practice Book for

correct spacing.

The words above are incorrectly

spaced. There should be room for an

"o" between each word in a sentence.

See Pupil's Practice Book for Correct

spacing.

be placed in between them. If an o

fits in between words exactly the

spacing between words is correct.

In the above Manuscript, made by

a first grader, part of the spacing is

good and part is not good. The word
have stands out sufficiently clear to

be read easily, but the spaces follow-

ing make reading confusing. If the

spaces in the word cat were closed up

the entire sentence would become
legible. Most boys and girls will

readily see the mistake after it has

been pointed out to them.

Often the child can see mistakes

quicker than he has the ability to

make the change in execution. That
is where careful guidance and en-

couragement from the teacher is ne-

cessary. Once the child realizes that

he has the ability he can improve.

V
,

X X
1. Height of small letters is about

one-half inch.

2. Shows the height of the small

letter "t."

3. All capital letters should be this

high as well as b, d, 1, f, and k.

4. Full space is about one inch.

X. Good spacing between letters.

Y. Shows good spacing between

words.

Checking the space between letters

is a little more difficult because the

correct space between such letters as

"im" is much wider than the correct

space between "oo." Some teachers

get good results by showing their

pupils that there should be space for

four pencil marks between such letters

as "i" and "m" and space for only

two pencil marks between "o" and

"a." For the teacher's information,

the width of one pencil mark in this

case would be about as illustrated be-

low.

Other teachers tell their pupils to

leave space for three pencil marks be-

tween each letter. This is not entire-

ly accurate but helps with some
pupils. A little later on the pupils

mom
HOW TO IMPROVE SPACING BETWEEN WORDS AND LETTERS
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should, of course, learn to space

these letters with the "eye."

Z. Shows good spacing' between

circle letters.

Q. Illustrates good spacing between

vertical stroke letters.

Written by a first grade boy. Notice

the good spacing in the first part, and

the poor spacing at the end of the

sentence. The word cat is difficult to

read because spaces are too wide at

X.

Supplementary Ornamental Copies

12365 Cherry I.awn Avenue, Detroit, Michigan

In making the shades press down quickly with the first finger on tnp of the holder, and then release the

pressure quickly. If you desire to get aetion in your shades, get them short as are shown above.
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Ornamental Penmanship

Ornamental Penmanship is that

style of writing which contains more
of the beautiful and artistics. It is

a style which attracts persons of ar-

tistic inclinations. It should not be

confused with writing for business.

The basic forms of the Ornamental

Writing are the same as for Business

Writing. The nourishing and shades

simply add beauty.

Good ornamental Penmanship is

that style which is written according

to definite laws, regularity, harmony,

balance, arrangement, and so forth.

The person who writes without hav-

ing a definite plan and throws his

flourishes on like a tangled heap of

wire does more damage to penman-
ship than he does good. We urge you

to study arrangement, spacing and

letter forms. They say that every

stroke has a definite place and a

definite meaning or purpose. Many
people follow penmanship as a hobby
and they get as much pleasure out of

it as those who make a hobby of golf

or anything else.

Mastering Ornamental Penmanship
will improve your skill in Business

Writing.

These oval exercises are good to

enable you to get the feel of the pen

and to develop the ability of making

light hairlines and dashy firm shades.

Press quickly on the shade and then

/&/* 2

go into a hairline. The shades, of

course, should be properly placed and

skillfully made. Study the location

of these shades. The shade is usually

made by a quick pressure on top of

the pen by the first finger. Of course,

you should use a penholder with an

oblique tin to hold the pen. You should

also use a very flexible pen. Anyone
needing advice regarding tools should

write to the Educator. We will be

glad to advise you without cost.
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The main body of the O is the

same as the oval, two-thirds as wide

as long. The finishing oval should be

the same size as the body.

The finishing ovals of O, A, and D
should be the same in all letters. The
beginning oval of the D should bal-

ance the final oval. The shades in

these three letters are approximately

the same. Practice the three letters

together.

The shades on the C, H, and E are

much the same as the shades on the

O, A, and D. The E, of course, is a

little shorter. Keep the shades high

and snappy. Most of the shades are

above the crossing in ths C and the

H. Study the inside shape of the

loops. Notice they vary in size. The

top loops of the C and H are the

same in size and slant, but larger

than the bottom of the H or loop in

the E.

Keep your beginning and ending

strokes parallel.

Study each letter form carefully.

If necessary, draw the letters out

with a pencil, large on cardboard,

erasing and penciling until you get

the forms correct. Some penmen
have practiced with pencil on large

paper. For instance some of the

finest conception of form was made
by A. D. Taylor, The well known pen-

man on wrapping paper.
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Constructive Criticism

The accompanying specimen was
written by a Seventh Grade Boy.

Evidently the teacher presented an
interesting lesson on the grouping of

letters. This pupil perhaps copied

the lesson hastily without giving much
thought or interest to it.

By E. A. 1.1PFER

Many persons examine a specimen
and wonder what can be done to im-

prove it. Some become discouraged,

before making a systematic effort to

improve it, however, by correcting a

few simple things great improvement
can be made.

In the first place much of this

writing is not legible. It would be in-

teresting for your class to cover all

but one letter. If the letter does not
stand out clear and legible it needs
correcting.

6J£7Xaa~ /*/?U' a*J ^tS A^^C^u^- si~d&

9,

/o

//.

/Z

/3

/*/.

/S.

g QfjA HnZk-ji.ft^ u^ it- , W. %4% V9K&&

Let us study the simple dot over

the i. Most people can place a dot

over the i. The dot should be placed

twice as high as the i is high and in

line with the i. Little skill is requir-

ed to dot the i and j. The lack of an

i dot makes the i confusing with other

avo/d
/oop >

-® afof-

open

letters. This is especially true in the

specimen where the e's are made
without an open loop. Be sure to get

a loop in the e and a retrace, or point,

on the i, and also to dot the i.

Study the illustration which we have

made, and make a comparison of the

two letters.
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end hiqh
77Z^
Come, to
base, /me

Two other confusing letters are the

small o and a. From the copy which

we have made you will see that the o

ends with a gliding motion from the

oval, or body, of the o along the top

head line, while the finishing stroke of

the a comes down to the base line and

then up to the head line. If this dis-

tinction in these two letters is made,

very little confusion will appear in

these two letters, however, where the

ending stroke in either letter is

brought down half way it is impos-

sible to tell what letter is intended

without reading the surrounding

letters. Even then it is difficult to

distinguish, for some words like on

and an are the same with the excep-

tion of the finishing strokes on the o

and the a.

cj~oz>s care/u//y 3

The t crossings are easy to make,

but usually are carelessly made and

at times are carelessly omitted. The

t should not have a loop in it. A loop

in the t makes it confusing with the I.

The t should be two spaces high and

the 1 three spaces. Remember to

cross the t carefully. Study the loca-

tion and the length of the t crossing.

Make a careful study of the t and the

1. The beginning and ending strokes

are the same on both letters.

should be separated. Never run the

main stem through the cap. The

capital letter should also be three

spaces high, as tall as the loop letters.

w/des

Two other letters which are often

confusing are the r and the s. Get the

r wide at the top and rounding at the

base . The r is open at the base while

the s is closed. Both letters extend

slightly above the head line. Where
the r is made too narrow at the top

it resembles a poor i.

/
Sharp Turn

In the word the the pupil has diffi-

culty in making the h unlike the b.

Study the location of the turns and

the point at the bottom of the h. The

top turn on the h should be rounding

and not sharp.

Other letters which become con-

fusing are the u and v, and the y and

z. Study the illustrations. The

student should watch the shoulder on

the small z. His z looks like a y.

turns

One of the outstanding difficul-

ties on this specimen is the lack of

ability to rest the letters on the base
line. Make a special effort to get

all of the letters resting on the base

line, excepting, of course, the loop

letters that extend below the base

line, but the body of these letters

should rest on the base line.

After writing several lines check

back through your work and see how
many letters are actually off the line.

Try it again and see if you can re-

duce the number of mistakes.

Uniform slant is one of the things

which makes writing beautiful and
pleasing. We suggest to this student

that he draw a few pencil guide lines

as we have suggested before we wrote
the word cue. Notice how the down
strokes have been pulled down toward

the center of the body with a straight

movement. All downstrokes should

be straight with the exception of

downstrokes of circular letters.

In the accompanying specimen there

is a decided lack of freedom and

ease. Time should be given to de-

In the specimen of the Seventh

Grade Boy we notice a confusion be-

tween the capital T and the small t.

In the capital T the two sections

The capitals generally on this

specimen need practice. They are

too small and too cramped. Notice

particularly the capital I which re-

sembles a capital Q. Study the two

illustrations which we have made.

-turns

velop a free easy movement . This

means correct pen holding and po-

sition. Some work on movement ex-

ercises would help, especially on in-

dividual letters.
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Roundhand Script
By THE EDITOR

Roundhand is one of the engrossers main styles. It is one of his main money makers.

Learn to write a page of script which is uniform in appearance. That means uniform downstrokes. First try

to get all downstrokes the same in thickness and the same in length. Study the turns to see how near to the base-

line the shades are made.

' /

/ J

/ ,

/ /

The accompanying illustration shows how the shades should be the same thickness from top to bottom. Draw a few
guide lines and fit the various strokes in between them. It may help you to get a better idea of the shades.

Another thing which is illustrated is how each turn is part of an oval. Check some of your finished letters and see

if they all make good narrow ovals.

~nu/f JJ/ /// a////?? /y?y?y

^m^M/jy^My/yny/rrj^^
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Learn to cut the shades off straight on the base and head lines. Get smooth edges. To do this have your pen

pointing in the same direction as the shades.

Keep the side of the hand down on the paper and make most strokes with mainly finger movement.

Of course you must have an oblique penholder to write Script. You also need flexible pen points. As you learn

to write smaller use finer, stiffer points.

Raise the pen on the turns at the base line. Keep the shade from extending around into the turns. AH turns should

be of even roundness whether upper or under turns.

Ruling is very important in Script. Use 3
S inch paper for this lesson. If you do not have ruled paper rule it accur-

ately and carefully.

Your ink should be thin so that you get thin hairlines, but also see that the shades are black. If you desire sug-

gestions on ink feel free to write to us.

AN INTERVIEW
I Cunfd. from Page 13)

ties if she can concen-

trate on the engrossing job

and forget the house for

the time being. I find

general housework does

not interfere and can be

done during the day and

engrossing during the quiet

of the evening. If I have

an engrossing job that has

to be done the first part of

the week, I do it during

the daytime and do the

household duties at night,

such as washing, ironing,

and scrubbing as this
work does not leave the

hands relaxed enough for

good pen work. It can be

done, but it is better to

turn the house over to a

good housekeeper and con-

centrate on engrossing.

What training would you

recommend ?

».: Training should consist of

study of alphabets, char-

acter of letters and how
to use pens and brushes.

A general art course of

drawing, color, and design

is of great value.

How long would you say it

takes one to become an

expert ?

.: Profeciency depends on the

persons ability and time

spent in practice. I be-

lieve there has to be a cer-

tain amount of talent and

real interest.

What do you recommend
to secure business?

>.: Either by mailing sam-
ples or by a series of per-

sonal calls with samples to

business houses, organiza-

tions and clubs. I find

most executives are glad

to learn of engrossing ser-

vice. It is a good idea to

work in public for a while

and make contacts that

guarantee a few "bread

and butter accounts" be-

fore establishing your own
studio. Once the public

knows about the service

they will come to you. As
most resolutions etc., are

presented publicly, each one

is an advertisement in it-

self.

Ed.: Mainly, of what does your

work consist ?

Mrs. D.: Engrossing of certificates

and resolutions bring the

best prices. The scale

here varies from $3.00 to

$5.00 per hour.

Ed.: Where is your studio lo-

cated ?

Mrs. D.: My studio is in my home.

Ed.: Give us some information

on how you do retouching

of letters.

Mrs. D.: If letters are large enough
I use a fine imported rul-

ing pen for straight lines

and for details I use a

Gillott 170 or 290, or even

a fine red sable brush, ac-

cording to the texture of

the paper stock. For small

work I use the fine pens or

brush. For an authentic

Roman letter I draw and

fill them in freehand so as

not to lose the true char-

acter.

Ed.: Give us the names of a

few books you use.

Mrs. D.: There are many good books

of interest to Engrossers.

The ones I keep handy for

reference are The Zanerian

Manual of Alphabets and
Engrossing, Lettering of

Today, Historic Design and

Printing (by Johnson),

Lettering (by Egan Weis.)

A very helpful book for

beginners.

ORNAMENTAL PENMANSHIP
INCREASING INTEREST

A letter from Mr. E. H. Craver, 719

East 25th Street, Paterson, New
Jersey, states that he has been using

shaded ornamental penmanship very

effectively in maintaining interest in

his shorthand and typewriting classes.

He states that last term he found it

unnecessary to speak to a single

person about dicipline, and for several

terms teaching has been relieved of

lack of interest in his shorthand and
typewriting subjects.

As a reward to his students for

good work he writes their names for

them in various ornamental styles.

He gives prizes for such things as

perfect page, first, second, and third

best, for improvement, neatness, etc.

On the slips he either writes the

pupils name or some complimentary
remark like "Very Good," "Best

Page," etc. The students work hard to

get these beautifully written compli-

ments, and he so arranges it so that

every student receives some kind of

slip with ornamental penmanship on

it. "The effect has been magical,"

he states.

He enclosed a few of the left-over

cards and slips which are little gems.

We wish that they had been written

in the proper kind of engravable ink

and that it had been possible for us

to reproduce them.

We hope that other teachers will

try Mr. Craver's plan to interest

their pupils in penmanship.

EDWARD C. MILLS

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.
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A Masterpiece
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This Is une of the finest specimens e>er written, .study It, practice from it. and put It in .vcuir serap book.
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Lessons in Card Carving and Designs
I>. CARTER, Deerfield. 111.

This is a combination of freehand

flourishing-, drawing and knifeman-

ship.

First, throw freehand the light

stems using a colored pencil or pen

and ink. Use a good grade of heavy
cardboard.

Second, draw the flowers with

pencil, being careful to get the forms
accurate. Develop the ability to

draw. Keep pencil drawing clear-cut

and smooth.

Third, cut the grass or seed effect

under the flourished strokes, using a

sharp knife. Use pencil guide lines

where it will help.

Fourth, paint the flowers, using

water color and brush. One of the

flowers is pink and the other one

yellow. The leaf is green.

For cutting tool we use different

shaped knives, pens sharpened on the

heel and reversed in a penholder, or

a gouge. Study different strokes or

effects and the kind of cutting in-

strument that will produce the de-

sired effect.

Water color, colored pencils, color-

ed inks or crayons can be used for

coloring the flowers.

After cutting a card like the copy,

design one slightly different. You
will soon be able to make many
beautiful designs. You will find sug-

gestions on post cards, books and

magazines.

your order. 40e a duzen, postpaid

AGENTS WANTED
A. W. COOPER

D. 1, Ringoes, New Jersey

'•W

SUPERFINE
Send one dollar and re

finest penmanship you
for framing.

s?;r of the
suitable

E. AUSTIN JONES
3101 Hutehinsi

Kort Worth.
n Street

Texas

WANTED Educators for 1922 to 1926
inclusive. State priee wanted and
pleteness.

SAM KOIDE
255 Kamanuwai Lane
Honolulu 18, Hawaii

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
The opport unity is offered all who wish

to acquire MASTERY OF CONTROL in

handwriting with the least effort and
little expense. The finest qualities are in

the "STRAHM 'SPECIAL* " Models hand-
made designed for beginners of handwriting

and professional penmen. Prices right.

Send for FREE circulars. Address

:

F. L. TOWER, 601 West Pleasant Street

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates turn shed

143 East State

Trenton, N.

Street

J.
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abcdefg hi j klmcvpqrstuv

wxyz H[ettcrin<) useful for

Resolution* and (Testimonub
Very practical and attractive letterinK by E. H. MctiHEE, Trenton, New Jersey.

Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Hassinger, of

Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania called

at our office on their way home from

a trip to the West Coast. Mr.

Hassinger is greatly interested in

penmanship, and states that he would

rather do penmanship as a hobby than

anything else. He, therefore, spends

much of his spare time doing pen-

work.

He is a neighbor of that skillful

penman and friend of ours, Mr. I. Z.

Hackman, of Elizabethtown. Mr.

Hackman is a former student of the

Zanerian and has taught in the Drexel

Institute in Philadelphia for many
years.

KEEP CHEERFUL AND HOPEFUL

By GUY LOCKWOOD

When once you start a task, hold

tight,

Before you give up make a fight,

Don't let some small thing inter-

fere

With plans that are to your mind
dear.

And if something gets in between.

(That is you have to stop I mean,)

Don't give up then, resolve to start

Right soon again, and don't lose

heart.

If the thing you want you hold in

mind

This thing will come to you, you'll

find.

The mind is a magnet and ever draws

The thing it seeks, 'tis effect and

cause.

Don't fill your mind with grief and

fear,

Or things you dislike will come more

near,

Keep cheerful, hopeful, wait for light,

And you are sure to come out right.

A beautiful Sourish by I. A. OVERHOI.T, Norwalk, California,
it Is a combination of freehand flourishing; and drawing. Me-
chanical forms can he delightfully employed with flourishing.

THE THING TO DO IS DO IT

By GUY LOCKWOOD

If we have got a task today.

The thing to do is do it.

If we keep putting it off alway

I'm very sure we'll rue it,

To put off tasks that should be done

Is not the way that victory's won.

For we must learn to do our work,

And do it well and clever,

It will not do for us to shirk,

Just take right hold the lever

And throw the throttle open wide

Don't let your boat drift with the

tide.
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GUESS WHO
How Keen Are You At Observing Details?

In a recent issue of The Educator
we published a Madarasz signature

which was written by C. P. Zaner.

This contest created so much interest

that we decided to publish anothei

Madarasz signature.

We will offer one years subscription

to the Educator to the first person

sending the correct answer to this

months contest. The question is, "Who
wrote the above signature?" The
first correct answer will get a sub-

scription to The Educator and each

additional correct answer which is re-

ceived up until October 1, 1946, will

receive a scrap of Ornamental Pen-

manship written by the Editor for

your scrapbook. Send your answers

as soon as you can.

This is going to be a little more
difficult, we believe, to decipher than

the previous contest. Perhaps it was,

and perhaps it wasn't written by

Madarasz. Undoubtedly this is an

unusually skillful signature.

X / y

y

s ;

A very charming specimen of Ornamental Writing, by O. E. HOVIS, 88 Biltmore Street, Springfield,

.Massachusetts. Have you seen a recent specimen from any penman with more snap?
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Tiotmerely mntittfcrymaicrmC ^utm thin^
of fhe spirit.

lift m^rcbm 5CjVmYJnv<mtf>ny,m<?teiy, anJ

^ky,*rrapcj>*, t^t^liv in rMtl/, prineipfes,

character:

TiOt ttwsvJv in the calm assertion eC~rie>hts,butin

the plat assumption ofduties.
Titf t*launtine her strength asaaiant, but bent-

ine inkelprulnessovcrasiek ant wounoed
toerlb like a $*& c*umai'itan

.

^.ot in splenoio isolation , but in courageousceeferatitn

¥<et inyrite, amvanee , ano >i*>ain ofotherrace* ant
peoples, but in sympathy loveano unterstano*

m$
tI^I in Ireaomj? aoain the eft jworn , blooov pathway

vhteK en$/ inevitaWy in chaosanbfy&tci',
but in Waiirw a new frail , alono whrth.ptoitf

3<?>, other nation* will IvJlev , into the neiv

Jerusalem where wary will he ne more.

feme \yyjeme nation must take tnatjpath-unlc*f— we are to lapse oixce detain tnto utter bar*

barism -an^ that honor

^

1covet Jvrmu
beloved JXmeriea.

>\tit so, in that spirit ano with these hopes,

say with allmy heart ant^oul

,

This style of ornament is very decorative and is very appealing. It strengthens thin places which other-

wise would look weak and disconnected. E. L. Brown's source of ideas is like an ever flowing fountain.
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ROUTE 40 — WEST
C. ANDERSON

Why don't young people ever see

old people ? There, before them is

the end of the route on which they

are starting.

When a parent says, "I want my
boy to get an education so that he

will not be compelled to work hard

all his life", that parent is express-

ing his appreciation of education in

one short terse sentence. He is say-

ing: I want my boy to take advant-

age of the experiments, the reflec-

tions, the analysis, and the emotions

of all who have gone before. He
doesn't want his boy to start at the

beginning: He doesn't want his boy

to start where he is quitting: He
wants his boy to start his life beyond

anything that he has been able to ac-

complish.

I know everything has changed

since the War, but there are basic

ideas that never change. Within the

books of our libraries and our school

texts are the reflections, the thoughts.

and the emotions of mankind since

the dawn of history. Thousands upon

thousands of dollars are spent each

year for reference books, for text

books, for equipment and for instruc-

tors, to assist young people to make
life more livable.

"The two great factors in attaining

success in any calling of life are; first,

know your business, second, work."

There is no substitute for work.

Train a boy to work with his head,

train him to write, then he has a com-

bination that is hard to beat. And by

all means teach him the value of

time. "If time be of all things the

most precious, wasting time must be

the greatest prodigality." and; "Not

till Time has torn out half the leaves

from the Book of Life do we see how
few remain."

Young man. young woman: "Be
not simply good, be good for some-

thing."

YOUR QUESTION AND
ANSWER DEPARTMENT
We have a boy entering the third

grade who seems intelligent in every-

thing but reading simple words like

to, us, see, him, or, is, when written

in regular cursive style. He can imi-

tate with pencil words placed be-

fore him written in large cursive,

but cannot pronounce them. We had

him write and pronounce several sim-

ple words one at a time. Five minutes

later we pointed to each word and

asked what it was. He had forgotten.

We did not test him in reading

Manuscript which he had taken the

first and second years in school.

Either the second grade teacher failed

to teach cursive or to recognize words

written in cursive, or the boy has

reading difficulties.

What has been your experience and

what do you recommend for the train-

ing of this boy?

Send your solution for the above.

A years subscription to the Educator

will be given if your answer is pub-

lished.

SPECIAL PENMANSHIP DEPARTMENT BOWLING GREEN BUSINESS UNIVERSITY. BOWLING GREEN. KV

.//,, :.-.
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A HAND-WRITTEN SPECIMEN FRESH FflOM-Jfrnr'PEN

7

W. C. Brnwnfield haH lurned out some very hiKh class work. Write to him at 1649 Compton Road,

Cleveland Heiijhts. Ohio, complimentinK him and requesting him to turn out more work for The Educator.

Specimen was loaned to us by Major F. O. Anderson.
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Beautiful writing b] F. W. TAMBI.VN. Kansas City.

Original »as loaned to us hy Major F. O. Ander

RETIRES
Julius A. Buell, Penman of the

Minneapolis Business College, Min-
neapolis, Minnesota, has, after 38

years of continuous service as teacher

of penmanship retired. Mr. Buell un-

questionably holds one of the longest

and highest records for his students

winning penmanship certificates. He
started in 1908, and that year his

students won 44 certificates. The
number gradually increased from year

to year until he won 7,384 Educator
Certificates. This is an average of

better than 194 certificates each year

during his 38 years in penmanship
service.

Mr. Buell has always been willing

to contribute articles, specimens, and
anything which he could to The

Educator. Most of our readers will

still remember his fine articles on

left-handed penmanship which ap-

peared in our columns a few years

ago.

We congratulate Mr. Buell on his

long and successful penmanship ca-

reer. We wish him much happiness

in his years of retirement.

A beautiful, well printed catalog

has been received from George A.

Meadows, President and manager of

the Meadows-Draughon College,

Shreveport, Louisiana. It is a

modern, up-to-the-minute catalog, full

of human interest photographs.

The Meadows-Draughon College is

one of the progressive schools of the

South.

When renewing her subscription

to The Educator, Mrs. Emma G.

Myers, the Engrosser, of 10 Devon-
shire Place, Bridgeton, New Jersey,

states that she has just returned from
a two month stay in St. Petersburg,

Florida.

St. Petersburg is a gathering place

for famous penmen. Some years ago

Mr. Healy and many of the other pen-

men met there. This past summer
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Roller of 12

South Twelfth Street, Philadelphia,,

Pa., and Mr. E. L. Brown of Rock-

land, Maine, spent their vacation in

St. Petersburg.

A nice pen flourish has been re-

ceived from P. D. Montalbo, 2418

Pine Street, San Francisco 15, Cali-

fornia.
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Easy, skillful Business Writing, by C. P. ZANER. Study it.
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Some dashy HourishinK, l>> W. E. DENNIS. None better.
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NEWS ITEMS

INSTRUCTION — In pen art§ and kindred

arts. Pen art and pen lettering, $3. "5 a eourse.

COMBINED COl'RSE. S7.50, Including text

SIGNS PAINTING FOR DEALERS — Write
for prices. Also Instruction In this line of

work and Applied Art in the different me-
diums.

Also write for prices in Crochet dollies,

which we have at the present time.

PEARL DICKINSON, c/o THE EDUCATOR,
COLUMBUS 8, OHIO

Richard de Cirilac. of Waterbury, Connec-
ticut, paid us a visit. While here he picked

up a pen and demonstrated that he can turn

out his usual high grade penwork.
Mr. de Cirilac attended the Zanerian in 1926.

He is enjoying excellent health and is a jolly

good fellow as well as a skillful penman.

COLONEL WALLACE H. WHIGAM
Colonel Wallace H. Whigam, for many years

Head of the Department of Economics at the

Crane High School. Chicago, died at Dade
City. Florida, on July 1. He was the author
of texts on bookkeeping, commercial law.

and arithmetic that were widely used in high

schools and business colleges during the early

part of the century. His wife, Emma Coe
Whigam. died in 1935. and since then he had
maintained a home in Miami. He was eighty-

tive years old last November, and up to the

time of his death he was actively interested

in political and social problems. One of our
early vigorous leaders in commercial edu-
cation has passed.

Colonel Whigam at one time contributed ar-

ticles to The Educator on commercial sub-
jects.

ANNUAL SEMINAR ON READING
DISABILITIES

February 3, 1947, at TEMPLE
UNIVERSITY, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania.

The Annual Seminar on Develop-

mental Reading will be conducted by

the Reading- Clinic Staff, Department

of Psychology, Temple University.

Lectures, demonstrations, and dis-

cussions will be used to develop the

central theme: DIFFERENTIATED
CORRECTIVE AND REMEDIAL
READING.

Topics for successive days are:

Approaches to Analysis of Reading

Disabilities, The Analysis Program,

Case History, Social and Emotional

Correlates, Physical and Neurolo-

gical Factors, Capacity for Reading,

Reading and General Language A-

chievement, Classification of Reading

Problems, Remedial and Corrective

Procedures.

For further information write to:

Dr. Emmett Albert Betts, Reading

Clinic, Temple University, Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania.

Lessons in Lettering
By ANN HOVER

Avenue, Westwood, Ne

4£bi{h B. JfaufRncr

Use a No. 5 lettering pen for prac-

ticing these copies. Also use a feeder

on the pen. See that the feeder is

not too tight or it may make your

pen scratch. Allow enough space be-

tween pen and feeder to slide a thin

piece of paper between. Keep the

feeder back at least 1/16 of an inch

from the point of the pen. The object

of the feeder is to regulate the flow

of ink—not to enable you to letter a

great number of letters without extra

clipping. Uniform amount or color of

ink is more important than quantity.

Rule accurate head and base lines

always. Never try to letter without

them. Most engrossers have some
mechanical means of ruling accurate

head lines. Section liners will no

doubt be back on the market in time.

They are a great help.

Spacing between and in letters

should be the same in apearance.

Center your names on the page. Thia

may require suggesting the letters

light with pencil or lettering th«

name first on a scrap of paper.

Be sure not to get too much ink on

your pen. Draw the pen out of the

inkwell slowly, allowing the surplus

ink to run back into the well.

Study good lettering wherever you

see it and do a lot of practice. You
need plenty of skill to do all kinds of

lettering, so begin now to acquire

skill in handling the pen.

,a»
iirtBf\

em: it iriiifinhi-vi'D iihi''£'U]irnK;''il':!iiiti!!jl:;u'.fii!c;i::i.',

By H. G. BI'RTNER, 1421) Pine Street, Philadelphia 2. Pa.



SIX FUNDAMENTALS IN A
LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAM
FOR TEACHING HANDWRITING

1. Use a definite period each day for penmanship study and

practice.

2. Have pupils practice their writing on loose paper until satis-

factory. Then record their best efforts in the intended space in

the Practice Book.

3. Supply each teacher with a Teachers' Manual for access to

helpful outlines, instructions and suggestions for daily work.

Supply each pupil with respective grade Practice Book to serve

as a Recorder for his individual improvement in standards of

achievement.

4. Solicit cooperation of Principal or Supervisor in checking Practice

Books at regular intervals. (At least once a month)

5. Take advantage of our Teacher Refresher Courses—both in

print and script—offered free where our books are used.

6. Establish standards of classroom acceptance in all written work

—

using Classroom Scale as the measuring stick.

CORRELATED HANDWRITING
THE ZANERIAN COLLEGE
THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR

612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio

ZANERIAN CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Tuition Supplies

Business Handwriting Course ?10.00 $1.55

Roundhand or Engrossers' Script 12.00 2.7(1

Text Lettering and Engrossing 12.00 2.85

Advanced Engrossing 12.00 2. in

Ornamental Penmanship 12.00 3.2(1

Zanerian College of Penmanship
612 N. Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio
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PROMOTES PENMANSHIP PERFECTION

• PERMANENT . FREE-FLOWING • LEGIBLE . PERFECT CONTROL FOR VARYING WIDTH OF LINE

Higgins Eternal Black Writing Ink is a pure carbon ink — jet black — that lasts as long as the paper on

which vou write. • In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts and gallons. Ask your dealer today for

IIIGGII1S
THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE • SINCE 1880

HI G GIIIS JJVK CO., IJVC. 271 -JV/JVTH ST.. BROOKIYJV 15, JV. Y.

Zanerian Manual of Alphabets & Engrossing

Shows you how to quickly learn to do pen work
which will bring you in extra money. It covers
Rotindhand Script, Light line (Manuscript) Let-
tering, Broad Pen Lettering, Standard Lettering,
Pencilling, Diploma Filling, Principles of Shad-
ing, Flourishing, Alphabets, Decorative Drawing,
Pen Technique, Christmas Cards, Headings,
Diplomas, Resolutions, Memorials, Wash Work,
Illuminated letters, Albums, Borders, Illustrated

Poems, and Miscellaneous Specimens. These
specimens were prepared by over thirty of
America's foremost engrossing artists.

Price of Book $2.50 Both for

The Educator 1.50 $3.50

$4.00

The Zaner-Bloser Company
612 North Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio
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TEACHERS

Outstanding typists

wear the

"70 International Pin"

Inspire your students

to work for this pin.

Sample test and com-
plete details on request.

International Honor Society

For Business Education

220 N. Main Street

Burlington — Iowa

The Right

Fountain Pen

Point

for the

handwriting

system

you teach

/*

Courses in penmanship
go a whole lot smoother when teacher

and students can pick a pen point that

suits the requirements exactly. Esterbrook

is the only fountain pen offering 33

such points — 33 inexpensive, different

points that are interchangeable in the

same holder, making each Esterbrook

precisely adaptable to your needs: ex-

tremely economical and practical, too.

THE ESTERBROOK PEN COMPANY
Cooper Slreel, Camden. N. J.

The Union Brothers. Ltd.. Toronto. Canada

S^te/dtcok
RENEW-POINT FOUNTAIN PEN

LEARN TO WRITE ON THE BOARD
With this new book as a guide you can easily learn to write

well on the board and to use the board to the best advantage.

INCLUDES—

• Manuscript writing for primary teachers.

• Cursive writing for upper grade teachers.

• Ornamental, Flourishing, and Lettering for those who want it.

Size 6 by 8 — 96 Pages plus Cover

Per doz. $12.00 less 25% F.O.B. Columbus, Ohio

B^rajraaSf

Id.

WRITING ON THE BOARD, Price each Net postpaid

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus 8, Ohio

$1.00
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OUR
.BUSINESS ,

LIFE
THIRD EDITION

LLOYD L.JONES

Today's Everyday Business
for—

• Student

Citizen

• Consumer

. Worker!

OUR BUSINESS LIFE
Third Edition

By LLOYD L. JONES
Our Business Life has been a standard text for a number of years for the important first business course

variously known as Junior Business, Introduction to Business, Elementary Business, etc. Now, in the new-

Third Edition, this popular book is right up to date and more teachable than ever! It gives the student on

the lower secondary-school level

:

1. An intelligent understanding and appreciation of the place of business in American life

2. Information that will function in his activities as a consumer and citizen

3. An opportunity to explore business as a field of work

4. Training in fundamentals—word studies, penmanship, arithmetic—and in useful business skills

5. Foundation training for the further study of business subjects.

Unit Organization

The new Third Edition of Our Business Life is organized on a modern unit basis that saves time and

effort for both instructor and student. The 29 units in the book are divided into 84 sections. Each section

is a convenient, short unit of work that maintains student interest.

Encourages Community Contacts

The local community is an invaluable laboratory for the study of business. Our Business Life helps the

teacher and the student capitalize on the resources of the community. The questions and points for dis-

cussion that conclude each section in the book emphasize applications of the text matter to the local com-

munity. The practical social-business assignments, also a concluding feature in each section, take the

student right into his community to make investigations and arrive at independent judgments and decisions.

Simple Language; Hundreds of Illustrations

Our Business Life is written in the interesting, readable style and vocabulary of an author who is ex-

perienced in writing textbooks for students on the lower secondary-school level. The book contains several

hundred illustrations consisting of photographs, charts, graphs, maps, and reproductions of business forms,

many of them accompanied by detailed, informative legends.

( rive your students the basic training in business offered in Our Business Life. Third Edition. A
complete program of teaching materials for use with the text is available.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
New York Chicago San Francisco Boston Dallas Toronto London
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BUSINESS WRITING
By THE EDl'CATOR STAFF

The m contains three even sections. The tops are round turns, not angular. Check the three sections to see

that they are uniform. ,

Get the downstrokes straight. Pull them toward your body. Keep the paper directly in front of you.

Glide into the letter and out of it freely. The downstrokes can be made with a careful, restricted movement,

but the connective strokes should be free. Let the little finger slide on upstrokes.

In joining the letters swing freely from one to the other. About 16 letters to each line. Notice that one group

starts directly underneath the finish of the preceding group.

The n has two equal sections or top turns. Unless those top turns are round the n may look like u. Glide into

and out of each letter freely. Keep downstrokes light.

Think of the Roman c in making the small c. To begin it has a hook or dot at the top. Swing down straight

to the baseline and then finish with a straight upward swing like the n and other small letters. Glide into the

letter freely and out of the letter freely. Get the top part of the c wide with a hook or dot, or your c may look like

an i. Make about 20 c's to the line when joining them.

Check the turns on the c to see that they are no wider than the turns on the i or n and m. A common ten-

dency is to make the turn in the bottom of the c too wide.

fc^
E—s£L.-

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and August i

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..
612 N. Park St., Columbus. O.

E. A. LUPFER Editor

PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. $150 A YEAR
( To Canada 10c ; foreign 30c more

)

Single copy, 25c.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.
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The a has a slanting ova! and finishes much the same as the c.

Watch the top of the letter. See that it is closed and does not contain a hump. Give some attention to the re-

trace of the second part. The retrace should be very slight. Where you retrace too far to the baseline a poor

letter will be the result.

Bring the second part of a down to the base line, then up again as you finish n or i.

In joining your a check the motion on the top retrace. It takes more time to make a careful retrace than it

does single strokes. Check the turns of the a and see that both turns in teach letter are the same width and round-

ness. The turns on the a should be the same sharpness as on the m and n.

The x is a simple letter made about the same as the last part of the m and n with the upward cross. Start

the cross stroke at the baseline and end at the height of the turn. A common tendency is to make the cross stroke

too long and carelessly. It should be practically parallel to the upstrokes. It should cross the downstroke in the

center. Think of your Roman x where you simply add the beginning and ending strokes. Be careful with the

crossings.

S&.

The v introduces a difficult part. That is the retrace or little Cot. This part requires extra time, therefore, do

not hustle through the dot. Make a complete stop and then finish the letter.

You should make the top and bottom strokes rounding, otherwise the v may look like the o.

In making the five letters you have five distinct stops, therefore, swing along freely excepting at the five

stops. The v is not quite as wide in the letter as some of the other turns. Study it carefully.

The capital X can be made by beginning with a dot or a loop. The standard alphabet contains a loop about

one-third the size of the letter. The finish can be up like the small n. Keep the downstrokes parallel and light.

The second section should be slightly lighter than the first.

Write the word Naomi joining the X to the small letters. Watch the spacing.
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The M has four downstrokes or three main sections. Each section gets smaller. Draw slant lines down across

the tops of your letters to help you get uniform slope. Do not shade the downstrokes. They should be made light

and freely. As you approach the baseline with the first stroke come to a complete stop if necessary.

The H has two main downstrokes and one crossing. Compare it with the Roman H or type. Keep your down-
strokes straight. The crossing should be made so that it can be joined to the following letters. Curve both sections

on the top gracefully and evenly. Many people make the mistake of starting the second part at the top with a

straight line instead of a curve.

In writing the word Homer get four words to the line, and be sure to get the letters evenly spaced,

smooth line is desired.

A free.

The K is very similar to the H. It has a beginning stroke exactly the same as in the H. The second part is

made in two sections with two compound curves. Be sure to get the top and bottom even on the inside of the

letters. Do not crowd the bottom. It is also not necessary to stop on the loop in the center. We like to swing

the little loop around the straight downward stem.

In writing Kiowa check to see if your a and o are plain. Cover up all but the o and see if it is plain, or could

it be taken for an a? Remember the o finishes on the head line while the a comes down to the baseline and then up.

The VV is a push pull angular letter, similar to the Ro .ian letter VV. Do not crowd your W. Make about sixteen
letters to the line. Divide your line into four sections and get about four letters to each section. Write with a free
arm movement. In writing the word Weaver you have two distinct places to check the motion. One at the top of
the a and the other at the retrace of the v. Get considerable gliding motion in between each letter and be sure
to glide out of your letters freely with an upward motion.
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The r begins like the small letter i but has an additional stroke at the top. Get the r wide at the top with
as much daylight in the r as you have in any turn on the m or n. Glide into and out of the letter freely. In making
the group of five r's check the motion slightly but do not stop on the shoulder. Go to the board and write this letter

emphasizing the movement. The downstroke of the r should be straight.

±^L

The s is made with a rolling, rocking motion. You glide along the baseline and then up as in i or r and then
swing back with a circular motion closing the s at the bottom. Do not shade ths s. Be sure to get plenty of day-

light in the s. There should be as much daylight in the s as in the turn of an n.

The t is often mistreated. Cross it carefully and with a straight movement. There should be three straight ever,

end strokes at the top. It is like a slanting cross.

Watch the retrace of the t. Avoid a loop. Study where the downstroke joins the upward stroke. If necessary

make a complete stop at the top of the t in order to avoid a loop. You can cross a t if you work carefully. Care-

less people usually make careless crossings and also make poor t's.

^
The d is a combination of a and t. The last part is exactly the same as the t without the crossing. You might

try making an a and extending the top part an extra space just for study. Make a row of d's and erase the ex-

tended part and see if you have a row of good a's. Of course, the d has two places to be careful with. The first is

the retrace of the oval and the next is the retrace of the extended stroke.

In studying the p turn it upside down. Do you have a good beginning part for ad? Get a quick circular mo-
tion on the oval part of the p. Always close p. Extra care must be taken in making the p at the baseline.



40 Plus 40 Equals 100
GRACE I'HARAZYN. Margate City Schools

The fifteen hundred teaching-

minutes a week were so crowded

with subject matter that handwriting-

and music became segreg-ated sub-

jects in the sixth, seventh, and eighth

grades. I taught them each for forty

minutes a week and they were integ-

rated incidently by the teachers of

other subjects.

I decided to correlate my two sub-

jects because I felt that the time de-

voted to them was inadequate. Now,
the boys and girls in the Margate City

School are learning- many interesting

things about music at the same time

they are practicing their writing.

I have mimeogTaphed copies which
I call "Blue prints". I have planned

and mimeographed a model page for

every small letter and every capital

letter in the alphabet. These model

pages are called blue-prints because

there is a large plan of the letter

form with specific directions at the

top of each page. Each blue-print is

divided into four sections as follows:

1. A large model with directions for

forming letter - and a line of the

letter.

2. The specific letter form combined
with five different letters.

3. The above combinations used in

words pertaining- to music.

4. The above words in sentences re-

lating to music.

Following is an example of musical

terms used when featuring the

letter p:

pianist, polka, phrase prelude, pedal

pi, po, ph, pr, pe

ppppppppppppppp
A phrase is a musical thought.

The polka originated in Czecho-

slovakia. "Polka" is a Bohemian
word meaning "half". The half

step is a characteristic of the

polka.

Chopin, the pianist and composer,

wrote many preludes.

The procedure for the presenta-

tion of the blue-print consists of the

building of the letter on the black-

board according to the specifications

on the model. The musical content

is discussed and followed up later

with the writing of a story. All

stories are based on musical themes.

The follow-up story for the lesson

the "p" would be the story of the

polka. After the discussion of the

musical content a copy of the model

page is made.

Two marks are given for the com-
pleted paper. The first mark is for

the writing of the "p". The second
mark is given for neatness and the

writing in general.

Each teacher in the school has a

desk copy of the complete set of

blue-prints in booklet form. The
letters are arranged according to the

fundamental stroke, such as: the

direct oval: indirect oval; push and
pull; shepherd's crook; and the com-
pound curve.

Writing in grades one to five in-

clusive is an integrated subject

taught by the class room teachers

and supervised by me. The teachers

of these rooms use the blue-prints as

guides in their teaching.

Due to the correlation of music and
handwriting-, I have increased the

time devoted to each subject al-

though there are only forty minutes

of each by the clock. The pupils de-

velop consciousness of the exact

picture of the letter form. They
have the experience of combining it

with other letters. When this course

of study is completed the writing has

improved greatly and the pupils have

acquired a vast knowledge of musical

facts.

From "The Pen"

F u mmx nut write u hotter bunk,
jnuutrh a baiter ^prxxxutx, xtr txx&k&
a brtfrr mmu*e tr*ty» thmx hx^
tunithiun% riunuvh In* tmilrt his luntsr

in the winters'. ljuA txuirlo will wakc^
a hratpn yarh tn his itaor

>"• -Tamblyn*Studio •X-fcWui
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An Open Letter
1671 Hislett St.,

Pittsburgh 6, Pa.

Aug. 18, 1946

Friend Lupfer:

You ask me to write something

interesting. This incident from the

many of my forty-five years as a

penman-teacher might prove inter-

esting to your readers:

Place: A big hotel in Chicago.

Time: About thirty years ago.

Occasion: Our annual holiday con-

vention. Many of the grand old men
of the profession were there. I was
one of the younger fry. Mr. Dickey

of Bowling Green dubbed me "the

tall sycamore sapling from the Wa-
bash." It was a good tag, for I was
then at Evansville, Ind. and 6' - 4".

He didn't know I was from S. Dak.

However, it was good for a laugh,

and those were the days when we
had our fun, and incidently, our

fights—verbal encounters. Mr. Zaner

usually volunteered as peace-maker,

and was busy enough. Things were

dull indeed when G. W. Brown et al,

couldn't start a lively argument.

I got even with Mr. Dickey later

when I unknowingly crossed-up the

slate-makers—being more of a sap-

ling that he knew—and nominated
him for President. Just as the com-
mittee on strategy appeared, we were
up for the vote and Mr. Dickey was
elected. He served with that southern

charm, with a grace, a dignity and
a dispatch that was delightful. Next
year, Mr. Dickey died, suddenly, and
all had lost a friend.

Some of those present: Mr. Zaner,

A. N. Palmer, Colonel Soule of New
Orleans, G. W. Brown, Uncle Robert
Spencer of Milwaukee, James "Wat-
ermelon" Baker, and scores of others

I could name, among them Elmer G.

Miller, who later invited me to Pitts-

burgh. Zaner, Baker, Miller, and
C. C. Gaines of Poughkeepsie, were
my best friends. I owe them more
than friendship can ever hope to pay.

Colonel Soule, Uncle Robert and

Mr. Zaner were more than great

teachers, they were philosophers. To
meet them, to talk with them awhile,

was to have a mountain-top experi-

ence one would never forget.

One morning I found Uncle Robert

sitting in the lobby alone. This was
my opportunity.

"Uncle Robert," I said, "your

father, Piatt R. Spencer, gave Amer-
ica our beautiful free-flowing pen-

manship, known as Spencerian."

"Yes. he did, but how did you
know that?"

"I feel that I owe your father a

great deal, Sir, for had it not been

for him, I am not so sure I would

be here today, in fact I might never

have been."

"That's strange, sit down young
man and tell me the story," chuckled

Uncle Robert, with that free, rich

interest which he always offered.

"My father was a pioneer in S.

Dakota, in 1881, a homesteader. He
had left his sweetheart in Iowa, and
found it necessary to continue his

courtship by letter, stage-coach de-

liveries.

"His handwriting was so poor he

feared she couldn't read his letters,

would be ashamed of him, would
stop answering them.

"How he procured a copy of the

Spencerian Compendium, that prac-

tical, scientific analysis of beautiful

writing presented by your father, I

do not know. He found a copy, how-
ever, used it, wrote his name in it.

and when I left home I claimed it

as mine, by right. I still have it and
prize it highly. In it are these beau-
tiful lines—by your father.

Distance may spread between us,

friend,

But our hearts unchanged will be,

And our tongues will be the mighty
pen,

Heard even beyond the sea.

"Every evening, on a dry-goods

bcx. in his claim-shanty of prairie

sod, with a flickering lamp for a

light, my father studied and prac-

ticed writing. In time he learned to

write well, very well, was known as

a fine penman. It was many years

before he would admit that I, his

son, could write as well.

"O. yes, he won the girl's approval,

she looked with favor on his hand.

So, you see, I owe a great deal to

good writing, and to your father,

Piatt R. Spencer, the father of all

fine penmanship."

Uncle Robert was greatly pleased.

His laugh was deep and hearty. For-

getful of the convention he gave a

most delightful hour telling about

his famous father.

At a later convention, Uncle Ro-

bert, still older and using a cane,

gave me an idea. We can't honor

Piatt R. Spencer, but here is his

oldest son, and see how soon he will

be gone—why not honor him in

honor of his father?

It was the last meeting of our con-

vention. No time to plan, to enlist

the aid of others, to appoint a proper

person. I left quickly, found a flower

shop and bought several dozen

American Beauty roses, with two-

foot stems.

I must have been deeply moved, for

the price made a deep dent in my
small balance. Slipping back un-

noticed into the general meeting,

trembling, half afraid, I watched for

an opportunity, or else must make
one. It came, or else I made it, can't

remember which. I addressed the

chair, gave my reasons for same,

spoke briefly of the debt we owed
to Piatt R. Spencer, and then, in his

honor, presented the roses to Uncle

Robert, "with love and appreciation,

from the Penmen of America."

Uncle Robert was shaken with

emotion, but finally regained his

composure, and proudly responded,

in words beautifully appropriate.
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The convention was brought to a

soul-stirring climax—we closed in a

few minutes and I've had the sweet

smell of roses in my mind all these

many years. Of all the things I ever

thought to do, and did, few, if any,

ever brought me so much genuine

satisfaction, and pleased so many
others.

My fellow penmen were a bit sur-

prised—what was that youngster up

to? I had to explain. Most of them
forgave me, a few chipped in some
silver to lighten the load, and to

share in the gesture we had made.

I was with S. E. Leslie at Eastman,

Poughkeepsie, 1905-1909. I learned

of him, and with him, and later took

over his work there. In 1920, I fol-

lowed him here at Pittsburgh. I

have lessons he wrote for me, and
several beautifully written personal

letters, written to me, also scraps of

work from his wastebasket, thrown
away when he was doing work for

E. C. Mills. These look perfect to

most of us, but to those two perfec-

tionists they wouldn't do.

I have bound volumes of the Edu-
cator, 1906-7, and 1908-9, two vol-

umes, four years, in my scrap book,

original work by G. A. Rockwood,

H. Laird, F. B. Courtney and others.

I earned my professional certificate

from Zanerian, under Courtney's in-

struction.

I would like to pass these on to

some worthy lover of fine writing

who has his career before him, mine
is nearing the finish.

I trust this will prove interesting

to your readers.

Sincerely yours,

V. M. Rubert

LINCOLN'S FACE

Take a look at Lincoln's face:

Chiseled into homely grace,

By the Master hand of time,

Strong, heroic, and sublime.

Great ears set to listen well,

His nose a granite citadel.

His brow a weather-beaten height,

His mouth a firmness in the right,

Eyes as deep as Jacob's well,

No lie from them ever fell,

Neither haughty look, nor ire,

Only indignation's fire;

Only human kindness, wit,

A cool, calm water gently lit

By stars reflected from the sky-
Abe Lincoln had an honest eye.

On his massive face I find

Outcroppings of his heart and

mind;

I read the wrinkled record there.

Of purpose, patience, grief and
care.

His voice lacked music, we are told,

His words were often grave and
cold,

But back of every word there stood

Abe Lincoln, stalwart, just and
good.

Quite fitting, were it ever said,

He had a John the Baptist head;

A face like Moses, mighty hands

Like those that wrote the ten

commands.
I would that I could find a trace

Of Lincoln's greatness in my face;

That something half so strong and

fine

Might be so grandly carved in

mine.

VICTOR M. RUBERT
Courtesy of Unity Club

^U-^^d^A OV^ ~fc^l^y?

This complimentary letter and prediction is a Rem written by that genial ]>enman, S. E.

LESLIE, who was one capable of judging ability.

We believe our readers will be Interested in this exquisitely written note which passed

between two of our finest.
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This month we interview one of

America's foremost penmen who is

devoting his time to the examining

of questioned handwriting. His work

has involved him in many famous

and important cases many of which

were decided on the strength of Mr.

Schwartz's findings and testimony.

Mr. Schwartz is ably assisted in his

work by his daughter, Mrs. Grace S.

Keats. In answering our questions

Mr. Schwartz has kept in mind the

questions usually asked him when
qualifying as a handwriting expert

witness to testify in court.

Let us first ask you what
is your age?
I am 74 years of age.

Ed.:

Mr. S.:

Ed.: Where are you located Mr.

Schwartz ?

10 South La Salle Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

What line of pen work do

you follow?

I am an examiner and

photographer of questioned

documents.

What is the popular title

of an examiner of ques-

tioned documents?

An examiner of questioned

documents is generally re-

ferred to as a "handwriting

expert" in America and

England. In other countries

they are known as grapho-

logists.

How long have you been

engaged in the examination

of questioned documents ?

Since January 2, 1892 or in

excess of 54 years.

What preparation have you
made for the profession of

examiner and photographer

of questioned documents?
First I was taught to write

a first-class business hand
in a number of professional

G. W. SCHWARTZ

i \v l\

schools of penmanship. I

was also trained to do pro-

fessional pen work of vari-

ous kinds, such as ornate,

shaded and hair line writ-

ing, engrossing, nourishing,

etc. Last but not least, I

was trained to teach the

subject of penmanship in

its various branches to

others. Professional schools

of penmanship are the first

clinics to be attended by

those who aspire to become
qualified examiners of ques-

tioned documents.

My early teachers of pen-

manship were E. K. Isaacs

of the State Normal School

at Valparaiso, Indiana; A.

M. Wagner of the State

Normal School at Danville,

Indiana; J. B. Luckey and

Edwin J. Wright of the

Bryant and Stratton Busi-

ness College, Louisville,

Kentucky. Subsequently I

took a correspondence
course under the tutorship

of C. P. Zaner and E. W.
Bloser.

Second I have taught

penmanship:

1. In the public schools

of Indiana.

2. In Peirce School of

Business Administra-

tion, Philadelphia, Pa.

3. In divers Y.M.C.A.

schools

4. In the Louisville, Ken-
tucky, Commercial
High School

5. In the Bryant and

Stratton chain of

business schools

6. In Schwartz school

7. By correspondence

Third I wrote the G. W.
Schwartz system of pen-

manship for Bryant and
Stratton Business Colleges.

Fourth I have acquired

and studied scores of books

pertaining to handwriting,

typewriting, graphology,
inks, papers and allied sub-

jects.

Fifth I have studied and

taught typewriting and
have been trained by fac-

tory experts in the main-

tenance, conditioning and
repairing of typewriters. I

have done maintenance,

conditioning and repair
work on hundreds of type-

writers used by business

and high schools for in-

struction purposes.

Sixth I have examined

thousands of questioned

documents in the past 54

years in the scientifically

equipped laboratory main-

tained by my daughter and

myself at 10 South La Salle

Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Seventh I have testified

in divers cases in Federal,

State and Municipal Courts

and before inquisitorial

bodies.
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Are you engaged in any

other profession other than

that of a questioned docu-

ment examiner?

I am also a certified public

accountant.

How long have you been

engaged in the accounting

profession ?

Since January 1892 or in

excess of 54 years.

What preparation have you

made for the profession of

certified public accountant ?

I will give data anent the

following:

1. Training

2. Experience in offices

3. Teaching

4. Author of accounting

texts—1. Office Rou-

tine and Bookkeeping

2. G. W. Schwartz-

Accounting

5. Certified in 1911 by

waiver, in 1918 by

examination

6. Experience with fraud

in accounting

7. Expert testimony in

divers courts

How about some early ex-

perience ?

Over a half century ago in

Louisville, Kentucky on

January 2, 1892, I was
contacted by a representa-

tive of the Italian Govern-

ment and questioned re-

garding my training in pen-

manship and my experience

in teaching the art of writ-

ing to others.

In response, I stated that

my interest in penmanship
began when as a twelve

year old boy a circular, il-

lustrated with flourished

birds, dashy designs and

descriptive of the accom-

plishments of G. A. Gaskell,

an outstanding penman and

pen artist of that day, came
into my possession. Soon

thereafter an itinerant

teacher of penmanship—

a

disciple of the renowned
G. A. Gaskell—gave me my
first professional penman-
ship instructions. This was
followed by professional
training in three noted

schools of penmanship and

years of experience in

teaching the subject to

others.

My qualifications being

deemed adequate by the

Italian Government's repre-

sentative, he handed me
some photographs of signa-

tures that were allegedly

appended to documents of

bequests to charitable insti-

tutions and governmental

units in Italy by a late

American business man of

Italian descent, who had

amassed a large estate in

that vast area dotted by

Louisville, Indianapolis.

Cincinnati, Nashville. Mem-
phis and St. Louis. The

genuineness of the afore-

said signatures was being

questioned by the heirs of

the deceased, and for that

reason the Italian Govern-

ment took steps to have

them expertly compared

with his known signatures

which were available only

in the United States.

I was also handed a

quantity of cancelled
checks, notes, leases, mort-

gages etc. which contained

genuine signatures of the

deceased business man and

was given several days

time in which to examine

and compare the questioned

signatures in the photo-

graphs with the known sig-

natures.

After I had made my
examination and compari-

son, I was handed a ques-

tionnaire of approximately

a dozen pages and contain-

ing more than a hundred

questions that I was re-

quested to answer in the

blank spaces provided. This

I did in my own handwrit-

ing and under an oath of

secrecy as to whether my
examination and compari-

son indicated that the ques-

tioned signatures on the

documents of bequest were
forged or genuine.

Later I learned that

other teachers of penman-

ship were contacted and

employed make a like ex-

amination and comparison

of the signatures. They,

too , were swrorn to secrecy

as to whether they consid-

ered the questioned signa-

tures forged or genuine.

For my services I was
paid a stipulated fee of

$25.00, or a sum equal to

one-fourth of my monthly

compensation as a teacher

of penmanship. Moreover,

this experience impelled me
to investigate and study the

art of determining the

authorship of handwriting.

From various sources I ob-

tained the following data:

Antiquity of the Art

Contrary to popular belief,

the art of determining the

authorship of handwriting,

as well as some of the

characteristics of the writ-

er, is not of recent origin.

Nero, who fiddled while

Rome burned, once wrote

to a friend that he feared

a certain man at Court be-

cause "his writing shows

him treacherous."

Father of the Art

Camillo Baldo, an Italian,

in the year 1632 wrote a

small book entitled: "How
to know the nature and

qualities of a person by

looking at a letter he has

written."

Development of the Art

Abbe' Flandrin, a learned

Frechman and Churchman,

about 1830 elaborated on

the small book of Camillo

Baldo and gave the art the

name, graphology. The art

was further developed by

Abbe' Michon, a pupil of

Abbe' Flandrin.

Modern developments of

the art began about the

year 1880 under the master-

ship of Crepieux-Jamin, au-

thor of many works on the

art now designated as ei-

ther the art of science of

graphology.

The development of this in-

teresting art or science has

not been confined to Italy

(Continued on page 30)
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Print to Script or Manuscript
By MABEI. ANDERSON

Manuscript is used in the first

gTade and part of the second because

it enables children to express them-

selves quicker and with less effort

and training.

The construction of the letters in

Manuscript is the simplest of any

forms of handwriting or lettering. It

is developed from a straight line and

a circle. By examining the alphabet

you see how simple it is constructed.

The complete circle represents the

letter o. By omitting part of the

circle you represent the letter c. By
adding a center straight line or cross

bar you have the e and by adding

vertical straight lines in various

positions you have a, b, d, g, and p.

Practically all the other letters are

made by combining the straight line

and circle. A few like v, w, y, x, k
and z have straight but slanting lines.

In beginning the teaching of Manu-
script one should train each student

to make straight lines vertical, hori-

zontal and slanting, and to make
well-balanced, smooth circles.

The first writing done by the stu-

dent should be at the blackboard.

Give attention to position, chalk

holding, etc. The position at the

board is the same for both right and

left-handed students. It is also the

same for paper work, but give your

left-handed and backward pupils a

little extra attention. It will pay you

in results.

There is much ground work to do

in the way of teaching children to

hold the chalk, stand at the board,

handle their materials and books and

act in an orderly way. During all

this you must inspire them to want
to write. It really is interesting to

plan their daily work, and to try to

make it interesting for them. It

keeps you "on your toes".

Spacing is another important thing

necessary to teach. The child should

be taught to recognize and finally

write words of his level. These words
should stand out as units or pictures.

Get just enough space between words
so that each word stands by itself

but so that the writing is not scat-

tered. In your manual it is recom-

mended, with other things, that you

allow enough space between words

so that an extra letter o could be

inserted between words.

Alignment will require much at-

tention. You will have to show how

each letter is supposed to be made
and located. Each letter should rest

on the base-line except the loops

which extend below the line. Many
pupils become confused with letters

like p, q and y. These letters have

the main body of the letter resting

on the base-line and the lower part

extending through the base-line.

Many will try to keep the entire

letter above the base-line.

Then teaching the pupils to get the

letters the proper, uniform size is no

easy task. Watch for words running

up or down hill and letters off the

base-line. See that the circular part

of letters and the straight lines are

of proper size and length. For in-

stance they are of even size in the

letter a but uneven in letters d and

P-

Slant will not be so difficult if you

get good position. The letters are

vertical the same as regular type.

The strokes should be made toward

the body with the paper directly in

front of the body.

Watch for letters off slant. Many
slants in one page is very undesir-

able. All should be the same, vertical.

HOW TO MAKE THESE SMALL LETTERS AND FIGURES

/""N ?N

b^y.

v-/

m
~r~

sJ
7

|i -'E? .<;

1 2 3 y S ;b
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Supplementary Ornamental Copies

12365 Cherry Lawn Avenue, Detroit, Mk-higan

These signatures contain shades which are short and simple. They are heavy, if you will notice, and full of strength.

4j&g0$^^
A very practical curved heading made by D. BEAl'CHAMP, 356 S. Broadway. Los Angeles, California.
The flourishes are thrown on freehand. Notice the spacing in the flourishings. Be sure U\ get your letters

vertical.
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Ornamental Penmanship

The first oval on the letters in this

group should be horizontal. See if

your loop is two-thirds as wide as

long. The shade in the B, H, and K
should rest on the base line and should

be pulled out along the line to the

left with a snappy, quick motion.

Study ovals. All letters are made up

of ovals and straight lines.

The cap stem for the T and F is not

easy to make, but it is one of the

most beautiful forms. The shade

should be low on the base line and
the oval at the base line should slant

up at about ten degrees.

We might caution you to secure

good tools and a good place to work,

and a regular time for practice and
study.

The beginning and final ovals of L
should be horizontal and the same in

size. The first oval and the loop

should be the same height. The base

line should split the final oval into

two equal parts.

The shade should lay flat on the

line. It should be below the loop

crossing. The bottom loop should lay

flat on the base line. It should be

smaller than the top loop.

Study the direction of the loops.

The L, contains two beautiful com-
pound curves. Make the L without

raising the pen.

The shade on the I is exactly the

same as on L. Keep the back of the

I straight and the shade low. The
big oval rests on the base line. Study
parallel effects.

Always work for a light delicate

touch. Avoid shading strokes which

are not supposed to be shaded.

Keep that tin on our holder up so

that both nibs of the pen touch the

paper with an even pressure. The
pen should slant in the direction of

the shade.

The back of the J should be

straight with the shade below the

base line. The top of J is a trifle

larger than bottom. In the second

example let the oval surround the

letter with the crossing in the center

of the oval. The ovals should be

horinzontal and well balanced.

Keep moving fast enough to elimi-

nate all kinks or shaky lines. Kinks

indicate a slow movement. Go just

fast enough to get a smooth line, but

not too fast to get poor forms.

The Q has a loop and finish the

same as the L. The shade should be

high on the Q, at one-half the slant

height. Study and practice the

various beginnings. The first and

last ones are very popular styles.
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Some penmen raise the pen in Q, and

L. Try them both ways.

The N and Q begin the same but

the shade on X should be lower than

on the Q. The back of the first stroke

in XT should be straighter than the

back in Q.

The M has an extra section, other-

wise it is the same as X. Where you

use a beginning horizontal oval get

the letter in the center of the oval.

Note the fourth example. Study the

size and distribution of the spaces.

After you have filled a page,

examine it with the view of finding

some place where improvement can

be made. Are all letters the same
slant? Madarasz said, "Slant is a

big boy," and he got plenty of slant

into his ornamental.

Are some of the strokes shaded

which should be light? It's an easy,

but bad, habit to get into when you

ride the pen on finishing ovals.

Would a few drops of water help

your ink? Why not try it? Don't

forget to change your pen when it

scratches or is damaged. A few of

the hard-to-get pens are starting to

come in. Poor tools make improve-

ment slow and discourages one.

It requires a very light touch, a free movement and graceful movement to write beautiful ornamental penman-

ship. The light lines must be light and clear while the shades must be black and snappy. This means cultivating a

light pressure and carefully mixing your ink. Sometimes the adding of a few drops of water or a few drops of ink,

or the skimming the dust off the top of the ink makes quite a difference.

The study of letter forms is interesting. You can always see new beauties and new ideas no matter how much
you have studied them. At one time you see one quality and at another time another quality. Trying to analyze

and trace the development of letters reveals new beauties. One wonders how the old timers were able to create so

much and intricate beauty. We can create very little that is new. Yes, they seem to have covered the art very

thoroughly.

It is a great pleasure to turn the pages of a scrap book and examine the work of the various penmen. It in-

spires one and also takes some of the ego out of one.

Start a scrap book today and see it grow. Get into some of the guessing contests in The Educator and perhaps

you can get a scrap for your collection.

B\ M. C. BRIIWXFIELD. Cleveland, Ohi.
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Constructive Criticism
By E. A. IAJPFER

k.

Here is a specimen of Manuscript submitted for criticism by a teacher. If you will examine the work closely

you will find that the letter forms, the spacing: and the arrangement are good, but the quality of line is very uneven.

Throughout the book the line is exceedingly spotted. In some of the other papers submitted the pencil work is

smeared. This teacher, perhaps, did not use the proper type of pencil, or did not have it properly sharpened. The
effect which this work produces is that it is careless, but upon a closer analysis we find that the work is not care-

lessly done. It is possible this teacher does not appreciate the fact that the quality of line should be uniform
throughout the page.

In order to get a good quality of line in this large work it is advisable to use a pencil with a large lead. One
that is not too hard nor too soft. Use the regular primary pencil recommended for that purpose.

In sharpening the primary pencil do not get the point extremely sharp. A round point is preferable. It is

really best to cut the wood away leaving all of the lead and not sharpening the lead. This gives one a more uni-

form line.

The line should not be too thin, nor should it be broad and faint. It is just as bad to have a faint line which
one cannot see distinctly as it is to have a line which is heavy and spotted.

In using a pencil it is advisable to change the point frequently. When you letter one word roll the pencil so

that the same spot does not touch the paper. By holding the pencil in the same position one is likely to wear
off one side of the pencil producing a broad line in one place and a sharp, thin line in another place.

Appearance of the page is important in any type of handwriting. Make a study of the general appearance.
This means uniform quality of line, uniform slant and good margins.

Let us all watch our quality of line and we will get better results, from the pupils. Never become careless.

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles
Meub's Professional Black Ink

Sent Postpaid $1.00
The ink which produces rich black shades

and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEIB, Expert Penman
1944 Loma Vista Street
Pasadena 4, California

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine (iillott Shading Pens

—

The oriRinal No. l's and No. 604, E.F.'s

ENGROSSER WANTED

Young man with sonie experience. am-

bilious Good chance for advancement.

Write at once to BOX 652

c/o THE EDUCATOR
Columbus. Ohio

GREETING CARDS
Send your friends Penmanship Greeting

Cards. Christmas. Friendship. Birthday,
Thanksgiving, Easter with bird, script
beading, a 4-line verse in ornament il

writing on each card and a bird-design
envelope. Money makers for penmin.
Send 35c for sample set of s':x Christmas
cards with envelopes and full details.

T. M. TEVIS. BOX 25C, Chillicothe. Mo.
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DEVICE
Contributed by a Teacher

The Story of "G" and the other

"Boat" Letters

I wonder if you have ever heard

of the "Boat" letters, boys and girls.

Well, I am going: to put one of the

"boat" letters on the board this

morning and tell you about it.

What kind of boats do you know?

List them.

Try to find out if they know any

of the boat letters.

First of all, I must tell you that all

the "boat" letters ride in canoes and

that is why we call them "boat"

letters. Watch me make "G". You
will see that the lower part of "G"

looks just like a little canoe.

There is a secret about making the

canoe part of this letter. When
writing the letter you must stop be-

fore you make the final swing. If

you do this, you will make a sharp

end on the canoe. Watch me make
several letters for you on the board.

The "boat" letters are B, F, G, I,

S, and T. Fill in the hook or boat

part of these letters to see how uni-

form you can make them. The final

stroke should be about horizontal.

If you have some device you have

used to advantage, write it up and

send it to us. A year's subscription

will be given for all published.

By ROBERT <i. MILLER of the "Old Guard."
the Mayor of Lansing, Iowa, or was some til

senate Chamber in lies Moines, Iowa.

npanyfng specimen proves.

F. O. Anderson
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Penmanship Centers
Some notes on Penmanship and Engrossing in Washington, II. C.

By A. B. TOI.I.EV

The government offices in Wash-
ington have always taken the lead in

promoting the need for good pen-

manship. In the hand-written ledgers

which were used before the type-

writer came into general use. can be

found much handwriting that shows

amazing skill and care in execution.

The names of those skilled penmen
have been lost, but what remains of

their work is a constant reminder

that we, too, should be contented

with nothing but the best that we
can do.

The social office at the White

House has taken a leading part in

upholding the highest standards of

the penmanship and engrossing pro-

fession. Mr. Warren S. Young was
the first chief of the social office,

having been appointed by President

Garfield in 1881, and continued in

that position until his death in 1917.

He wrote a beautiful spencerian hand
and his note books are among the

valuable historical records of the

office. Mr. William E. Rockwell was
Chief from 1917 until 1940, and the

writer has been in charge since 1940.

Mr. Rockwell was an expert penman
and was employed in the social office

for several years before becoming
chief. The writer's first assignment
there was in 1915 to address the

envelopes containing the announce-

ments of President Wilson's marriage
to Mrs. Gait.

Individual invitations and admit
cards to social functions at the White
House were first issued in the Mc-
Kinley administration. Previous to

that time, one invitation was issued

by the President to each body, such
as the Supreme Court, the Senate,

the House of Representatives, etc.

Due to the increase in the size of the

government offices and to the in-

creased number of distinguished per-

sons invited, it became necessary to

issue individual invitations and cards

of admission for identification pur-

poses.

Mr. William W. Mortimer, an artist

employed in the trade mark section

of the Patent Office, and Mr. Simeon
E. Sullivan of the Post Office De-

partment were the men who first

engrossed White House invitations.

Mr. Mortimer later became Chief of

Division in the Patent Office and Mr.

Sullivan became Chief of Division in

the Post Office Department. Each
one continued his love for penman-
ship and engrossing and they re-

turned to the social office year after

year as long as they lived to turn

out more of their beautiful engravers'

script during the winter social season.

During the years since the Mc-
Kinley administration, many well-

known penmen and engrossers have

assisted in this work at the White
House. Among these have been

Joseph T. Allison, James C. Hatton.

Patrick Downey, Richard W. Neely,

Harry H. Little, Ervin Davis, Philip

Strieby, R. M. Roudabush, James W.
Hosford, Charles E. Hatton, Sanford

L. Fox, and C. Earl Leslie who now
is assistant chief of the social office.

The main part of the work con-

sists of addressing envelopes in

small, precise penmanship without

flourishes, and filling in with engrav-

ers' script the engraved invitations

to official ceremonies, receptions and
dinners. The invitations are engraved

at the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing by the same engravers who
prepare the plates for our currency

and it is the job of the engrosser to

fill in the names in these invitations

so that it will appear that the whole

invitation was prepared especially

for the person who is invited. All

the work is painstakingly done and
requires the utmost care on the part

of the engrosser. Practically all of

the engravers' script is small

—

smaller than is usually found in

commercial work. Other work con-

sists of diagrams of seating arrange-

ments and place cards for dinners

and luncheons, and special pen work
as needed from time to time.

Some of the government depart-

ments have employed engrossers to

fill in commissions, for special draft-

ing jobs, and the like. All engrossers

in the government service are ap-

pointed through the Civil Service

Commission. Many of them have ad-

vanced to highly responsible positions

through continuous study and appli-

cation to their duties. Some who are

employed by the government in other

capacities, like A. M. Stone of the

Federal Reserve Board, have made
engrossing a hobby and have been

able to advance themselves more
rapidly by their skill with the pen.

Since his retirement from the Post

Office Department, Mr. Francis A.

Dony has devoted his full time to his

private engrossing business. He has

an enviable reputation as an artist

and engrosser and numbers among
his clients many nationally known
firms and individuals. Mr. R. M.

Roudabush is successfully operating

his own engrossing business since his

retirement from the government ser-

vice. Mr. H. L. Darner is the well-

known penman and teacher in the

Strayer College. Mrs. Clyda Mae
Richardson and Charles E. Hatten
are the State Department engrossers.

Mr. Hatten also assists with the work
at the White House during the social

season.

The engrossing profession offers

unlimited opportunities for the young
persons who qualify themselves by
specialized training backed up by as

much formal education as they can

possibly get. The successful engross-

er of today must be able to execute

a variety of work. Skill in script,

old english and text lettering is the

foundation on which to build. In
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addition, he must have training in

commercial art and color work, and

be thoroughly familiar with present

day methods of reproduction. He
must be able to draw accurately

intricate designs and insignia in

their proper colors for use on testi-

monials and resolutions. The leading

engraving and printing firms are

using more and more hand lettering,

and a careful perusal of the leading

magazines will convince anyone that

there is a wide-open field for beauti-

ful script work.

There is a substantial future in

penmanship and engrossing. It is a

real art which requires great skill.

If you really enjoy doing fine pen
work and are willing to prepare

yourself thoroughly, you'll never

regret making it your life's work. It

will bring you many rewards. There

are no short cuts to lasting success

—

the only proven formula for success

as a penman and engrosser is to

keep everlastingly at it.

A newspaper clipping has been

received from one of the Chicago

papers showing Herbert J. Walter,

the handwriting expert, as he ap-

peared before the Grand Jury to

testify on the handwriting in ques-

tion in the notorious Heirens case.

Mr. Walter is one of the outstanding

experts of the country and is kept

exceptionally busy in this type of

work. He, of course, is an enthusi-

astic follower of The Educator.

SON FOLLOWS IN FATHER'S
FOOTSTEPS

William E. Tolley, of Washington,
D. C, has returned from the Army
and is entering the Engrossing Busi-

ness. From the day he shed his

Army uniform and picked up his pen
he has been swamped with orders for

work. Before entering the Army he

was graduated from the University

of Maryland. He has been interested

in penwork for years, and, as his

father, A. B. Tolley, states he prac-
tically learned his ABC's from The
Educator. Mr. A. B. Tolley is the
White House Administration Officer

for Social Entertainments. His work
for years was that of an engrosser,

and we are glad to see his son follow

in his footsteps.

(J!o become a

otnum

'OU 1UU.ST/ RCCp

licrlastutijly

ai it-
~ ~

^TJ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^y

Ornamental Penmanship by \V. L. NEWARK of the Zaner-Bloser Engrossing Studio, Columbus, Ohio
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Lessons in Broad Pen Lettering

By ANN HOVER. Westwood, New Jersey

<5he cjobs kave 9tveuman£ gifts tome,

(Dne gift is e)o£, another ^ricf .

ecc ___^__ ___.^.___

3n eacfi a Purpose tlirouqft tr\e flow-

ina £car&-, ——— -

—

Sut best of all are £?ove - anb

Vernon;. ~~ —
Write your favorite quotation or poem in this style of lettering, watching for uniformity of spacing. Try to get the spares between letters

the same in width as the spaces in letters.

Frequently a pleasing effect can be secured by lilting out the line with dots or ornaments. This helps, often, to improve the right margin.

Study the various ornaments used by engrossers for this purpose. Some ornaments arc less conspicuous than others, and therefore, fit into the

design more pleasingly.

Mi*TO(*
W3

.(jMiiSrrrl'felfuit

6ivcn V/yJ :men/ft
'

f

..19. m This signature was written by our good friend, the noted penman, -I. A.
SAVAGE, when he was director of handwriting in the Omaha Schools.
Mr. Savage is now located at 2447 N.W. Kearney Street, Portland, Oregon.

PM&rt ^* that time Mr. Savage advertised widely and wrote many specimens for
students and penmen. It is this type of work which has done much to

By H. (i. Bl'RTNER encourage others in penmanship work.
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Lessons in Card Carving and Designs
By I. I). CARTER. Ileerfleld. III.

In this lesson you find copy of

designs illustrating the fundamental

strokes in cutting to and from the

straight and curved lines with pen or

knife.

When you become proficient in

making these strokes well in cutting

you will be able to decorate any de-

sign you make up with straight and

curved lines.

The spray designs were made by

using a pressed leaf for an outline

then the pen and ink drawing were

made for decoration by cutting with

knife or sharpened pen. The heel of

a pen is sharpened. The pen is then

reversed in the holder.

This is a good time of year to get

many beautiful leaves and press them

for study and pattern work in

schools for later service in the year.

Mr. C. H. Duduit of Wheelersburg

and Leo C. Blackburn of Portsmouth

recently purchased the Portsmouth

Interstate Business College which

was formerly owned and operated by

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Joiner. Mr.

Joiner was a former Zanerian stu-

dent. We wish the new management
much success.

A very effective catalog entitled

THE BEACON has been received

from The Indiana Business College

at Marion, Indiana. The catalog is

filled with pictures of former students

who are now in positions. It makes
a very attractive piece of advertis-

ing and the envelope is addressed in

that beautiful handwriting of James
T. Malier, the manager of that school,

which is one of a chain of ten

Indiana Business Colleges.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms : works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

rfrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
\ vV wAaavv v_vv\a vaawvvw *
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THE AMERICAN ASS'N. OF
COMM. COLLEGES

The sixteenth annual meeting of

the officers and members of the

American Ass'n. of Comm. Colleges

will be held November 29th, 2:00 p.m.

to 6:00 p.m., in the Hotel Continental,

505 North Michigan Ave., Chicago.

An 8:00 o'clock breakfast will be

held on Saturday, Nov. 30th in the

Celtic Room of the Continental

Hotel.

On Nov. 29th there will be a joint

luncheon for the American Ass'n. of

Comm. Colleges and the National

Ass'n. of Accredited Comm. Schools

at which Charles F. Walker of the

Northwestern School of Commerce,
Portland, Oregon, will be the speaker.

Schools Accepted into Membership
of the American Association of Com-
mercial Colleges since Jan. 1, 1946.

Shaw Business College

93 High St.

Portland, Me.

Escuela de Comercio Americana
Managua, D. N., Nicaragua

Lownds School of Commerce Limited

80 Sixth St.

New Westminster, B. C, Can.

Winchester Business College

Winchester, Va.

Grau Business Gollege

430 Pine Ave.

Long Beach 2, Calif.

Robinson's Business College

Masonic Building

Spartanburg, S. C.

South Middlesex Secretarial School

100 Concord St.

Framingham, Mass.

Truman & Smith Institute

1029 Second Ave.

Columbus, Ga.

Success Commercial College Limited

Portage Avenue at Edmonton Street

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Can.

Walsh School of Business Science

808 E. Las Olas Blvd.

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

Some beautiful Ornamental Pen-
manship has been received from Mrs.

Jennie S. Danley, 350 Wilbert Ave-
nue, Washington, Pennsylvania. The
specimens show rare talent in Orna-
mental Penmanship.

This beautiful flourish and accural

ness College and Institute ol Penmanship
IXXH by .1. T. DAII.EV, i>f the Omaha Bus

Few penn

This specimen \

today ran show BO much skill. Specimens like this were sent out to prospective students and paid good dividends

loaned to us l» Melvlu H. Lelb, 500 Masten Street, Buffalo 8, New York.
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GUESS WHO

Here is a Madarasz signature for

you to study and ponder over. The
burning question is "Was this signa-

ture written by the great L. Mada-
rasz or not?" If it was not written

by L. Madarasz, what penman had
the skill to produce such a master-

piece ? To the first one who gives

the correct answer goes a copy of

THE SECRET OF THE SKILL OF
MADARASZ, a book which any lover

Of nine Ornamental Penmanship will

be proud to own. It contains much
of the finest work produced by that

famous penman, L. Madarasz.
Send your guess in promptly. (One

guess to each subscriber.) Remem-
ber, the first correct answer receives

a copy of THE SECRET OF THE
SKILL OF MADARASZ, and all

other correct answers received before

November 1, 1946, will receive a

specimen of Ornamental Penman-
ship. Contest closes October 31, 1946.

Madarasz was an expert in manip-
ulating the pen. His ornamental pen-

manship was unsurpassed for grace,

beauty and dash. His work became
the goal of many a young penman.
It had just the charming qualities

to encourage admiration and imita-

tion. He died December 23, 1910

thirty-six years ago, but his work is

as much an inspiration today as it

was then. Few penmen there are

who have not studied his work and
tried to copy his inimitable style. As
a result many Madarasz fans sprung
up over the country. The copies

written by them in imitation of

Madarasz style were very difficult to

determine as to their genuineness.

Madarasz usually began his signa-

ture with a dashy horizontal oval,

though you can find examples of

simple forms of L. He frequently

used a dot at the beginning in place

of an oval or loop. It brought the

dot in the top center of the signature

with flourishes on either side, form-
ing a perfect balance.

Notice the equality of spaces in the

capitals and ornaments. Also observe

the right angle crossings and the

equal distribution of shades—quali-

ties found in his work.

Give special attention to the grace-

ful way the L rests on the baseline

and swings on to the M in Madarasz's

usual 50 mile an hour speed.

That dashy z finish will call for

special attention. It's a beauty.

Starting at the s the pen was not

raised until after it crossed the top

of the L—a bold swing you must
agree.

Nobody but Madarasz or an

honest - to - goodness extraordinary

Madarasz fan could have written the

above. We didn't mean to pass out

any clues, but just wanted to help

you enjoy more fully the above un-

usual Madarasz signature.

The September contest closes on

October 31, 1946, therefore we can't

give you the results of the contest

until the November issue.

So far the following penmen have

been accused by various penmen of

writing the September signature:

E. W. Bloser, L. Madarasz, H. P.

Behrensmeyer, O. E. Hovis, W. H.

Morgan, L. M. Kelchner, C. P. Zaner,

A North Dakota Penman, once pic-

tured in The Educator in an Indian

regalia, A. W. Dakin, A. D. Tayor,

E. L. Glick.

X y

>
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Modern Practical Engrossing

T resented to

3& recognition of outstanding

service to tKo Jacksoi-* Public Schools

September 4.1936 toDccember 31,1945,

as a member and Secretary of the

^-^^™03octrd or Lx*x&b&z&

and convey ina, tke deep appreciation

fits officers and tnembcrs.-f-K

Each piece <if engrossing should have
prominent.

The small amount of color in this piecf

even margins.
By E. A. LI ITER. Columbus, Ohio.

ething distinctive. In this case the letter {' i

i not show in the reproduction. Care was used

s made

getting

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
The opportunity is offered all who wisl

to acquire MASTERY OF CONTROL ii

handwriting with the least effort anc

little expense. The finest qualities are Ii

the "STRAHM 'SPECIAL' " Models hand
made designed for beginners of handwriting

and professional penmen. Prices right

Send for FREE circulars. Address:

F. L. TOWER. 601 West Pleasant Street

Hammonton, New Jersey

A nice specimen has been received

from Mr P. D. Montalbo, 2418 Pine

Street, San Francisco 15, California,

in the form of a Cover Page for The

Educator. Mr. Montalbo is a very

enthusiastic progressive young man.

Q

send me your order. 40c a dozen, postpaid

AGENTS WANTED

R.
A. W. COOPER

D. 1, Ringoes. New Jersey
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Questions and Answers

Here is your chance to get infor-

mation on any branch of penman-

ship, lettering, engrossing, or teach-

ing.

Each month The Educator answers

free of charge many questions sent

in by subscribers and friends.

You can send in questions and if

suitable answers can be given which

may be of general interest they will

be published in The Educator.

We will also enlist the services of

our readers by giving them a chance

to answer some questions. Where
answers, sent in by subscribers, are

published prizes will be offered.

Make this department interesting

by taking part in it. Send or answer

questions. Do it now.

Question:

What other styles of handwriting

besides "Spencerian" have been

named after a person?

Did P. R. Spencer invent Spen-

cerian handwriting?

What popular styles preceded

Spencerian in America ?

When was Spencerian introduced ?

The person asking the above is

seeking information on various styles

of handwriting used in America and

particularly about Spencerian. Your
answer to the above will be appre-

ciated.

C 11 A "Jg. T E R
- H I' " I I

"" iimilll,

£5fht>rQuant
fetJ" ^^Vf IlilftTMt

"Jo [Ik Honorable, the Judges ofthe CcurtaVCoimi

Pleas ofAllegheny County Pennsylvania

, Qikvii Esther ft':

F.'urfh i*j -unworn

a2~^~- :a=f - aswgi. SS^* £35!v5Si.l!!sSP'
';--'-•* *V~& ,..-:...., *«•»..». i..— i,,,-.- t^v^

££*« jgj£ gE§|£=§£ fs££? eisS
isZF- SaSirt."* fcaSSe.
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SPECIMENS RECEIVED
Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

•Jorge Ferry

Miramar 103 B
Marianao
Habana, Cuba

Harold R. Pribbenow
Enderlin, North Dakota

C. O. Ellefson

Duluth Business University

418 West Superior Street

Duluth, Minnesota

A. B. Johnson
Lake City, South Carolina

J. A. L. Vezina

Dept. of Education

Parliament Bldg.

Quebec, Canada
Henry H. Smith

5834 Rodman Street

Philadelphia 43, Pa.

Mrs. Charles F. Arthmann
13 South Fitshugh Street

Rochester, 4, New York
A. F. Mclsaac

52 Morris Street

Halifax, Nova Scotia

Stephen Simonet

1213 South Fourth Street

Stillwater. Minnesota

A fine lot of specimens and letter-

ing have been received from Mr.

C. J. Romont, 37 Union Park, Boston

18, New York.

We had a pleasant brief visit from

VV. C. Stinebaugb, Pastor of the

Pittsburgh, Ohio, Church of the

Brethren. Reverend Stinebaugh is a

skillful penman and has used pen-

manship in his work. He has had

considerable experience in teaching,

and is a former Zanerian, having

attended The Zanerian in 1913-14-15.

Mr. Stinebaugh has four grown

children. Two boys and two girls.

the Martin Studio. Bust,,

Bernard E. Bozman, of Arlington.

Virginia, paid us a visit on his vaca-

tion trip. He visited The Yellowstone

National Park.

Mr. Bozman attended The Zanerian

in 1906.
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'Jtfe? i 4,y '
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We received sunie ver.% beautiful and skillful ornamental |>ennianshi|i fr<im HENRY H
5834 Rodman street, Philadelphia 43, Pennsylvania. We regret that the ink used in writing thin
was of a bluish east and therefore the lines are a little difficult to hold. The lines on the oriein
broken. Mr. Smith has recently been selected by the Pierce School in Philadelphia to teach pe

John C. Kliewe of the teachers.

Back in 1910 a young man came

to The Zanerian by the name of

Anderson, from Ottumwa, Iowa. He
was a serious minded student and
greatly wrapped up in penmanship.
After leaving The Zanerian this

young man got into the Salvation

Army work and in his modest way
has done remarkable work. The life

of a Salvation Army worker is not

an easy one, nor is the financial

remuneration large. We believe, how-
ever, that few Zanerians have been
happier in their work than F. O., as

he is familiarly known among The
Zanerians. Today he holds the rank
of Major, which is quite an honor,

and this honor has been earned by
our good friend for faithful, long
service. Congratulations and may
the good work continue.

Mrs. Anderson is also deeply inter-

ested in Salvation Army work. They
have three grown daughters.

Major Anderson has been kind
enough to loan us his valuable scrap
book which contains many fine speci-

mens of leading penmen. The Edu-
cator has engraved some of the

specimens and a few of these have

already appeared in The Educator.

Let's all thank the Andersons and
wish them good luck.

Major Anderson's present address

is 216 Marquette Ave., Minneapolis,

Minnesota.

Mr. J. H. Kovalyak, 1623 Waller
Avenue, N. Braddock, Pennsylvania,

spent several days at The Zanerian

reviewing old acquaintances and
picking up some new ideas in pen
work

.

IMPROVED PENMAN!
Each strip r

« 6". Shov thr< let-

ters in capital and low.

er case. Tough heavy

Bristol board. Cleans

easily; lasts long.

AoBbC
BUY Q
AND SAVE

Each set consists of 10 big strips showing

complete alphabet and numbers to 9.

Available in cursive or print letters.

ZANER-BLOSER CO. Columbus 8. Ohio

i

ORDER TODAY

$1.25 PER SET 3 SETS S3. 00

10 SETS SI 0.00

PRINT

These handwriting perception strips make teaching penman-
ship easier, more effective. Z-B PEN-UP PIN-UPS guide and
inspire your class to write better, serve students as easily-

visible, constant reminder of correct letter forms.

Order now.' Use them in both upper grades and for begin-

ners. Display constantly; refer students frequently, watch
handwriting improve.

Pie

Check, money order or stamps enclosed

D Ship C.O.D.

ill _...Setj CURSIVE LETTERS, Sets PRINT LETTERS

NAME -

ADDRESS _

TOWN STATE
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PEN FLOURISHING
By T. M. mSVIS, Chilllcothe, Mo

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTIONS
Flourishing is a very fascinating and interesting art and requires careful study and observation, as well as

practice, to master. At first, it will seem rather difficult because the first bird you attempt to flourish may not

come up to your expectations, but after taking a few lessons and getting on to the different strokes and how to

form a bird's head, body, tail, eye, and feet, you will then be more encouraged and will really like the work.

Use an oblique penholder and a flexible pen point. The holder is held in about the same position for flourish-

ing as it is held for writing. The strokes are made by pulling the pen toward your body. Turn your paper at different

angles so that you are pulling the pen toward your body at all times. The short strokes, as contained in the bird's

head, bill, eyes, and feet, are made principally with finger and muscular movement, while the long strokes are

made with principally whole arm movement by slightly raising the arm from off the desk and letting the hand

slide on the nails or joints of the fingers as you pull the pen toward the body. The light line stroke on the under-

neath part of the bird's body is made slowly with principally finger movement in order to form the body correctly.

Use a great deal of care in forming the bird's head, bill, eye, and body. Put in from thirty minutes to an hour's

practice each day, follow instructions carefully, and you will be rewarded for your efforts.

Lesson No. 1

Make the bird's head first. The arrows and numbers show the direction of movement and the order in which

the strokes are made. Turn your paper so that you are pulling the pen toward your body. In making the bird's

head and eye, use principally finger movement. The long, heavy, shaded strokes are made by lifting the arm slightly

from the table and letting the hand slide on the joints of the fingers. Start a stroke slowly and speed up slightly

as you finish it. Make the whole bird first and then the light lines that form a back-ground are made afterward.

Lesson No. 2

Study the strokes that form the bird's bill and head. Note that the arrows show direction of movement and

the numbers show the order in which the strokes are made. Always make a bird's head first and then the other

strokes are added which form the wings, body, and tail. The light stroke underneath the bird's body is made
slowly with principally finger movement in order to form the body correctly. Be sure to turn your paper at different

angles as you make the strokes, so that you are pulling the pen toward the body at all times. Part of the time you

have the bird turned upside down in making some of the strokes that form the background.
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This is a repniductiun of a souvenir which was passed out at the Ohio State Fair. The original

made by W. I-eROY NEWARK of the Zaner-Bloser EnKrossins studio. The reproduction was in cij

Hundreds of people saw this card and displayed considerable interest in penwork.

AN INTERVIEW
(Continued from Page 13)

and France. England, Ger-

many, the United States

and divers other countries

have made noteworthy con-

tributions to its progress.

In all other countries ex-

cept the United States and
in some parts of the British

Empire, examiners and de-

monstrators of questioned

documents are known as

graphologists. In the Unit-

ed States, in typical Yankee
parlance, they are erro-

neously and unfortunately

dubbed handwriting "ex-

perts."

Mr. Schwartz listed one

hundred and sixty publish-

ers and books on penman-
ship and "questioned" hand-

writing, going back to the

fifteenth century. Doubtless

there are many more which
he has not listed. While Mr.

Schwartz has not been con-

sulted, we believe you can

get the above list by writ-

ing to him enclosing return

postage.

When his daughter, Grace, received

her certified public accountant degree

from the University of Illinois she

became the partner of her father.

A few years later she married

John J. Keats and became the mother

of Rosemary Keats. Neither her

marriage nor motherhood have inter-

fered with her business activities as

her father's partner.

At the time the Century of Pro-

gress exposition was held in Chicago.

Mrs. Grace S. Keats " and another

woman certified public accountant

organized the American Woman's
Society of Certified Accountants, and

she served as its national secretary

and treasurer for many years.

Recently Grace S. Keats was
elected national President of the

American Woman's Society of Cer-

tified Public Accountants and was
installed in said office at the Wal-

dorf Astoria Hotel, New York City,

on October 17, 1943.

Rosemary Keats, her daughter

and the granddaughter of George W.
Schwartz, aspires to be a certified

public accountant and handwriting

expert like her mother and become a

partner in the firm of G. W. Schwartz

and Daughter and to have the firm

name changed to G. W. Schwartz

and Daughter and Granddaughter.

Miss Nellie V. Hanawalt, 1500

Jiroch Street, Muskegan, Michigan,

visited the office of The Educator in

August, while attending a religious

convention in Columbus. Miss Hana-

walt attended The Zanerian some
years ago and taught for quite a

number of years. Her ambition now
is to become an oil painter.

Mr. Charles O. Teter, 1114 Collings

Avenue, West Collingswood, New
Jersey, stopped at the Educator Office

on his way through Columbus. Mr.

Teter is in the linoleum business, but

has done considerable penwork. His

ornamental is excellent and he also

has done engrossing.
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BOOK REVIEW
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

but especially in books of interest and value to

commercial teachers Including books of s|>ecial

educational value and books on business sub-

jects. All such books will be briefly reviewed

in these columns, the object being to give suffi-

cient description of each to enable our readers

fete Willi

The new STUDY ARITHMETICS,
Books 7 and 8 (also available as

MATHEMATICS AND LIFE,
Books 1 and 2). By F. B. Knight.

J. W. Studebaker, and Gladys Tate.

Arithmetics for Grade Seven and

Grade Eight, to follow STUDY
ARITHMETICS, Books 3 through

6. 480 pages and 512 pages.

Teacher's Guide books free to users.

Scott, Foresman and Company,
1946.

ish the like these

nathematical content
at the same time

ttractive in appear-

•d had arithmeti
when I went tu school!" That comment is

likely to come to mind upon a first examina-
tion of these books. Certainly books like
these are a long step from the old arithmetics
that considered the job done with teaching
•figuring" and put forth no effort to make
arithmetic meaningful or interesting. And
STUDY ARITHMETICS are evidence that it

is possible to get sou
into arithmetics that
lively, interesting, ar
ance. Further recommending these books are
their complete maintenance program, effective
help in problem-solving, a four-step teaching
plan to present new topics, and systematic
training to develop quantitative thinking
ability.

The first chapter in each book is review,
aimed toward revealing and correcting in-
dividual weaknesses. Provision is made for
thorough reteaching to correct the particular
weaknesses discovered without subjecting
pupils to drill they don't need.

Throughout the books we find full provi-
sion for maintenance of computational skills
right along with the also-important business
"f de\ "loping real competence in problem-
solving. And it's worth noting that these
arithmetics offer definite help in solving
problems: develop a technique for thinking
through the problem that rules out haphazard

SUPERFINE

lil

fn

id one dollar and receive some
est penmanship you ever saw, s
framing.

E. AUSTIN JONES
3101 Hutchinson Street

Fort Worth. Texas

if the
litable

HIGH GRADE

Diplomas*-
certihcates

Booklet or Sheet Form— Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
KOCKLAM) MA1NK

Attention Ladies

This alphabet was written by FANNIE STOIT, a teacher at Sellersbur«. Indiana,
while she was at the Zanerian College during the summer of 194fi. We would like
to see alphabets from other ladies. Perhaps we can work up a little competition.
We predict that it will he rather difficult to excel this reproduction.

"lln..
r aew Free Book,
Become a Good

nman." Enclose in,- for
Professional I'm Point an.

I

11 I, .in. i- beautifully written.

Some of the finest script we have
ever received in months has come
from Raymond F. Gluff, 1223

*

2 Mary
Street, Parkersburg. West Virginia.

Write for my free book. "How to Become an
Expert Penman." which shows what others
have accomplished by taking my courses. En-
close 10c for one of my favorite pen points
and your name with a beautiful flourished
bird written on a card. Write today!

T. M. TEVIS Box 25-C Chillicothe. .Mo.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.



SIX FUNDAMENTALS IN A
LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAM
FOR TEACHING HANDWRITING

1. Use a definite period each day for penmanship study and
practice.

2. Have pupils practice their writing on loose paper until satis-

factory. Then record their best efforts in the intended space in

the Practice Book.

3. Supply each teacher with a Teachers' Manual for access to

helpful outlines, instructions and suggestions for daily work.

Supply each pupil with respective grade Practice Book to serve

as a Recorder for his individual improvement in standards of

achievement.

4. Solicit cooperation of Principal or Supervisor in checking Practice

Books at regular intervals. (At least once a month)

5. Take advantage of our Teacher Refresher Courses—both in

print and script—offered free where our books are used.

6. Establish standards of classroom acceptance in all written work

—

using Classroom Scale as the measuring stick.

CORRELATED HANDWRITING
THE ZANERIAN COLLEGE
THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR

612 North Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio

ZANERIAN CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Tuition Supplies

Business Handwriting Course $10.00 $1.55

Roundhand or Engrossers' Script 12.00 2.70

Text Lettering and Engrossing 12.00 2.85

Advanced Engrossing 12.00 2.10

Ornamental Penmanship 12.00 .1.20

Zanerian College of Penmanship
612 N. Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio
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Learn Modern Engrossing
ZANERIAN MANUAL OF ALPHABETS

AND ENGROSSING
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GREATEST BOOK ON MODERN ENGROSSING

SCRIPT • TEXT LETTERING • STANDARD ALPHABETS •

SHADING • PEN DRAWING • WASH DRAWING • INITIAL

LETTERS • SCROLLS • BORDERS • RESOLUTIONS •

CERTIFICATES • HONOR ROLLS • HEADINGS • ILLUMI-

NATION • ETC.

Presents Engrossing in a simple and clear way so that

anyone can master this beautiful, popular art. Shows
how you can develop a high-class profitable engrossing
business or add to your present income.

It contains the finest examples ever produced by many
of America's most talented engrossing artists. The art

work, engravings and materials represent many thousands
of dollars. Single resolutions sometimes cost as much as

a thousand dollars.

It is the one indispensable book for all engrossing
artists and all who wish to learn practical and profitable

engrossing or lettering. Price Postpaid $2.50

LETTERING PENS

These are the pens that are v s_ .

used by engrossers for exe- ^_^^ f^_A'*^ JJ ||, ,„ )

cuting the various styles of
^^™ t=^ ^JM"'"'"""""!''""/

Text lettering. For making Single pointed
or filling names in diplomas, 1, 1U 2, 1V-. 3. 3V2. 4, 5, 6

engrossing resolutions, ledger

headings, or tor executing ^gg^l^^^ ,

~\
..

any kind of practical rapid
| ^^^o LllllllllllllllllllllJ

lettering. These are numbers ^-^ _J *

of pens any engrossing artist Double pointed—10, 20, 30
ever has occasion to use.

1 set of twelve Pens, Nos. 1. 1%, 2, 2%, 3. 3V4. 4. 5, and 6

single pointed, and Nos. 10. 20 and 30 double pointed, postpaid $ .35

1 dozen any numbers (assorted as desired) single pointed 25

1 dozen any numbers (assorted as desired) double pointed 60

Less than a dozen single pointed, 2 for 5c. Double pointed, 5c each

% gross of any one number single pointed pens, postpaid 50

1 gross of any one number single pointed pens, postpaid 1.75

M gross of any one number double pointed pens, postpaid 1.50

Double Lettering Holder

"INKHOLDER"
for Lettering Pens. But
little ink dipping is neces-
sary when this inkholder is

used. Saves time and pa-
tience when one has con-
siderable work to do.

Each 10 cents

,20c

INKS
Zanerian India Postpaid, $ .25

Arnold's Black, 4 oz Postpaid, $ .65

Higgins Eternal (black) 2 oz Postpaid, $ .15

PAPERS
Zanerian 5 lb., Express Coll $1.50

Zanerian No. 9, Express Coll .85

Artificial Parchment (16x21) 6 sheets post-

paid 1.50

Genuine Sheepskin (16x21) 1 sheet
postpaid 3.50

White Cardboard (22%x28%) 6 sheets
postpaid .90

TEXT LETTERING AND ENGROSSING
COURSE BY CORRESPONDENCE

Out Text Lettering and Engrossing Course will

train you to handle a broad pen successfully,

to letter diplomas, and do broad pen lettering

for all occasions. It covers in ten lessons

alphabets like the American, Unretouched and
Retouched Old English, Text, Shading, etc.

Teachers can profitably take this course, as well

as those who are going into the engrossing busi-

ness. Lettering as a business or as a sideline is

very profitable. You can become quite skillful

by faithfully following this course.

Tuition (including manual) $12.00

Supplies 2.85

ADVANCED ENGROSSING COURSE
BY CORRESPONDENCE

Our advanced Engrossing Course supplements
our Roundhand and Text Lettering and Engros-
sing courses. It covers standard alphabets,

Egyptian, Roman, Medial, Old English, etc. It

covers the work from fundamentals of lettering

to the making of elaborate resolutions. It will

train you to make initial letters, borders, scrolls,

alphabets, resolutions, memorials, testimonials,

diplomas and most of the things done by en-

grossers. This course lays a good foundation,
and if after completing it you desire to go higher
you can attend the Zanerian and complete your
training in a short time. The Text Lettering
and Engrossing course should be taken before
the Advanced Engrossing course.

Tuition (including text) $12.00

Supplies 2.10

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 NORTH PARK STREET COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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TEACHERS

Outstanding typists

wear the

"70 International Pin"

Inspire your students

to work for this pin.

Sample test and com-

plete details on request.

International Honor Society

For Business Education

220 N. Main Street

Burlington — Iowa

^ iA
J -ml m

rMr^ "\L.I
' «EL—J'J

SECRET

J&> *m
WEAPON?

lH

Here's one "secret weapon" that needs to be

unveiled in every corner of the land . . .

THE ENEMY: Tuberculosis, the dread White Plague which kills

more Americans between 15 and 35 than any other disease.

THE WEAPON: The X-ray. surest means of catching TB early,

when it can be cured more easily and before it spreads.

Christmas Seal money fights TB in many ways; one of the
most important is to buy X-ray units and pro-
mote mass examinations. Please, send in your
contribution today.

BUY
CHRISTMAS SEALS

Because of the importance of ^t t «-^ -t->i-\t t/^ * T*/~\D
the above message, this THE EDUCA I OR
space has been contributed by

LEARN TO WRITE ON THE BOARD
With this new book as a guide you can easily learn to write

well on the board and to use the board to the best advantage.

INCLUDES—

• Manuscript writing tor primary teachers.

• Cursive writing tor upper grade teachers.

• Ornamental, Flourishing, and Lettering for those who want it.

Size 6 by 8 — 96 Pages plus Cover

Per doz. $12.00 less 25% F.O.B. Columbus, Ohio

WRITING ON THE BOARD, Price each Net postpaid il.00

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus 8, Ohio
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Gregg Texts In Socio -Economic Education

• OUR BUSINESS LIFE. Third Edition

By Lloyd L. Jones

Gives the student on the lower secondary-

school level : ( 1 ) information that will func-

tion in his activities as a consumer and citizen,

( 2 ) an opportunity to explore business as a

field of work, and (3) training in funda-

mentals— word studies, penmanship, arith-

metic—and in useful business skills. Right

up to date in content, organized on a modern

unit basis, and profusely illustrated.

• THE CONSUMER'S ECONOMIC
LIFE

By Jessie Graham and Lloyd L. Jones

A simply written, vividly illustrated presen-

tation of practical, common-sense principles

that the student can use easily and effectively

in managing money and in buying and using

a wide variety of goods and services. Or-

ganized on a unit basis. Systematic program

of teaching-learning aids including a series

of consumer mathematics problems.

• FUNCTIONS OF BUSINESS
A Text for Consumer and Producer

By Lloyd L. Jones, Herbert A. Tonne, and

Ray G. Price

Designed for use in such courses as business

principles, business organization, and applied

economics. The book deals with business and

its characteristics, business principles or func-

tions, American workers, taxes, government

control and supervision, and standards in

American business. Each of the 60 sections

in the book provides an interesting and help-

ful work program for the student.

• INFLUENCE OF GEOGRAPHY
ON OUR ECONOMIC LIFE

By Douglas C. Ridgley & Sidney E. Ekblaw

Leads to international understanding and

good will. Shows how environmental factors,

especially climate, influence man's economic

status and activities in various regions.

Written in language familiar to the second-

ary-school student. Illustrated with numerous

maps, graphs, and pictures.

• ESSENTIALS OF
AMERICAN BUSINESS LAW
By R. Robert Rosenberg

A one-semester text that stimulates and holds

the interest of the high school student in

business law. Stresses everyday personal,

social, and business applications of law that

are concrete and meaningful for the student.

Illustrated with special drawings depicting

legal situations and written in simple style

and non-technical language.

• OUR GLOBAL WORLD
By Grace Croyle Hankins

A brief, pictorial treatment of geograpln

from a world point of view. Designed for

short courses in global geography or for units

of work in regular geography and other social

studies courses in junior and senior high

schools. Contains chapters on map reading

and six significant aspects of our global

world. Profusely illustrated.

Our nearest office will be glad to assist you in giving

consideration to any of these popular modern texts for

your courses in socio-economic education. U rite today.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
New York Chicago San Francisco Boston Dallas Toronto London
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COLUMBUS. OHIO, NOVEMBER, 1946

Handwriting In Today's Program
Every boy and girl should be

taught to write easily and legibly

early in their school life, to aid them

as much as possible with their school

work. Conditions have changed so

that less time can be given to some
of the things which really need more
time. Some things must be dropped

or the time devoted to them short-

ened. Handwriting is one of the sub-

jects which should not be neglected,

otherwise students may be seriously

handicapped. New methods and

shortcuts need to be introduced, how-

ever, handwriting is a two edged tool

involving knowledge and skill, so that

much time is needed to acquire and

make permanent good writing habits.

The importance of having regular

penmanship classes, close supervision

of daily work, and good textbooks

cannot be overestimated.

Good written and oral expression

are necessary for progress. Oral ex-

pression is comparatively easy for

most homes use good English and

most teachers are "Language con-

scious." Much attention is and should

be given to reading to enable the

student to acquire knowledge from

books. Likewise a knowledge of

handwriting is important to convey

and record information and thought.

Machines cannot be used in making
many needed records, orders, and

writing in books. They have simply

lightened the load, but will never

supplant handwriting.

More pens, pencils, penholders,

fountain pens, and other writing

materials are being sold in larger

lots than ever before. The demand
will steadily increase.

Shorthand has been used in a

limited way for centuries, but very

little progress has been made toward

getting it used universally or for

people to use it extensively for per-

manent records. Shorthand writers

soon forget their notes if they do not

practice them daily. Shorthand is a

good servant but old notes become
difficult to read. Possibly shorthand

is too fast and too far from the

Roman alphabet to ever make much
headway in replacing handwriting.

Handwriting will remain a tool for

the masses, while shorthand and
machines are servants of special

groups.

Handwriting is important to the

student in his school work. Perhaps

the fact that he has immediate use

for good handwriting is his greatest

incentive to put forth effort and to

master it.

Even in the first grades Manuscript

is used to enable children to be able

to express in handwriting their

thoughts early in that grade. As the

child progresses in school he finds

more and more use for handwriting

in his daily work. For this reason

alone it is worth while giving regular

handwriting classes and demanding
good work. Surely poor handwriting

in school is a hindrance to the pupil

and an aggravation to the over-

worked teacher.

After leaving school the pupil will

need good handwriting in many posi-

tions. He will find it a good life

companion. Yes, his handwriting will

be an asset or a liability.

In teaching handwriting you can
make the work interesting by correl-

ating it with other school subjects

and activities. Reasons for good
handwriting can be demonstrated in

a hundred different ways. Why have

children labor on meaningless drills ?

Show them the purpose and advan-

tage of every drill and more interest

and cooperation will be shown by the

pupils. A child likes to write about

the things around him like, for in-

stance his pets or his name, in place

of just working on the alphabet.

It is impossible to tell you in a

few paragraphs how to teach hand-

writing, but you might ask your-

selves these questions.

1. Is your attitude toward hand-

writing such that you feel that

you can succeed if you really

try? Most teachers become
good by hard work and study.

You don't have to be an expert

to start.

2. Do you make the handwriting

interesting by tieing it up with

other subjects and child activi-

ties? A first grader likes to

write about his dog or pets, or

a letter to his Mother.

3. Do you write well ? If not you

can easliy improve. A good

example means much to inspire

greater effort.

4. Do you encourage good writing

in all papers handed in ? Occa-

sionally grade handwriting by

(Continued on Page 17)
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BUSINESS WRITING
By THE EDUCATOR STAFF

Begin the J with an up motion in an oval direction. Cross on the baseline. Get the top slightly larger than

the bottom. Keep the downstroke straight. Study the length of the top and bottom. The bottom loop should extend

halfway down to the line below.

In the word Juror check the motion at the top of the r's and the o. Get four words to the line. Swing along

freely.

*=/ s=£ ba£ *£ *-t *4 M fc£s=£ *=£ \<d..*=£..<J

The I has a straight back. The top is similar to the top of J. Be sure to stop before making the final stroke.

The loop and the boat hook should be the same in size. Black in the background and see if your spaces balance.

Keep the turns rounding, the angles sharp, the e open, and the r wide at the top in the word. Practice the

I and J together.

[jsZ ^J =fe3^......Jfe^L.....^Efc... .. -fefc

The S, L, and G are usually grouped together because of the top loop. Try to get the loop all the same size and

slope. Make several lines of S, L, and G, and black in some of the loops to see if some are much larger or smaller

than others. .

The S has a compound curve body stroke. This comes from the Roman S. Start on the base line and swing up

freely with an oval motion. The top and bottom should be about the same in size. Come to a complete stop before

making the final stroke.

*k j*k \ J* Ut Jc JI\J*l Jl^L

The G starts the same as the S and is the same down to the crossing. From there it swings upward to a

sharp point. The bottom is similar to the S. Be sure to stop on the boat hook.
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The L has two compound curves and two loops. The top loop should be larger than the bottom one. The bot-

tom loop should be small and lay flat on the baseline.

In the word notice the clear i and e. Do you make your e's and i's distinct and clear?

These words emphasize a gliding- motion. The copies were made wide to promote freedom. A standard or final

style should be more compact. Glide from one letter to the other freely. The hand glides on the little fingers.

Study beginning and ending strokes. Begin on the baseline and end at the height of the small letters.

Give special attention to places where the movement should vary. More time is required at the top of a and

c, the shoulder of r, and the finish on v and w.

Get the spaces inside of letters the same. Exchange papers and mark the outstanding wide and crowded places.

Your neighbor may see places you overlooked.

After you see your mistakes you can easily correct them.
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Now is a good time to check up on position. See that the holder is held lightly, that the pen points to the

shoulder.

Keep the downstrokes light. Do not pinch the penholder.

Use the arm rather than the fingers. Avoid kinky lines.

Watch the beginning and ending strokes. Glide into and glide out of the work.

Get the spaces between the letters even. Use a free swing.

Occasionally practice an exercise to develop freedom.



The Importance of Penmanship and
Devices Used In Teaching Penmanship

Given at the State Teachers Convention, Des Moines, Iowa

It is a genuine pleasure to talk to

you people about penmanship.

The facts I am going to give are

those that I have used and found

satisfactory in my own teaching ex-

periences in penmanship.

Like many other teachers of pen-

manship, I have often wondered how
important it is in the business world

today. To determine this fact, I

called upon the personal managers of

several large business firms here in

Des Moines. The enthusiastic re-

sponse and interest shown by these

men, in a position to know the value

of penmanship training, convinced me
that I was on the right track. Here
are the questions I asked of each one:

1. Do you consider the penman-
ship of the people you employ ?

2. How important is it ?

3. Do you find your workers writ-

ing too rapidly, illegibly,

scrawly. or too slowly?

4. Are there evidences of pure

carelessness ?

5. Do you find any correlation

between personality and char-

acter traits and penmanship ?

6. If you were to give any advice

to the teachers of penmanship,

just what would it be?

To give you some idea what was
said to me, I am quoting from the

records, word for word, as I received

them and copied them down in short-

hand.

CASE No. 1. One large insurance

company said this: "We do not keep

records by hand any more. The

machines are doing that. But there

are times, however, when we need

people who are excellent penmen.

The scrawly writing and carelessness

we find is due largely to the fact that

it is to be read only by that indi-

vidual and for that reason little

attention is paid to improvement in

handwriting. If I were to give any
bit of advice it would be this: "I

would teach architectural printing in

order that students would have better

forms for their letters, cut down on

the writing size, so that they could

put their letters together in easily

read longhand penmanship'." His or-

ganization does not place much em-

phasis on the penmanship in the

letter of application, but he does find

a close relationship between good

penmanship and good work. He says

that good penmanship reveals an

orderly mind.

CASE No. 2. This large office,

managing a large estate, noted a

difficulty in distinguishing between

"u" and "n", "o" and "a", and the

two forms of "r". It is very necessary

for them to write small, especially

the numbers. They have found that

good forms are necessary foundation

for good penmanship. They are of

the opinion that if an accountant

watches a good writer and strives to

better his own present writing style,

that he can succeed in becoming an

excellent penman.

? HANDWRITING ?

The stunting of the human mind

by reduced school service can

never be measured or defined. It

is possible to rob a child of his

birthright to an education, but

the robber will always escape un-

punished. The child cannot defend

itself; in later life, the uneducated

man is unable to define or correct

his lack of training and oppor-

tunity.

—Frank Bruce

CASE No. 3. The personnel man-
ager of one outstanding insurance

company seemed very pleased that I

called. He preferred to have all

applications filled out in longhand.

High school penmanship training and

business college training has not been

entirely successful. He says that the

main handwriting trouble is illegi-

bility. "Speed is not essential at all

in our work. If I were to pass on

any advice to teachers of penman-
ship, it would be to tell them that

their students have to write so well

that someone else can read it."

CASE No. 4. The personnel man-
ager of a publishing company said,

"During the course of a year we will

have one or more jobs of letters

which are hand-addressed. We usual-

ly can find one or two in the office

who can handle this matter. Outside

of this, penmanship isn't stressed in

our work because most of it is done

on the typewriter."

CASE No. 5. The personnel man-
ager of a large oil company im-

mediately said when I stated my
purpose for calling, "Glad you
brought that question up. We find

that one out of twenty of business

school, high school, and college stu-

dents that come to us is a legible

penman. We consider penmanship
very important. Ninety per cent of

our schedules are of such voluminous

nature that they cannot be typed.

Every report of an internal nature

is prepared in pencil or pen and these

reports have to be legible. Most of

the illegibility is due to carelessness

and lack of proper training. Most of

those doing the writing are in a

hurry to complete their work. What
we need is plain, not fancy writing

—

writing that is legible. I asked this

man about character traits. His

immediate reply was, "Yes, sir, writ-

ing indicates character or a lack of

character. A neat penmanship shows

neat personality traits. If I had

anything to tell the teachers, I would

bear down on the fact that penman-

ship is important; that it can be

developed; and that it has a marked

bearing on that individual and his

success."

CASE No. 6. The personnel man-

ager of a telephone company said,

"We have noticed in the past ten or

fifteen years a definite decline in the

students' ability to write legibly.

Whether or not they use their ability

will depend a great deal on whether

or not that organization is dependent

on a typewriter or handwriting for
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internal office correspondence and re-

cords. We have one fellow who writes

more by hieroglyphics than anything

else. He can't even read his own
writing. One girl has worked with

him for a number of years. She can

decipher his hieroglyphics if she re-

ceived the material within a period of

three or four days. After that no one

can read it. His trouble is largely in

not finishing the word. His mind is

going faster than his hand can go. It

causes no end of embarrassment to

himself and the organization." This

personnel manager said, "Penman-

ship is important, it is necessary to

practice good writing all the time in

all departments, to think about it

and watch the quality of our writing.

If we do this we can make our

characters legible and attractive." He
even went so far as to say that pen-

manship and spelling go together,

that a good speller is a good penman
because he does not have to stop and

think about the spelling of the word.

CASE No. 7. The personnel man-
ager of a large dairy made the state-

ment, "Penmanship is quite impor-

tant in the people we hire. All things

being equal, the one who writes the

better letter of application would

have the preference. We find it

necessary and important that our

people write figures accurately, and

find that most of our people are poor

in this respect. Some of our route

salesmen have caused no end of

embarrassment to our bookkeepers

because we cannot figure out what

has been written on their sales

tickets. One of our men who is out

on the route usually writes in such

a hurry that it is impossible to de-

cipher his writing. Not so long ago.

however, he made an application for

a driver's license, and everyone in the

office was amazed at how well he

could write when he wanted to." This

personnel manager believes that per-

sonality traits are evidenced in good

writing. "If I received a letter that

was neatly written, I would expect

that fellow to be a pretty neat-look-

ing individual. I would have a better

opinion of him than of a man whose

writing was not good." He believes

that by continued effort, handwriting

can be improved. If this is true of

people in business, it should be true

of students.

From these reports of personnel

managers, we can see that business

penmanship is still important, and

that we are not wasting our time in

this machine age in trying to develop

good writers. These facts stand out.

That people write illegibly largely

due to carelessness. Secondly, that

in their effort to write fast they do

not write legibly. Thirdly, most of

these personnel men believe that we
can not to any extent, determine

character and personality traits from

penmanship.

It seems to me that as teachers of

penmanship we can offset this criti-

cism of our students by developing

desirable penmanship traits early in

the student's career. If handwriting

is to be any good at all in the stu-

dent's later life, it must be started

early. No amount of training and

correction can overcome permanently

the habits that have developed

through the years by pupils in the

grade schools. Of course, they can

be helped but it is so easy to revert

back to these earlier habits, that we
should make it our aim to start them

correctly, and by so doing, get them

on the right track.

Teaching students to write well

is one way of training them to do

something useful as long as they

live.

Good writing is the result of a

rapid and directed movement de-

veloped by proper drill. If this move-

ment is not properly controlled with

stops, go's and pauses, no amount of

drill will help us make these charac-

ters so that they appear neat and

legible.

As teachers of penmanship, if we
can set up correct habits in the early

writing stages of our students, we
will have accomplished much to de-

velop good penmen. The repeat

"oval," "push-pull" drills develop cor-

rect hand position, bring about the

fluency, and above all, control. Then

too, it helps to develop the rhythm.

In support of the latter, note how
the down strokes in the "Push-pull"

drill serve as a basis for "m," "n,"

"1," "u," "t," and many others.

Just the other day I watched a

local jeweler write—a man well along

in years, who had attended grade

schools in England. He said that he

and his brother were good penmen,

and that both of them attended Eng-

lish schools; whereas, his brothers

and sisters were poor penmen and

had received their education in this

country. He attributed his good pen-

manship to his instructor in the Eng-
lish schools who, he said, started him
out right by holding his hand and
directing his hand movements. He
said he had a good pattern for every

letter of the alphabet. The one thing

I noted about his writing, which was
done rapidly and beautifully, was a

definite downward movement and

slant of each letter and with the

emphasis placed on writing toward

the line.

Of course, in penmanship you are

not playing, nor coaching football,

but if you can impress upon your

students the idea to "hit that line"

you will have accomplished much to

make writing easier.

Another thing I have noticed about

the students who come into my
shorthand and penmanship classes is

that they seldom have the right hand

position. Too often they write on the

side of their hands which is definitely

a hindrance to speed writing. Why
not teach our students to depend up-

on the third and fourth fingers as

pivot fingers, and let them depend

just a little on finger movement for

the finer, smaller movement in writ-

ing? It doesn't seem that the stu-

dents can practice complete muscular

control and maintain that writing

style throughout their lifetime. You
writers attempt to use this method

on the small ledge in the bank or

post office when you attempt to sign

a check in a hurry. Isn't it always

true that you are dissatisfied with

the appearance of the material you

write then? If you can combine a

little of the arm movement with a

well-balanced hand position, and

have this movement under control,

you can continue to write well no

matter where you have to support

the writing paper.

A point that these personnel man-

agers mentioned was that our writers

could not write rapidly and write

legibly—that they tired from writing

within a short time. In our shorthand

classes, we have to correct hand posi-

tion often. Most fatigue from writ-

ing, resulting usually in writers'

cramps, is due to "pen-pinching."

This tense gripping of the pen results

in pulling the muscles of the arm. If

a writer is to continue for any length
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of time, he will surely find himself

in a sorry predicament. If this is a

handicap in shorthand, it surely

would be a handicap in the use of

longhand. To correct this mistake,

we usually tape the index finger and

see that it is held in a relaxed posi-

tion. You might try this and note

yourself how easy it is to write when
the hand is held correctly.

Remember that penmanship is the

result of the movement pattern and

that this movement pattern once

developed, the student will naturally

write good characters. Now this

may be far-fetched, but I am sure if

we followed it we would be well

satisfied with the results. Let me go

back to shorthand once again. Give

the students a vivid picture of the

letter or character you are working

on by making an enlarged character

on the board. Then with the writing

arm extended, let them trace the mo-
tions in the air getting the stops,

pauses and speeded movements in

mind before placing the pen on the

paper. This method is better than

tracing or poising the pen in the air

over the outline in the text, because

the student has a more vivid picture

of the outline and knows definitely

what his hand movement will be. He
writes quickly and easily without

hesitation. Many of us have been

taught to move the pen rapidly in

the air without checking its motion

and then let it strike the paper. The
force thus gathered was meant to

compel light, quick action, to break

up finger movement, to give us

smooth lines, and aid in form build-

ing. The poising of the pen in the air

and making preliminary motions

seems to me to be the greatest curse

as far as hand motion is concerned.

Why take the time to make these

extra motions before writing a

word? If we give them the correct

character on the board in an enlarged

form, get the hand motion in mind,

we will eliminate this time-wasting

procedure. This is nothing but a jit-

tery movement that penmanship

teachers have been guilty of for

years, and one of the greatest detri-

ments to speed writing that I know
of. It was one of the faults that the

personnel managers were condemn-

ing, not knowing that our teaching

had been directed in that line with

the thought that it was helping our

students.

As teachers of penmanship let us

demonstrate the system; sit down by

our students; write for them. Help

them to develop confidence in their

ability to write correctly and easily.

If they see you make a mistake, it

will give them the feeling that all

writing, even that of teachers, is far

from perfect. Many students have the

impression that • the ultimate objec-

tive of penmanship is to write like

the penmanship plates in their text.

Too often they feel that their efforts

are futile and give up in despair. If

your students only realized the

amount of rewriting, the great num-
ber of inserts and the hours of prac-

tice that had gone into the making
of the plates, they would be en-

couraged to go on and develop a

good writing style well within their

ability.

Let us emphasize that good pen-

manship, like traffic, has stops, goes,

and pauses, that if these stops, goes

and pauses, are heeded, if they write

rhythmically and with control; follow

the definite movement pattern, they

will become good writers.

< /, 6><J~7
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BESSIE A. GREEN

This month we interview a school

teacher, office worker, and penman.

Miss Bessie A. Green, 80S North

Church Street, Rockford, Illinois.

ED.: Miss Green we have never had

the pleasure of meeting; you

personally, though we have

criticized many pages of your

work in lettering and hand-

writing. We, like our sub-

scribers, would like to know
more about you. Suppose you

give us some facts about

yourself, your education, ex-

perience, etc.

MISS GREEN: I will gladly give

you some information about my-
self as I have been deeply inter-

ested in your interviews. Here
are some boiled down, hard facts

in reply to your questions:

Health: Excellent

Age: 46

Height: 5 feet 5 inches

Weight: 124 pounds

Church attended: Any Protestant

church

Education:

High school graduate

Globe Business College, St. Paul,

Minnesota

Graduate of bookkeeping and
secretarial courses

Gregg College, Chicago, Illinois

Teachers' Summer Normal

—

two summers
Bookkeeping, stenographic,

and reporting

University of Colorado, Boulder,

Colorado

University of Minnesota, Minnea-
polis, Minnesota

Hastings College, Hastings, Ne-
braska—A. B. Degree

Zanerian Correspondence Course

Experience:

Office work in St. Paul: Steno-

graphic and bookkeeping

Teaching:

Public school—seven years
Private commecial school —
twelve years

Liberal arts college - - three

years

Subjects Taught:
Gregg Shorthand Theory, Dicta-

tion, Typewriting, Reporting.

Bookkeeping, English. Ac-
counting, Penmanship, Spell-

ing, Secretarial Studies, O^.ce
Practice, Methods in Com-
mercial Subjects. Ediphone.

and Thomas Natural Short-
hand

General:

Member of Pi Gamma Mu, na-

tional honorary social science

society

Teachers' gold medal in Gregg
shorthand

Diamond pin from Underwood
Typewriter Company

Medal for 140-word transcription

test in shorthand

Member of American Association

of University Women
Member of Business and Profes-

sional Women's Club—Former
Education Chairman and now

Recording Secretary

Teachers' Diploma in Zaner

Permanent Address:

Osceola, Wisconsin

Present Address:

808 North Church Street

Rockford. Illinois

Salary:

$2400. plus commissions. I teach

two nights a week. I fill di-

plomas for our school, which

is practice I need.

Art has always appealed to me.

n ctturn must be
competent to rarcrrbc
critical jitlament on
riutr affairs.
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Device for Improving Headings
It is advisable to have uniform

headings so that identification, filing,

and distributing of written papers is

facilitated.

By <;race nelson

There are many forms used in

different cities according to the needs

of the school system.

The child's name, date, school.

teacher, and grade are the important
things usually used. Follow the form
used by your school system and re-

quire pupils to follow it faithfully.

7SJ>s%

L^^^^l

:<^<>2^2^

It will aid you, the superintendent's

office, the principal, and any others

who have occasion to handle school

papers.

At the beginning of a new school

term it is necessary for teachers to

explain the heading desired and rea-

son for using it. The students will

see the reason for cooperating, if

they realize the importance of plain

neat headings and that they will aid

others and also give them a better

grade.

I give a "free lesson" on writing

headings, and signatures. The pupils

select in their manuals the lessons

containing the capital letters in their

names. They practice these letters,

and are given individual help where
they need it.

The headings are displayed on the

bulletin board to encourage the

pupils, and also to keep before them
the properly arranged heading de-

sired.

These lessons have always created

interest not only in writing headings,

but also stressed that there are rea-

sons for improving handwriting.

Perhaps we should show reasons

frequently for daily drills. If we did

students would show more interest

in trying to improve their hand-

writing.

/C7-^^^^^^C^>

' sC^iy,

*J>s

^r^rr>y^y .
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Roundhand Script
By THE EDITOR

The small letter 1 is the foundation of a number of letters. Notice the similarity between i, u, w, c, e, o, and

a. The turns at the baseline are the same on all these letters. Cover up the tops and see if you can discover the

letter by the turns. If you can there is something wrong'.

The oval group c, e, o, a, etc. should be similar to the i. The tendency is to curve the circular stroke too

much.

The pen should be raised each time on turns on the baseline. We have intentionally shown these breaks in the

copy. In skillful work the breaks are concealed.

Every good e, o, and a should have the same stroke as in c. Try converting some of your letters into other

letters as suggested in the copy.

Study the finish of v, w, and b. Avoid spreading the finishing part of these letters too much. Study the arrows.

Most students and penmen do not study letter forms carefully enough. We can study letter forms for years

and still discover new beauty.

T-c/ r-\*s

/ /
c_v c_oT c^ / ^v

/ / 'r f

f J O *

if/U/yf^W

gtf
jgM**||^

<2h <x r 6 C IX <x

This heading was made by D. BEAl. CHAMP, Engrosser, of 219 \V. Broadway, Los Angeles, California.

To make the curve first draw pencil head and baselines by using a large compass or string. Form a
loop in the end of the string through which pla*e a sharp-pointed pencil. By holding the string on the

center line with one hand and the pencil in the other you can make any size circle you desire. Be sure

to rule vertical guide lines for the lettering, otherwise you will not get them straight.
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Supplementary Ornamental Copies

Study the arrangement of this envelope. See how much snap and beauty you can put into an envelope addressed to The Educator.

/Z~-e*L

Fluent Business Writing by JAMES T. MAHER, of the Marion Business College, Marion, Indiana.
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Ornamental Penmanship

The G begins with a horizontal

oval. Watch the loop and study the

position of the shade. The shade is

made with a snappy quick motion.

The final oval should be parallel to

the beginning oval. The three ovals

overlap making three spaces. Study

this style and different styles of the

G and use whichever style you can

make best, or which fits into the

thing you are writing best. Some
letters match surrounding letters

better than others, and the penman

must use his judgment as to which

one to use.

£7

-^ &

The S begins the same as the G,

the only difference being that the

point is angular on the second part

of the G. The downstroke is a com-

pound curve on the S with the shade

resting close to the base line. Watch

the parallel effect and the size of the

oval. Get most of your shade below

the crossing.

Make line after line of these letters

studying them carefully. The better

you make each of these letters the

better your page work will be.

^Q^ qp
The P begins the same as the B

and R and a few other letters. It

has the beginning horizontal oval

with the straight downstrokes which

ends with a shade low on the base-

line. Draw slant lines and box the

letter in in various ways to help you

determine the shape. Compare your

letters with the copy.

The B has two main ovals. Swing

the finishing stroke out to the right

of these two ovals. The lower part

of the B should be shaded. Usually

the top contains very little shading.

Test your ovals. See if the bottom

oval stands up-right. Study the size

of the little loop in the center and

notice its position. Be careful not

to press on the final oval. It should

b(? a nice hairline with no shading.

Study the various styles of the K.

The R is the same as the P with the

final stroke.

Learn to be observing and per-

severe with your practice.

Let us see some of your practice

work. Working on Ornamental Pen-

manship is interesting and will great-

ly improve your Business Writing.
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HANDWRITING IN TODAYS
PROGRAM

(Cont'd, from Page 5i

using the English papers. Use

any opportunity to encourage

better writing.

5. Do you prepare each lesson in

advance ? Plan some new ideas

to work into the handwriting

class. Practice the copies your-

self.

6. Do you get around and give

each pupil individual help?

There may be a left-hander or

a pupil with a poor position to

whom a few words might mean

much.

7. Are you sympathetic and pa-

tient ?

8. Do you subscribe to penman-

ship and teachers magazines

from which you could derive

help?

The Editor

RETIRED
Mr. H. G. Burtner, 1415 Pine St.,

Philadelphia, Pa., who for a number
of years has been a teacher of hand-

writing in the Peirce School, Phila-

delphia, Pa., has retired from that

position and is now engaged in

examining Questioned Documents
which he states is keeping him busy

at the present time. Mr. Burtner has

had long experience in penmanship
work.

THE COVER
This puritan was thankful because

he had a home and a gun with which

to provide his family with meat

—

that good old Thanksgiving turkey.

We hope you will be as fortunate.

The drawing was made by H. E.

Tashner. a student in The Zanerian.

Mr. Otis Sked, Jr., 1409 Roberdeau

Street, Richland, Washington, recent-

ly sent us one of his new letterheads.

He has combined engrossing, script

and flourishing with a small illustra-

tion in the center. The work was
prepared by Mr. Sked and is very

attractive.

. BRl NET. Lord Selkirk School,

finest.

ipey. Manitoba. Canada,
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Constructive Criticism
By E. A. LUPFER

BEGINNING AND ENDING STROKES

In standard letter forms all begin-

ning and ending strokes are based on
the oval. An oval as the illustration

shows should be in the proportion of

two to three.

The beginning strokes for letters

like n, m, v, x, y, and z, are all the

same length, curve and slope. They
are all taken from the upper left

side of a slanting oval. An over mo-
tion is used.

The beginning strokes of b, e, f, h,

i, j, k, 1, p, r, s, t, u, and w are all

the same and are taken from the

lower right side of the oval.

The final strokes likewise are de-

veloped from the oval. The oval is

the basis for the forms of all letters.

An excellent plan is to study the

letter i. Master the i finish, and then
try to get the finish of all the letters

with an under curved finish the same.

^Sr

c^^^^^^^4^)

^-4J

In example No. 1 the student

finishes with a long swing—too long

to be neat. The curve, however, is

good. Notice the indefinite beginning

strokes. The s in same, and the e in

easy have an undesirable hook re-

sembling a small c. The movement in

No. 1 is, as a whole, wild and un-

controlled.

The No. 2 example shows the end

strokes unfinished. The words end

with a downstroke cut off near the

baseline. This student should study

the i finish as shown in the oval and
pattern all other similar finishes

after it.

Number 3 has fair form to the be-

ginning and ending, but has the un-

desirable habit of beginning and
ending with a dot. The remedy for

this is to glide into and out of each

letter or word with a free movement.
The finishing stroke should be made
with the pen in motion. The habit of

stopping and then pressing on the

pen should be discouraged. It looks

bad, slows up the speed and is un-

desirable.

C^--<n-^ Cst^^/ C/L^7-S LSL^l^ C/C^?^/ L^L^T^T^t^ CsL-^T^L-^ CsC^?^/

C-o-" C^t^ 0-£7-^ (_^?-^ y—^L-^t^- L_^t^c^^y (_^z^f^/ (^-T^^r^
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<k.

Number 4 shows the student has

ended each word with a straight

movement to the right. No attempt

was made to swing up to the height

of the small u. Even the i dots were

made with a movement to the right.

It appears in writing like this that

the writer puts effort into the word,

but lets up all effort on the final

stroke. There is no beauty in a

straight or unfinished stroke.

Examples two to six show little

rhythm. Notice also the vertical or

back hand slant.

h&^hr s<Z.

+? ^£?C it^J^z/

Number 5 is a crowded specimen.

The spaces inside of letters, especial-

ly the loops, are crowded. The end-

ing strokes are unfinished. Some end

down while others end upward. There

is one good finish shown. This stu-

dent has free enough movement but

lacks control and an exact knowledge
of letter forms.

Number 6 shows a heavy pressure

and lack of free movement. Letter

forms generally as well as beginning

and endings are indefinite. Number

Number 7. This specimen, as a

whole, was very difficult to read.

Many of the letters were unfinished

like the e. In some places the e was
illegible. The letters are crowded.

More space is needed in loops, e's

and o's. Spacing in words also varies.

By studying the above specimens

of various types of finishes teachers

should be able to help their students Uniform beginning and endings

to improve the beginning and ending make writing more beautiful, regular

strokes. in movement, easier to read, and

J -fix,
Ji-cf^^i.

6 should develop a free swing, a light

touch, and a systematically study of

letter forms.

The slant and alignment should be

improved.

Perhaps it would help this student

if he were shown that all down-
strokes are the same in slope and
should be straight.

Beginnig and ending strokes are

part of his troubles, but considering

that this is a student of about the

fifth or sixth grade level some serious

effort should be given to improve his

writing. It would be too bad to let

this student go through life handi-

capped with his present laborious,

hard to read, handwriting.

gives a systematic look to your work.

It pays to be particular with your

beginning and endings.

study the ending strokes in these specimens.
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Left-Hand Writing
NONA KEEN in I'll, Supervisor of Penmanship—San Diego County

(Reprinted hy Request)

About four or five people out of

every hundred definitely prefer to

use their left hand to their right.

Kilpatrick thinks that most child-

ren are only slightly right-handed or

left-handed and that few are definite-

ly of one or the other type.

Holfner found more than 6 r
; pure

left-handed and another 5 r '

f mixed.

Jones found 5 r r pure left-handed.

Holfner reports that he found no

relation between hand preference and

intelligence and school achievement.

Neither was there any correlation

between hand preference and voca-

tional interests or emotional stability.

Most experts agree that the child

should be allowed to use the hand of

his preference. Parents and teachers

should under no circumstances make
the child feel that in using his left

hand he is doing something that is

wrong or meets with public dis-

approval. Teachers and parents

should dispose of all prejudice and
assume a casual and confident atti-

tude. They should contentedly ac-

cept the left-handed child as he is

—

a normal person.

Innately all left-handed persons

are as normal as right-handed per-

sons. The only real handicap he will

encounter in life will be the improper

attitude of adults and the improper

training' he receives from adults.

The left-handed child is not doomed
to an awkward, difficult and unhappy
time of it unless his parents and
teachers with whom he is associated

make it so.

If the adults with whom he is

associated take a cheerful, helpful

and stimulating attitude in working
with him and create an environment

that will not make him feel self-

conscious or queer he will be as

happily adjusted and as graceful as

the children of right-handed prefer-

ence.

To determine actual Ieft-handed-

ness, parents and teachers should

watch closely and see which hand a

child uses when he cuts a piece of

paper with a pair of scissors, which
hand he holds a hammer with when
he drives a nail, which hand he pre-

fers to eat with. If he uses his right

hand for performing most manual
things, then he should be encouraged

to also write with his right hand,

though he may at first show a left-

handed preference.

If not given careful supervision the

left-handed writer will acquire writ-

ing habits that may ruin his chances

of ever becoming a graceful, fluent

writer. If he is found to be definitely

left-handed he should be taught how
to do left-handed writing. He should

be required to take a position identi-

cal with the other writers except the

position of the paper should be re-

versed. Because he will be writing

with the reverse hand his paper

should be tilted toward the right, and
the left arm held perpendicular to

the lower edge. This will enable him

to write in the same manner as the

correct method for the right-handed

children if two things are carefully

observed:

Two Important Items

1. So that his hand will not block

the view of what he is writing, teach

him to hold his pencil an inch from
the point. Tell him to hold his pencil

"up on the painted part".

2. The other important thing to

watch out for is slant. If the down-
strokes are always pulled toward the

center of the body as right-handed

writers are taught to, a vertical or

back-handed slant will result. There

is evidence that this vertical or back-

hand slant is the preferred left-

handed slant for some writers. How-
ever, very fine writing is accom-
plished by teaching the child to pull

his strokes toward his left elbow and
getting the same forward slant that

the right-handed people get.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES
SHOULD THE CHILD BE PER-
MITTED TO HOLD HIS HAND
ABOVE HIS WRITING. This is too

cramped, too awkward and fatiguing.

Apply the same rules for good pos-

ture and position that are required

of right-handed children: Paper
tilted 30 <~

r to the right instead of to

the left, palm turned down, wrist

nearly level.

nd left hand.
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If the wrist and hand are turned

over on the side, this position pre-

vents the hand from sliding across

the paper. To accomplish free, easy

sliding, the hand should rest on the

3rd and 4th fingers and the hand

should slide on the fingernails as

though they were skates. Some folks

prefer sliding on the joints of the

little finger and some prefer sliding

on the pads at the ends of the second,

third and fourth fingers.

Mobile Elbows
When children are writing, encour-

age them to keep the elbow moving

a littie. This will insure a relaxed

arm and prevent too much finger

movement. The hand should never be

permitted to rest on the side or base

of the hand. The pen or pencil should

be grasped lightly and in a position

natural to the writer. The thumb and

first finger should not be pressed

against the penholder. The first

finger should be nearer the point of

the pencil than the thumb.

It is not necessary for the pen to

cross the knuckle or to point over

the left shoulder or left ear. Tell the

children to watch and see that their

pencils and pens are pointing some-

where between the "elbow and

shoulder."

Occasionally left-handed writers

show a natural tendency to do

"mirror writing". Some believe that

it is the natural or spontaneous

direction for left-handed writing.

These writers prefer to begin over at

the right-hand side of the page and

proceed toward the left, sometimes

making a complete reversal of both

letter form and spelling. These

children need the service of a special-

ist, but in the absence of such, about

all a teacher or parent can do is to

constantly demonstrate " writing and

reading from left to right and then

have the child trace. Reading and

writing should proceed together, of

course.

Manuscript writing has been found

better to many left-handed writers

who have been started incorrectly in

cursive writing. For discouraged

writers usually a change to manu-
script writing has the effect of giving

early pride and confidence in writing

ability.

Manuscript

When all primary children are

started in manuscript writing the

approach is somewhat different and

is practically identical for both right

and left-handed children except they

write with different hands; the paper

is heid straight in front for all, the

pencil points up toward the elbow

and the writing is all vertical.

The left-handed children must be

watched carefully to see that they

grasp their pencils and inch or so

from the point. If the child should

show a tendency to twist his hand

the teacher should analyze his total

position and find out what is wrong.

Incorrect hand position may be a

result and not a cause. It usually

comes from the hand blocking the

vision of the writer and this is caused

by the child grasping his pencil too

near the point.

At One Table

It has been found extremely help-

ful to allow the left-handed children

of a class to sit around a table to-

gether while writing. In this way the

teacher can better aid them and they

can imitate each other.

A Left-Handed Pupils Club was
formed at Forest Park School, Fort

Wayne, Ind., that might appeal to

other left-handed groups.

There was a time when teachers

tried to change left-handed children

to right-handed writing. Where the

pupils were decidedly left-handed

this practice proved a failure in

many instances.

Dr. Freeman
Dr. Frank Freeman says: "Some

scientists believe that they have evi-

dence which proves that to force a

really left-handed person to write

with his right hand is injurious to

his nervous system and may cause

speech difficulty. The safest practice

is to try gently to induce the child

who uses his left hand to use his

right—first at the blackboard and

then at the seat. If he yields to

persuasion without difficulty it may
be assumed that he is not strongly

left-handed. If he resists strongly or

comes back again and again to his

left hand it is better to allow him

to use it.

"A great deal of the difficulty in

left-handed writing is due to the fact

that the child is not taught to take

the position suited to the left hand.

He places the paper in the position

for the right-handed writing and

then twists his hand over above the

writing or shoves the pen along. He
should, of course, place his paper in

the reverse position from that re-

quired in right-handed writing.

"If a child in the intermediate

or upper grades writes fairly well

with his left hand, in the proper

position, he should not be disturbed.

If he writes in the incorrect position

an attempt should be made to induce

him either to use his right hand or

to adopt the correct position with

his left hand."

The left-handed child should not

be made to feel that he is alone and
different but that he is only one of a

very large, though scattered, group.

Take him into your confidence and
make a point of helping him to be-

come a happy, and well-adjusted

person. See that he gets satisfaction

from achievement with his hands,

not only in writing but in other ways
also. Let him experience the joy of

the artist and the good craftsman,

in many forms. Treat him in every

way as a normal person and he will

respond with normal behavior.

In teaching left-handed children to

write, a teacher must avoid forcing

him to learn by right-handed meth-

ods. If a teacher understands how-

to teach left-handed writing, her

pupils write with as much grace and

individuality as children of right-

hand preference.

Mr. J. P. Clark, founder and owner
ol the Clark School, Standard Life

Building, Jackson, Mississippi, reports

that his school is in a very thriving

condition. This school was organized

17 years ago and has been purposely

kept small with the finest of rooms
and modern conveniences. This has

given them a select group of very

fine students. They have trained

many commercial teachers, along

with office workers.

Regular instruction is given in

handwriting. We had the pleasure of

meeting Mr. Clark, several years ago.

Speaking the truth is one of the

most difficult habits to maintain.

Truthfulness in speech will always

bring a rich reward. There is a great

danger of the common practice of

neither saying what is meant, nor

meaning what is said. Sober and

truthful speech requires careful culti-

vation. 'Let every man speak the

truth' is good advise.

Major F. Oscar Anderson,

Devils Lake, North Dakota
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This lefter was prepared by H. I.. DAK.NER, Strayer College, Homer Building, Washington, I). C.
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Lessons in Card Carving and Designs
B.v .1. D. CARTER, Deerfield, Illinois

In this lesson I have chosen a

design along the outlines suggested,

with the use of the sprayed back-

ground.

Many beautiful decorative designs

can be made for cards and school

decorations on wood, cloth, and paper

for useful and instructive display by

the spray method.

I think many of you will find it

interesting at this time of year in

collecting a number of leaves and

press them in a book until they are

dry and use them in designs for

spraying. A very good spraying out-

fit can be made by using an eight by

ten inch picture frame by replacing

the glass of the frame with a piece

of wire door screen of the same
dimension of the glass removed.

When the screen has been secured

to the frame take four screws ( one

and one half or two inches in length)

and secure one to each corner of the

frame. These screws will serve as

legs to keep the frame above and
off the design patterns while spray-

ing.

The ink used for spraying should

be poured on a sponge in a sponge

cup.

Fountain pen ink seems best to use

to get a fine and delicate tone.

Colors may be used to advantage.

After the pattern has been located

for spraying; place the frame above

the pattern then moisten the small

stiff bristle brush with the ink on

the sponge in the sponge cup. Next
rub the bristles on the wire screen

above the design chosen using a

quick motion to throw a spray.

Continue the spraying until a good

toned spray effect has been formed.

Avoid getting too much ink on the

brush. Use a medium amount of ink

on the brush and work for a fine

spray for pleasing results.

GREETING CARDS
Send > our friends Penmanship Greeting

Cards. Thristmas. Friendship, Birthday.
Thanksgi ving, Easter with bird, script
h."'.liii-. ornamental
writ ins n each card and a nrd-destgn
envelope. Money makers for penman.
Send 35c for sample set of siv Christmas
cards with envelopes and full details.

T. M. TEVIS, BOX 25C, Chilli totbe, Mo.

SUPERFINE
Send nne dollar and receive some
finest penmanship you ever saw,
for framing.

E. AUSTIN JONES
3101 Hutchinson Street

Fort Worth, Texas

/

f

/

/

By .1. P. SAVAI.LO. P. O. Box 202, Orand Saline, Texas
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QUESTION:
"I am in need of arguments for

supervision in handwriting to be pre-

sented to a group representing a city

of over 50,000 people."

The above question was sent to us

and is one in which many people are

interested. Perhaps our readers can
help to present arguments in favor

of supervision which can be used by
others striving to get more super-

vision.

A year's subscription to The Edu-
cator will be given to anyone whose
answer to the above question is pub-
lished in The Educator.

WHO STICKS HE WINS
By GUY LOCKWOOD

Who sticks, he wins, he cannot fail,

'Tho others work to no avail

Who but half works, and tire soon,

Who sticks he works from morn 'till

noon,

From noon 'till evening, and the sun
Still sees his planned out work un-

done,

So he works on into the night.

Nor does he slight, but does work
right;

Who sticks, he wins, when others

rest

He still is working at his best,

He consentrates, he holds his mind
To task he's doing, not inclined

To mentally rove about, he holds

Himself to task and thus unfolds.

Who sticks, he wins, all things some-
day

Are bound to come along his way.
They do not come at once, I know,
But start to come, as he to grow,

One small weak wish will never bring

To have to hold, one single thing,

But when the soul has strong desire,

It sets the very universe afire

And all things answer to its call

For soul is ruler over all,

'Tis not enough to merely say
"I want something to come my way"
Mere selfish 'wishing'-takes no soul

Towards a high and worthy goal.

The sticker wins, at any cost

He pays the price, no time is lost.

He digs and digs, begrudges time

That's lost to those who do not climb,

But bother others on the way
Towards the heights, of him they say-

"He is quite rude", quick spoken,

gruff!"

(Of such as these there are enough)

The sticker wins, he may not be

What some would call "good comp-
any",

He hasn't time for useless chaff,

To sit around and gab and laugh.

He's on his way, a way that's right.

Some day to others he's a light.

The Reading Clinic

Department of Psychology

Temple University

Philadelphia (22) Pennsylvania

ANNUAL SEMINAR ON READING
DISABILITIES

Feb. 3 to Feb. 7, 1947, inclusive.

The 1947 Annual Seminar on De-
velopmental Reading will be con-

ducted by the Reading Clinic Staff,

Department of Psychology, Temple
University, from February 3 to Feb-

ruary 7, inclusive. Lectures, demon-
strations, and discussions will be

used to develop the central theme:

Differentiated Corrective and Re-

medial Reading.

Topics for successive days are:

Approaches to Analysis of Reading

Disabilities, The Analysis Program.
Case History, Social and Emotional
Correlates, Physical and Neurological

Factors, Capacity for Reading, Read-
ing and General Language Achieve-

ment, Classification of Reading Prob-

lems, Remedial and Corrective Pro-

cedures. The activities of the Insti-

tute will be differentiated to meet
the needs of classroom teachers,

remedial teachers, school psycholo-

gists, supervisors, administrators,

neurologists, and vision specialists.

Nationally known specialists in

reading and related fields will con-

duct the seminars and demonstra-

tions.

Enrollment is limited by advanced
registration. For copies of the pro-

gram and other information regard-

ing this one-week Institute, write to

Dr. Emmett Albert Betts, Reading
Clinic, Temple University, Philadel-

phia 22, Pennsylvania.

Reading and 'Riting go hand in

hand. Reading is necessary to acquire

knowledge and handwriting is neces-

sary to pass on to others the know-
ledge one acquires. Without both

one is handicapped. It would be

timely and fitting if handwriting

were given consideration in connec-

tion with reading.

Illegible writing is a discredit to

education, costly in business and an

inconvenience to those who try to

decipher it.

Raymond A. Hasten, of 3315 Lowell

Avenue, Los Angeles, 32, California,

one of our faithful subscribers pai 1

us a visit recently and stocked up on

some penmanship supplies and en-

thusiasm.

by Mr. P. Z. KI.OSER.
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GUESS WHO
THE MADARASZ SIGNATURE

CONTEST

SEPTEMBER SIGNATURE
At this writing no person has sent

in the correct answer to the Septem-

ber contest. That signature is not a

genuine Madarasz signature. It was
written by a man now dead who
enjoyed an enviable reputation as a

penman. He was a Zanerian, a Penn-

sylvania boy, and a fine lad. He was
none other than the inimitable C. C.

CANAN.

OCTOBER SIGNATURE
The October contest has brought

many guesses. It has been an inter-

esting contest. A. M. Keisling, Route

No. 1, Box 441. Madison. Tennessee,

writes that he believes "The Mada-
rasz signature in the October issue

of The Educator is genuine, for I

don't believe that any other penman
has ever lived who could imitate it

so faithfully."

Mr. Keisling is a fine penman and

doubtless a good judge of human
nature. You will recall some of Mr.

Keisling's work in The Educator. If

we remember correctly it had many
characteristics similar to those found

in Madarasz's work.

One of the first guesses came from

one of the students in The Zanerian

who declared it to be an imitation

and gave the name of the penman
who wrote it. At first we were in-

clined to rule him out of the contest

for fear of some unfair advantage

he might have, but since your editor

told no one the answer we decided

to give him at least honorable men-
tion. He's a skillful youngster just

out of service and studying penman-
ship and engrossing here at the Zan-

erian under the G. I. Bill along with

a number of other boys. Keep your

eye on this young man. His name is

C. J. Costaras and you will possibly

see some of his work before long.

J. Authur LaRoche, a policy writer,

engrosser and penman in the New
England Mutual Life Insurance Com-
pany of Boston, gave the first correct

answer by mail. Congratulations

boys on your keen observation ability,

and better luck to those of you who
were not so accurate in your guesses.

^uJ^C-^a^j

THE AUTHOR OF THE
SIGNATURE

Yes, we have a young man living

today who had the ability to write

that signature. He is J. A. Francis

of Portal, North Dakota. Let's all

congratulate him. Send him a card.

Perhaps we can get more information

about him for a future number.

hi the October

If you can make a close imitation

of the Madarasz signature send

your efforts to The Educator and
help the contest.

NOVEMBER CONTEST Closes November 30th, 1946

«(|>> hi the Zanerii .Manual of Alphabets and Engrossing will be Rive

io wrote the following .Madarasz signature. Thi

to the first
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Hy
An interesting letter from the late S. E. LESLIE forwarded to us by our friend Mr. V. E. Hubert.

Send me your order. 40c a dozen, postpaid

AGENTS WANTED
A. W. COOPER

R. D. 1, Ringoes. New Jersey

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. T.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.
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HIGGINS RELEASES NEW
PROMOTIONAL ITEM

Higgins Ink Co., Inc. are releasing

a new item which they believe will

have the highest sales promotional

value of any cardboard article ever

introduced in the stationery, drafting

supply or artists' material fields. The

item is a cardboard bottle base for

Higgins famous % oz. drawing ink

desk bottle. The non-tip bottle base,

as indicated in the photograph, is a

natural adaptation of Higgins color

card. Egmont Arens, noted industrial

designer, originated the color card

familiar to the trade for many years.

The "pie cut" lines which indicate

primary and secondary colors in the

wheel of Ostwald's psychological

colors suggested to Higgins Ink Com-
pany that if the lines were scored the

card could be used as a bottle base.

From there it was a short step to

alter the design slightly and devise

the present cardboard novelty.

Due to the expense of printing 18

separate authentic colors, the cost of

the card will be shared with Higgins

dealers. The dealers imprint will

appear at the bottom and, as shown
on the photograph, the sales aid will

constantly be in front of draftsmen

and artists telling them what draw-

ing inks they require and from whom
they should be secured. The back of

the card bears the same valuable

directions which now appear on

Higgins standard card and the top

of the new card is punched to permit

use of a thumbtack to hold the bottle

base on inclined drawing boards.

y

/

MAJOR F. O. ANDERSON. l\.\ Marquette Av Minneapolis, Minn.
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This marriage certificate was made by JEWELL L. BETHEL, of Bartlesville. Oklahoma, recently in the
service. The old-timers had nothing on this boy for he is turning out high class up-to-the-minute
engrossing.
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Designing and Engrossing
Hello everybody! No, we have not

been on a vacation, on the contrary,

we have been very busy making di-

plomas, teaching and painting on

Maine's rockbound coast. However,

we are back in the studio again for

a time, and I am glad to pick up
pen work as a change from brush

work.

We are presenting a bit of off-hand

work for a starter. Flourishes are

quite popular now in Commercial
advertising. The design shown in

this connection has considerable dash,

color values and balance as well.

This style of pen work is coming
back into its own and our advice to

young penmen is to master this style

of decorative pen art. Note carefully

the arrangement of shades and fine

lines, and see that the massing of

lines is equally distributed to right

and left of center line to give the
design proper balance. The birds are
placed properly to maintain balance
and harmony. Few if any pencil

guide lines were used, although this

preliminary is allowable, but pencil

lines should be followed only in a
general way. The specimen was
made entirely with an off-hand move-
ment.

I', llltialj. " Klii-l"-." I'M- Inr

Pi " ii. il I'm Point hi. I

vmi ii.imi' Iniir inillv writlHij.
Willi- InillU

HIGH GRADE

Diplomas^
Certificates.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs-
Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitatior
Diploma Filling a Spacialty. Send fo
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAIN]
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of vour signature, ©riqinaf comtina-
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A very fine specimen and flourish

of ornamental penmanship has been
received from Mr. V. E. Sarff, 309
South Milton Avenue, Whittier, Calif.

ENGROSSER WANTED

Yon n« man with some experience, am-

lull 3US. Good chance for advancement.

Wr te at once to BOX 652

c/o THE EDUCATOR
Columbus, Ohio

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
The opportunity is offered all who wish
to acquire MASTERY OF CONTROL in

handwriting with the least effort and
little expense. The finest qualities are In

the "STRAHM 'SPECIAL* » Models hand-
made designed for beginners of handwriting
and professional penmen. Prices right.

Send for FREE circulars. Address:

TOWER. 601 West Pleasan

Efammonton, New Jersey

street
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A remarkable Improvement shown by .11 NE DYKER in a short time, as a student in the Oflice Tralnini:

School, Columbus, Ohio. S. I. Philllpps. teacher.
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This attractive alphabet by D. B. JONES was furnished by Major
may remember, received his training in The Zanerian snme years a&i

he and his young bride were killed in a train accident near his home

O. Andersm. I), r

and unfortunately r

I'aducah, Kentucky.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MAN-
AGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., RE-
QUIRED BY THE ACTS OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24, 1912. AND MARCH 3,

1933.

Of THE EDUCATOR published Monthly,
except July and August, at Columbus. Ohio.
State of Ohio, County of Franklin, ss.

Before me. a Notary Public in and for
the State and county aforesaid, personally
appeared Parker Zaner Bloser, who. having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he is the Business Manager of
The Educator and that the following is, to
the best of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, management (and
if a daily paper, the circulation >, etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date shown in

the above caption, required by the Act of
August 24. 1912. as amended by the Act of
March 3. 1933. embodied in section 537,
Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit:

1

.

That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and busi-
ness managers are

:

Publisher—Zaner- Bloser Company. Columbus,
Ohio
Editor—E. A. Lupfer. Columbus. Ohio
Managing Editor

—

Business Managers—P. Z. Bloser. Columbus.
Ohio

2. That the owner is: (If owned by a
corporation, its name and address must be
stated and also immediately thereunder the
names and addresses of stockholders owning

or holding one per cent or more of total

amount of stock. If not owned by a corpor-
ation, the names and addresses of the in-

dividual owners must be given. If owned by
a firm, company, or other unincorporated
concern, its name and address, as well as
those of each individual member, must be
given.

)

R. E. Bloser, Columbus, Ohio
P. Z. Bloser, Columbus. Ohio
E. A. Lupfer. Columbus, Ohio

3. That the known bondholders, mort-
gagees, and other security holders owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of
bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: (If
there are none, so state. I NONE

4. That the two paragraphs next above,

SPECIAL—

2

Desk Bottles

Meub's Profess ional Black Ink
Sent Postpaid SI. 110

The ink which prcidu
and fine

ces rich black shade.,
hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert

1914 Loma
Pasadena -

Penman
Vista Street

, California

Also ran supp
Genuine Oillott

The original No. l's

y penmen with
Shading Pens

—

and No. 604. E.F.'s

giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
and security holders, if any, contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the com-
pany but also, in cases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the books of
the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting,

is given ; also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant's full

knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon the

npany as trustees, hold stock
a capacity other than that

wrier; and this affiant has no
ve that any other person,

association, or corporation has any interest
direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies of
each issue of this publication sold or distri-

buted, through the mails or otherwise, to paid
subscribers during the twelve months preceding
the date shown above is (This
information is required from daily publications

books of the c<

and securities :

of a bona fide

nly.

P. Z. BLOSER, Business Manager

rn to and subscribed before me this 27th

of September 1946.

Earl A. Lupfer

Wy commission expires January 11, 1947.

)



HANDWRITING SUPPLIES
MANUAL 96

For individuals or classes

Contains many pages of applied writing-, such as busi-

ness forms, paragraphs, letter writing—a most valuable

lot of material for Business College penmanship students.

Manual 96 is the most widely used book of its kind on

penmanship ever published in this country. Many persons

do not hesitate to pronounce it the best work on business

and social handwriting thus far issued. It is regarded

by commercial schools as a standard text on rapid busi-

ness writing.
Size 4 1

4 x8 1
2 . 96 pages.

Single copy, postpaid 30c
One dozen $3.20

Z-B PENHOLDER

Red, Blue, Green, Black, Yellow, Variegated
One penholder 10c — One dozen, postpaid 40c — One gross, postpaid $4.00

ZANERIAN STANDARD PEN No. 4

We recommend the Zanerian Standard Pen for grammar grades,
although it is also well adapted for use in high schools, junior high
schools and commercial departments. The smooth point encourages
freedom and ease in writing, two essentials in the foundation on which
to build quality and speed. This pen is largely used and is giving
the very best satisfaction.

One gross, postpaid, $1.25 - 1
i gross, postpaid, 40c

Net Price, three gross or more, postpaid per gross

PENMANSHIP PAPER No. 9

This pen and ink paper is three-eighths inch ruled
with one red line heading.

Size 8x10 1
2 . 500 sheet pkg. Shipping weight 6 lbs.

1 pkg., 85c net, plus parcel post charges from your
place to Columbus, Ohio.
Packed 5 or 10 pkgs. to carton.
1 to 9 packages, per package, 85c, net.

(The above price is F. O. B. Columbus, Ohio.)

No. 9 Paper. Net Price, 10 pkgs. or more, per package
(The above prices are F. O. B. Mill, near Columbus.)

- One dozen, postpaid, 15c

85c

NEW PLASTIC CONTAINER
NOW HOLDS ZANERIAN INK POWDER

School superintendents find the use of this ink powder the most economical
way to supply their buildings with a good quality of inexpensive ink.

Now that this powder is furnished in plastic containers, it is easy to use.
Place the contents in a quart of water and stir until dissolved. The ink is

then ready to use.
If the ink is too dark, more water may be added; if it is too light, more

powder may be added.
Maintenance men like the convenience of mixing only a quart at a time.

Colors—BLUE BLACK and RED
Prices—Powder for 1 quart, Net. postpaid.. 30c

Powder for 6 or more quarts. Net, plus postage .22J^c each

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

THE ZANER-BLOSER CO. COLUMBUS S, OHIO
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A Penman's Christmas Card for only 2c each

They are different and distinctive. They are admired by everyone who sees them because

of their beauty and dash. These cards have a strong penmanship appeal.

USE THESE CARDS THIS CHRISTMAS
Twenty-five designs to select from. Postal card size, printed in black ink on good quality

cardboard. Price on Christmas cards, 50c per set of 25, postpaid. We reserve the right to

substitute.

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio
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TEACHERS

Outstanding typists

wear the

"70 International Pin"

Inspire your students

to work for this pin.

Sample test and com-

plete details on request.

International Honor Society

For Business Education

220 N. Main Street

Burlin»ton -- Iowa

Here's one "secref weapon" (hat needs (o be

unveiled in every corner of the land . . .

THE ENEMY: Tuberculosis, the dread White Plague which kills

more Americans between 15 and 35 than any other disease.

THE WEAPON: The X-ray, surest means of catching TB early,

when it can be cured more easily and before it spreads.

Christmas Seal money fights TB in many ways; one of the
most important is to buy X-ray units and pro-

mote mass examinations. Please, send in your
contribution today.

BUY
CHRISTMAS SEALS

Because of the importance of t< ¥ tt-« r?r\T t^ * T'rf^O
the above message, this THE hUULA 1 UK
space has been contributed by

LEARN TO WRITE ON THE BOARD
With this new book as a guide you can easily learn to write

well on the board and to use the board to the best advantage.

INCLUDES—

• Manuscript writing tor primary teachers.

• Cursive writing for upper grade teachers.

• Ornamental, Flourishing, and Lettering for those who want it.

Size 6 by 8 — 96 Pages plus Cover

Per doz. $12.00 less 25% F.O.B. Columbus, Ohio

WRITING ON THE BOARD, Price each Net postpaid

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus 8, Ohio

il.00
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CHOOSE THE PEN
MADE FOR THE SYSTEM YOU TEACH

<nQ>av _vour(C(hri&tTnas

be bright with, joyous

inizmorioe aitb iu.ivt

prosperity be withvou

ttvruout the comirtfj^ar.

#r. aiders.
<8(rTU»t (g( #crviLlc

No matter what hand-
writing system vou teach — there's

an Esterbrook Fountain Pen point

specifically designed and styled for it.

Esterbrook Fountain Pens are ideal

for class use. The easily renewable
point feature, so simple even a
child can change points, is an out-

standing advantage. Endorsed by
eading educators.

THE ESTERBROOK PE1N COMPANY
Cooper Sired, Camden, IN. J.

In Canada: The Brown Brothers,

Christmas Card designed l>y S. E. LESLIE. S^te^Stook® Numbered Point Styles

to Give You the Right

renew-point fountain PEN Point for the Way You Write

PROMOTES PENMANSHIP PERFECTION

. PERMANENT • FREE-FLOWING . LEGIBLE . PERFECT CONTROL FOR VARYING WIDTH OF LINE

Higgins Eternal Black Writing Ink is a pure carbon ink — jet black — that lasts as long as the paper on

which you write. • In 2-oz. cubes, half pints, pints, quarts and gallons. Ask your dealer todav for

HIGGinS
,L STANDARD O

IS USE CO., use

THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE SINCE 1880

271 JV1JVTH ST., BR00KLYJV 15, JV, Y.
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CHRISTMAS
"No one now knows the names of

any of those who were sheltered in

the inn at Bethlehem that first

Christmas Eve. Some of them doubt-

less were important people, for the

still proud house and lineage of

David were gathered to be taxed at

Bethlehem. They must have been a

sort thoughtful of their own comfort,

though rather indifferent as to others.

For none yielded up his warm lodg-

ing's to a Galilean wayfarer and his

distressed wife. There was no room
for them in the inn.

"Only the name of that Galilean

wayfarer, the mother and the One
cradled in the manger that night

have come down through the drifted

centuries. The rest do not so much
as whisper out of the dust.

"To that birth in the lowly stable

the world has paid the homage of its

most beautiful holiday. Once each

year it is celebrated with carol and
cantata and oratorio. There is feast-

ing and the exchange of happy greet-

ings. It is an occasion of especial joy

for the children, whose faith is still

simple and unspoiled. Gifts are be-

stowed, for the Wise Men came with

gifts of gold and frankincense and
myrrh. The poor are remembered
with baskets of food. And, for a day,

people generally try to live more
nearly up to the best there is in

their hearts.

"But the carols, the merry greet-

ings and the generous remembrances
die away. Mankind turns back to the

attitude of those who slept in a com-
fortable unconcern in the inn that

night—and left nothing else to be

recollected by. So there is selfishness

and poverty, heartache and bitter-

ness, which that attitude can never

dispel. Yet the star which led the

Wise Men still signals its hope. The
Christmas spirit remains a sign and
token of what could be if men should

put into practice the rule of Him
who was cradled in the manger:

"Whatsoever ye would that men
should do to you, do ye even so to

them."

Thanks to The Flower Grower for

the above beautiful expression.

Christmas offers penmen and stu-

dents of penmanship a great oppor-

tunity to use their skill and talent

for a good cause. Regardless of your
ability you can prepare handmade
greeting cards. They may be either

simple or elaborate, and they will be

appreciated. Next to grasping the

hand of a friend is to receive a warm
handwritten message from him.

Let us encourage the writing of

Christmas cards. Help students to

prepare their own cards and address

them in beautiful handwriting. That's

one way to give your handwriting

instruction new life and interest.

Each year we receive hundreds of

cards from friends we have not seen

for years and it does something to

us. We linger over them thinking of

the past and remembering faces of

friends. Yes, a lump often appears

in the throat or a smile on the face.

We appreciate them and regret that

we find it impossible to send out

cards to all the thousands of friends

we'd like to cheer up.

A CHRISTMAS WISH
I wish for the earth on Christmas

night

A snowy blanket, soft and white,

And sparkling stars to light the way
For Santa and his reindeer sleigh.

I wish for homes, on Christmas Day.

The cheerful sound of greetings

gay—
The rainbow gleam of Christmas

trees,

And windows dressed with holly

wreaths.

I wish that every child may see

Some longed-for gift upon a tree,

And with a shout of wild delight

Go take it down, and hold it tight.

I wish for people of the earth,

Who celebrate the Christ Child's

birth,

That hope and peace may come to

stay

Within all hearts on Christmas Day.

Anonymous
— The Editor

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except Julv and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO.,
612 N. Park St., Columbus, O.

E. A. LUPFER Editor

PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.50 A YEAR
< To Canada 10c ; foreign 30c more)
Single copy. 25c.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the -following month.
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BUSINESS WRITING
By THE EDUCATOR STAFF

/%_ <£ <%_4- U2. J2. J2. & LC O, C.

jL-£U <£*_£, ! £LZ1 £12: \Jl

\s9-A <& A\
\j£j£ M-34

It is advisable to do some review work at frequent intervals. The copies herewith are given for review of

capitals.

s£ JL s=£ id.

?9j fy ._.%_. % Z2CX-2C 4- I & & Ct. a IE. £
Remember that good handwriting is a matter of knowledge and skill. Skill is something which is developed

by practice. You must make letters over and over.

..«»«£_„ "S-fC^ 0^2?"

2/ U X ZL2z Tr

!
7Z..2 Z /

l JLs......JL^.. jL*£ ^L?.

Always watch your position and slant the pen towards the shoulder and not out to the side.

¥
i 7 i > ? jo 2i :

Each letter has its own individual form and movement and requires special practice to develop the skill

necessary to make it well. Consider the skill of a baseball player. He first plays ball on the backyard lot. That

is where he gets his first training. Next is on some amateur or school team and then he gets into a small league.

Then someday he becomes a professional in a big league. Have you observed the way he warms up before each

game? That is practice, as was the games he played all along the road up to the big league. Be a big leaguer in

handwriting.

Send us a set of capitals and ask for free criticisms.
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The capital P consists of a straight vertical line and half of an oval,

letter. You may put beginning strokes on P, B, and B. Always close the P.

if your oval covers more than one-half of the space.

In writing the word Paris all letters have something special to watch:

of the r, the dot of the i, and the bottom of the s.

The oval should be half as tall as the

Divide the P into two sections and see

The top retrace of the a, the shoulder

M. &_&_

The B, like the P, contains a straight line but has two equal ovals joined in the center by a small loop which
does not touch the downward stroke. After making some B's test the ovals by comparing them. If they do not

make good upright ovals you still have some work to do. The little loop should slant at about right angles to

the downstroke. Before finishing the letter stop and make the final swing. Always stop on angle of that boat

hook finish.

In writing the word Bovver watch the retrace of the w and the shoulder of the r. Get the o rounding and full

and never close the e.

e e le

If you have mastered the P and the B the B should be easy. Watch that you do not crowd the bottom section.

It should have practically as much space as appears at the oval at the top. Swing the little loop around the oval at

the stem.

One simple form of the T is to make a straight line with a compound flourish cap. The cap can start with a

loop or a dot. This is rather a simple style and should be easy to make. Keep the two parts close together so that

they look like the T.

The F is exactly the same as the T with the addition of the cross,

back and see if your letters are legible.

Make the crossing carefully. Always go
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The 1 is the same as the small e only it is three spaces tall. Keep the backs straight and be sure to keep the

loop open and full. There should be plenty of daylight in the 1. Come down to the baseline straight and gst a

rather sharp turn at the base. Raise each turn on the base line and measure the width of your turn with those on

the copy. There should be no shade on your downward strokes.

The b is a combination of 1 and v. Check the motion on the retrace. Study the width of the letter. It should

be the same width as a small v. Never let the dot or retrace touch the main loop, otherwise your letter may look

like an f.

U&/

Here is a variety for the k. Many people prefer a loop. See what you can do with this letter. Study the

second part. It contains a small oval and the second part can be made with a straight downstroke. Don't get in a

hurry with the second part.

5^-^Lr-

The h and the k are very similiar. The only difference is the little loop at the top of the k. Be sure you get

your turns on the top of the h. After trying this style of letter make some with full three spaces loops then use

whichever you can do best and whichever looks easiest to write.

The j is a beautiful letter and easy to make. You have to be careful not to make the j taller than following

letters. Always dot the j as you would dot the i.

L9*-=9^?^^ ^T^^T^T^TA
The y has a loop the same as the j. Be sure to get the turns on the first part of the y. Check your turns

with the copy to see if they are as round and also be careful not make the y too wide. Loop letters should usually

extend down halfway to the next line.



Causes of Handwriting Defects
XELLE M. ATSBERGER

Field Supervisor of Zaner-Bloser Co.

Defective handwriting and its

causes are indicated below. It is

suggested that the defects be re-

moved by removing the causes.

Defect:

1. Too much slant.

Cause:

a. Writing too close to body.

b. Paper slanted too much.
c. Hand turned on the side.

d. Swinging from wrist, and
not moving the muscles

of the arm.

Defect

:

2. Writing too straight.

Cause:

a. Paper not slanted enough.

b. Pulling penpoint toward
right shoulder or elbow.

c. Guiding pen with index

ringer.

d. Fingers too near nib.

Defect

:

3. Writing too heavy.

Cause:

a. Index finger pressing too

heavily.

b. Wrong kind of pen.

c. Motion of thumb.

d. Penholder of too small

diameter.

Defect:

4. Writing too light.

Cause:

a. Pen held too obliquely or

too straight.

b. Eyelet of pen turned to

side.

c. Penholder of too large

diameter.

d. Muscles not moving with

enough force.

e. Penholder held too lightly.

Defect:

Writing too iiregular.

Cause

:

a. Lack of controlled move-
ment.

b. Movements of hand too

slow or too fast.

c. Gripping pen too rigidly.

d. Incorrect and uncomfort-
able position.

e. Failure to stop in letters

when necessary.

Defect:

Spacing of the letters too close.

Cause:

a. Pen does not move to the

right fast enough.

b. More lateral movement
needed.

Defect:

Spacing of the letters too wide.

Cause:

a. Pen progresses too fast to

the right.

Too much lateral move-
ment.

8. Letter formation.

Cause:

a. Loops not open.

b. Loops too wide and high.

c. Loops too wide and long.

d. Frequent pen liftings.

e. Parts of letters missing.

f. Parts of letters added.

g. Letters not closed.

h. Letters with blunt end-

ings.

i. Loops where points should

be.

Defect:

9. Writing too angular.

Cause:

a. Thumb held too rigidly.

b. Movement too slow.

c. Too much up and down
motion.

d. Hand turned on the side.

Defect:

10. Size.

Cause:

a. Too large—Movement un-

controlled.

b. Too small—Excessive fin-

ger movement.

//j£#<^i

>^==^VZ--€-''£-iS^ <2^^

*/,/?

WritinK by C. C. LISTER.
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Introducing Pen and Ink
MABEL ANDERSON

When introducing ink, an explana-

tion concerning the construction of

pens and their use might be helpful.

Up to now the children have only

used crayon and pencils. These they

could use with little thought concern-

ing pressure, but now they are

anxious to use pen and ink as adults

do.

One teacher took a few minutes to

her class soma pictures of how
pens were made—that is, the various

stages of pen-making from a flat

piece of steel to the finished pen.

Shs called attention to the ciass that

each pen point consists of two nibs.

two grooves, and an eye. She showed
them that by pressing too heavily on

the pen the nibs separate, causing a

lot of ink to run down b£tween the

open nibs, which causes a heavy line

and sometimes blurs and blots. This
heavy line is unsightly and prevents

speed and ease. She showed how

laborous pressure made writing ap-

pear. She also showed the class how-

delicate pens are, and that by strik-

ing them against the side or bottom

of the well, or by scraping them
against the side, they can easily be

ruined.

By dipping carefully, the eye of

the pen can be filled and just the

right amount of ink can be carried

by the pen. She showed how by
jerking the pen out of the ink, a

drop of ink will hang to the point,

and when the point touches the

paper, the blot appears on the paper.

With the correct amount of ink on

the pen, a light uniform line is easy

to secure.

This teacher also recognized the

fact that children like color. She

knew that some of the girls liked

blue, red, and other colors. She,

therefore, secured a few colored inks

and when a girl wore a blue dress.

or preferred orange, she let her use

that color of ink. To increase move-
ment and to use the colored inks to

the best advantage, this teacher

worked out some designs employing

movement exercises and letters ar-

ranged in attractive forms, and she

had the class copy them and to make
similar pages of their own. This

work was supervised so that it was
all done under ideal conditions. Posi-

tion of the body, hand, pen, and

paper was carefully watched. Pen
dipping and the proper holding of

the pen and holder were given much
attention. No paper with blots was
accepted.

At the close of the lesson each

pen was wiped clean and carefully

put away to prevent the point from
being damaged. Each child holds his

pen in his own way, and wears it at

a different angle or slant, therefore,

he should have his own individual

pen.

( Js^r^z^T^Jhuy sy>y

.:.«' 2 3^- Z r?o v^W^j/

71/^-/7 = W-. ?/7 - .3r9X^-

4^,9f7 24*? {„/+/- 3^f.2<r/
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Devices

LETTER KIDDLES

1. What letter is a bird? j—jay.

2. What letter is a garden plant ?

p—pea.

3. What letter is an insect you

have heard ? b—bee.

4. What letter is a drink? t—tea.

5. What letter is an organ of the

body? i—eye.

6. What letter is another name for

the ocean? c—sea.

7. What letter is a long braid of

hair? or What letter is used in

a pool room ? q—cue.

8. What letter shows surpises?

o—oh!

9. What letter is a "has been" ?

x—ex.

10. What letter is alive like me?
u—you.

11. What letter is a measure of

length? 1—ell.

12. What letter is used by horses

1

CAPITAL LETTERS
Have you ever stopped to note

Which letter's like a small sail

boat?

How many letters sport a cane?

There's quite a few that do

that's plain.

Which letter has a heel and toe

And otherwise is like an O? D.

Which letter's really quite a

clown and looks the same when
upside down? X.

Which letters loop and curve so

fine and gracefully end below

the line? L and Q.

Which letter starts out just like

S and has a boat? (Now you

can guess. ) G.
MARCH OF DIMES

JANUARY 15-30

penmanship was made by COVIE LONG. Bailey ton, Alabama,

and impatient Mr. Lone becomes when The Educator is late.
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E. M. COULTER RETIRES

E. M. Coulter, president of the

National Business College, Roanoke,

Virginia, retired in September.

Mr. Coulter will be succeeded by

M. A. Smythe, the vice-president and

general manager. His resignation

was presented before approximately

800 students.

Mr. Coulter served fifty years with

the college. Going to Roanoke in

1896 he became the principal of the

commercial department, which at

that time had 100 students. Two
years later he bought a half interest

in the school, and in 1901 purchased

the entire stock. In 1909 the school

was moved into its own new building.

Mr. Coulter's education consisted

of a course in the Kansas Normal
college in Fort Scott, Kansas, the

Gem City Business college in Quincy,

Illinois, and the Zanerian College,

Columbus, Ohio. He attended public

schools in Missouri and in Pittsfield,

Illinois, where he was born.

The school has trained 30,000 stu-

dents. The fall enrollment this year

is 1,000. One can easily see what a

busy life Mr. Coulter has led, and
that he deserves to enjoy a long

period of retirement.

Besides his work as president of

this large and prosperous school, he

devoted much of his time to penman-
ship. He was known throughout the

country as one of the finest orna-

mental penmen. More than any one

thing contributing to the success of

the large enrollment of the school

was perhaps Mr. Coulter's time spent

on addressing thousands of envelopes

in his matchless ornamental penman-
ship. These envelopes were sent

throughout the country where they

attracted many students to his

school.

Mr. Coulter married a girl who
came to his school to teach short-

hand in 1902. So, romance, hard

work, and fine penmanship has been

Mr. Coulter's life routine for half a

century. Congratulations and best

wishes.

y r r

y

/ / > >

This dashing o made hy I E. LESTER of Wapella, Illinois.
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PROMINENT EDUCATOR AND
WIFE DIES

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Chamberlain

died within twenty-four hours of

each other. Mr. Chamberlain was an

executive of the Eaton & Burnett

Business College at Baltimore, Mary-
land. He was one of the outstanding

penmen of the country. For more
than half a century he engrossed

diplomas granted by the Johns Hop-
kins University and Western Mary-
land College.

As his middle name indicates, Mr.

Chamberlain was related to the

famous Piatt R. Spencer, originator

of the Spencerian system of hand-

writing, which was the outstanding

system of handwriting used in the

public schools during the days of the

Spencer's and other famous penmen.

Spencer, as most of our readers

will recall, conducted a log cabin

school house at Geneva, Ohio, where
many of the famous penmen like

S S. Packard and others were
trained.

Mr. Chamberlain was born in

Sullivan, Ohio, and attended Oberlin

College, where he spent five hours a

day learning the penmanship art.

Upon graduation he became pen-

manship instructor at the college. It

was here that he became acquainted

with, and gave some instructions to

the late E. W. Bloser.

Several years later he moved to

Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, where
he joined the faculty of the business

college.

He moved to Baltimore in 1891

where he became a teacher in the

Eaton & Burnett, which school he has

served continuously ever since.

Mr. Chamberlain taught book-

keeping, shorthand, business courses,

and penmanship. Subsequently he

was made secretary-treasurer of the

school. In 1942 he became vice-

president, and in February of this

year he was elected chairman of the

board of directors.

The marriage of Mr. and Mrs.

Chamberlain culminated a college

romance begun when they were
undergraduates at Oberlin College.

They are survived by three children.

The Educator will miss Mr. Cham-
berlain, for we frequently received

specimens and communications from
him. He was an outstanding educator

penman and engrossing artist.

Greetings from the pen of J. A. FRANCIS, Portal, North Dakota.

A very fine specimen in roundhand
and lettering has been received from
Hugh Sharp, 301 Courthouse, Louis-

ville, Kentucky. Mr. Sharp is a busy
court stenographer and his only in-

structor has been the Zanerian

Manual of Alphabets and The Edu-
cator. Mr. Sharp is to be compli-

mented on the exceptional skill which
he has developed. We doubt whether

there is another court stenographer

in the country who can equal his

skill.

Mr. G. S. Cobb, a Government
employee of 414 Sixth Street, N. W.,

Washington, D. C, recently sent us

some of his ornamental penmanship.

While Government duties have kept

him very busy in recent years he has

still found time to devote to hand-

writing. We congratulate him upon
his skill and hope to have the plea-

sure of seeing other specimens from

him from time to time.

Sirs. F. Irmischer, formerly Louise

M. Burkhardt, of Hartford. Connecti-

cut, paid us a visit recently. Mrs.

Irmischer was a former student in

The Zanerian.

PEIRCE SCHOOL
One of our Zanerian boys is now

teaching accounting, business organi-

zation, penmanship, etc. in the Peirce

School of Business Administration at

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He is

John C. Kliewer.

vith the Peiree School in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Roundhand Script
By THE EDITOR

ROUNDHAND

Spacing in Roundhand or Engrosser's Script is one of the important qualities. If you do hot have good equal

spaces your work will not have a pleasing appearance. Study the space inside the o. It is two-thirds as wide as

tall—an oblong shape. Get your spaces in the turns all the same size and proportion as in the o. Notice the

spaces in the angles which should all be the same in size.

l

Usually the average person considers spacing only by comparing downstrokes, however, all spaces between

and in letters should be considered. Spaces in loops should be same or nearly so. Become a careful student of

spacing.

The more uniform you can divide up spaces in any kind of pen work the more pleasing the result will be.

Avoid large open spaces and also crowded spaces. Study good work, then carefully examine your work for ir-

regularities.

Each word should appear as a solid unit. To get this effect requires skill and skill is acquired by first learning

what good spacing is, then doing a lot of practice.

One good way to study spacing and letter forms is to occasionally turn your practice work upside down and
examine it. For instance the u should be similar to the n, and the h similar to y.

Study the difference in spacing between the turns in business writing and the turns in roundhand. Business

writing reaches out to the right with a freer, wider swing; while in roundhand the turns are solid and compact.

In business writing there are two slants, upslant and down-slant, while in roundhand the slant of up and down-
strokes is almost the same. We call your attention to these small details so that you may become more careful

and thorough in your study.

You can profitably spend half your time in analyzing and studying good accurate work and the other half in

practice. Practice which has no definite purpose and is haphazard is a waste of time.

We have known persons who have spent years of practice without making very much progress. Again we re-

call men like W. A. Baird, L. L. Field, A. M. Grove and other prominent script writers who quickly reached the top

with much less practice, but who were careful students.

Yes we would like to see more script from some of the prominent script writers.

Mitzcey'seven/
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Supplementary Ornamental Copies

Make each of your letters appear to rest on the hase line. In practicins it is a good plan tn use practice paper with ruled hase lines.

> £̂&~isiAy//^^Z i^rv7^f

>.'

Fluent Business Writing by JAMES T. MAKER, of the Marion Business College, Marion. Indil
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Ornamental Penmanship

The "Capital Stem" has been a

favorite with ornamental writers for

many years. Today it is not used

quite as much as formerly, but you

should master it. It can be used to

advantage on many letters, especially

on T, and F.

Study the compound curve. It be-

gins with a hair line. The shade

should be low, resting on the base

line. Snap it off quickly and end

with a hairline. The oval is almost

horizontal. A slant of five to ten

degrees is about right. Keep the

ovals full and free from flat places

and kinks. Kinks denote too much
finger movement or too slow a mo-
tion.

Use mainly arm movement on

capitals and flourishes. Study the

location and shape of the cap. It too

is a compound curve and should fit

over top of the stem in such a way
as to appear to be part of the letter.

Getting the cap too far away makes
a separated, weak looking letter.

Study the variation of forms

T and F. Get parallel effects.

of

The T, F, H and K group as pre-

sented begins with a horizontal oval.

Do not raise the pen at the top. The
second part should start down with

a straight line and swing gracefully

to the left into a quick snappy shade.

Pick the pen -up while in motion.

Also the pen should be traveling in

an oval direction.

The cap of T and F should be a

trifle higher than the oval in order

to get a pleasing right angle crossing.

All crossings should be at right

angles or as near so as possible.

Make a study of crossings.

The second part of H should be

made starting up at the base line.

You can avoid a shade, get the up-
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stroke straight to start, and a grace-

ful curve at the top easier by going

up in place of down. Make a study

of the final part and the proper way
to connect it to the first part. The
third example is less desirable as it

leaves the letter disconnected.

The top and bottom parts of K

should be even. Tie the two parts

together by looping around the stem.

If you will send some of your work
to the Educator with return postage

and ask for a few criticisms we will

gladly help you.

Ornamental is the beautiful style

of writing almost every one admires.

Christmas is a good time to use

ornamental penmanship. That is one

of the times when a little extra

beauty is especially appropriate and
appreciated.

Make your own Christmas cards, or

at least address your envelopes in

ornamental.

The first stroke in W can be used in making many of the letters. Get the loop full and graceful. It starts

with a curved hairline. Get a parallel effect between the downstrokes. Swing down to the baseline and snap the
shade on the baseline the same as if you were cracking a whip.

There are six different beginning strokes. Master all of them and use whichever fits into your design best.

Study the spaces in the W. They should be uniform in width. Curve the final stroke. It is part of a large oval.

Get that shade low on the baseline. Keep away from the shade with the second part.

The X is made with a beginning stroke the same as in W. The second part is much like a C. It is probably
best for legibility to use the fourth or last style.

Care must be used in joining the two parts in the center. Study each form carefully. There is much to learn

by analyzing and studying the forms of letters. You can always find something new and interesting if you search
for it.

The Z begins the same as the VV and X. The six different beginning strokes on W can be used not only on the
Z hut on many other letters.

Keep the shade of the Z high. Very little of the shade should extend down into the loop on the baseline. Try
to get a loop at the baseline which is not too flat. It should stnnd up on end. In order to get this loop you will

find it advisable to raise the pen at the baseline after making the shade. Watch the slant of the large loop below
the baseline.

In the U, Y, and V we introduce a shaded compound curve. Give this shade special attention. The other parts
of the U are the same as parts of other letters, for instance, the retrace part is exactly the same as in the capital

A. The finishing oval is also the same as in A or any of the other letters.

Try to get equal spaces. Study the spaces between strokes. At no place should you crowd lines together.
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Constructive Criticism
By E. A. J.CPFER

In manuscript writing, the same

as in any type of lettering or pen

work, spacing is very important. We
have four examples of poor spacing

on the accompanying illustration. All

of these defects could be easily

corrected.

In the first place, the teacher

should describe proper spacing to the

class using whatever methods or

devices at her command.

To begin with, each word should

appear to the child as a picture or

unit. In the first example this part

is carried out very well. The spacing

in and between letters is very uni-

form. The spacing, however, between

words is entirely too wide. This

makes the work scattered and not

easily read. This child should be

shown that by leaving just enough

space to insert a letter betwTeen the

words he would get the proper

spacing.

In the second example the student

has crowded the work all on the left

side— a very common tendency. To
correct this the attention should be

called to the size. The small letter

"a" should be a full space high, ex-

tending from one blue line to the

other. These sentences should fill the

entire line, and this student will have

no trouble in doing this when the

proper size is followed.

The third example is crowded be-

tween letters in the words. The left

part of the word "school" is well

spaced, but the word "New Hamp-
shire" is very difficult to read because

of the crowded condition between

letters. Notice how certain letters

run together.

In the fourth example the letters

in the words are spaced too wide

apart, with not enough distinction

between the spaces in the words and

between words. The two words "dog

ran" appear as one word. Spacing of

this kind becomes very confusing and

makes reading difficult.

/

/\

•f* ^r

T I I *
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WHO DOES A TASK AND DOES IT

WELL

—Sonnets Of Life

—

He Only Grows Who Ever

Does His Best

—

Who does a task and does it well, may
feel

A certain pride in work accomplished,

more

May know his soul has grown, I will

reveal

Herewith the law of growth, please

scan it o'er

And if you find yourself out of accord,

And fundamental principles at stake.

The time and effort you can well

afford

To strive to live the law, for your

own sake,

He only grows who ever does his

BEST,

Who ever strives to reach the highest

goal

To THINK and work, to work and
think, the test,

And who so does, he is a growing
soul,

Full many work, but do NOT THINK,
their time

Oft wasted quite, to do so is a crime.

A Crime Against Himself

—

Who does a task and does it ill com-
mits

A crime against himself, he loses

most,

Some power within himself in judge-

ment sits

And stamps as he DOES, and thus the

ghost

Of evil deeds and work are much the

same,

Both mar the soul and hold it from
its goal,

No use at all to try a shift the blame
God is the source, but you must

build your soul,

Thoughtless, careless soul that takes

no pride

In doing well the tasks that come its

way.

But cast out evil seed upon the tide

Which ever brings it back, sometime.

someway.
Integrity a word, 'tis well to know,

—

The law—we ever reap just what we
sow.

A Christmas Card

By G. H. Lockwood
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A New Series of Flourishes
By F. B. COURTNEY', 12365 Cherrylawn Avenue, Detroit, Michigan

-Mr. Courtney has enjoyed the reputation ot being one of the leading penmen of the country for a Ions, long time. When most of us first

began and became interested in penmanship F. B. was a master and a leader in the profession which position he has held ever since. It Is

remarkable the way he retains his skill and steady nerve. If you like this first flourish write to Mr. Courtney to that effect. He will

appreciate It, I am sure. Save tills specimen, and all of the bird flourishes of this series, and have them for your scrapbook.

PENMANSHIP
is my profession. I have taught over ten

thousand to write a better hand. In-

spiration copy SI. 00. 12 lessons by mail.
$8.00 Pen written copies. Money back
guarantee.

E. AUSTIN JONES
3101 Hutchin Fort Worth, Texas

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
The opportunity is offered all who wish to

acqu re MASTERY OF CONTROL in hand-

writ no with the least effort and little expense.

The finest qualities aret

1 'STRAHM -SPECIAL' " Compound. Models

2. STRAHM" Compound. Standard Models

3. STRAHM" Compound. Crow Quill Models
-1. STRAHM" Compound. Long Round Models

All handmade designed for beginners of hand-
writ ng and professional penmen. Prices right.

Sem for FREE circulars.

Add ess: F. L. TOWER. 601 W. Pleasant St..

Hammonton. New Jersey

GREETING CARDS
Send your friends Penmanship Greeting

Cards. Christmas. Friendship, Birthday,
Thanksgiving, Easter with bird, script

heading, a 4-line verse in ornamental
writing on each card and a bird-design
envelope. Money makers for penman.
Send 35c for sample set of six Christmas
cards with envelopes and full details.

T. M. TEVIS, BOX 25C, Chillicothe, Mo.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-

ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

ENGROSSER WANTED

Young man with some experience, am-

bitious Good chance for advancement.

Write at once to BOX 652

c/u THE EDUCATOR
Columbus. Ohio

our order. 40c a dozen, postpaid
AGENTS WANTED
A. W. COOPER

>. 1, Ringoes, New- Jersey
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Practical Engrossing

An accurate piece of riitni^iiit by H. C. RICE. 501 Boy I stem Street. Boston, MasHaehusettw.
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LESSONS IN CARD
CARVING AND DESIGNS

liy I. I). CARTER, Peerfield. Illinois

Beautiful Christmas Cards can be made by a combination

of card carving, pen and ink, brush and splatter work.

Lay out the design in lead pencil and carefully sketch it

in, erasing and repehcilling until you get it as you want it.

Next cut out the design which is to be sprayed or splattered.

This shield is then placed on the carefully pencilled design and

is i ed to protect from spray parts not supposed to be sprayed.

For instance, you can make your greeting card spraying the

borders or you can cut out any type of design you desire. The
accompanying design suggests how to use circles, flowers an 1

so forth.

Use a combination of pen and ink, pencil, water color

spraying; and your pocket knife.

When spraying, any color ink or dye can be use:!.

In spraying be careful not to use too much ink

spraying can be done with an expensive spray outfit or can be

done by using a piece of wire screen and a stiff tooth brush.

The tooth brush is dipped into the color and is rubbed quickly

back and forth over the screen which throws a mist.

who thinks not as he works
will meet defeat-

To work, is not to move your hands

and feet.

Or strike your fingers on a keyboard

plain,

Who THINKS not as he works will

meet defeat.

And on his character will leave a

stain,

Who kills another person does a

crime,

But murder is not all, of crime be-

ware,

And e'en at that, full many murder
Time,

And cripple Hope and Joy, so have a

care,

To do it RIGHT, to ever do your best,

To THINK and THINK and strive to

have it good,

This is what counts, this ever is the

test,

This means development and master-

hood,

To do less than your best means not

to grow,

To lose out in the race — and little

know.

—By G. H. Lockwood

V. ///://// (' /,/V.)//,'«r.> -Y . '((v/j/j'/. Iffr //.',y
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FROM SAN JUAN.

The following' interesting letter

was received from one of our sub-

scribers and correspondence students.

who has been doing a big job educa-

tionally for the government. We
believe our readers will be interested

in it.

APO 851, DCPO
c/o PM, MIAMI, FLA.

16 October 1946

Mr. E. A. Lupfer

Editor, The Educator

Columbus, Ohio

Dear Mr. Lupfer:

The "open letter" from Mr. V. M.

Rubert in the October issue of The

Educator interested me very much,

because that was the first "and only

National Commercial Teachers Fed-

eration meeting that I have attended.

I was teaching at Braddock, Pa.,

High School, and left Christmas

morning so as to be there early. The

convention was held at the Sherman

Hotel in Chicago.

I, too, got a great thrill out of

seeing the "old guard" mentioned by

Mr. Rubert. and in addition, R. H.

Peck wearing a "swallow tail," and

H. E. Read of Lyons & Carnahan.

Ward Ireland, inventor of the Steno-

type was there; also C. A. Faust, the

long-time treasurer of the associa-

tion, and A. A. Davis of the A. N.

Palmer Co. The Gregg Federation

held its meetings during the same
week in the nearby La Salle Hotel.

F. E. Lakey "kidded" me because

in the exuberance of youth I had

joined all the various sections—

I

think five in number and was quite

bedecked in ribbons denoting mem-
bership.

The most interesting experience of

the meeting to me, however, was

based upon the following: When I

was a young boy on a farm in the

Nashwaak Valley, New Brunswick,

Canada, I came across a magazine

"The Western Home Monthly" pub-

lished at Winnipeg, Manitoba, and

containing an advertisement of a

school of penmanship. I answered

the ad, became thrilled at the beauti-

fully written circulars sent to me;

took a correspondence course; later

went to business college and gradu-

ally got into teaching penmanship.

During that convention that Mr.

Rubert refers to. I thought of my
early experience in penmanship and

how I got started, and the evening

of the banquet I asked someone if

he knew of a certain party from

Kansas City, and he said: "yes, he is

sitting right over there." So the real

thrill to me was to go over and meet

and chat with C. W. Ransom who
gave me my little start in Penman-

ship.

Since then, penmanship has ever

been an interesting, and at times a

profitable side line. My work on

resolutions, testimonials, etc., have

gone to the White House, the King

of England, Lady Astor. and to

Masonic bodies in various parts of

the world. I have qualified as a

handwriting expert in city, county

and federal courts; had many inter-

esting cases, and have only lost one

case in court.

At the present time, I am Director

of Civilian Training in the Antilles

Theatre of the War Department.

With headquarters in San Juan,

Puerto Rico, I am responsible for the

training programs of some 20,000

civilians scattered over twenty bases
.

from Jamaica to French Guiana in

South America.

Another thrill I got the other day

was in visiting the Carnegie Library

here in San Juan to discover several

complete volumes of The Educator,

which I enjoyed no end.

Of course I am doing no pen work

down here. I travel a good deal; have

no equipment nor opportunity to

practice, and I am entirely "out of

hand." I hope, however, to get back

to it some day.

Yours sincerely,

George L. White
Chief, Training Branch

An alphabet by V. E. SARFF. 309 Smith Milton Avenue, Whittlfr, California.
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GUESS WHO
THE MADARASZ SIGNATURE

CONTEST .

Who wrote this signature ? It is

skillful and perhaps written, who
knows when. In trying- to figure out

who the penman was who wrote this

keep in mind that most skillful pen-

men imitated Madarasz' signature.

In checking through some of Madar-
asz' signatures we find that he wrote

his name in many different ways.

Sometimes joining and sometimes
disjoining the L and the M. In most
cases he used the little accent marK
over the a and at other times he did

not.

To the person, outside of the

Zaner-Bloser Company and The Za-

nerian College, sending in the first

Protect Your Home from

TUBERCULOSIS

correct name of the penman who
wrote this signature we will give a

copy of Madarasz' famous book on
Ornamental Penmanship. Contest

closes Dec. 30.

The winner of the November
guessing contest was

:

George W. Kuhne
Lawrence National Bank
Lawrence, Kansas

Other correct guessers were:

R. C. King
W. A. Hendricks

J. Arthur LaRoche
J. M. Southworth
P. A. Jenkins

E. J. Carroll

I thank you very much, Mr. Lupfer,

for the beautiful Madarasz book just

received, as a present in the Madarasz

Guessing Contest. I've been reading

the Educator for almost 35 years, I

wouldn't want to be without it!

Sincerely yours,

Je. Arthur LaRoche

The above taken from a postal

card received from Mr. LaRoche,

winner of the October guessing con-

test.

GOOD PENMANSHIP

A little advertisement appearing

in a local newspaper reads in part

as follows: "CLERK - TYPIST —
Wanted accurate experienced typist

and good penmanship."

Quite often advertisements appear

in the daily papers demanding office

workers to write a good hand. This

is no doubt due to the fact that

many office people do not write

legibly and neatly, and that business

men have had considerable trouble

and loss of money in this respect.

BUY and USE Christmas Seals

Here is a snappy bit of ornamental i>enmanship written by L. MADARASZ. It is worth

imitating. Try to get the dash. Even though your specimen may not be so accurate

in form if it has dash it will be appreciated by the public.
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Pen Flourishing
By T. M. TEVIS. ( hillioothe, Mo.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR LESSON
No. 3

In this lesson, you are given a

bird facing- the left. The top design

shows how it first may be sketched

in pencil. Note that the bird's head

is made first by having its bill point-

ing toward your body and making
stroke No. 1 toward your body, and

sketches Nos. 2, 3, and 4 are made
with finger movement by pushing the

pencil away from your body. Then
you turn your paper around in the

opposite direction and make the

strokes that form the back and

wings, pulling the pencil toward your

body at all times. Then turn your

paper around at about the writing

position and make the underneath

stroke that forms the body by push-

ing the pencil slowly from left to

right. Then make the strokes that

form the legs, but do not make the

toes yet. Turn your paper around so

you will be pulling the pencil toward

your body and make the strokes

forming the tail. Make the quill, and

then add the toes last so you can fit

them around the quill. Now sketch

the ornamentation in front of the

bird.

The bottom design is the finished

product which is flourished with pen

and ink by going over the pencil

sketch. In inking the head, eye, and

strokes Nos. 5, 18, 19, and 20 you

should trace right over the pencil

lines, but in making the long shaded

strokes that form the wings, tail,

quill, and ornamentation in front of

the bird, you should start a stroke

right over the pencil line, but as you

speed up to finish the stroke you

will miss it slightly. The pencil lines

are guides to show where the strokes

are placed, and are not to be traced

only in the above mentioned places.

Use a free bold arm movement in

making the long shaded strokes. The
ornamentations around the bird that

form a background are made last.

These strokes can be added easily

without first being sketched in pencil.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR LESSON
No. 4

In this lesson you are given two

birds facing each other. The design

at the top shows how the birds may
be first sketched in pencil. Sketch

the bird's head on the right first by

having its head pointed toward your

body. Then sketch the whole bird

on the left by pulling the strokes

toward your body with the bird's

head pointing way from your body.

Then turn your paper around in the

opposite direction and finish sketch-

ing the bird on the right. Then
sketch the main outlines of the orna-

mentations, beginning just below the

bird on the left. Then turn your
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paper upside down and make the

ornamentation that extends upward
just in front of the bird on the left.

The pencil lines in this sketch should

be made light. Do not attempt to

shade them.

After you have completed the

pencil sketch, then do the inking and

add the strokes that complete the

background. In making this design,

you will turn your paper around

many times. Part of the time you

will have the birds turned upside

down. This is in order to enable you

to be pulling your pen toward your

body at all times.

SPECIMENS RECEIVED
Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work

has been received from the following:

Mr. David Klein

Box 176, Station D
New York 3, New York

Mr. Irving T. Clark

131 Kingsboro Avenue
Gloversville, New York

Mr. Stephen Simonet
1213 South Fourth Street

Stillwater, Minnesota

P. A. Shoemaker
710 Franklin St.

Williamsport 36, Perm.

J. C. Shepherd
Osceola, Mo.

W. H. Morgan
Raysal Elementary School

Raysal, West Virginia

James T. Maher
Marion Business College

Marion, Indiana

J. A. Vezina

Dept. of Education
Parliament Bldg.

Quebec, Canada
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and Lfatbrtng1

^tnrropriately mscr&ei aiaoUllummatccl on parchment
/ or fine im-per in either alWm fovm or for fratntncL

vlO* Simple or elaborate tn design as occasion demands.

* CERTIFICATES, DIPLOMAS INSCRIBED.
HONOR ROLLS • CHARTERS • INVITATIONS • CONGRATULATIONS
COMPLETE COMMERCIALARTAND LETTERING SERVICE-CALL

Stella Bennett Dennis
(L^nlriist '

<jUesiarter-C>-nar&'sser

This advertising plate ».-s designed ard lettered by STELLA BENNETT DENNIS of 737 Eastern Avenue.
Toledo, Ohio. .Mrs. Dennis has developed into one of the successful and first class engrossers. We con-
gratulate Mrs. Dennis upon her ability and

yy^yy

O.G.MARTZ

NORWOOD

OHIO
O,

SUPR .

OF

w/?/r//v&

Mr. Martz is one of tin* Supervisors of handwriting in the Public Schools, who some years ago durin
the depression years was transferred to other work, but in recent years has been back into the supervisio
of the handwriting of the Norwood Schools. Norwood is one city which appreciates good handwriting an
gets it.
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Designing and Engrossing
COMMERCIAL OR

ADVERTISING SCRIPT
One rarely picks up a magazine

today which doesn't have a generous

amount of script either in the general

headings or the general display ad-

vertising.

This script can be prepared in two

ways. One is free-hand such as has

been presented in many of the lessons

in The Educator. One can make
script, using a Zanerian Fine Writer

pen, & to ' 2 inch high on the small

letters without much difficulty. When
larger work is desired it is necessary

to pencil it out carefully and ink it

in by the drawing method.

The accompanying script by Mr.

Brown is a good example of attrac-

tive advertising script. This was
written mainly free-hand, however,

for practice we suggest that you

pencil it. First draw head and base

lines. Then draw slant lines. You
are then ready to sketch in roughly

the location of letters and words.

After you have located each letter

draw it very carefully, erasing and
repenciling each form until it is

perfectly formed. Keep your pencil

line clean and accurate.

When inking in use a stiff pointed

pen like a Gillotts 303, and pull all

of these strokes towards the body.

Turn the paper to accommodate this

position of the pen. It is advisable

to work sometimes with the script

upside down.

We will be glad to see some of

your efforts on this specimen. Most
script in magazines has been care-

fully pencilled, then inked in slowly.

Write tor our new Free Book,
"How to Become a Good
Penman." Enclose 10c for

a Professional Pen Point ami
beautifully written.

Hi :.»1.i

THE TAMBLYN SCHOOL
438 Bulge Building
Kansas City. Mo.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

Since the retirement of Miss Ethel

Renew your subscription now! Kesterson in 1943 as Supervisor of

Handwriting in Champaign, Illinois,

the work has been carried on by

Miss Disa McCall of 112 West Hill

Street, Champaign. Illinois.
oWrife Cijour^ame flight. <3orSl

u>ill senb £ou 12 biffercnr siuoies

of vour signature. (Driginaf combina-
tions ^ouneocr breamcb possitle.

cH. specimen for >^our scrap book
u>iff fee mciubeb." j*.

.Supervisor of tKan6u>riHnc

^Dufum 2Dusinc&s •^Univers?

^ufufrt 2, Minnesota.

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles

Meub's Profess ional Black Ink
Sent Post paid $1.00

The ink which prurli

and fine

ces rich black shades

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert

1944 I.oma
Pasadena t

Penman
Vista Street

. California

Also can supply penmen with
i.rnuiiir Gillott Shading Pens

—

The original No. l'S and No. 604. E.F.'s
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Here is an old time Sourish made hj M. I. ALLEN. It has unusual merit. The design as a whole is

attractive, and the workmanship is superb. Study the beautiful shaites of the birds and the skillful

individual strokes. Perhaps some of the old timers can give us some information regarding Mr. Allen.

A very fine progTam has been

received from I. P, Mensch, which he

made for use at a banquet given in

Boyertown, Pennsylvania in honor of

General Spaatz. The front cover

contained a large ornamental initial,

a staff and lettering all illuminated

and colored. Each page had a

colored ornamented border, and on

the last page was "America" lettered

in with a broad pen by Mr. Mensch,

of Barto, Pennsylvania. We are

sorry we could not pass on to our

readers this unique and beautiful

piece of work in all its colors.

D. Beauchamp. an engrosser of

Los Angeles, has moved his studio

to 219 West 7th Street in the Haas

Building. Mr. Beauchamp is one of

our successful engrossers having

conducted a studio on the coast for

many years.
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HIGH GRADE

DiplomasMe
Certificates.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

A very fine Ornamental Alphabet
has been received from our friend.

Mr. V. M. Hubert, 1671 Hislett St.,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Mr. Rubert
is beginning: his 45th year of teaching.

Penmanship has been a great aid to

him throughout his teaching career.

The I.upfer Bird

Write for my free book. "How to Become an
Expert Penman." which shows what others
have accomplished by taking my courses. En-
close 10c for one of my favorite pen points
and your name with a beautiful flourished
bird written on a card. Write today!

T. M. TEVIS Box 25-C C'hillirothe. Mo.



HANDWRITING SUPPLIES
For individuals or classes

MANUAL 96 Contains many pages of applied writing, such as busi-

ness forms, paragraphs, letter writing—a most valuable

lot of material for Business College penmanship students.

Manual 96 is the most widely used book of its kind on

penmanship ever published in this country. Many persons

do not hesitate to pronounce it the best work on business

and social handwriting thus far issued. It is regarded

by commercial schools as a standard text on rapid busi-

ness writing.
Size 4 1

4 x8 1
2 , 96 pages.

Single copy, postpaid — 30c

%tK*&£^if?fctfA*Z>ifc6*f- fr

MANUAL96

1

Red, Blue, Green, Black, Yellow, Variegated
One penholder 10c — One dozen, postpaid 40c — One gross, postpaid !M.OO

ZANERIAN STANDARD PEN No. 4

We recommend the Zanerian Standard Pen for grammar grades,

although it is also well adapted for use in high schools, junior high ^^^^MMPBBMHW
schools and commercial departments. The smooth point encourages ^^^^^'" "~^^S"'

R
r!L 1

freedom and ease in writing, two essentials in the foundation on which ^^^^^^ . i.

a

^Mpus-simtM
to build quality and speed. This pen is largely used and is giving ^^^^^^^^H
the very best satisfaction.

One gross, postpaid, $1.25 - - - - % gross, postpaid. 10c - - - - One dozen, postpaid, 15c

Net Price, three gross or more, postpaid per gross 85c

PENMANSHIP PAPER No. 9

This pen and ink paper is three-eighths inch ruled

with one red line heading.
Size 8x10 'i. 500 sheet pkg. Shipping weight 6 lbs.

1 pkg., 85c net, plus parcel post charges from your ^^^^ ^
place to Columbus, Ohio. fegg—rzzzr^^z—- ^
Packed 5 or 10 pkgs. to carton. j\ , ^ n ,, r . m

~
1 to 9 packages, per package, 85c, net. Practice PaPe»

(The above price is F. O. B. Columbus, Ohio.)

No. 9 Paper. Net Price, 10 pkgs. or more, per package 70c
(The above prices are F. O. B. Mill, near Columbus.)

•

NEW PLASTIC CONTAINER
NOW HOLDS ZANERIAN INK POWDER

School superintendents find the use of this ink powder the most economical

way to supply their buildings with a good quality of inexpensive ink.

Now that this powder is furnished in plastic containers, it is easy to use.

Place the contents in a quart of water and stir until dissolved. The ink is

then ready to use.

If the ink is too dark, more water may be added; if it is too light, more
powder may be added.
Maintenance men like the convenience of mixing only a quart at a time.

Colors—BLUE BLACK and RED
Prices—Powder for 1 quart, Net, postpaid 30c

Powder for 6 or more quarts. Net, plus postage 2214c each

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

THE ZANER-BLOSER CO. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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HANDWRITING SUPPLIES
MANUAL 96

For individuals or classes

Contains many pages of applied writing, such as busi-

ness forms, paragraphs, letter writing—a most valuable

lot of material for Business College penmanship students.

Manual 96 is the most widely used book of its kind on

penmanship ever published in this country. Many persons

do not hesitate to pronounce it the best work on business

and social handwriting thus far issued. It is regarded

by commercial schools as a standard text on rapid busi-

ness writing.
Size 4 1

4 x8 1
2 , 96 pages.

Single copy, postpaid 30c

One dozen 9S.6V

Z-B PENHOLDER

=9

Red, Blue, Green, Black, Yellow, Variegated

One penholder 10c — One dozen, postpaid 40c — One gross, postpaid $4.00

ZANERIAN STANDARD PEN No. 4

We recommend the Zanerian Standard Pen for grammar grades,

although it is also well adapted for use in high schools, junior high IHH^HBHMIItlHH
schools and commercial departments. The smooth point encourages P^^™™7|
fr lorn and ease in writing, two essentials in the foundation on which ^^^^^^^j^a^|^^M
to build quality and speed. This pen is largely used and is giving ^^^^m^Smmtm^m^m
the very best satisfaction.

One gross, postpaid, $1.25 - - - - % gross, postpaid 40c - - - - One dozen, postpaid, 15c

Net Price, three gross or more, postpaid per gross 85c

PENMANSHIP PAPER No. 9

This pen and ink paper is three-eighths inch ruled

with one red line heading.

Size 8x10 >o. 500 sheet pkg. Shipping weight 6 lbs.

1 pkg., 85c net, plus parcel post charges from your

place to Columbus, Ohio.

Packed 5 or 10 pkgs. to carton. I\l
j zon„ r B i,^„ r

~

/[
1 to 9 packages, per package, 85c, net.

(The above price is F. O. B. Columbus, Ohio.)

No. 9 Paper. Net Price, 10 pkgs. or more, per package 70c
(The above prices are F. O. B. Mill, near Columbus.)

•

NEW PLASTIC CONTAINER
NOW HOLDS ZANERIAN INK POWDER

School superintendents find the use of this ink powder the most economical

way to supply their buildings with a good quality of inexpensive ink.

Now that this powder is furnished in plastic containers, it is easy to use.

Place the contents in a quart of water and stir until dissolved. The ink is

then ready to use.

If the ink is too dark, more water may be added; if it is too light, more

powder may be added.
Maintenance men like the convenience of mixing only a quart at a time.

Colors—BLUE BLACK and RED
Prices —Powder for 1 quart, Net, postpaid...- 30c

Powder for 6 or more quarts. Net, plus postage 22!/2 c each

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

THE ZANER-BLOSER CO. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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TEACHERS

Outstanding typists

wear the

"70 International Pin"

Inspire your students

to work for this pin.

Sample test and com-
plete details on request.

International Honor Society

For Business Education

220 N. Main Street

Burlington — Iowa

CHOOSE THE PEN
MADE FOR THE SYSTEM YOU TEACH

No matter what hand-
writing system you teach— there's

an Esterbrook Fountain Pen point

specifically designed and styled for it.

Esterbrook Fountain Pens are ideal

for class use. The easily renewable
point feature, so simple even a

child can change points, is an out-

standing advantage. Endorsed by
leading educators.

THE ESTERBROOK PEN COMPANY
Cooper Street, Camden, N. J.

In Canada: The Brown Brothers,
Ltd.. Toronto

$6fol6lOok%
RENEW-POINT FOUNTAIN PEN

Numbered Point Styles

to Give You the Right

Point for the Way You Write

LEARN TO WRITE ON THE BOARD
With this new book as a guide you can easily learn to write

well on the board and to use the board to the best advantage.

INCLUDES—

• Manuscript writing for primary teachers.

• Cursive writing for upper grade teachers.

• Ornamental, Flourishing, and Lettering for those who want it.

Size 6 by 8 — 96 Pages plus Cover

Per doz. $12.00 less 25% F.O.B. Columbus. Ohio

WRITING ON THE BOARD, Price each Net postpaid

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus 8, Ohio

.00 *sr**w\
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This Christmas Greeting card was sent out by Mr. and Mrs. Ross, 70 North Main Street. Salt Lake City 1,

Utah. Greeting cards made by hand are always appreciated, because it is handwork from the individual.

Mr. Ross is connected with the Latter Day Saints Business College of Salt Lake City.
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High School Penmanship
Today as never before in the his-

tory of our high schools educators

are aware of the need for better

handwriting.

Handwriting in many schools has

been neglected, therefore, many stu-

dents enter high schools with a poor

handwriting and others who do have

a good handwriting upon entering

high school lose it in the shuffle of

taking rapid fire notes in lecture

classes.

Where Manuscript is taught in

grades 1 and 2 and where the teach-

ing of handwriting is stopped in the

6th grade it leaves only four years

of training which is far too short a

time in which to teach and form
permanent habits in such a skilled

subject as handwriting. In fact, even

where it is taught regularly and
efficiently in grades 7 and 8 the time

is too short for many to get correct

writing habits firmly fixed.

In considering a program for high

schools, especially in commercial de-

partments in the state of Ohio, we
were asked to make some suggestions

for possible use in setting up objec-

tives for a handwriting course.

HANDWRITING
( V2 or 1 unit)

Objectives:

1. To learn to write (a) legibly,

(b) easily, (c) freely, (d) auto-

matically, and (e) healthfully

at all times.

A. Illegible handwriting is of

no value, a loss of time and

money, and is discourteous;

therefore, the desire must
be to form permanent
habits of writing carefully

and accurately so that

others can read it without

difficulty.

Handwriting which is la-

boriously written is of little

value; therefore, the desire

should be to learn to write

in a manner producing

smooth, graceful, accurate

lines.

Handwriting is an accomplishment
required of everyone.

Are you seriously helping your
pupils to acquire good handwriting

or are you offering' excuses ?

Business and social life de-

mand a large volume of

handwriting; therefore, the

desire to learn to write

legibly at a rate of speed

fast enough to enable us to

compete with those in busi-

ness.

To be of service in record-

ing thought and making
records one must write in

such a manner that little

thought must be given to

the technique of handwrit-

ing. Therefore, the desire

should be to learn to write

automatically a handwrit-

ing which is written legibly,

easily, freely, neatly, and
healthfully, and which will

function in all activities of

life.

E. Handwriting is a life com-
panion or tool; therefore,

the desire should be to learn

to acquire a healthful posi-

tion that will enable one to

write easily and efficiently.

Content of Course

The course should cover handwrit-

ing used (1) in school for prepar-

ing written lessons, book reports,

themes, note books, and other

school activities. (2) In business

for making records, filling out
commercial forms, contracts, sales

slips, and other reports. (3) In
social life for writing letters, in-

vitations, announcements, notes,

diaries, minutes of meetings and
records.

Handwriting should be correlated

with, and be made to function with,

other school subjects.

Daily drill classes of up to forty

minutes each should be conducted
at which time letters should be
studied, analyzed as to form and
movement, and practiced to acquire

skill. Definite instruction should

be given on how to practice each
letter, word, sentence, and para-

graph. Students should be trained

to know and appreciate good hand-

writing and to be able to dis-

cover their own errors.

(Continued on Page 24.)

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except Julv and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..
612 N. Park St., Columbus. O.

E. A. LUPFER Editor

PARKER ZANER BLOSER. Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. SI.50 A TEAR
i To Canada 10c; foreign 30c more)
Single copy. 25c.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.
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BUSINESS WRITING
By THE EDUCATOR STAFF

The g is a combination of a and j. Get the body of the g the same as the a. It should be the same width

and the same space. Of course, the loop should be the same as a small j.

Check the motion at the top of the g in the groups. Swing- freely from one letter to the other, but stop at

the top.

In making- the q we have a different combination or movement. There is a definite stop before making the

finishing stroke. The q and g are similar but the loops are reversed. Try to get as much daylight in the q as in the

g loops.

In making the groups you have five distinct stops at the baseline and five distinct stops or slowing up of the

motion at the top.

The z begins the same as the n. Come down to the base line with a straight stroke and then swing into the loop

but be careful not to get too much of a wide shoulder.

The f has a loop above the line and below the line. The top loop is like the h and the bottom loop is like the

q. Be sure to stop before making the finishing stroke. See that each one of your fs contain good loops and a good i.

Keep the backs of the fs straight in the group. We suggest that you black in the loops above and below the

line and see that they are uniform in size and slant.
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JLs J2S 3Cs \JZ^ ^Ls- 2Ll JL'X.JLl JL/.. Jls. JLl \J2L*. JL/ JZ^ JZS-

The capital X should be easy. It has a beginning: stroke much like the beginning stroke of H and K, only

curved more at the bottom. The difficult part is to join the two parts in the center. Study the two triangles at

the top and bottom.

In writing the word Xeine be sure that your i and e are distinct. Cover up all but one letter and see if it is

unmistakable.

The V is a twisty compound letter which is made with a free motion and should end about the same height

as the second part of N, U, or Y. The V is never joined to the following letters. Study the finish of the V with the

finish of the W. They are very similiar. They should end at the same height.

Watch the hook or dot of the c in the word voice. Never close your e's.

U k M
%

It M U 2{
|

M M U 14.
: U U 2/ 24.

The U begins the same as the V, but ends with a downward motion. In fact the U is very similiar in the

finishing part to the A. Practice these two letters together. Study the width of the U and the width of the A. Glide

along freely in the word Unical. Practice on other similiar words watching that each letter is unmistakably legible

and don't forget to glide freely from one letter to another. Avoid kinks in your lines. Kinky lines denote slowness.

The Y is a combination of U and J. It begins the same as the U, and ends with a loop. Care must be taken
not to make the Y too wide. The loop should come down half way between the two blue lines.

Again we have some letters in the word Yauco which may become confusing unless they are accurately made.
See that your a and u are discernable. Your a and o may become confusing if you are not careful wtih the finish

of these letters.

2. U -2. 2. -2-

The Q has a beginning the same as the X and finishes like the capital L. Study the size and shape of the

loop at the base line. It is a freehand loop on the line. The finish is a compound curve finishing slightly below
the baseline. Do not become careless with the finishing stroke.

As a rule the Q is not joined to letters in a word. Keep the finishing strokes clear from the small letters, but
do not let it get too long and low.

The Z again is a letter which begins like the X. It has the loop at the baseline which is different from the Q
and which also has a loop below the base line. Watch the slant of the two sections and the slant of the loops.

In the word Zante watch the crossing of the t. After writing several lines, check your work with the copy.
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z

o a

7 /.. / /. / /

a o

/ ./....! ../ / ../. ../.

o o

The cipher is made like the body of small o. Revolve the hand on the little finger with a quick circular

movement. Close it at the top.

The one is made by pulling the hand and arm down toward the body. The little finger moves very little, if

any, on the figure one.

X A

3.j
X X X Z.........2 X

3 3 3 3 3 3

X X..........2~. X Z XX. X X X X XX X X

3 3 3 3 3 3 \3 3 3\3 3 3 3 3 3.:

Be sure to • make the two and seven distinct. The top of two is curved like the capital Q, while the top of

seven is straight. Finish the two with a straight line slanting slightly upward off the baseline.

The three is like the second part of capital B. Use a circular, rolling free movement.

Xj- V XX 4- X X M
sLx... . 3. ^~ 3- 3- -jr.. 3:. 31.

X X X 1+ yL_ 4 X X 7

3~ 3~ 3~ \3~ 3- ^T

X 7 X X- X X

The four is made with three straight lines. Be sure to definitely join the two parts. Let the horizontal stroke

extend beyond the crossing.

Make the five in two sections. The top horizontal stroke is made last. Always join the top stroke to the body.

Study the little figures on the copy showing order of strokes.

7

L? L? C?

7 7- 7

C> X C? C> 7 u v> fo X (• c>

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

L t 6

7 7 7

Extend the straight section of six well above the oval or loop part. The seven is shown extending below the

baseline.

Some teachers prefer to keep all figures the same height not extending the seven and nine below the base-

line, the six above the headline. This is an advantage where figures are inserted in small ruled forms.

t r ...£.
/*" r

<7 7 7 7

.J7.. t ..£..

77 <J

cX £_ r- <£........£.. j> \ t .....t.. p-

<7 7 7 7 7 7 '37 7 f

t /\ f.

77 -7 7 7

The eight begins like a. Keep the two sections about even in size.

Study the position of the nine. It is also made like the a or an abbreviated g.
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f~7 ^ <7 o C7 F <7 o L7 ft ° & 7-^9 L 7 f <? ° £.1 £..?. °1L.1 t....l. ° C 7 ^ ? °

V* r 7 c 7 F 7 I YFJ r\T¥JT'2 TWT7 &\*? J>7 * * ? r 7 c o 7 t 7 c

\*{3 Z /is- #3 Z / S~ ^3 Z- / ^r 4-3 Z / ^V3 Z /
;
^ 4-3 2- / \^.?AAl t£*~±±JL

Practice the figures in straight columns. Work for absolute legibility and plainness. Get the background in

tho figures to appear the same size.

/ / /. .fis....$s...<^ .ft (£?^ @^ #- ^r......^r.,j..y^/a ..../..« .: Z/..0.
i/o ^ ^L V- Y- Y-

Here are some signs which you will be called upon to make often. Study and practice them until you can

make them well.

(iraceful Business WritiiiB by JAMES T. MAKER, of the Marion Business College, Marion, Indii

oM^^^w T^Jiy y?? f̂
2-3. J9//. ty^/^AL

Go 11ege Na iioiia 1 Bart

Model business wrltinK by H. I.. DARNER, Strayer College, Homer Building. Thirteenth and F. Streets.

Washington, D. C.
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Teaching Handwriting Through a

Unit of Interest

Study—Marine life.

Grade—Two.

Time Allotment—Ten Weeks.

I—The Approach.

The children are very much inter-

ested in their experiences on the

beach, since that is where they spent

a large portion of their time during

vacation. They were interested in

telling - their own experiences and

hearing about those of the other

children. Their main interest seemed

to center on shells. They told about

many interesting shells they had

seen. The variety of sizes and queer

shapes attracted their attention.

Some were brought into the class-

room.

A visit was made to the beach to

find more shells. While at the beach,

the children asked questions about

the animals that live in shells. They

wanted to know more about these

animals, so books containing such in-

formation were read and discussed.

Suggestions were made by the

children as to what to do with the

shells, so that they might be able to

recognize them. It was suggested to

label them and place them on dis-

play. The shells, not known, were

placed on one end of the table, until

someone found the correct names for

them in one of their reference books.

Some shell ornaments were placed

around the room. Children admired

them and wanted to make some

things of their own with shells.

The children suggested that we
make a book showing the pictures

and names of the shells. This book

was to be used for our own enjoy-

ment and to help other people to

identify shells. Many attractive pic-

tures and interesting stories were put

into the book. Before a page of

writing was inserted in the book, it

had to represent the child's best

efforts. This interesting unit fur-

By OLIVE A. MELLON
Supervisor of Handwriting

Atlantic City, N. J.

Reprinted by request

nished ample material for the follow-

ing series of complete lessons in

manuscript.

II—Objectives.

General

1. To acquaint the children with

the sea life of the community.

2. To teach handwriting in con-

nection with this study.

3. To develop attitudes of interest,

satisfaction and enjoyment to-

ward writing.

Specific

1. To develop desirable writing

habits.

2. To develop skill in letter forma-

tion and figures.

3. To provide uses for writing.

4. To provide experiences for word,

phrase, and sentence practice.

5. To encourage cooperative plan-

ning.

Handwriting is a must courtesy.

Emily Post

III—Writing Equipment.

a. Large pencils with thick soft

lead.

b. Manilla paper

—

1
2
" ruling.

c. Chalk—square or round—yellow

or white.

d. Blackboard erasers.

e. Posture chart.

f. Alphabet Strip—Capitals, small

letters and numbers.

g. Measuring scales.

h. Text on Manuscript.

IV—Purposeful Writing Activities

Based on the Marine Unit.

1. Labels for shell exhibit.

2. Captions on pictures and stories,

i. e., "On the Beach," "A Blue

Sea," "In the Sea," "A New
Shell."

3. Invitations for the Shell Party.

4. Directions for care of turtle.

5. Directions for making shell or-

naments.

6. Reading short original stories.

7. Plans for the party.

8. Lists of names of shells.

9. Daily bulletin board.

10. Diaries.

11. Charts telling of:

a. Excursions—Where we went.

b. Activities—What we did.

c

.

Observations — New things
we learned.

12. Character Posters, i. e.:

a. "Share Your Shells."

b. "Keep Your Hands Clean."

c. "Help Others."

d. "Finish Your Job."

13. Labels on Materials.

14. Jingles.

15. Short Letters.

V—Instructional Materials Used for

Unit.

1. Collection of shells.

2. Collection of sea weeds.

3. Living things — turtles, fish,

snails, etc.

4. Pictures of seashore and marine

life.

5. Material to make seacraft.

a. Pipe cleaners.

b. Aeroplane glue.

c. Shells.

6. Material to make booklets.

a. Finger paint.

b. Crayons, paper, shellac.

7. Material to make gifts.

a. Plaques, wooden disks, shells,

poster paint, glue, shellac.

b. Place cards, cards, shells,

paint, glue.

c. Shell baskets, shells, pipe

cleaners, crepe paper, paint.

8. Material to make pictures of

marine life. Paper, crayons,

paint.

VI—Kinds of Shells.

Aim—to review the letters of the

alphabet as far as the list pro-

vides. All letters appear except

d. q, v, x.

Words
boat couch

clam crab

cockle jingle
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king crab

muscle

oyster

razor clam

sea horse

scallop

snail

star fish

turtle

whelk
whelk egg case

skate egg case

Drill—Most difficult letters for di-

rection of strokes.

VII—Construction Unit.

Aim—To learn how to place the

upper and lower stem letters.

Things We Made What We Used

Turkey Clam shell, scal-

lop, pipe cleaner,

glue.

Ash Tray Surf clam, sword
razor, horse
muscle, glue.

Turtle Scallops, pipe

cleaner, glue.

Boat Oyster shell, boat

shell, slipper shell,

paper, glue.

Drill — Placement of combinations

cl - oy - sh - gl - pp - ho.

Additional Ideas for Construction

Work.

1. Basket

Two scallops glued together

Painted clam shells for flowers

Stems painted green

Pipe stem handle

2. Penguin.

Conk shell head

Muscle feet

3. Shell Jewelry

Place on string as beads, brace-

lets, pins.

4. Shell Pin Cushions

Use pin cushion with shells

painted and glued on.

5. Wall Plaques.

Use glue and paint—wood for

background — shellac the

wood

6. Pin Trays

Use large clam shell glued on an
inverted oyster shell.

7. Tally Cards

Use tiny shells glued on card.

Make decorative designs.

8. Decorate Any Kind of Cards
Thanksgiving—turkey, etc.

Christmas—trees, Santa Claus.

Lincoln's Birthday—log cabin.

9. Shell Trimmed Vases.

Glue shells on vases—arrange

in flower bouquets—glue and
paint.

VIU—Sentences to be Used as Les-

sons.

Aim—For reading and writing pur-

poses.

1. We can read our shell stories.

2. We made pictures of shells to-

day.

3. We have finished our book
covers.

4. Our boats are sailing on the

ocean.

5. How' many shells did we gather

today ?

6. We found some seed'.veed on the

beach.

Drill—Phrases underlined. Em-
phasize roundness on all circle

letters.

IX—Daily Diary—E x a m p 1 e : MY

DIARY.

Aim—To learn to spell and write

the days of the week.

MONDAY
We started our shell collection.

I brought in six shells. I found

them at 10th Street.

TUESDAY
We labeled our shells. We have

many kinds. I have four new
clam shells.

Drill—Days of the week.

X—Care of Our Turtle.

Aim—To spell and write the most
interesting words.

1. Our turtle lives in an aquarium.

2. He rests on a large rock.

3. We feed him every day.

4. We feed him ant eggs.

5. He likes flies, too.

6. He chews his food.

Drill on words—turtle, aquarium.
rock, ant eggs, flies, food.

XI—Marine Life—Bulletin Board.

Aim—To practice most difficult

words.

1. Jack found a new kind of shell.

2. Mary brought in a sea-urchin.

3. June cut her foot on a clam-
shell.

4. William found a star fish shell.

5. We have 24 shells today.

Drill on words — Kind, sea-urchin,

foot, star fish, clam shell, 24

shells.

XII—Our Work Table.

Aim—To observe carefully, spacing

between words.

1. You must see our table.

2. It is interesting.

3. You will see many things.

4. We made them all.

5. They are made of shells.

Drill—Check on spacing by meas-

uring between words. Will the

finger fit between?

XIII—Read and Answer.

Aim— To do independent writing

and spelling.

1. What did you see?

2. Name three things.

We saw and— —

.

The remainder of the work is in-

formational. The above is a notice.

It, also, gives opportunity for the

use of a question mark.

Drill—Capitals—R, A, W, N.

Zil\—Plans for the Party.

Aim—To observe arrangement and

to practice figures.

Entertainment

1. Mary and Ann will read their

shell stories.

2. Betty will say the poem she

made up.

3. Jack will tell about the shells

we have collected.

4. Bill will tell about the things

we have made out of shells.

5. John is going to show some
pictures we have made.

6. Sue wants to tell how we made
our books.

Drill—Figures—1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Refreshments

Aim—To practice on words con-

taining difficult letters.

1. We think our mothers will like

lemonade and cookies.

2. We will make the lemonade.

3. We need 3 dozen lemons.

4. We need 1 dozen oranges.

5. We need 2 pounds of sugar.

6. We will buy 4 boxes of cookies.

Drill—Figures and words
3 dozen, 2 pounds, 4 boxes,

lemonade, cookies.

Additional Opportunities for Figure

Drill.

1. Dates

When activity was begun.

When some interesting thing

was discovered.

(Continued on Page 30.)
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Permanency
We have noticed, with interest,

some of the comments pro and con

in regard to the new type fountain

pens now being placed on the market.

These comments raise some very

serious questioning and require con-

siderable thought,, experimenting, and

so forth. As penman and teachers of

penmanship we are all interested in

any instrument or supplies that will

promote better handwriting and pen

work.

Writing and penwork fall into two

general classes:

(1) PERMANENT RECORDS.

This includes records kept in

courthouses, life insurance com-

panies, banks, offices, and so

forth. These records are pre-

served indefinitely. These re-

cords must be kept even though

they may not be used often.

They involve history, property,

and life.

(2) TEMPORARY RECORDS
OR COMMUNICATIONS.

In this group you have daily

records, letters, and things

which are not necessary to pre-

serve. However, letters often

become permanent records and

are kept as such.

For temporary records ink and

material which deteriorate

rapidly can be used, but for

permanent records inks and
supplies must be of the best

quality.

PERMANENCY QUESTIONED
It seems that Clarence W. Winchell.

acting chief of the standardization

section, division of purchase and fin-

ance of the New Jersey Department

of Taxation and Finance, has issued a

warning concerning the permanency
of the new type ball pointed fountain

pens, or rather the ink which is used

in these pens. Some other financial

institutions, banks, and insurance

companies have also questioned the

permanency of these inks and have

issued orders in some cases according-

ly. Mr. Winchell, it seems, claims

that under tests the new ink vanished

or faded within a few hours. Under

conditions where the records are kept

in files they fade within a year.

We, in the Educator office, have not

made any tests, and in presenting

this article we are only stating facts

as published in the newspapers. There

may be questions for and against the

inks and against the articles. The
complaint is against pens equipped

with a special inner container which

holds ink and when it is empty it

can only be replaced by another of

the same type. The inks, it is claimed,

contained fugitive dyes which would

make them undesirable for any type

of record work at all. A fugitive dye

fades quickly. It is further stated

that no Newark, New Jersey banks

have equipped their employees with

ball pointed pens, although they con-

ceded that some office workers and

tellers may be using their own. The

banks, however, are protected from

ink fading, because most documents

are photostated. One insurance com-

pany official confessed he was nervous

from the possibilities. This insurance

official stated that an insurance mag-
azine recently carried a warning simi-

lar to Winchell which caused many of

their agents to stop using ball pointed

pens, or else to be very careful about

them.

To this warning one of the manu-
facturing companies replied that the

warning or accusation was false and

malicious. In New York one company
states that they would offer their

ink to match any other ink on the

market for permanency. If ink under

tests of a fadeometer vanishes within

nine hours, twenty hours in sunlight,

or three-hundred and fifty hours in

ordinary room light a serious handi-

cap exists for the use of this type

pen which promises to revolutionize

the penmaking business. In judging

these pens one must be careful to

take into consideration all angles, for

in business, like in politics, many
truths are sometimes misstated and

facts are twisted around. Millions of

dollars are involved in the manufact-

ure and sale of these new pens. We
believe that litigation is now in pro-

gress between the manufacturers.

Read the article in the Readers

Digest.

Naturally the Educator is anxious

to hear from penmen and its readers

regarding the results they have se-

cured from these new type pens.

PROMISES BIG THINGS.
When we first heard of the new

ball pointed pens we were interested

in them for we felt that they would

be a great improvement over the old

pens in a number of respects. The
average person not accustomed to

writing is very nervous, and does not

have a light uniform pressure such

as is required in using the ordinary

steel pen. Even penmen find it diffi-

cult to use ordinary pens under ex-

ceptional conditions, such as signing

a check at the bank, or writing when
his hands are cold. The new pen has

the advantage in that, regardless of

the pressure it produces the same
quality of line. It sets the writer

more at ease.

Carbon copies too can be made to

great advantage with a ball pointed

pen, because it does allow one to

press very heavy on the pen without

making a thicker line or spreading

the points as in an ordinary fountain

or steel pen.

The one slight inconvenience of a

ball pointed pen is that it works

better in an upright position than in

the ordinary slanting position at

which one holds a pen. Some pens

also produce a skippy line.

PROFESSIONAL PEN WORK.
In engrossing and pen work, such

as the penman does, it is necessary

to produce work which is permanent.

We, therefore, need to select inks,

paper and other material of a perma-

nent nature. Carbon inks seem to

be the most permanent ink dis-

covered for penmen. It is presumed

that the work of the monks was
done with a carbon or stick ink.

Carbon inks are inks made from soot.

The Chinese have been making stick

India ink from carbon. This carbon,

we believe, is secured by catching

the soot in lamps. These lamps have

a long stack to which baffles are

attached and the better grades of

carbon are secured farther from the

frame. These various stick inks must
be ground, in slabs, usually made of

slate or rough surfaced chinaware.
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simply by adding: water and rubbing

the stick in the water on the slate

until the desired thickness is ob-

tained. Today there is on the market
many kinds of waterproof India inks,

presumably made from carbon. These

inks are waterproof while the stick

inks are not waterproof. In water-

proofing- the India inks it thickens

the inks and when it dries on the pen

it becomes sticky which makes
lettering

- with pure India ink very

difficult.

In lettering with pure India ink it

is necessary to dip very carefully,

keep the pen clean which can be

done by using a wet sponge cup,

cloth, or by scraping the hard ink

from the pen point. Some water can

be used to thin the ink. Where it is

desirable to shade lettering or to use

wash work or color over top of ink

it is necessary to use the waterproof

ink. Penmen frequently use stick ink

or non-waterproof ink for lettering

which does not require shading, or

wash work and which does not re-

quire handling. Anything for fram-

ing or the body work of albums or

resolutions does not require a water-

proof ink.

Permanency in other supplies is

also very important from the pen-

men's viewpoint. Sheepskin and
vellum have been used for centuries

as the most permanent conveniently

handled substance to letter on. Of
course, today we have very good
ledger and wedding papers and card-

boards. We naturally avoid papers

with wood pulp in the nature of

newspapers. Newspapers, when ex-

posed to the air for a few days soon

discolor.

From the standpoint of fine work
and for penmen's records, nothing has

been invented which surpasses a

good ordinary steel pen and a carbon

based ink.

FOUNTAIN PENS
Fountain pens usually are frowned

upon by teachers of handwriting,

however, they are such a great con-

venience that most people find it to

their advantage to use fountain pens.

Fountain pens, however, are so con-

structed that they clog up very easily

and for that reason thin flowing ink

is used in them. Carbon inks are

avoided because the carbon and
material used in the ink thickens

into a hard skum or crust when dry.

A penmanship teacher should help his

pupils to select a proper type of

fountain pen. There are many makes,
good and bad. Some are too large

and clumsy, while others have un-

desirable points. Many of them are

too coarse and others scratchy. Some
pens are also made too cheap and
will not hold up.

We shall be anxious to see develop-

ments along the pen line and the

experiments which penmen make.
Please give us your reactions and
thoughts.

We understand that one of the

ball pointed pen manufacturing com-
panies has, or is, placing on the

market a new permanent ink.

Again reminding you that this

article is not in the form of a criti-

cism, but is intended to seek infor-

mation.

If you know of good inks or any
other articles which will help any of

our readers to do better pen work
send them along. The Educator is

always willing to pass along any
information which will help you.

THE EDITOR

zfanertan

TTL0tcro (£olmcv>ero
1B5 Audubon Avenue, New York. New Vnrk
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Roundhand Script
By THE EDITOR

ROUNDHAND

ANALYZE LETTERS
Learn to see similar parts in

letters. We are suggesting a few-

similar parts in letters. You can

make any grouping you desire.

The double turn is found on many
letters. Study the accompanying let-

ters. See how nearly equal you can

get all of the double turns regardless

of the letter in which they appear.

The top turn should be the same
width and roundness as the bottom
turn.

The under turn appears in more
than a half dozen letters. When

/r/T /VMfArJW?

making this group of letters see if

each letter contains a good i.

Raise the pen on all turns on the

baseline. Try to conceal the pen lifts.

By holding the copy up flat on a

level with your eyes and sight down
along the shade you will notice that

the shaded downstrokes are slightly

curved.

The over turn appears in a number
of letters. Practice the over and
under turns together. Turn the paper

upside down and compare them. The
curved stroke forms the body stroke

of the oval letters. The same stroke

is used on all letters in this group.

The inside of the shade is fairly

straight. Too much curve will weak-
en it.

Start with a hairline. Most of the

oval letters contain a suggestion of a

shade or dot at the top opposite the

hair line, at the beginning of the

shade.

Get top and bottoms same in

roundness.

The dot finish on v, w, b. and r

need special study. The r is different

from the others in that the shade

appears to the right of the light

stroke in r and to the left on the

others.

CAUTION: Make the final stroke

slowly and carefully and keep it in

close to the shade.
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Supplementary Ornamental Copies

In making individual letters the arm can rest slightly on the desk, but in making larger capitals the elbow

can be slightly raised. The main thing is to write, at all times, with a free hand getting a smooth line.
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Ornamental Penmanship

A jeep will give you transportation

to any place you want to go, but

some people prefer a more beautiful

car in which to ride. The auto sales-

man will tell you that the more

beautiful car will give you satisfac-

tion of ownership not secured in the

plainer car.

So in handwriting business pen-

manship serves your purpose for

ordinary communication, but on spe-

cial occasions you will derive an im-

mense amount of satisfaction from

being able to write a more beautiful

hand.

You may wish to write a special

letter of thanks, condolence, or

greeting when the ornamental style

will fit the occasion perfectly.

The time you spend on practicing

ornamental will be well spent, even

if you do not use ornamental to any
great extent for you will acquire

skill—skill which is needed to put

your business writing over in a big

way. After all, doing any kind of pen

work requires skill. The more skill

you acquire in ornamental the better

you can do other skilled pen work.

Many of our subscribers would

rather practice ornamental penman-

ship than anything else. They derive

a real satisfaction. Better join that

group today and begin working on

these lessons.

You may find the Y a little more difficult than the U because of the lower loop. Study the loop. Notice the

width of the Y. Be careful not to make it too wide. Several types of Y are given. Use whichever one you can

make best or whichever appeals to you most.

The V should be comparatively easy. Finish with a graceful compound curve. The finish should not be quite

as high as the first part of the letter. In the next to the last example you will notice that when the finishing stroke

is continued it forms a horizontal oval. All of your finishing strokes should start in the same direction.

Be sure to keep your pen in good condition. Occasionally clean the pen by wiping it on a piece of cloth or on a

wet sponge. Most professional penmen keep a wet sponge and every so often draw the pen across this wet sponge

to clean it. Where ink has hardened carefully scrape it off with a knife, if necessary.
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y^^i^^^C-C^t^C^^^C^t^^y Js^l^7^^^7^7<?^7^7'-y^7'

~-4-^C^€s£/-

^C^t^C^-C^it^y

Here we have some exercises for the small letters. Practice the under and over turns of exercises, running them

along smoothly and freely. Study the turns and angles. Keep all the downstrokes on the same slant and uniform

in size. Be careful not to ride the pen on the downstrokes. Keep your downstrokes as light as the upstrokes, ex-

cepting the places where you intend to make a shade.

Study the form of each letter. Be careful with the dotting of the

strokes should end with a graceful free swing.

and the finishing strokes. All finishing

The vv is about the same as the u with the exception of the little dot finish. This dot is important and in orna-

mental penmanship it is played up. It is made rounding and rather black in the shade. It is one of the things which

should hit you in the eye. Practice the i, u, and w combination. Notice the similarity of these letters.

Practice the words, watching quality of line. Get your line light and delicate. Many penmen like to have their

ink thinned to the place where it will produce a brownish tint. Of course, the shades must be black.

Xg^c^^^J^

s^yyi^c^v^/ /^t^w^c/ ^yyi^^^y^i^ /yj^tsisT^^/ ^7^7^^C^Z^i-^<yi^i^^7<^l^

/7^^^^£?y _,-, / ' s^y /^74^£Zsyr/^yi^6^^^/i<7i^^^ /^^2-z/

The v is much the same as the w. Finishes exactly the same as the w. The first downstroke may or may not

be shaded as you prefer.

The x is rarely ever shaded. Keep the cross in the center and if you make it upward you will avoid a shade.

Practice the different words striving for free graceful lines. Give especial attention to the free swing on the small

y and g. They form parts of ovals.
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/

Accurate Business Writing and Ornamental signature by that skillful penman, E. C. MILKS. This speci-

men was loaned to us by Major F. O. Anderson. Let's all send Mr. Mills a card expressing our appreciation

for the good work which he bus done for the penmanship profession.

PENMANSHIP
is my profession. I have taught over ten
thousand to write a better hand. In-
spiration copy $1.00, 12 lessons by mail.
$8.00 Pen written copies. Money back
guarantee.

E. AUSTIN JONES
:tl01 Hutchinson St. Fort Worth, Texas

EDWARD C. MILLS

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

ENGROSSER WANTED

iro ins man with snme experience. am-

biti Good chance for advancement.

Wr te at once to BOX 652

c o THE EDUCATOR
Columbus. Ohio
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LESSONS IN DESIGNING AND
ENGROSSING
By E. L. Brown

COVER DESIGN
Mother nature has again spread

her mantle of snow over hill and

dale, reminding us of the season

when the cheering fire on the hearth

welcomes friends and kin for an

occasion of exceeding joy and good

will.

The winter scene for study this

month is quite effective in color

values and is presented as a typical

northern winter. Sketch in quite

carefully with pencil aiming for

tonal values. Use a fine pen and

Zanerian ink for the pen drawing

—

cross-hatching on thickening lines to

deepen tones.

The heading The EDUCATOR
must be carefully pencilled before

inking. Aim for grace of form and

uniform spacing. Use T-square for

ruling vertical lines. Retouch letter-

ing with a fine pen.

Let us see some of your work

—

perhaps we can be of help to you.

SPECIMENS RECEIVED
Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

J. A. L. Vezina

Dept. of Education

Parliament

Quebec, Canada

R. L. Calmes
Box 121

Plymouth, Indiana

Miss Ann Hoyer
12 Summit Avenue
Westwood, New Jersey

Wm. P. Marks
1228 Cypress Street

Louisville, 11, Ky.

LeRoy A. Curry

Carmen, Oklahoma

Mr. P. A. Shoemaker
710 Franklin Street

Williamsport, Pennsylvania

Win,/ for our new Free Book,
"How [o Become a Good
Penman." Enclose 10c for

a Professional Pen Point end
your name beautifully written.
Write today.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

Write for my free book. "How to Become an

Expert Penman," which shows what others

have accomplished by taking my courses. En-

close 10c for one of my favorite pen points

and your name with a beautiful flourished

bird written on a card. Write today!

T. M. TEVIS Box 25-C Chillicothe, Mo.
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Our Penmanship Class
Teacher: (Meeting class for first

time) "On this paper I want
your name— not signatures.

(And as the days pass into

weeks) ....

Teacher: "Edith, you are always

spilling your ink all over every-

thing. You keep the table dirty

most of the time. Today we are

having visitors, so please don't

spill anything."

Edith: "All right, Mrs. Geisler, I

won't say a word."

Teacher: "Today your sample word
is 'waterworks'. We will stress

the 'w' ".

Earline: "Is waterworks all in one

word, or do you divide it with a

hydrant?"

Teacher: "Now please get down to

work and see how much you can

get done. Berlie, you don't seem
to be improving very much. Don't

you realize that penmanship will

be a great help to you in your

bookkeeping work?"

Berlie: "Well, you see I started out

to college with the theory that

the world had an opening for

me."

Teacher: "And did you find it?"

Berlie: "I did, in fact, I'm in the

hold right now."

Teacher: "Helen, be sure and use

plenty of arm movement."

Helen: "I'm using so much now my
table is doing the 'rhumba' ".

Mary Ruth: "Oh, my boy friend is

getting along so well in the

Navy. He's a dentist now."

Rosella: "A dentist! Why I thought

he was a torpedo man."
Mary Ruth: "I guess he's been pro-

moted to a dentist. His last

letter said he was working now
on the Captain's Bridge."

Teacher: "Jack, you have gotten

along fine in the short time you
have been in here. You are a

pretty sharp boy."

Jack: "Well, I ought to be. Pa
takes me into his room and

straps me three or four times a

week with his razor strap."

Teacher: "Loretta, you are making
entirely too much noise. Please

sit down."

Loretta: "I won't, so there."

Teacher: "Stand up then—I will be

obeyed."

Mildred: "Mr. Steed wrote my par-

ents to tell them I had three

cuts this term."

Frances: "What did they say?"

Mildred: "They sent me a first-aid

outfit by return mail."

Teacher: "I wrote on the blackboard

yesterday 'Please Wash'. Did

anybody think to?"

Juna Mae: "Yes, the janitor took

his bath before Saturday."

Teacher: "I think, Vera, if you

would spend more time on pen-

manship at night you will im-

prove."

Vera: "I just wondered if eating

June peas had anything to do

with the pads under one's eyes."

Teacher: "Paul has a poem he

wants to read to the class."

Paul: "To say it in words both

short and sweet.

Penmanship is a subject that's

mighty hard to beat.

I used to grit my teeth when
feeling all upset.

But now I'm taking penmanship
It's much the better yet.

So let's get down to penmanship
And work with heart and hand
You'll find when you get out and

get a job,

You'll be a better man."

Teacher: "Tomorrow we will take

the 'r'. The word is Rotterdam.
Loretta, make a sentence with

Rotterdam."

Teacher: "Tonight, I want you to

prepare 2 pages of penmanship
using good arm movement. Blow
the paper after every line so as

to keep the lint from gathering

on your pen point."

Edith: "I'm afraid to."

Teacher: "Why?"

Edith: "My best boy friend was
caught in the draft and I cer-

tainly don't want to blow this

one away."

Teacher: "I am dismissing you ten

minutes early today. Please go
out quietly so as to not waken
the other classes."

A reported handwriting lessons by
a student in The Elizabethton College

of Commerce.

Mr. C. C. Steed is the Principal

and Proprietor of this school. He is

a very skillful penman and a promi-

nent business college man.

Mrs. Raymond Geisler is the pen-

manship teacher of this class which

really is a "livewire class".

Some years ago the handwriting

class was conducted in a very formal

way with strict discipline, where

every student in the class at the

count of 1, 2, 3 began and ended each

letter at the same time. Those formal

classes have been supplemented with

a little more democratic way of

practicing where each student may
travel at his own rate of speed and

work on his own individual faults,

being encouraged to strive for certain

standards of speed and form.

The above article in disregarding

formality goes to the other extreme.

^^9f~
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A New Series of Flourishes
SNOW BIRD No. 2

By F. B. COURTNEY, 12:165 Cherrylawn Avenue, Detroit. Michigan

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
The opportunity is offered all wisl to

acqu re MASTERY OF CONTROL n h and-
writ nn with the lea St effort and liftll exp
The finest qualities are:

1. STRAHM 'SPECIAL' " Coir pounc . M idels

STRAHM" Co npound. Stan dard Mod BlS

3. ' STRAHM" Con pound. Crow Qui 1 M dels

4. STRAHM" Con pound. Long Roun d Models
All handmade desig ned for begir ners of h and-
writi ng and protessi onal penmen. Pri ght.

Send for FREE ci culars.

Add ess: F. L. TOWER, 601 W Pie sant St..

Hammonto n. New Jersey
old til

supervi

•ith. Steadman
at ( in. -11111.11 1
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Needed A Handwriting Revival
CHRISTIE IE> FIRIEs. State Teache

In a world more strongly com-

munication-minded than at any time

in its previous history, each method

of imparting thought, emotion, and

opinion has increased in importance.

Handwriting, which is second only to

speech as a means of the most inti-

mate personal interchange of idea

and feeling and which is the most

easily employable and most ready of

the manual communication skills,

must receive its measure of attention

from educators today.

It is time to re-evaluate our hand-

writing program. The period of bitter

controversy over movement and form

is ended. Systems of handwriting

have been relegated to their proper

place as convenient aids in develop-

ing skill effectively. The unfortunate

swing away from emphasis on hand-

writing—a movement which extended

all the way from giving only an

occasional period to drill to spending

no time at all on supervised practice

of penmanship—has been endured.

We should now face the situation

fairly and plan for new advances.

Viewed in the light of present day

imperatives, our main objective still

is rapid legible handwriting, written

without tension or fatigue.

This objective can be and should be

attained in the elementary grades. A
definite plan of re-education of teach-

ers (when needed) and a long term

program with ALLi teachers cooper-

ating must be put into force to secure

the desired results. The intrinsic

vaiues of handwriting should be kept

uppermost in the minds of the pupils,

and sufficient time should be given

to the teaching of handwriting and

its functional uses so that easy

legible writing will be automatic

It is time to sweep away false

ideas. One of the most frequently

advanced of the false concepts is that

taking notes in high school will ruin

handwriting. Many .times I have

heard students say, "I won a writing

certificate in the grades and wrote

well until I went to high school.

Taking notes ruined my handwrit-

ing." Why should practice in writing

ruin handwriting? It does not—ex-

cept in those instances where the

student is careless and unwilling to

maintain standards which he has

achieved. Practice in the wrong way
is detrimental. Here again coopera-

tion on the part of the high school

teacher is needed. If the teacher is

alert to the values of good hand-

writing, he will aid the pupil in

holding fast to skills learned in the

grades and in achieving the higher

standards possible with increased

maturity.

, Another wrong assumption is the

often-heard statement that typewrit-

ten manuscript will replace cursive

writing. The typewriter can never do

this for the individual since no ma-
chine can be clipped on the breast

pocket or carried in a lady's hand

bag to do the work of the ever-ready

pen or pencil. Everyone should ac-

quire and maintain a legible quality

of penmanship.

It is time to •reaffirm the social-

values of handwriting. In the crowd-

ed complexities of modern education

and living, we have neglected to hold

high the social-values of good hand-

writing — the * conservation of eye-

sight, health, and time, and the main-

tenance of greater clarity of under-

standing between the reader and

writer. Legibly written material,

whether letter, theme, or exercise is

more welcome than an illegible

scrawl or a poorly written page. The

rapport established by an easily read

quality of handwriting is valuable to

the writer in his social, educational

and business life. It is time to renew

our allegiance to the crusade for

better handwriting.

We regret to announce the death

of \lbert Osbom of 233 Broad-

waj , New York City

+~tz^^Ay ĥ ' r?^

Business Wrltini: by JAMES T. MAHER, Marion. Indiana
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Happiness for the "Lefty"
Miss GENEVIEVE YELTON, Supervising Vice-Principal,

First Avenue School, Newark, New .lersey

Don't try to make a righty out of

a lefty.

It's definitely not a stigma, a feel-

ing that was prevalent some years

ago. Parents and teachers should not

make an issue of a child's left-

handedness. It might color his whole

outlook on life.

The child who shows a strong

preference for the left hand should

be taught to use that hand. Since

there is scientific evidence that en-

forced use of the right hand causes

nervous, and emotional disorders

frequently leading to speech difficul-

ties, it is necessary to exercise great

care in dealing with the problem.

I feel that from the educational

standpoint, the training of a left-

handed child poses two problems:

Discovering the "really" left-handed

child and providing him with the

proper treatment.

Discovering children who are truly

left-handed should be taken care of

in the kindergarten or first grade.

While the vast majority are right-

handed, there are some children

whose hand preference is not estab-

lished.

These children should be observed

in various activities, such as throw-

ing or bouncing a ball, hammering
nails, stringing beads, winding a ball

of cord or using crayons. In all these

activities it is important to note not

only the initial hand preference, but

the consistency of that preference.

If a child shows equal skill with

either hand and offers no resistance

to writing with his right hand, he

should be taught to use the right

hand. The child who shows a strong

preference for the left hand should be

taught to use that hand.

I feel that the "highly individual-

ized" training for these youngsters

develops from writing. The first

phase is manuscript writing, given in

the First and Second grades, which
is a simple form. This writing

"simplifies" the situation for the left-

handed child because the position of

the papers is the same for him as

for the right-handed pupil.

However, when the transition to

cursive writing is made it is neces-

sary to adapt conditions and instruc-

tion to meet the needs of the left-

handed child. These adaptations in-

clude reverse position of the paper;

left arm should be held perpendicular

to the lower edge of the paper; pencil

should be held below the line and the

child should be shown the proper
way of sliding the pen along the line.

Not all children who use their left

hand only are "truly" left-handed.

Some have "motor patterns" which
show a mixture right and left sided-

ness. For example, a right-handed
child may be left-eyed, which means,
in effect that he uses his left eye
more than his right.

Children showing this lack of fu-

sion in their motor pattern will no
doubt present problems in all of their

school work and will require the at-

tention of experts.

.Mr. Smith is the penmanship teacher in the Peirce School. This BchOOl has had many ot

the famous penmen as instructors in their school, such as Root, FlickinKcr. Patten, Collins,

anil Hurdler.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
MISSOULA, MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

uperiur placement

ALASKA AND THE WEST

Greatest teachei shortage in Nation'*
Enroll now I'm i-m.-i -..-nr\ and tall p >- tiOftS

Unequalled opportunities throughout Weal
in. i Alaska
Free Life Membership.
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M. B. MOORE Hour

HIGH SCHOOL PENMANSHIP

(Cont'd, from Page 5)

Accomplishment
Handwriting which is uniform in

(1) size, (2) slant, (3) spacing,

(4) quality of line.

Handwriting with even margins,

correct indentations, proportion of

letters, nice headings with good
form and speed.

Handwriting which shows that

each pupil has mastered a form of

handwriting that is easily read,

and easily written, an accomplish-

ment which will be an asset in

securing and holding a position and

of which he may well be proud.

Teachers often fail to realize the

amount of training necessary to pro-

duce good writers. It is impossible

to build a handwriting program with-

out time in which to build it. Our
schools would never produce a win-

ning football or basketball team, a

tennis champion, an outstanding

chorus or an expert typist without

the right kind of training and suffi-

cient practice to master the skill

—

the same thing is true in handwriting.

The equipment needed for hand-

writing instruction are: A good text,

a Measuring Scale, A set of Percep-

tion Strips, A set of Visual Aids, and

good pens, ink and paper.

To the above we should add that

a good, understanding teacher is very

important.

—Editor

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles

Meub's Professional Black Ink
Sent Postpaid $1.00

The ink which produces rich black shades
and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1944 I ..run Vista Street
Pasadena 4, California

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine GUlott Shading Pens

—

The original No. l's and No. 604. E.F.'s

MARCH OF DIMES
JANUARY 15-30
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GUESS WHO
THE MADABASZ SIGNATURE

CONTEST

Here's a signature you will easily

recognize as being an imposter. But,

again, it may be a genuine L. Madar-

asz signature. Who knows but that

Madarasz was not in fine fettle when

he wrote this signature. Your editor

gets confused himself on some of the

signatures in this contest.

We had no idea that so many pen-

man would be interested in trying to

decipher these confusing signatures,

but as long as you keep sending in

signatures which are so confusing,

we'll print them for you to puzzle

over. At any rate you will get some-

thing penmanshipistically out of

studying them. Who knows but you

may sometime win a first prize.

Who wrote this signature? To the

Educator subscriber anywhere, in-

cluding even those in the Zanerian

and The Educator Office, I You have

nothing to fear for they don't read it),

sending in the first correct answer

we will give a copy of Madarasz's

Book. To the second correct answer

we will give a years subscription to

The Educator.

The Madarasz signature in the

November Educator was written by

Rene' Guillard. Up to the time this

issue went to press no correct an-

swers had been received for the Dec.

contest.

FOOLED HIMSELF
"Say, who wrote that great Mada-

rasz signature? Boy, oh boy! It

sure is the cat's whiskers, isn't it ?

Well, I won't guess on that one."

Rene' Guillard

Evanston, Illinois

A typical -Madarasz specin
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Pen Flourishing
By T. M. TEVIS. Chillicothe, Mo.

In this lesson we try to show the order of strokes as we usually make them. We pull the strokes

toward the body. Keep turning the paper to accommodate each stroke. We start with the bill pointing

away from us. In this position strokes forming the head. 1 to 8 are made. We then turn the paper

pointing the bill of the bird toward our body and make strokes 1 to 11 forming the flourishes in front of

the bird.

Next turn the bill to the upper left corner of the desk and make the wing strokes 8 to 20.

The tail strokes are made last with the head pointing away from us.

The bottom bird shows how additional strokes may he added.
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A group of signatures by VV. L. OHMERT, Office Training School. Columbus, Ohio.

Devices
Whgn I find an exceptionally well

written paper for the ability of the

child, whether it be handed in in

regular school work or in the hand-

writing class, I mount it on a bright

colored paper or cardboard and ex-

hibit it on the special bulletin board

or part of the room devoted to that

purpose.

I make a special effort to select

some work from my left-handed stu-

dents and from those I wish to en-

courage. The average child feels that

it is quite an honor to have a paper

on exhibition. They will work hard

to gain this honor.

I aim to have a large and well pre-

pared exhibit for the Parent-Teach-

ers-Meetings. Many parents come to

our room before and after the meet-

ing to inspect our exhibit. It is inter-

esting to watch the eager faces of

the children as their parents inspect

their work and make some compli-

mentary remark.

I am well repaid for the effort put

into this project for many nice re-

marks have been made about the

handwriting in our room.

Miss Kincaid
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My Toast to The Most Original Penman
F. W. Tamblyn

Frederick William Tamblyn, the

beloved penman and teacher of pen-

manship since the early nineties, has

done wonderful work with his pen.

F. W. Tamblyn is without any

doubt the most original penman in

the long list of penmen since the

days of the Spencers. He is a master

in every branch of pen-art, but the

most outstanding feature of his work

is his originality. There has never

been a penman who could quite

imitate his work. (The late R. E.

Tippett, Red Cliff, Colorado was per-

haps the nearest imitator of the

Tamblyn style.) Study his style of

business writing, and you will find it

is original from "a" to "z". His

Artistic writing, too, is unlike any

other style of shaded writing. Those

snappy shades and fine hair-lines

make a combination that has been

an inspiration to thousands of aspir-

ing penmen. He also developed a

style of Card-writing that is unique.

His Lettering is another outstanding

feature of his orginality, and his style

of Engrossing is purely a Tamblyn

Style, and very pleasing. In Round-

hand, Flourishing and Scroll Work he

has originated styles that are differ-

ent from any other penman, and

those shades, whether long or short,

heavy or light, and those marvelous

fine hair-lines, all combine to make

his work purely a style all his own.

Mr. Tamblyn is one of the first men

in the profession who worked out a

series of practical lessons in all

branches of pen work back in 1894

for a correspondence course. Approxi-

mately forty-thousand young men

and women have taken lessons from

Mr. Tamblyn.

He has always had a personal

pride in his work, and has always

given a good measure for the price he

has received. His work has always

been of such a quality and quantity

that it has brought him good return

orders. He has been a very accurate

and painstaking man when filling his

orders. The best is none too good,

has always been his slogan.

I had the great pleasure to visit

Mr. Tamblyn Nov. 17-22, 1945.

On January 4, 1947 our friend,

Frederick Wm. Tamblyn, now retired,

will have reached his 77th milestone.

(Born Jan. 4, 1870). May I suggest

that his friends and former students

and all who admire his pen work

send him greetings for the part he

has played in penmanship.

About two years ago or more he

had an accident that made it almost

impossible to use his right hand. This

was a misfortune for him and for

the profession. His name deserves a

prominent place in the "Penmen's

Hall of Fame."
One of his 40,000 students,

Major F. O. Anderson

216 Marquette Avenue

Minneapolis, Minnesota

An alphabet made by F. W. TAMBLYN some years as...



Constructive Criticism
By E. A. I.IPFER

29

MM
i

.... T

)FF THE LINEHHHiK

.

Q\

D V/

G

WIDE
CROWDED
IRREGULAR'

I-earn to criticize your own work and that of your pupils. The above words were taken at random from

specimens recently received by us. Spacing is one of the difficult qualities to master. Try to Bet the

spaces in and between letters the same, with a trifle more space between than in words.

Many students and teachers are careless about resting each letter on the baseline, and of hitting the head-

line. Form good habits by being careful at all times.
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This masterpiece was flourished by H. 1'. BEHREXSMEVER, of Quincy, Illinois, for Major F. O. Anderson.

216 Marquette Avenue. Minneapolis 1, Minnesota. Without a doubt this nourishing is one of the most

beautiful flourishes to he found anywhere. It is a really fine art to be able to flourish so skillfully. Study

the balanee, sraee, and the accuracy of details. Study especially the shape of the head, eye. and orment.

TEACHING HANDWRITING
(Continued from Page 11.)

2. Numbering
Pages of record book.

Kinds of shells.

Items in Table of Contents or

pages where items are to be

found.

3. Correlate with arithmetic—con-

crete problems.

4. Write room number in sending

notice to other rooms to visit.

Visit Room 5.

See our shells.

XV—Original Poem.
Aim—To observe even margins.

We watch the clams

Play hide and seek

And see the razors

Dive down deep.

Drill—Letter Writing.

Aim—To learn the proper arrange-

ment for letter writing.

Dear mother:

Please come to school Friday

afternoon at 2 o'clock. We will

tell you about our shells.

Love,

Johnny.

Drill on the letters which may not

be clear to the reader.

NEWARK
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Mr. White in from Plymouth, Indiana.

HIGH GRADE

Diplomas^
Certipicates.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs-
Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples ar.d Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

Some very fine ornamental work
has been received from R. R. Pilling,

4703 West Deming Place, Chicago,
Illinois, who is deeply interested in

the guessing contests. He enclosed
some of his own efforts on the
Madarasz signature which are quite
commendable.

^tfrife °your?)lame iliqnl. 5or51
J u>ill serto vou 12 6'iffercnT stuoies
of v_our signature. (Driqinaf combina-
tions vouneuer oreameb possitfe.

eK specimen -for ^our scrap took
u>if[ be incfubeo." .,*.

The Lupfer Bird

Supervisor of tHan6u>ritinc
G*..L.lL <&...: fi\l_: ?]

^ufutf* 2, Gfi-linnesota.
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CLASSROOM PERCEPTION STRIPS
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Perception strips are

visual aids in handwrit-

ing, which are modern

methods of teaching.

They are not only con-

stant reminders of

correct forms for each

letter, but they also im-

prove the appearance of

the classroom. Con-

tinuous reports from
teachers, tell us of the

rapid improvement in

student handwriting
where Zaner-Bloser

Wall Cards constantly

PRINT LETTERS No. 4 (Manuscript)

CORRELATED PERCEPTION STRIPS No.

appear before them.

The rapid improvement

in each student's writing

will amaze you, when

these strips are placed

on the wall where they

can be seen at all times.

All 10 strips showing either

alphabet in capital and small

letters, also figures from to

9 will be mailed prepaid at the

low price of $1.25. Per dozen

sets $10.88. Three (3) or

more sets sent postpaid to one

address for $1.00 per set. Be

sure to state which set is

desired.

THE ZANER-BLOSER CO.

612 N. Pork Street

COLUMBUS 8, OHIO

Large Letters Easily Seen From Any
Part of the Room

Strips Come Ready to Place on Wall

PENMANSHIP AND ENGROSSING COURSE
Approved by Veterans Bureau for the training of G. I. students.

Write for information. Government will pay tuition supplies and subsistence,

Present Tuition $20.00 for each four weeks.

ZANERIAN COLLEGE OF PENMANSHIP
612 North Park Street COLUMBUS, OHIO
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HANDWRITING SUPPLIES
MANUAL 96

For individuals or classes

Contains many pages of applied writing, such as busi-

ness forms, paragraphs, letter writing—a most valuable

lot of material for Business College penmanship students.

Manual 96 is the most widely used book of its kind on

penmanship ever published in this country. Many persons

do not hesitate to pronounce it the best work on business

and social handwriting thus far issued. It is regarded

by commercial schools as a standard text on rapid busi-

ness writing.
Size 4 1±x8 1

2 ,
96 pages.

Single copy, postpaid 30c

Red, Blue. Green, Black, Yellow, Variegated
One penholder 10c One dozen, postpaid 40c — One gross, postpaid $4.00

ZANERIAN STANDARD PEN No. 4

We recommend the Zanerian Standard Pen for grammar grades,

although it is also well adapted for use in high schools, junior high mHHDMMHM
schools and commercial departments. The smooth point encourages ^^^^^ ~^FA^fa.™ 'W

freedom and ease in writing, two essentials in the foundation on winch ^^^^^ . _ _ _ . ^ s . o.-,M
to build quality and speed. This pen is largely used and is giving ^^^^^^H
the very best satisfaction.

One gross, postpaid, $1.25 - - - - % gross, postpaid. 40c - - - - One dozen, postpaid, 15c

Net Price, three gross or more, postpaid per gross 85c

PENMANSHIP PAPER No. 9

This pen and ink paper is three-eighths inch ruled .

with one red line heading. ^^^ / M
Size 8X10V2- 500 sheet pkg. Shipping weight 6 lbs. ^^ /

,

i

1 pkg., 85c net, plus parcel post charges from your ^^ y*;y
place to Columbus, Ohio. £~ ^sr-rrr———— -.--'"

Packed 5 or 10 pkgs. to carton. \WM, *>n,.r »,,,.,.,. /
1 to 9 packages, per package, 85c, net. I \ '

i.'i,,\.- /

(The above price is F. O. B. Columbus, Ohio.)
j^^4miiv''

1

'-
'

' siM^EM;^

No. 9 Paper. Net Price, 10 pkgs. or more, per package 70c
(The above prices are F. O. B. Mill, near Columbus.)

•

NEW PLASTIC CONTAINER
NOW HOLDS ZANERIAN INK POWDER

School superintendents find the use of this ink powder the most economical

way to supply their buildings with a good quality of inexpensive ink.

Now that this powder is furnished in plastic containers, it is easy to use.

Place the contents in a quart of water and stir until dissolved. The ink is

then ready to use.

If the ink is too dark, more water may be added; if it is too light, more
powder may be added.

Maintenance men like the convenience of mixing only a quart at a time.

Colors—BLUE BLACK and RED
Prices—Powder for 1 quart, Net, postpaid 30c

Powder for 6 or more quarts. Net, plus postage 22'/2 c each

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

THE ZANER-BLOSER CO. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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TEACHERS

Outstanding typists

wear the

"70 International Pin"

Inspire your students
to work for this pin.

Sample test and com-
plete details on request.

International Honor Society

For Business Education

220 N. Main Street

Burlington — Iowa

CHOOSE THE PEN
MADE FOR THE SYSTEM YOU TEACH

No matter what hand-
writing system you teach — there's

an Esterbrook Fountain Pen point
specifically designed and styled for it.

Esterbrook Fountain Pens are ideal

for class use. The easily renewable
point feature, so simple even a
child can change points, is an out-

t™ standing advantage. Endorsed by
leading educators.

THE ESTERBROOK PEN COMPANY
Cooper Sired, Camden, N. J.

In Canada: The Brown Brothers,
Ltd., Toronto

RENEW-POINT FOUNTAIN PEN

Numbered Point Styles

to Give You the Right

Point for the Way You Write

LEARN TO WRITE ON THE BOARD
With this new book as a guide you can easily learn to write

well on the board and to use the board to the best advantage.

INCLUDES—

• Manuscript writing tor primary teachers.

• Cursive writing tor upper grade teachers.

• Ornamental, Flourishing, and Lettering for those who want it.

Size 6 by 8 — 96 Pages plus Cover

Per doz. $12.00 less 25% F.O.B. Columbus, Ohio

WRITING ON THE BOARD, Price each Net postpaid ... $1.00

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus 8, Ohio
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A lesson in broad pen lettering by MISS ANN HOVER. Westwnod. New Jersey. Miss Hoyer is turning out some nice work these days

Congratulations!

Help to make The Educator the best possible by sending specimens, articles, news notes

or anything which will be of interest to the professional or the beginner.
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DEAN OF HANDWRITING
EXPERTS

Albert S. Osborn died at his home
in Montclair, N. J., December 14,

1946 at the age of 88. He had been

ill for several years of a heart ail-

ment.

For half a century he was an in-

ternationally known handwriting

identification expert. Through the

high quality of his extended practice

in the courts and as the author of

"Questioned Documents." "The Prob-

lem of Proof" and many other writ-

ings, he had a profound influence on

the advancement of the legal proof

of the facts regarding handwriting

and typewriting. Roscoe Pound,

Dean of the Harvard University Law
School, said in his introduction to one

of Mr. Osborn's books "that in the

short space of one generation he had

established a new profession."

His interest in penmanship was
stimulated by his connection with the

Rochester Business Institute. This

interest was not only in the history,

development, and teaching of Ameri-
can handwriting, but in the way it

was written after the student left

the classroom. He was a skillful

penman and retained a high degree

of manual skill during all the years

of his active life.

As president of the American So-

ciety of Questioned Document Exami-
ners, which position he held until

last year, he had a most beneficial

influence on the continued progress

of his profession. In the important
Lindbergh-Hauptmann case, he was
the first handwriting expert to

identify Hauptmann as the writer of

the ransom letters, and with seven
other experts from various parts of

the United States proved conclusively

in the trial that Hauptmann had
written them.

No description of this virile man's
life would be complete without
reference to his staunch Puritan

character, his unquenchable thirst

for accurate scientific knowledge, his

inherent honesty, his strict adherence
to high ethical principles, his keen
sense of humor, and his kindness.
These qualities made him a true

scientist, an unfailing friend, and a
great man.

—by Elbridge W. Stein

NEW YEAR'S DAY

It's New Year's day—a day of hope!

Dreams not fulfilled, if you don't mope.

Can be made real by well-planned work.

Have you the will no task to shirk?

This year can be your very best,

Work for your goal, don't dream and rest

While others toil and forge ahead.

A leader be, not just one led.

Decide at once to specialize

In some one field you highly prize.

Absorb the facts known to this date.

Use research and investigate.

In time your fame begins to spread

Because you heeded what I said.

You gave your best to work held dear,

And made yourself the grandest year.

-M. C. Leipholz

January 1, 1947

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..
612 N. Park St., Columbus. O.

E. A. LUPFER Editor
PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

°py.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-
prietors and managers, commercial teachers
and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the
month for the issue of the following month.



BUSINESS WRITING
By THE EDUCATOR STAFF
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The time element today is so very important in everything we do today that handwriting must be done easily

and freely to be of much service.

It must be written with very little attention being given to the manner of writing. That is, writing should

be so nearly automatic that most of your attention can be given to the expression of thought.

The standard alphabet seems to fit the need of letter forms for speedy, legible, handwriting better than

any other alphabet. It has been brought to a very high degree of perfection that very few changes are being

made. The Roman alphabet was perfected many hundreds of years ago and while many different alphabets have

been created, they have mainly been derived from the Roman and it still retains the distinction of being our

most popular alphabet with little chance of being changed. Perhaps our Standard alphabet has reached a similar

degree of perfection.

By taking each letter and mastering it, then using it in various combinations and words one can soon learn

to make each letter correctly in form and in a free manner with less and less thought to the manner or method

of writing.

rZ -B %? ^
%: ^ ^ % cr ~p

^ to If %- % <7)

Keep the hand well up on the fingers. Avoid turning the hand over on the side. Always write with a free hand

by gliding and rolling freely on the little fingers.
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Sit up! Don't slouch over your work.

Keep your pen clean. Try not to press too heavy on the downstrokes. Avoid heavy and light lines, as well as
blots or corrections.

This copy is intended to increase movement. Swing freely from one letter to the other, getting wide spaces
between each letter. Be sure that you keep on the line.

In practicing these words watch the small s and the finish of the o and v.

In these words we have a number of o's and a's. Since many people crowd the space inside the o and a
we caution you to keep your letters full with plenty of space inside these letters.

Watch the shoulder of the small r. Get the top wide enough to make the r distinct from the small

Develop ease and speed. When you see rough, shaky lines it's a sign to speed up.
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Your paper should be held directly in front of your eyes. Turn top of paper to left for the right hand and
to the right for the left hand. Move the paper as frequently as needed, both up and sideways.

=*C_ <=*C_ o^J

Again we have a number of i's and e's. Watch them carefully. After you have written several lines stop and

examine your i's and e's.

This word may require a little added attention to combine the capital to the other part of the word. Make
your work neat and careful.

'

In these two words keep the e's open. Get daylight inside of the e so that it will be different from the i.

Avoid a loop in the i and watch where and how you dot the i. Very little skill is required to dot the i carefully.

It takes just a little care.

Check the slant. Draw lines down through the copy. Also through your practice work. This may show you

where your copies may be improved.
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Keep the eye of the pen slanting toward the ceiling to avoid a scratchy pen and to get a uniform flow of ink.

Compare your work with the copy frequently to discover wherein you can improve your work. Become a
careful observer of detail.

This receipt should be written carefully and satisfactorily. It contains 13 different capitals and many small

letters. If you master this copy you will have mastered half of the alphabet. After writing this copy a number
of times compare it with the copy and examine it, especially to see that the e's are open. Examine the o and a
to see that they are not crowded. Are your dots above the i ? Do all of your letters rest on the baseline ?

A&z^zJe^r

JL^O^:..jl^LMzJ^.

In this copy the first line is written large and bold. See if you can write the heading larger than the bottom
four lines.

These copies are intended to give practice in writing ledger headings. Write them freely and accurately.

Practice these names and other names, watching size, slant, and spacing.
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The Need of Civilization Is

The Need of Teachers
WILLIAM >'. MALONY, Elementary Supervisor,

Council Bluffs Public Schools. Council Bluffs. Iowa

As an elementary supervisor of

seventeen schools it was the writer's

decided privilege to observe children

and still more children. His happiest

moments, however, were spent in

observing kindergarten children. Here

he was made, for a time at least, to

forget every unpleasant thing in life.

He seldom missed an opportunity to

see these little folks because he

learned from them. They knew in-

stinctively just how to live. They

were alive with the enjoyment of

actually living. They enriched his

life.

No task was too great for them.

In fact, it was the least of their

troubles. He saw these future citi-

zens rush to their easels and with

paint and brush interpret amazing

bits of the physical universe. Un-

mindful of symmetry, their imagina-

tions guided them through the bring-

ing of the world into existence out

of nothing. No professional artist

could possibly feel more successful

in creating a masterpiece than these

young artists. They invariably held

fast to their individuality. These

young hopefuls had no fears or tra-

ditional theories. They were trusting,

innocent and always eager to accept

proper guidance.

One day this teacher visited a class

of underprivileged boys and girls.

He said to the competent teacher in

charge, "What one thing connected

with this classroom do these little

youngsters enjoy most?" The reply

was that they enjoyed turning on a

faucet to get the feel of hot water.

The supervisor remarked, "What a

peculiar pleasure amid such sur-

roundings!" The teacher replied,

"No, not at all strange; you see these

children come from homes that have

no running water—least of all, a

faucet with warm water." Some of

these boys and girls looked as if they

had come from homes without any

water at all—yet here they were en-

joying peace and comfort and learn-

ing to live with one another—one of

the greatest lessons in life.

These children are the most demo-
cratic humans known. They know
not race or creed.

No matter how good looking or

homely a kindergarten teacher was,

she was at all times Beautiful in the

eyes of her charges.

These little children were by
nature affectionate. They loved their

teacher and the visitor was inclined

to believe that she loved them too.

This meant, of course, that in kinder-

garten no one was starved for love.

Every one was happy. What more
could one desire?

Poor scrawly handwriting and
carelessly made figures cause
serious losses to large establish-

ments each year. Some stores

have to resort to the slow method
of printing for safety.

Kindergarten teachers earn their

pay if for no other reason than for

"head hunting", passing out the clay,

paste, kleenex, pulling teeth that

can't be coaxed at home, applying

tincture merthiolate, sewing up rips,

wiping dirty noses, listening to big

talk, tieing hair ribbons and belts,

pulling off overshoes, and snow pants,

accepting dandelions in season, and
what have you in winter.

How many truly good kindergarten

teachers would be willing to give up
their chosen profession ? These
teachers realize that the children

under their guidance express reverent

admiration for such words as excuse

me please, and thank you. Their

pupils vibrate with enthusiasm when
given new crayonex, stories, picture

books, games, and songs. They major
in doorknobs and light switches.

They see hidden beauties in seeming-
ly common place objects.

How joyous and carefree these

children really are! Their rote type

of song and their rhythmic work with
hands and feet are always enough to

convince anyone that life in general

is worthwhile. Hats off to the

kindergarten teacher!

Mary Ann Evans, that great Vic-

torian novelist, could have been an
artist kindergarten teacher. In her

novel, Silas Marner, she took for her

fundamental thought or theme:

"A child, more than all other gifts

That earth can offer to declining

man,

Brings hope with it, and forward-

looking thoughts."

In a very short time American
kindergartens will be filled to over-

flowing. Now the question is will

there be enough well qualified and
professionally minded teachers to ad-

minister proper guidance to these

eager little children? They are the

hope of a nation.

The teacher crisis in the United
States is acute! We must put forth

every effort to help with the recruit-

ing of teachers for these very
youngsters.

School is well underway, yet news-
papers are still carrying ads for

teachers. America needs good teach-

ers. College students are shunning
teacher preparation. Public attitude

toward teaching must change. The
United States spends about 2% of its

income on education.

"There is no greater field for social

and patriotic service than in that of

teaching."

The need of civilization is the need

of teachers.
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Eastern Commercial Teachers Association
Mr. E. S. Donoho, 50th President

of the Eastern Commercial Teachers

Association, has reported that the

Executive Board held a meeting at

the Statler Hotel, Boston, Massachu-

setts, October 19, and completed
plans for the 1947 convention to be
held at this hotel April 3, 4, and 5.

President Donoho has announced
the appointment of the following

chairmen and committees: General
Chairman—Walter E. Leidner, Rox-
bury Memorial High School (Boys),

Townsend Street, Boston 21, Massa-
chusetts; Co-Chairman and Editor of

next joint Yearbook—Dr. Paul Sals-

giver, Simmons College, Boston,

Massachusetts; Honorary Chairman

—

Dr. Dennis C. Haley, Assistant

Superintendent of Schools, 15 Beacon
Street, Boston 8. Massachusetts;
General Membership Chairman—Miss
C. Frances Vogeding, Pierre S. du-
Pont High School, 34th and Van
Buren Streets, Wilmington 276, Dela-
ware; Pre - Convention Publicity
Chairman, E. G. Purvis, Strayer
College, Washington 5, D. C. Ad-
ministrative Committee: Chairman

—

Frank W. Kerwin, Burdett College,

Boston, Massachusetts; Assistant
Chairman—Hilda M. McNally, Boston
Clerical School, Boston, Massachu-
setts. Banquet Committee: Chair-

man—Mrs. Tilly Dickinson, Simmons
College, Boston; Assistant Chairman
—A Sidney Galper, Salem Vocational
High School, Salem Massachusetts.
Hospitality Committee: Chairman

—

Dorothy M. Murphy, High School,

Watertown, Massachusetts; Assistant
Chairman—Helen B. Stanwood, High
School, Reading, Penna. Printing
Committee: Chairman — Arthur C.

Long, Girls High School, Boston;
Assistant Chairman—John E. Bowler,
English High School, Boston. Prizes
Committee: Chairman—Rena J. Keay,
Boston University, Boston; Assistant
Chairman — Andrew W. Steinhope,

High School, Newton, Mass.; Assis-
tant Chairman—Donald B. Mitchell,

High School, Waltham, Mass. Regis-
tration Committee: Chairman—John
M. Canty, High School of Commerce,
Boston; Assistant Chairman—Charles
J. Lynch, Bureau of Child Account-
ing, Boston.

President Donoho represented

the Eastern Commercial Teachers
Association as official delegate at the

National Business Teachers Associa-

tion convention at the Sherman
Hotel in Chicago, December 26, 27,

and 28.

The Eastern Commercial Teachers
Association will celebrate its 50th
Anniversary at the 1947 Annual
Convention at the Statler Hotel,

Boston, Massachusetts, April 3, 4,

and 5. The Executive Board is plan-

ning an interesting, stimulating con-

vention program at this Golden
Jubilee centered around the theme
"Attainable Standards for Business
Education."

The unusual and distinctive feature

will be a banquet without a banquet
speaker. In place of a speaker a
colorful pageant will depict the

history and growth of E.C.T.A. over
a period of 50 years. The pageant
will be staged under the sponsorship

of two board members, Mr. Rufus

Stickney and Mr. Sanford L. Fisher.

The following new officers were
elected for the 1947 convention:

President Edmond S. Donoho, Strayer

College, Baltimore Maryland; vice

president, Mrs. Edward C. Chicker-

ing, Jamaica High School, New York
City; executive board member, Mrs.

Frances D. North, Western High
School, Baltimore, Maryland.

Officers and Executive Board mem-
bers who continue in office include:

Secretary, Bernard A. Shilt, super-

visor of Commercial Education,

Buffalo, New York; treasurer, Rufus
Stickney, Boston Clerical School,

Boston, Massachusetts; Dr. J. Frank
Dame, State Teachers College,
Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania; Dr. James
R. Meehan, Hunter College, New
York City; George E. Mumford,
Kensington High School, Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania; and the retiring

president, Raymond C. Goodfellow,

ex-officio member of the Board.

MR. AND MRS. McDONOUGH
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McDonough, of Route No. 1, Clyde, Kansas, have

purchased a farm and now have a country home. Mac tells us that he has
some chickens, 2 cows and a garden, and after 30 years of Business College
work and swinging a pen he has decided to make a change. Kansas is noted
for its fine hunting grounds and our friend Mac states that he has plenty of
pheasants and quail on his land and a fishing stream one-half mile away.
Some day we are going to accept his invitation to go fishing and hunting.
The Editor is not much of a hunter, but he is a GREAT fisherman. Mr.
McDonough was connected with the Grand Island Business College at Grand
Island, Nebraska.

In 1913 Mr. McDonough came to the Zanerian College of Penmanship
and began his penmanship career.

/"

This envelope was received from MR. L. E. McDONOlOH
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Ed. Tell us, Mr. Barnhart. in your

own language about your penman-
ship training and experience as a

penman, teacher, and clerk of the

Akron Board of Education.

Mr. B. My first interest in writ-

ing was created when a younger

brother and I became old enough to

write on our slates. Our father had

told us that when a boy he had re-

ceived a prize for being the best

writer in school. We had him set

copies for us and when he had writ-

ten them we took our slates to him

to decide whose writing was the

better. He often decided in favor of

my brother when I thought that my
writing was better than his. This

irked me not a little and it spurred

me on to greater effort. From this

time on I kept up my interest in

learning to write a good hand.

For several years in school we

wrote in copybooks and during a

fifteen minute period we laboriously

wrote four lines with a cramped
finger movement. One year, how-
ever, we had a teacher who had
attended a Normal University and
had received professional training in

penmanship. He taught us to write

with the muscular movement. He
also engaged the teacher of penman-
ship at Wittenberg College in Spring-

field, Ohio, to come out and teach

an evening class in writing in our

Little Red School House. At the end

of his course, our teacher followed

it with another. Later in the year

the Wittenberg teacher had a class

in North Hampton, our postoffice

town and I attended this also. By
this time, I had made so much pro-

gress that the professor advised me
to continue my practice. He told me
that I had made more improvement

in a week than he had ever been

able to make in a month. I followed

his advice and took a course by mail

from one of the finest penmen in

the country.

It had been my intention to become

a teacher when old enough and earn

my way through school by teaching

in the winters and attending summer
schools as some of our teachers were

doing. This, however, took several

years. I had learned that many
teachers of penmanship and other

subjects secured positions in Normal
Schools and Colleges and took courses

while they taught. This, I decided to

do with my penmanship and I se-

lected the National Normal Univer-

sity, Lebanon, Ohio, as the school in

which I wished to teach. Six years

later, I had charge of the Penman-
ship Department of that Institution.

In the meantime, I received a

certificate and taught a country

school one term and then went to

Lebanon. I took the Teacher's Course

and specialized in penmanship. Here,

too, I made rapid progress in writing.

The professor advised me to go to

Michael's National Pen Art Hall,

Delaware, Ohio, the school that he

had attended. This I did at the end

of the term and in six weeks I com-

pleted the course and received a

diploma.

I then secured a position to teach

in Nelson's Business College, Cincin-

nati, Ohio. After teaching at this
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college over one year, I learned that

the teacher of penmanship at Leba-
non intended to resign at the end of

the year and that I would be offered

the position. My dream was coming
true. I returned to Lebanon and
continued my studies and took charge
of the Penmanship Department at

the beginning of the new term. I

taught here four years and the school

failed during the panic in 1893. While
here, I received three diplomas.

Teachers, Commercial and Penman-
ship, and credits in a number of

other studies. The school continued,

but I resigned to accept a position in

Soule Commercial College and Liter-

ary Institute, New Orleans, La., to

teach writing in the Commercial
Department and to have charge of

the Higher English Department which
corresponded to the Eighth Grade in

the Public Schools. Before leaving

for New Orleans, I spent a little

time at the Zanerian Art Colleges,

Columbus, Ohio.

After two years in New Orleans,

I went to Boston, Mass. to teach in

Burdett College, the largest Business

College in New England. I taught
there three years and then came to

Akron to establish a Bookkeeping
Course in the High School and to

Supervise the writing in the Ele-

mentary grades. After four years,

my position as Supervisor along with
those of some other Special teachers

was abolished as an economy meas-
ure. Before taking up my work here,

I spent some more time at the

Zanerian Art College.

I was later elected Clerk and
Treasurer of the Board of Education
in which position I served for four-

teen years and then resigned to go
into business with my son who had
returned from the army. This was
in 1919.

In the school election that year I

was chosen a member of the Board
for a term of four years. When my
term expired, I returned to a position

in the business office of the Board
and served as an accountant until my
retirement in 1938.

During the time I was connected
with the schools and since my retire-

ment, I engrossed the names on the
High School diplomas. For fourteen
years I also signed them as Clerk of

the Board. In consulting available

records, it was found that from 1899
to date, I had lettered more than
45,000 diplomas, a number larger

than the entire population of Akron
when I came here in 1898. In 1900
the population of Akron was 42,728.

I also lettered thousands of diplomas
for other schools.

Penholders and Equipment
While serving as Supervisor, I de-

signed an easy to hold penholder that

practically eliminated the necessity
for teaching the children penholding
which I found to be quite a task.

With this holder they simply "Did
what came naturally." I secured a
patent on this holder and years later

on a unique combination holder and
letter opener. I also designed a per-

sonalized fingerfitting holder that I

use for all my lettering. A specially

designed art board and ruling equip-

ment for my diploma work and this

penholder were made by students of

the Hower Trade School from plans,

specifications and a model furnished

to the school.

Handwriting Expert
Since coming to Akron I have

frequently been consulted in cases of

disputed handwriting and have ap-
peared as an expert witness in the

courts of Summit and other counties.

Membership In Organizations

At present I am a member of the

following: Methodist Church, Masonic
Club, McGuffey Society, Fifty Year
Club, and Summit County Historical

Society. In former years I was a
member of the Chamber of Com-
merce, Real Estate Board, Kiwanis
Club and Crime Clinic.

11k £.A Laptev

Glumous, Ohio

Cits

^J

beautiful little Kerns from two "f America's finest engrossers. The
an envelope from .1. B. HAGl'E, 601 West 115th Street. New York

The Christmas Card is by A. M. (iROVE.
The lettering on both specimens deserves your careful study. It
and contains enough individualit.\ to reveal that both of these m
lettering, which comes only after years of lettering.
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Genuine Copperplate Script Vs.

Freehand Shaded Business Writing
By E. A. LIPFER

Genuine copperplate script, that

style of handwriting in which the

upstrokes are fine hairlines and the

downstrokes are shaded, has been in

use for many years.

Many books containing exquisite

examples of this style were published

a hundred years ago in England.

Germany. Italy and other countries.

Considerable of this kind of writing

was done years ago on old documents

and court and state records. Some
of the Spanish speaking countries

still teach this style in their schools.

It is considered the most beautiful

style of handwriting, but because of

the slow manner of writing it it has

been generally found undesirable for

general writing. It still remains the

outstanding style of handwriting for

engrossed documents and work where

beauty is desired. In point of value

to the engrosser it ranks next to

lettering.

It is called Copperplate script,

Roundhand, Engrossers Script, En-

gravers Script, Freehand Script and

Commercial Script.

There are various modifications of

this style of writing, mainly (1) the

genuine modern copperplate style

used by engrossers and hand engrav-

ers, (2) the freehand style used by

some penmen and (3) the many
varieties of styles containing a mix-

ture of script and lettering used by

commercial artists and advertising

men. Your newspapers and maga-
zines contain many good and poor

examples of the latter style. We
shall not in this article consider the

last mentioned style, but shall only

call your attention to the fact that

commercial artists must have recog-

nized the great beauty and value of

this style, otherwise they would not

have used it so extensively as a

foundation for so many of their

styles. After all, they must use

styles containing the greatest amount
of legibility and beauty.

It is our desire to show why the

copperplate style is superior for en-

grossers for high priced work and

why freehand or shaded business

writing is more suited for quick and

less expensive commercial jobs.

As stated, genuine copperplate

script has been in existence for cen-

turies and with very slight changes

it has remained almost the same all

these years.

Script in the old. books was very

carefully and skillfully cut on steel

by expert hand engravers. It con-

tained more flourishes than the style

used today by the best writers and
hand engravers, though you often

see some very excellent examples of

flourished letters in script today

which have been copied from the old

masters. We rarely see the bureau

of engraving which perhaps repre-

sents the best hand engravers today

using anything but a simple dignified

style of script.

This style of handwriting is written

by engrossers with the hand well

down on the paper forming a firm

foundation. The side of the hand or

fist rests firmly on the paper allow-

ing the fingers to work easily and
produce firm smooth lines when the

pen is moved slowly. This is the

position recommended for all slow

writing, lettering or inking in lines

where extreme care and accuracy of

form is required.

This manner of working has a

tendency to simplify forms of letters

as large flourishes are hard to pro-

duce with a slow drawn movement
and at the same time get smooth

lines. The large flourishes are

usually pencilled and inked in slowly.

In finest expensive specimens the

work is first suggested in pencil for

spacing and arrangement, then proof-

read for spelling and English. The
script is then carefully written over

the pencil suggested forms.

This manner of working leads to

the greatest possible accuracy in

script, for high class work. It is the

sure way of working for accuracy.

From time to time the freehand

or shaded business writing style has

/ Bus/r?ess wr/J-/nj£r-

S/pat^ec/£isj/s7e-js wr/f/ntj- Awkw&rcV

, More Curves £?r?cJ be^er ha/fice - 0csf- scaffrrec/

Ba/ancec/ (/nSc/a/lCed

f Bar/tzr/ced, artzrcefu/, so/zc?

(Jp ana/ c/own sfro/res near same s/anf~ ' \
r Cer

'H/'ahesr-

cen-t-er
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sprung up. The promoters of this

style used the same forms as in

business writing, but shaded the

downstrokes and added a few flour-

ishes as used in ornamental penman-
ship. The movement has also been
similar to that used in business

writing. They used a free gliding

movement on the beginning strokes,

the upstrokes, and the final strokes.

The hand rested only on the little

fingers and the muscle below the

elbow. The hand is up on the fingers

in an unsteady position as in business

writing and quality of line depends
upon a rapid movement. In that

position a slow motion produced
broken lines and awkward breaks
because of the flimsy hand support
of the fingers. A free swing is

necessary for any degree of success,

but this is a hit and miss method.
One never can be sure of getting

accurate forms when using a rapid

free swing.

Business writing is a style of hand-
writing developed for or because of

speed and freedom for communica-
tion and record purposes. The letters

are made with a swinging motion of

the arm and with the hand ever
reaching higher and higher to the

right as illustrated in slanting over
turns in letters like n. The highest

point of the turn in slanting business

writing is directly above the down-
stroke. This form shows action and
enables one to write with speed. It

is an active looking, but off balance,

form. It lacks symmetry and grace.

Compare the two examples on the

last line in the illustration herewith.

The arch in the turn of the business

form is high at the right side and
is unbalanced. A line drawn through
the center does not hit the center

of the arch, but crosses considerably

below the top of the turn.

The other one has the highest

part of the arch of the turn near
the center and is more nearly per-

fectly balanced. When lines are
drawn directly through the center of

the forms in genuine copperplate
script they will touch the highest

point in the arch of the turns and
ovals. The same is true at the

baseline on u turns, ovals, etc.

In writing the shaded business

writing style the turns are sharp and
unbalanced and too much movement
is used on the connective strokes.

In business writing it is proper to

have two slants. ( 1 ) Main or down-
stroke slants and (2) connective or

upstroke slants. In genuine script

the upstrokes and downstrokes should
be more nearly on the same slant.

In the second line the word, while
carefully written, does not have as
much grace as the third line into

which we have introduced a little

more roundness of turn. This third

line, however, is spread out and looks

rather scattered. The last line repre-

sents more nearly the ideal style for

genuine copperplate script.

What we would like to have you
do is begin a careful study of script,

keeping the above though in mind.

We will be glad to hear from any
engrosser or penman on the above
subject. We believe that the free-

hand style of roundhand is very
appropriate for cheap, quick work,
but it can never be used successfully

for jobs running into hundreds of

dollars where sureness and beauty
are essential. The slower and more
carefully one writes copperplate
script the more accurate and beauti-

ful it will be, and the more one in-

creases the speed in writing the more
accuracy and beauty is lost.

An Alphabet hy H. <i. HEALEV.
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Ornamental Penmanship

We believe that more fine penman-

ship is used today than at any other

time in history.

If you have examined the many
thousands of Christmas greetings for

this year you must have been im-

pressed with the various styles of

attractive penmanship used.

These cards are doing a fine job

of creating interest in fancy penman-

ship. The quality of the work is re-

markably good on many of the cards.

The styles of penmanship are vary-

ing and worth your careful study.

Legibility is usually stressed and the

designing quite good. Much of the

penmanship is on the vertical slant.

Many of the older styles used by

penmen have been used as models in

designing these modern cards.

All in all, we as penmen can profit

by imitating many of the good

qualities and ideas presented on

tnem. As a rule they are neat and

delicate in appearance and the color-

ing is beautiful.

Fine ornamental penmanship is

appreciated by the' masses as is

clearly demonstrated by the sale of

millions of cards during the holiday

season.

What could be more appropriate

for social purposes than beautiful

ornamental penmanship to carry your

message of good wishes to your

friends, or in business, to carry

thanks to customers and your appeal

to prospective customers?

Yes, ornamental penmanship is

being used effectively more and more

for social and business purposes.

The future holds excellent oppor-

tunities for various types of orna-

mental penmanship. Modern methods

of reproducing penmanship are open-

ing up new possibilities for the use

of fine ornamental penmanship.

r ' ' ' ^/^ A; A M J- t J'
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GUESS WHO
THE MADARASZ SIGNATURE

CONTEST

Mr. George W. Kuhne, Lawrence

National Bank, Lawrence, Kansas,

was the winner of the November

Madarasz Signature Contest. This

signature was written by Rene'

Guillard.

At this time we have not received

a correct answer to The December

Contest or to the January Contest.

The December signature was sub-

mitted by Paul O'Hara, Maury Hill

High School, Norfolk, Virginia. The

January signature was written by

? ? ? ?. Let's try this one again.

Very few have even ventured to Madarasz Signature? Again we offer

guess on it. a years subscription to the first

Who wrote the accompanying correct answer.

^2\m^X^XU^l^f^

Practical Business Writing by JAMES T. M VUI U. of the Marion Business College. Marion, Ind.
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Handwriting Procedures For
Beginners

MRS. EVELYN McKELVIE

McKinley School, Kearne> , N. J.

Handwriting is a very definite skill.

Of all the skills taught in the first

grade, handwriting is the one that

shows the most tangible evidence of

abilities being acquired.

In Kearny, we follow a well defined

plan of teaching, which you will

observe as I proceed. The reason is

that we feel in the first grade we are

establishing basic habits which we
hope will be the ground work of all

future written work.

We teach manuscript writing in

the first grade and first half of the

second grade. You may differ with

me as to the advantages of teaching

it. But from experience I find that

manuscript writing is easier for

young children to learn. The letters

stand out as separate units. The unit

of movement is shorter. There are

no connecting strokes, and it is less

fatiguing. The form resembles print

in the readers with which the child

is usually familiar. Since the letters

are kept separate, it is easier for the

child to detect his errors and to

evaluate his own skill and improve-

ment. It aids the child in early

written composition work. I feel that

it also aids in the teaching of spelling

and reading.

Beginning first grade writing is

started at the blackboard. Here the

teacher can easily observe the class

as a whole, and each child can com-

pare his work with another child's.

I rule the blackboard with a staff

liner containing white chalk. Instead

of making continuous lines, I make
individual boxes to suit the various

heights of the children.

The child is first taught what
position he must use. He faces the

blackboard squarely with the hand

not in use holding the eraser at the

small of his back. He uses a piece

of chalk suitable to the size of his

hand. The chalk points to the palm
of his hand.

We teach the child to differentiate

between a line and a space. From
past experience we have found that

many times upper grade children

could not do this.

In first grade, the fundamental

strokes to be taught are a two space

line, space and a half line, one space

line, one space oval and two space

oval as needed. The first grader has

made definite progress when he has

mastered these strokes. He is now
ready to make any letters that we
may introduce.

It is in the teaching of these basic

strokes and the combinations of them
to make the letters of the alphabet

that the teacher's imaginative little

stories may aid materially in im-

pressing upon the child the right

direction of the stroke. For example,

all letters "sit on" or touch lines.

Learning to write a good hand-

writing helps to build character

and confidence and is an asset in

any responsible position; scrawly,

illegible handwriting retards pro-

gress and is a detriment.

The straight lines are soldiers stand-

ing in a row. The circle is a ball,

not an egg. The "t" wears a bow
tie. The "r" has a curved part like

the top of an umbrella—the rainy

day letter. "W" is a letter with slides.

The "s" curves like a pretzel. Many
stories suggest themselves as a new
letter is taught.

After the fundamental strokes

have been learned, I like to teach

the letters of action words (run, hop,

jump, skip, etc.) In the child's be-

ginning reading work simple stories

such as "I can run" or "I can hop"

have been learned. Now the child

can learn to make the letters and to

write the words. He knows the words

by sight. He has the satisfaction of

being able to write what he already

knows how to read. The length of

time spent in teaching writing at the

blackboard will be determined by the

ability of the class.

The transition to paper is a carry-

over of an old situation. For a few
lessons, the child writes on plain

paper which is folded into the same
number of spaces, the size of those

used at the blackboard. Large spaced

lined paper is also available and will

prove as satisfactory. The same sub-

ject matter is used as at the black-

board. The paper is placed square

with the desk so that the vertical

down strokes will be made toward

the body. The child sits with his

feet fiat on the floor. He uses a pencil

with a large soft lead so as to make
a broad mark.

Impatiently, the first grader looks

forward to writing on regular lined

paper. We use a yellow lined paper

with alternate dark and light lines

about half an inch apart. For the

next few weeks, one half of a sheet

of paper is used rather than a whole

sheet. It is less confusing to the

child.

For written material we use our

basic manual and correlate all first

grade activities with our writing.

For example, take art. The children

have a favorite rag doll. They make
her from cardboard and dress her.

They then learn to write her name
and some short sentences describing

her.

In music, the children learn many
lovely snow songs. They write the

words of the songs.

For language work, the children

compose a story chart about a walk

in the park, or planting seeds, or

daily news of happenings in the

classroom. They copy the stories to

take home.

During arithmetic time, the child

learns how to write the numbers
from one to ten, just as carefully as

he learns to write letters.

This sums up handwriting pro-

cedures for beginners as followed in

Kearny. I hope that this discussion

has given you constructive help to

understand what our far-reaching

motives are and to aid you in your

teaching of primary handwriting.
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Supplementary Ornamental Copies

P. A. Shoemaker, 710 Franklin

Street, Williamsport, Pa., was recent-

ly awarded a Professional Certificate

in penmanship, by The Educator. Mr.

Shoemaker states that he has earned

on an average of $1.00 per hour

filling certificates, and has made
extra money writing cards, invita-

tions, etc. We congratulate Mr.

Shoemaker on his fine work and hope

to see more of his work in the near

future.

Study the simple fi

few nourishes, but

is of thes

oil nonrisl

letters. They contain comparatively

has a definite meaning or purpose.

Send me your order. 40c a dozen, postpaid
AGENTS WANTED
A. W. COOPER

R. I). If Ringoes, New Jersey

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles

Meub's Professional Black Ink
Sent Postpaid $1.00

The ink which produces rich black shades
and fuie hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1914 I oma Vista Street
Pasadena 4, California

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine Gillott Shading Pens

—

The original No. l's and No. 604, E.F.'s

She,
By H.H'.Snn/tA ,Penman

/n Pe/rce ScAoof oi~

PnS/aJe/pni Pennst

.

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
The opportunity is offered all who v ish to

re MASTERY OF CONTROL in hand-
writ nq with the least effort and little xpense.

The finest qualities are:

1. ' STRAHM SPECIAL'" Coir pound. Models
2. STRAHM" Conipound. Stan dard Models
3. ' STRAHM" Con pound. Crow Quill Models
4. ' STRAHM" Com pound. Long Round Models
All landmade desig led for begir ners of hand-
writl ng and professi >nal penmen. Prices right.

Senc for FREE circulars.

Address: F. L. TOWER. 601 W Pleasi nt St..

Hammonto New Jersey
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Device

I used the following device in

teaching the upper loop letters and

found that the pupils were interested:

How many have heard of the

quintuplets who were born in Canada
and are now twelve years old? Tell

me about them. Then I show them

a picture of the girls.

Name them, please. (The names
are written on the board.) Marie,

Cecile, Annette, Yvonne, Emilie.

Today, we will begin the study of

the quintuplet letters. As some one

said the five little girls look alike,

so do the letters today all look alike.

They start the same way and are

the same height. All are tall.

(Then under the names on the

board write 11111.)

Contributed by a Supervisor.

THE STORY OF THE QUINTUPLET LETTERS.

You can't tell one from another.

Can Mamma Dionne and Papa Dionne

and the nurses tell the little girls

apart ? Yes, they can. When you are

with them, you can see differences.

The same with our letters today.

(Then write again underneath the

others.)

Which is the smallest girl? Marie.

Here is Marie and write the letter 1.

Next comes Cecile, a little different

from 1 but not much— (write b).

The next two like to do the same
things, Annette and Yvonne. Here

they are h and k. Now we have

Emilie left. I have read that she is

different for she uses her left hand

very much. What letter is left? Yes,

it's f.

The copy on the board will look

like this:

Now we are ready to write. (Write

on the board enough to show pupils

what you wish them to do.)

Write a line of single one-space

ovals. Then one or two lines of

"1 1 1" calling attention to beginning

curve and where down stroke crosses.

Next write one or two lines of 1 1.

Then use it in a word. Then in the

succeeding lessons, take the other

letters, calling attention to likeness

of letters and also to the difference.

Close lesson with, "It would be

fine if we all could see the five little

girls and wonder if we could tell

them apart.

Mane- Cecile- Annette -Yvonne -Emilie

J J J -J -J
J, J- Jls Jh /
JJJ JsJ<J< JottAs

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
. Estimates furnished

143 East State

Trenton, N
Street

J.

ENGROSSER WANTED

Young man with some experience, am-

bitious. Good chance for advancement.

Write at once to BOX 652

c/o THE EDUCATOR
Columbus, Ohio

Cards Written 15c dozen or 4 for 50c
Instruction in: Brush and Pen Lettering

Poster and Ad Lay-outs
Applied Art Drawing in Pencil, Ink, and
Wash.
Anatomy—Fashion Illustrations,

Orchestra Perspeitic & Landscape
Have some crochet doilies for sale.

Bonks—Oxford Press - 6x4—35c
Published music compositions - Violin - 15c

Address: PEARL DICKINSON
c/o The Educator, Columbus. Ohio

Write for my free book. "How to Become an

Expert Penman." which shows what others

have accomplished by taking my courses. En-

close 10c for one of my favorite pen points

and your name with a beautiful flourished

bird written on a card. Write today!

T. M. TEYIS Box Chillicothe, Mo.
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A New Series of Flourishes
SNOW BIRD No. 3

F. B. COIRTNEV, 12:!65 Cherryla I). I IIMl. Ml, hit

I beautifully <><h1 friend fro

— THE COVER —
The cover this month was con-

tributed by W. L. Newark of the

Zaner-Bloser Engrossing- Studio. Mr.
Newark is a versatile penman being

able to do all types of pen and brush

work and has a local reputation as an
oil painter.

Brer Groundhog has his day Feb-

ruary 2nd. He is undoubtedly the

only animal with this unusual in-

stinct. He comes out and looks over

the world with a scrutinizing eye and
if we make it too hot for him he

goes back into seclusion for another

six weeks while we supposedly face

another six weeks of cold weather.

EDWARD O. FOLSOM DIES

Edward O. Folsom, 72, former

secretary of the Board of Education.

Utica, New York, died early in

December. He recently retired from

his position after 25 years of serv-

ice. He was born in Barclay. Kansas,

in 1874, graduated from Central

Normal College in Great Bend, Kan-
sas, and from the School for Com-
mercial Teachers in Cedar Rapids,

Iowa. Later he took courses in New
York University.

For some time he taught in Green
Bay and Milwaukee before accepting

a position in Worcester, Massachu-
setts. He went to Utica in 1911 and
became head of the commercial de-

partment in Utica Free Academy.

As a young man he took writing

and became attracted to penmanship
by the work of L. Madarasz in the

Cedar Rapids Business College. For
many years he was a teacher of

business writing and commercial

subjects. All through his life he was
an artist and enthusiast for penman-
ship and collected many specimens
from famous penmen. Some of these

specimens appeared in the columns
of The Educator.
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J. A. Buell
It is with deepest feeling of regret

that we announce the death of our

good friend and former pupil, J. A.

Buell, who for 38 years was the pen-

manship teacher at Minneapolis,

Minnesota, Business College, having

retired from teaching only a few
months ago at the age of 86.

Julius Arza Buell was born on

September 30, 1860, in Washington
County, Ohio. When only six weeks
old his father, and mother with his

uncle and aunt took a flat boat down
the Ohio River to the Mississippi

River, from the Mississippi to the

Arkansas River, pushing the flat boat

with sweep oars.

When reaching the Arkansas River

they had to push against the current

but here they met with a steamboat.

They discovered that they knew the

captain and he gave them a helping

hand by tieing their boat to the

steamboat and took them to Little

Rock. After landing here they

bought land from the Government
and took up claim.

Shortly after their arrival, the

Civil War spread west of the Missis-

sippi River, and Julius H. Buell, his

father, and uncle were impressed into

the southern army and sent to train-

ing camp. Mr. J. A. Buell's father

died soon afterwards in a training

camp.

His uncle escaped from the train-

ing camp and made his way back to

his folks near Little Rock. He secured

a team of mules and then took his

relatives with him, and traveling

with mules by night and hiding dur-

ing daytime when finally they reached

a point in Missouri, which point was
under the northern lines. From
there they went back to Ohio in 1863.

Mr. J. A. Buell went through the

6th grade in Greenstreet grammar
school. He left school at the age of

13, worked on a farm to make a

home for his mother. At the age of

21 he went back to Little Rock.

Arkansas to see if he could reclaim

the land which his father had laid

claim to, but it had been sold for

taxes. While there he attended a

Business College in Little Rock and

became interested in penmanship and
other business branches.

He returned to Ohio where he

married an old schoolmate, Effie

Woodburn in 1883. From here they

went to Urbana, Indiana where he

rented a farm and farmed until 1898

and during all this time he studied

nights with the intention of becoming

a business college instructor. In the

year of 1898 he attended the Cham-
plain Business College for a few

months in the winter. In the spring

of 1899 he took a position as instruc-

tor in Alexandria, Indiana and was
there about six months. From here

he went to Red Wing, Minnesota as

an instructor in Red Wing Business

College and remained here until the

year 1905. From here he went to

Toledo Business College in Toledo,

Ohio where he remained for about

nine months. In the year of 1906 he

attended the Zanerian College to

take special training in penmanship,

engrossing and methods of teaching.

After completing a course in pen-

manship here he returned to Red
Wing, Minnesota where he became

a instructor in the Lutheran Ladies

Seminary. In the year of 1908 he

took a position as an instructor in

the Minneapolis Business College in

Minneapolis, Minnesota where he

served continuously until retirement

in July of 1946.

He became nationally known as a

teacher of penmanship. He had more
than 25,000 students in his years of

teaching, of whom more than 7300

won writing certificates for profi-

ciency in business writing. This is

more certificates than any other

teacher has ever won.

He became especially famous for

his success in teaching business

writing to lefthanded students, a

capacity he had himself developed

following an accident in which he

broke his own right wrist.

To all who were left-handed in his

classes he gave encouragement and

showed them that they could learn

to write the same as right-handed

pupils with the proper training. He
wrote a series of articles for The
Educator on the left-handed writers.

His entire life was typified by an

almost unequalled loyalty to the

Methodist Church which he joined

approximately 75 years ago. Coming
to Minneapolis, he immediately joined

the First Methodist Church of this

city. In 1916, having built his home
at 4526 Blaisdell Avenue he trans-

ferred his membership to Hobart

Church, where it has since resided.

At one time or another he served in

almost every capacity the church

offers. Especially significant was his

long term of approximately twenty
years as secretary of the Quarterly
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Conference; his equally long service

as an usher; and his membership on

the Official Board for almost the en-

tire length of his membership in the

church here, which amounted to

thirty years.

At the age of 60 he became inter-

ested in playing the cello and took

lessons at the McPhail School of

Music and later played in the Minne-

apolis Amateur Symphony.

Mr. Buell passed away on Decem-

ber 19, 1946. He was preceded in

death by his wife. Mrs. Effie W. Buell

and his son. Earl H. Buell. Surviving

are his son, Clyde W. Buell; two

daughters - in - law Mrs. Clyde W.

Buell, and Mrs. Marietta Morrison

Buell; nine grandchildren and four

great grandchildren.

Mr. Buell was one of the most

enthusiastic promoters of good pen-

manship of his time.

Yes, the profession has lost anoth-

er fine character, an excellent teach-

er, and a faithful friend.

Department of Handwriting

New Jersey Education Assoc.

OFFICERS—1947

President

Mrs. Irene K. Acker
Supervisor of Handwriting

Kearny, New Jersey

Vice President

Mrs. Margaret Trueman
Supervisor of Handwriting
Paterson, New Jersey

Secretary

Mrs. Helen Riddler

Massachusetts Ave. School

Atlantic City, N. J.

Treasurer

Mrs. Helen Y. Shafer

Supervisor of Handwriting
Dunellen, New Jersey

What have you to contribute to

The Educator? This is your maga-

Practical Engrossing
By E. A. LI'PFKR
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This type of engrossing is

but it represents a mediun
or sections according to se
used in advertising;.

and turned mit without too much time devoted to it,

work. The object was to group the various headings
division, t lie was advertisers block or croup material

e heading is one group; the name and address as another; the ofSce. association, and ye
another; the body as another, etc. As a rule business men who are familiar with adve

ing like I his type of grouping material.
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Pen Flourishing
By T. M. TEVIS, Chilliccithe. Mn

LESSON NO. 5

This lesson is a bald eagle. Sketch

the eagle in pencil as indicated by

the top outline. The figures show

the order in which the strokes are

made and the arrows show direction

of movement. Strokes one and two

are made by pulling the pen toward

your body, and stroke three and the

lower part of stroke five are made

by pushing the pen away from your

body. All the other strokes are made
by turning your paper in a position

so you will be pulling your pen

toward your body at all times. Give

particular attention to the head, bill,

eye, feet, and claws, as they are the

most distinguishing features. Note

that all the toes are made first and

then the claws are added. After you

have completed the eagle then add

the light lines that form a back-

ground. The lines on the neck give

the head and part of the neck a

white appearance, which is typical

of the bald eagle.

"WANTED ENGROSSER. Some-
one who can do good small broad

-

pen lettering. Submit specimens
which will be returned."

DENNIS & BAIRD
164 Montague St.,

Brooklyn 2, N. V.
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SPECIMENS RECEIVED
Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

Mr. Roy Whitehurst

P. O. Box No. 173

Burlington, Vermont

E. Austin Jones

3101 Huntchinson Street

Fort Worth, Texas

Henry S. Shaver

P. O. Box 354

Roanoke 3. Virginia

Mr. David Klein

570 Broadway
New York, New York

J. D. Carter

Deerfield, Illinois

George Dassenko
1938 Lincoln Street

Denver 5, Colorado

P. D. Montalbo

2418 Pine Street

San Francisco 15. Calif.

R. L. Calmes
Box 121

Plymouth, Indiana

Mr. R. E. Grissom
Okemah, Oklahoma

Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McDonough
Route No. 1

Clyde, Kansas

T. M. Tevis

Chillicothe, Missouri

H. O. Kiesling

Arcadia. California

J. A. L. Vezina

76B Julia Street

Quebec, Canada

Mr. Lester N. Davis

402 Maxwell Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming

Mr. Felipe Rivera

74 West 108th Street

New York 25, New York

Mr. Gaston A. Mouton
1209 Tenth Street

Orange, Texas

Charles J. Romont
52 Montgomery Street

Boston 16, Massachusetts

V. E. Sarff

309 South Milton Street

Whittier. California

dashing penmanship by Portal. North Dakota.

On December 28th the Chicago

penmen, most of whom are Zanerians,

met in what has developed into an

annual affair. They enjoyed an after

Christmas dinner, (stuffed turkey and

cranberry sauce) examined collec-

tions of pen work and enjoyed a

social time. Those present were
Lester L. Fields, A. M. Grove, Rene

Guillard, Lawrence F. Klarquist, and
Herbert J. Walters. After enjoying

their social meeting they all visited

the Commercial Teachers Association

at the Sherman Hotel where they had
a pleasant visit with Mr. R. E. Bloser

and others. Before disbanding they
wrote notes to the three outstanding

living penmen: F. B. Courtney, H. P.

Behrensmeyer, and E. L. Brown.
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Women To The Front
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In a recent issue of The Educator

we published an alphabet, and under

which we issued a challenge to the

effect that we doubted whether many
other women could equal it. We re-

ceived the accompanying letter from
Miss Pearl April of 3248 West Argyle
Street, Chicago, Illinois, as one of

her regular lessons in our engrossing

script course. It is so beautiful that

we could not help but publish it to

show that other women are coming
to the front in pen work.
We will be glad to see work from

other contenders.

Mrs. April is developing into a
very fine script writer. Very few
women today can excell her in

regularity of line, spacing, and pleas-

ing effect.

SUPPLEMENTARY
PRACTICE FOR THE

SIXTH GRADE LEVEL
1. Give word lists and let the class

arrange them alphabetically.

2. Dictate small letters and arrange
in four columns. In each column
write the name of one of the

groups as to size—Minimum, In-

termediate, Upper Loop, Lower
Loop.

3. Group the capitals as to move-
ment. Arrange in the three

columns — Direct Oval, Indirect

Oval, Push and Pull.

4. Take the small letters and ar-

range in three columns as to the

type of beginning stroke:

Under Curve
i, u, w, e, t, b, j,

f, h. k, 1, p, r, s.

Over Curve
m, n, v, x, y, z.

Down Curve
o, a, c, q, g, d.

5. Write words asking for letters

from some of the above groups.

6. Drill on sentence arrangement on
the line—28-30 letters per line.

Observe margins.

7. As a class activity, build up a

series of statements under the

heading:

Do you know that

—

Example - r, t, w, begin with

under curves.

Encourage each child to con-

tribute to this lesson.

8. Develop the most needed capitals

first- D, O, A, C, S, I, T, W, M,
H, Y. Use geographic or histori-

cal words.

Mrs. Sidney April is doing some
very fine professional work in Text
Lettering and Engrossing Script. She
is taking this work by correspondence

and is really doing finer work than

many of the professional workers
are doing. Congratulations!
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The Eaatem -seaboard has been in darkness for several years and the population existing under a nerve
fear of bombs thai one is greatly impressed as he rides through these same eities today as they i

brilliantly lighted.

The above, poem was written by FANNIE C. KENDALL. Beverly, Mass.. after an automobile ride

neighbors, through Darners, Peabody. Lynn, Salem, and Beverly, to see the Christmas decoratii

brilliant lighting which impressed her as being grand and glorious.
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A specimen contributed by MICHAEL I.EIPHOI.Z, 2819 White Avenue. Baltimore, Maryland. It is

different in arrangement, and worth a place In your scrap book.
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Constructive Criticism
By E. A. Ll'PFER
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SLANT

Many teachers and students have

difficulty in making letters at the

proper slant.

It has been generally conceded that

manuscript should be vertical. It

should be as near as possible like

the vertical type which appears in

the spelling and reading books, so

that the pupil has only one style of

letter to learn.

The first thing to do in correcting

improper slant is to see that the

position of the body, arms, and

paper is correct. The elbows should

be evenly on the desk. The child

should sit facing the desk. The paper

should be held directly in front of

the eyes with the edges of the paper

parallel to the edges of the desk.

This is slightly different from the

position of the paper in cursive writ-

ing which the second grade teacher

introduces when cursive writing is

started. Where the paper is tipped

to the right or left a forward or

backward slant is the result.

Teach the child to pull the strokes

down toward the center of his body.

A few slant lines such as illustrated

on the specimen herewith will help

to show the pupil which letters are

off slant.

Special attention should be given

to the slant of the circular letters.

The perfect circle does not lean for-

ward or backward. Many people,

however, make the mistake of slant-

ing the circular parts forward which
makes them slanting ovals in place

of circles.

Give special attention to the letters

which are falling over forward or

backward. Some pupils have trouble

with some particular letters. In the

samples above, No. 2 and No. 3,

trouble was experienced with the

capital C. It might help in difficult

cases for the teacher to draw a verti-

cal line and permit the pupil to make
the letter around the vertical line.

We often do this in lettering classes.

Small e's and a's are trouble makers
in slant. Watch them!

In No. 6 we have a common
tendency of slanting the S backward
and making the letter top-heavy.

Teach the child to test the slant of

their own work by drawing vertical

lines or by holding a ruler or piece

of paper along the edges of the

letters.
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We received some very interesting photographs from Miss Olive G. Wear, 3121 Hoagland Street, Ft. Wayne,
Indiana. Photographs were of pupils and the various projects which they have worked out in the Ft. Wayne
Public Schools under the direction of Miss Wear and the various grade teachers. The accompanying story was
developed by the class. A committee of five wrote the enlarged forms and then inked the copy so that the

picture might show their skill. This is a very fine example of correlation of language, reading, history, geography,

and art. The interest arose when the class began their study of the Hot Dry Lands—The Beginning of Time.

This picture was taken in the 4-B room of the James H. Stewart School. Miss Ophelia Graeff is the teacher.

Write for our new Free Book,
"How to Become a Good
Penman." Enclose 10c for

a Professional Pen Point and
your name beautifully written.
Write today.

THE TAMBLYN SCHOOL
43S Ridge Building
Kansas City. Mo.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
MISSOULA, MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

uperior placement servi

ALASKA AND THE WEST

Greatest teacher shortage in Nation's history.

Enroll now for emergency and fall positions.

Unequalled opportunities throughout West
and Alaska.

Free Life Membership.
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BOOK REVIEW
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

but especially in books of interest and value to

commercial teachers including books of special

educational value and books on business sub-

jects. All such books will be briefly reviewed
In these columns, the object being to give suffi-

cient description of each to enable our readers

to determine its value.

AT HOME WITH ARTISTIC PEN
WORK, BOOK No. 3, CARD
WRITING, First Edition 1946, by

Stephen A. Ziller, Published by the

Tamblyn School of Penmanship,

Kansas City, Missouri. Cardboard

cover, 32 pages.

This book is devoted to Card Writing. It

contains cards written in Business Writing,

Ornamental Writing, and Roundhand by the

author.

In the beginning the author shows the

proper position of penholding. He also shows
how to line up and rule cards and other little

tricks. Considerable instruction on how to

make the various combinations are given.

AT HOME WITH ARTISTIC PEN
WORK, BOOK No. 5, BIRD AND
DESIGN FLOURISHING, First

Edition, 1946, by Stephen A. Ziller,

Published by the Tamblyn School

of Penmanship, Kansas City, Mis-

souri. Cardboard Cover, 32 pages.

This little volume is devoted to pen flourish-

ing. Today nearly every magazine and news-
paper contains flourishing derived from flour-

ishing practiced by penmen. One finds many
beautiful designs made by commercial artists

which have been bodily taken from the work
of penmen. Penmen today are finding new
ways of using flourishings which have been

;ial artists and advertis-

The in this book has presented the

fundamental strokes leading up to Bird
Flourishing. He also shows how flourishing

can be used around letters and in other ways
for decorative purposes.

A SHORT-CUT TO CORRECT PRO-
NUNCIATION, IN TWO SEC-
TIONS, by Estelle B. Hunter, Pub-

lished by The Better English In-

stitute of America. 94 pages Sec-

tion 1. 89 pages Section 2. Card-

board cover.

This ne\v pronunciation guide is notably
different from any other book on the subject,
particularly in the following respects

:

1. Although the compilation is by far the
most thorough of its kind ever made,
the Short-Cut lists only those words of
practical importance which Americans
usually mispronounce.

2. For each word having more than one
acceptably correct pronunciation the
Short-Cut shows and recommends only
that most widely used in cultivated
American speech.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

The index l'sts the five thousand entries

in alphabetical order for advantages of

reference, but the words are grouped for
study into categories, such as music,
operas, literature, geographical names,
menu French, foods, textiles, little

words, general words, and other inter-

esting classifications.

In addition to pronunciation, the pre-
sentation includes a complete and ex-
ceptionally practical treatment of enun-
ciation.

items as material, pencilling, vertical spaces,
line spacing, and movement. Some of the
alphabet covered are Modified Old English,
Medieval. Old English, Engrossers Script,
Italian Style, Modified French Roundhand,
Broad Pen Roman, Old Style Classic Roman,
Gothic, and Light Line Lettering-

HIGH GRADE

AT HOME WITH ARTISTIC PEN
WORK, BOOK No. 4, ENGROSS-
ING ALPHABETS, First Edition

1946, by Stephen A. Ziller, Pub-

lished by the Tamblyn School of

Penmanship, Kansas City. Missouri.

Cardboard Cover, 32 pages.

This book is devoted to lettering and con-
tains many interesting modern alphabets by
the author. It shows Mr. Ziller's photograph
turning out some of his high-class work.
Proper position is illustrated. It covers such

DIPLOMAS*^
CERTiriCATES.

L
Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—-Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

r c \

This charter recently appeared in The Educator in which we gave the Martin Studio,

by mistake, credit for having made it. This charter was made, designed, and exe-

cuted by H. <;. BIRTNER, 1520 Pine Street, Philadelphia. Pa.



How to Prepare As a Penman

Excellent Opportunities Await You

Attend the Zanerian College of Penmanship at Columbus, Ohio and

receive thorough personal training in all branches of penmanship,

lettering, engrossing, and illuminating, at any time during the year.

Approved by the United States Veterans bureau for the training of

G. I. students.

A Summer School will be conducted for teachers and those desiring

to spend their vacation improving themselves in pen work or teaching.

2. Take work by correspondence if you cannot come to the Zanerian

College in person. The Zanerian College offers efficient correspond-

ence courses. You will be surprised at the progress you can make by

following a course at home under our careful supervision.

3. Successful men in every profession use books as their main source

of information. You too can get books on pen work and improve

yourself. We publish many books especially prepared to help you.

Write for our supply catalog.

Your training or your library is not complete and up-to-date unless

you keep your name on the subscription list of the Educator.

We have a complete penmanship service. Write us.

The Zanerian College of Penmanship
612 N. Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio
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Learn Modern Engrossing
ZANERIAN MANUAL OF ALPHABETS

AND ENGROSSING

GREATEST BOOK ON MODERN ENGROSSING

SCRIPT • TEXT LETTERING • STANDARD ALPHABETS •

SHADING • PEN DRAWING • WASH DRAWING • INITIAL

LETTERS • SCROLLS • BORDERS • RESOLUTIONS •

CERTIFICATES • HONOR ROLLS • HEADINGS • ILLUMI-

NATION • ETC.

Presents Engrossing in a simple and clear way so that
anyone can master this beautiful, popular art. Shows
how you can develop a high-class profitable engrossing
business or add to your present income.

It contains the finest examples ever produced by many
of America's most talented engrossing artists. The art
work, engravings and materials represent many thousands
of dollars. Single resolutions sometimes cost as much as
a thousand dollars.

It is the one indispensable book for all engrossing
artists and all who wish to learn practical and profitable
engrossing or lettering. Price Postpaid $2.50

"INKHOLDER"
for Lettering Pens. But
little ink dipping is neces-
sary when this inkholder is

used. Saves time and pa-
tience when one has con-
siderable work to do.

Each 10 cents

Double Lettering Holder .20c

INKS
Zanerian India Postpaid, $ .25

Arnold's Black, 4 oz Postpaid, $ .65

Higgins Eternal (black) 2 oz Postpaid, $ .15

PAPERS
Zanerian 5 lb., Express Coll $1.50

Zanerian No. 9, Express Coll 85

Artificial Parchment (16x21) 6 sheets post-
paid 1.50

Genuine Sheepskin (16x21) 1 sheet
postpaid 3.50

White Cardboard (22%x28%) 6 sheets
postpaid .90

TEXT LETTERING AND ENGROSSING
COURSE BY CORRESPONDENCE

Out Text Lettering and Engrossing Course will

train you to handle a broad pen successfully,
to letter diplomas, and do broad pen lettering
for all occasions. It covers in ten lessons
alphabets like the American, Unretouched and
Retouched Old English, Text, Shading, etc.

Teachers can profitably take this course, as well
as those who are going into the engrossing busi-
ness. Lettering as a business or as a sideline is

very profitable. You can become quite skillful

by faithfully following this course.

Tuition (including manual) $12.00

Supplies 2.85

LETTERING PENS
These are the pens that are j ^^

used by engrossers for exe- ^^^^^mC—^&^^k^iX, )

cuting the various styles of
^^^^5 -^JNMi"""'"'""/

Text lettering. For making single p^ted
or filling names in diplomas, 1. I 1

-.., 2, 2%. 3. 3%, 4. 5. 6

engrossing resolutions, ledger

headings, or for executing J"":
vZZ"._i__ii- . \

*"*\

any kind of practical, rapid ^^m ^ m̂*~~
^ L„ ,, „,.,]

lettering. These are numbers ^^^o tylllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIII);

of pens any engrossing artist Double pointed—10. 20. 30
ever has occasion to use.

1 set of twelve Pens, Nos. 1, 1%. 2. 2'i, 3. 3'A. 4, 5, and 6

single pointed, and Nos. 10. 20 and 30 double pointed, postpaid $ .35

1 dozen any numbers (assorted as desired) single pointed 25

1 dozen any numbers (assorted as desired) double pointed 60

Less than a dozen single pointed, 2 for 5c. Double pointed, 5c each

% gross of any one number single pointed pens, postpaid 50

1 gross of any one number single pointed pens, postpaid 1.75

Vi gross of any one number double pointed pens, postpaid 1.50

ADVANCED ENGROSSING COURSE
BY CORRESPONDENCE

Our advanced Engrossing Course supplements
our Roundhand and Text Lettering and Engros-
sing courses. It covers standard alphabets,
Egyptian, Roman, Medial, Old English, etc. It

covers the work from fundamentals of lettering
to the making of elaborate resolutions. It will

train you to make Initial letters, borders, scrolls,

alphabets, resolutions, memorials, testimonials,
diplomas and most of the things done by en-
grossers. This course lays a good foundation,
and if after completing it you desire to go higher
you can attend the Zanerian and complete your
training in a short time. The Text Lettering
and Engrossing course should be taken before
the Advanced Engrossing course.

Tuition (including text) $12.00

Supplies 2.10

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 NORTH PARK STREET COLUMBUS 8, OHIO



NATIONAL RECOGNITION
MEANS PRESTIGE
FOR YOUR SCHOOL

Membership roster includes schools

in the United States and six foreign

countries.

Details as to membership require-

ments, ethical standards, services

available and application blank upon

request.

-1 (Idress

:

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
COMMERCIAL COLLEGES

220 North Main Street Burlington, Iowa

Penmanship
Let Us Help You Now

Check Items You Are Interested in
and Mail to Us

Send catalog of Zanerian College of

Penmanship.

Send information regarding corres-

pondence work in Penmanship.

Send samples of Penmanship Maga-
zine.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books
and Supplies.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books
and Supplies for schools.

Name

Address

Columbus 8, Ohio

The Right

Fountain Pen

Point

for the

handwriting

system

you teach

bourses in penmanship
go a whole lot smoother when teacher

and students can pick a pen point that

suits the requirements exactly. Esterbrook

is the only fountain pen offering 33

such points — 33 inexpensive, different

points that are interchangeable in the

same holder, making each Esterbrook

precisely adaptable to your needs: ex-

tremely economical and practical, too.

THE ESTERBROOK PEN COMPANY
Cooper Street, Camden. N. J.

or The Brown Brothers. Ltd.. Toronto. Canada

RENEW-POINT FOUNTAIN PEN

^{aMAafr -J@ifaA SPmafotebt

WE STILL HAVE THAT GRACIOUS

OLD-FASHIONED HOSPITALITY

Ideally located ... superb service...

finest cuisine ... 22 floors of gracious

living. Five rooms for food and enter-

tainment: (1 ) Penquin Room (2) Sky-Hy

Room (3) Omar Cocktail Lounge (41

The Alcove (5) The New Coffee Shop

R. E. McEACHIN. m„„o S ,„ s dm,,

.CONTINENTAL
ELEVENTH AT BALTIMORE

DIRECTION SOUTHWEST HOTELS INCORPORATED H. 0. MANNING, FOUNDER
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\11 Units in the Arithmetic of Business

BUSINESS MATHEMATICS

Principles and Practice

Complete, Third Edition

A New 1946 Text

By R. Robert Rosenberg, Ed.D., C.P.A.

Comprehensive, Vocational Course
Business Mathematics, Principles and Practice, Complete, Third
Edition, contains 177 units of instruction and practice material on the

arithmetic of business— a comprehensive one-year course in business

mathematics. The emphasis throughout the text is on the vocational;

every topic deals with arithmetic computations that are commonly
made in the conduct of modern business.

Skill-Building Text
The big objective of Business Mathematics is to help the student

develop skill in making business arithmetic computations accurately

and quickly. Part I of the text is devoted to the fundamental processes

of arithmetic— addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and so

on—which are the foundation of skill in making applied calculations.

Based on the important premise that the student develops skill in

solving problems by solving them, the text provides him with more
than 8,000 clear-cut, short, frequently used examples and problems.

Involved, time-consuming, tricky problems are scrupulously avoided.

Uses Unit Plan and Learning Cycle
The contents of Business Mathematics are organized in convenient,

well-defined units of work, an arrangement that saves time and effort

lor teacher and student. Principles and applications are taught through

an effective, 4-step learning cycle: information and procedures—illus-

trative problems—learning exercises—problems for solution.

New 1946 Text
Business Mathematics, Principles and Practice, Complete. Third
Edition, is a new 1946 text—right up-to-date in content and presen-

tation. Investigate it for use in your classes.

Write our nearest office

8 Big Features of

Business Mathematics

Principles and Practice

Complete, Third Edition

plenty of material

course.

177 unit text:

for a one-vear

Concentrates on skill development.

Works first for mastery

metic fundamentals.

arith-

Teaches applications commonly

used in business.

Abundant examples and skill-build-

ing problems—more than 8,000 of

them.

if Units of work well defined and

uniformly developed; need for

teacher planning reduced to a

minimum.

i( Systematic testing program includ-

ing 11 pretests and 25 timed drills

provided right in the text.

•k Written by an educator and former

practicing Certified Public Account-

ant who knows the arithmetic of

business.

THE
New York 16

GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
Chicago 2 San Francisco 2 Boston 16 London W.C.I
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America's Only Handwriting Magazine

COLUMBUS, OHIO, MARCH, 1947

Handwriting is Easy and Interesting to Teach

The teacher who has a room full

of normal bright children under her

guidance whose writing is on a level

-hown in the accompanying speci-

mens has an excellent opportunity to

be of real help.

She should welcome the oppor-

tunity with eagerness and confidence.

There is not the least excuse for

being discouraged because their ef-

forts are unsightly, smeared and
illegible. She should realize that

these children have not been trained

and that it is her opportunity to

teach them correct habits.

Good writing is the result of good
habits. She should therefore begin

systematic intelligent training in

habit formation.

First she should create a desirable

attitude for writing. Most pupils

want to write well like older people

and already have the urge to write.

She can easily create a desire to

write if it is needed. There are many
occasions for using writing.

To write well and easily one must
get into a position which will permit

good writing. In some positions it is

impossible to write well. The teacher

should start by showing and teaching

good position of the hands, arms and
body. This is important and will re-

quire repeating and watching until

correct position becomes a habit.

Holding the pencil or pen correctly

is also important. Point the pencil

toward the upper arm or shoulder.

By E. A. LX'PFER

This is necessary to help each child

to learn how to hold the pencil cor-

rectly, and to make this a permanent
habit. Do not grip the pencil. Cor-

rect angle of pencil is necessary.

There is a correct and incorrect

way to hold the paper. The penman-
ship text will show the correct way
for both right and left-handed pupils,

but the teacher needs to see that

each one understands and regulary

places the paper correctly.

Neatness is a desirable quality and
the teacher should encourage it in

the handwriting class. This means
eliminating erasures, smeared places,

dirty pages and careless work. Per-

haps the pencil is too hard, too soft,

or not sharpened correctly. It's up
to the teacher to correct these things.

Neatness should be taught in all

school work.

At first it may look like a big task

but by systematically developing

orderliness and neatness much can be

accomplished in a surprisingly short

time.

It is necessary to teach the proper
form, size and location of each letter.

Many children and even adults do not
know how to make every letter. A
common mistake is to mix upper and
lower case letters. See that the paper
used is ruled the proper width to

secure the size of writing desired.

Location of letters should be given
attention. We write on the base line

with letters resting on it. Some ex-

tend above and some below the base
line. It is not a difficult matter to

teach the location of letters, but it

requires care and skill to get them
all lined up accurately.

Effort is required to secure good
alignment but when accomplished is

a gain of considerable importance.

Make a game or contest out of

writing the base line. Find who in

the class rests the most letters on
the line. Give a reward or recogni-

tion to the ones who meet your re-

quirements. Compliments encourage
greater effort.

Lines must be uniform in thickness

and smooth, free from kinks. This
means teaching a light or uniform
pressure. Proper tools must be used
to get even lines. It is necessary to

teach children to write in such a
manner that the task is an easy one.

Gripping the pencil or using a
laborious movement is undesirable.

A good teacher will check the posi-

tion and movements of pupils daily

and offer help whenever needed.

By taking up one quality at a time
and mastering it a class can soon

show noticeable improvement in

habits. You have outstanding things

to work on like:

Slant, Spacing Size, Ending and
Beginning Strokes, Loops, Legibility.

Margins, Turns, and other details.

(Continued on page 11)

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and j

By The ZA.NER-BLOSER CO,.
612 N. Park St.. Columbus. O.

E. A. LUPFER
PARKER ZANER BLOSER Busine:

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. $1.50 A YEAR
(To Canada 10c ; foreign 30c more i

Single copy. 25c.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers
and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the
month for the issue of the following month.



BUSINESS WRITING
By THE EDUCATOR STAFF

If fifteen minutes a day are devoted to the teaching of handwriting, pupils can easily learn to write before

they reach high school. These fifteen minutes should be devoted to study and practice. The teacher should see

that every pupil is supplied with a text and proper material with which to work. She should show pupils how to

write and explain the letter forms. The teaching of handwriting becomes a real live interesting subject when prop-

erly taught by a teacher who likes handwriting.

At this time of the year much checking up needs to be done by the teacher. Most of the letters should have

been studied and now we should write paragraphs and pages. See that each pupil has a good position and help with

individual difficulties.

Some of the big things to check and study are:

legible letters.

position, size, slant, spacing, quality of line, movement.

Avoid using too much finger action. See if your thumb joint works excessively when you write.

/izC?la^&/ . (_y.

Are all of your letters unmistakably clear? When the rest of the word is covered up see if each letter alone

is plain. If not discover the reason and correct it.

Occasionally practice an exercise to develop movement. If at any time you are nervous and have trouble in

making free easy lines try practicing on movement exercises.
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Sit up, don't slouch. Point the pen toward the shoulder, with the eye up.

In making- exercises make them freely but not faster than you do your actual writing.

• *

Have some one check over your writing to find letters which are illegible or difficult to read. Cover up parts
of the word. Every letter should be legible standing alone.
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Every person is required to do a certain amount of handwriting almost every day. It is important that he

learns to write so that others can read what he writes and so that he can do it quickly and easily.

20, /f—

/(^-r^i^i^L^C^- tTjp' (-—^t^z-z

/Ztrf/6 ^Z^^^i/U^^^ 20, /f— /yC^^vyy c/j'J/fci&^^

See how light you can make the downstrokes. Upstrokes and downstrokes should be the same thickness.

Is the space inside the small o the same as in the turn of an n or m?

^^cL^tc^^^c^ ^zXi

This copy is taken from the pupils textbook. It shows uniformity of size of letters, regular slant, even spac-

ing and uniform, free quality of line. The details of each letter are carefully made. Each pupil should have an

individual handwriting textbook and the teacher should use it in every lesson. She should teach the children how to

use it. If her own handwriting is not so accurate she can always use the accurate models in the text to illustrate

the things she is teaching. The teacher should use these copies to improve her own handwriting.
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Wrillen by JAMES T. MAKER cif the Indiana Business College. Marlon, Indiaaa

4/ ~4M CU

^cvmAh crP /yyisir ^^^
'02^i^<^>>

Ad/ljAAyyisO'

7 /
^TsC^y.^^t^^^^Z-^-^zst

' &L t /. I:
. z .

. s/ti-

The top sneeimens are 7th grade and the bottom 8th grade.
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Organization and Scope of

Handwriting Practice
ELIZABETH N\ HOBGAN, .Supervisor, Orange. X.

Much has been said and written

for and against the teaching of hand-

writing in the elementary grades.

Thirty years ago we were told that

the typewriter would supplant hand-

writing, but now the need for good
handwriting seems to be as great as

heretofore. We hear rumblings from
teachers asking to have supervision

and the teaching of handwriting re-

turned where it had been discarded.

Handwriting being a coordinated

skill must be developed regularly and
systematically just as any other skill

which combines muscular and mental

performance is practical. In those

communities where the teaching of

handwriting has had a specific place

in the daily program, the results

have compensated for the time

allotted.

To make the subject not only in-

teresting but of real value, the teach-

ing should be of such a nature as to

fit the pupil's ability to accomplish,

and under careful guidance there is

a wide scope of work to be taught

so that the lesson will never become
monotonous. Herewith is a summa-
tion of work in handwriting through-

out the elementary grades, prefaced

by the statement that only those

teachers who require a carry-over

in ALL written work will be fully

repaid for their efforts. Let ALL
written work include blackboard

writing, the writing of homework,
the writing of tests, notebooks and
unsupervised writing.

GRADE 1—
The writing of figures and of

simple sentences (of the pupil's own
creation ) in good print-script forms

on one inch ruled paper.

GRADE 2—
A continuance of the writing of

figures and of simple sentences, lead-

ing to the writing of short stories in

print-script forms, always allowing a

pupil to create his own theme. In

the last eight or ten weeks of the

term, the transition from print-script

to cursive writing can be accom-
plished without much difficulty.

GRADE 3—
Introduction of the use of pen and

ink following this same line of teach-

ing always using pupil's vocabulary
and giving much latitude to creative

ability in language.

GRADES 4, 5 and 6—
The definite teaching of letter

forms of the standard alphabet. It

is here that freedom of action, more
speed and rhythmic motion can be

emphasized preparing students for a

free-running handwriting in upper

grades.

GRADES 7 and 8—
In grades seven and eight, known

as the junior grades, a pupil should

be taught to meet the needs of hand-

writing as he enters the "grown-up

world." The care and use of the

fountain pen, writing on unruled

paper, the use of social and business

forms are needs to be emphasized

that the student be prepared to enter

the secondary school and to be free

to select his individual style of hand-

writing.

Model social correspondence by H. L. DARNER, Slrayer College,

Homer Building, Thirteenth and F. Streets, Washington, D. < .
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HANDWRITING IS EASY AND
INTERESTING

(Continued from page 5)

Your opportunity is to help the

child to develop quickly, intelligently

and skillfully, by teaching him how
to study and work to best advan-

tage.

To develop good writing habits re-

quires intelligent instruction, plenty

of it, patience, good discipline and
time. Each group has its own prob-

lems but they are interesting and
oasilv overcome.

We hear much today about teach-

ers being underpaid, it is unfortunate

that many teachers are underpaid.

More money spent on education

would secure and hold better teachers.

However we sometimes wonder if

some teachers are really worth the

small amount they are receiving.

When they neglect to teach their

boys and girls how to write a legible

and easy hand, and take the un-

American attitude that good hand-

writing is unimportant and will in

some miraculous way grow without

any definite systematic instruction.

Good handwriting is made with

free uniform movements. The down-

strokes slope in the same direction

and the upstrokes are on another but

uniform slope.

The letters are of uniform heights

and equally spaced. The line must be

smooth and of even thickness.

Handwriting requires both know-
ledge of letter forms and skill in

performance.
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NEW COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
The Elizabethton School of Busi-

ness was founded in Elizabethton,

Tennessee, in July, 1940, and started

with six typewriters and Ave stu-

dents. It occupied three rooms and
offered one and two year business

courses of college level. The faculty

has always been certified college

teachers.

The school was accredited in 1941

by the National Association of Ac-
credited Commercial Schools, and it

has grown continuously each year.

New courses were added, the program
increased, and new faculty members
were added.

Today the student body is over

200. The school has been expanded
into a regular four year college of

commerce, offering the regular BS,

AB and commercial degrees. It is

stated that only two colleges in the

South offer programs with college

levels in these two fields.

The school already attracts stu-

dents from many states. It offers

special summer courses for teachers

and work leading to a CPA degree.

C. C. Steed is the President. Mr.
Steed is a penman with national

fame and received his AB degree

from Bowling Green College of Com-
merce; MA, University of Kentucky,
was supervisor, penmanship in city

schools, Muskegon Heights, Michi-

gan; commercial teacher, Stanton
Military Academy, Stanton, Virginia;

policy examiner and engrosser,

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance

Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

three years, and special agent two
years; instructor Bowling Green
College of Commerce, supervisor of

commerce, Winthrop College; assist-

ant professor of business education,

University of Tennessee; president,

Elizabethton School of Business and
college of commerce; president,

Johnson City Business College; presi-

dent, Tennessee Council of Business
Schools: committee on Vocational
Research, Southern Business Educa-
tion Association, and author second

Year Book, and contribution to the

educational periodicals committee,

teaching training and certification

in Tennessee; Member Phi Delta

Kappa; Grand President Theta Alpha
Chi Sorority and Delta Nu Omega
Fraternity; Who's Who in American
Education.

He is ably assisted by Mrs. Steed

who acts as treasurer and as one of

the teachers.

Congratulations and may the good

work continue to grow.

from thai skillful im'ii J. E. Lester, Wapella, Illii
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QucsTion
flnp ftnsweR,

~7£&c*^(s{^rL/

DtPflKTmeni
"sIXIS*

Question: Is it permissible for pupils

to use fountain or ball

type pens during penman-
ship practice?

Answer: The best handwriting can

be done with a good medi-

um pointed steel pen.

Schools should supply

each student with a good
steel pen point, free flow-

ing ink and a good
straight penholder.

A fountain pen is con-

venient to carry and use.

Most persons like to use

a fountain pen for much
of their writing.

There are many sizes of

pens on the market. Many
of the cheaper pens are a

detriment to good hand-

writing. Others work
very well.

We suggest that you use

steel pens in the hand-

writing class, and that

students be given instruc-

tion on the proper use.

care and selection of

fountain pens.

Some classrooms without

desk room can use foun-

tain pens to better ad-

vantage than steel pens

and ink bottles. Instruc-

tion in handwriting is the

most important thing re-

gardless of the pen used.

We would like to hear

from teachers whose pu-

pils are using some of the

new fountain pens. Un-
less these pens are held in

a nearly vertical position

the line is skippy.

Question: Is it good policy to change

the position of the left

arm or a left-handed six

grader whose handwriting

scores about 80? Al-

though he writes with his

left arm and wrist in a

cramped position he seems
comfortable ?

Answer: When pupils reach the

sixth grade habits are

well established and
changes are harder to

make than in lower
grades. Poor position
should be corrected in

the first grades.

Try in the sixth grade to

improve position and other

things which will help to

improve the writing. If

you can show the pupil

how a slight change will

help him you can usually

get results, if you make
the suggestions in the

right way. Radical and
sudden changes are not

recommended, unless you
get the full cooperation of

the pupil.

Some skillful teachers will

make it so that the pupil

himself will suggest the

change and make a more
serious effort himself.

Each student presents a

problem for individual

consideration. It is the

teachers duty to help each

student accomplish the

most possible under the

conditions.

Question: How much time should be

devoted to penmanship in

grades 6 and 7?
Answer: Where manuscript is

taught in grades one and
two the student loses

some skill training which

he would have gotten had
he been taught cursive

handwriting.

Then if handwriting in-

struction is stopped in the

sixth grade the pupil

really gets only four years

of instruction in this

skillful art. Four years is

not long enough to form
correct and permanent
writing habits.

Penmanship instruction

and practice should be

carried through the sixth

and seventh year if good

penmanship habits are to

be secured.

We recommend fifteen

minute periods each day
as being best. Fewer
periods of course are

better than no instruction

at all.

Send your questions to The EDU-
CATOR.

George A. Meadows, of the Mea-
dows-Draughon Business College of

Shreveport, Louisiana, was recently

installed as President of the Goodwill

Industries. The institution aids the

physically handicapped by giving

them work.

Materials to work with are donated

by Shreveporters, and consists chiefly

of discarded clothing, footwear, etc.

Experts are on hand to teach the

workers footwear repair and up-

holstering, and sewing. Forty-five

persons receive work daily. This is

an interesting side line for our good

friend and citizen, George A.

Meadows.

ENGROSSING
The sample of the engrossing on

the following page was presented

by W. L. Newark of the Zaner-Bloser

Studio.
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Ornamental Penmanship

Ornamental penmanship is a beautiful art which attracts persons of artistic inclination. Like oil painting-

one can devote many pleasant hours to ornate penmanship. The graceful, smooth lines and the snappy black

shade make it one of the most skillful and attractive arts.

One needs a well balanced oblique penholder, good paper, and ink. At first the various strokes may seem diffi-

cult but by taking one letter or stroke and practicing it. skill soon develops. As one builds up skill the letters

become easier.

Anyone who desires can become a skillful ornamental writer, by a little well directed practice.

More ornamental penmanship is being used today than a few years ago and perhaps still more will be used

in years to come. It should be used more as a fine art than for businesses.

Your valentine cards, birthday and other greeting cards should be in ornamental penmanship.

Teachers who desire to arouse more interest in good plain business writing will find ornamental penmanship a

help. Some students will become interested in the ornamented style and thus increase their interest and skill in

the regular writing.

Occasionally write students names in ornamental either on paper or on the blackboard to create interest.

You can use a little softer crayon and use considerable pressure for making shade.

~&Z^-ZZ^lZL~--&~

*>&-Z>Cr-piy/O t^tT-zxrrz^ s-t>-itrz>#-eu'

-rrt-z^
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The o is the foundation of a number of letters. It should be about 2
3 as wide as high. Make the o with the

quick revolving: motion using the little finger as a pivot.

You will find the finishing flourish strokes interesting and helpful in developing freedom and lightness of

touch. You will notice that no shades appear on these finishing strokes. Practice them for they will train you

to go from a slow restricted motion on the small letters to a free motion on the capitals and flourishes. We
suggest that you stop and raise the pen on the last o before making the final stroke. Remember that in orna-

mental penmanship you can raise the pen often. Of course, it is necessary to cover up and conceal pen liftings.

Practice the a. c, and the words. Give each letter and each \\ ord special study and practice. Each one has some-
thing different and something which may require additi )nal practice on your part.

Tl^T^'^-7 /- 'TZ^-Z^ 2-1^7^1^- ,^^l^7^Z^-7

y^y^Z^T^Z^ T^?^/ ^7-7^l^7^?^7^^l^^

The m and n are two letters to develop freedom of movement. Get your top turns rounding and the bottoms
pointed. Develop freedom first, and then slow down to whatever extent you can successfully handle the letters and
produce small smooth looking lines.

If at first you don't succeed, keep practicing until you do succeed.

,<£*d^<^ *sULd^-y

' ^Lt^i^-irz^/^ /C^l^c^c^' ,^z^£c£^£*d4?~±^^y

^££^^£^-/-tr&^^t^c-j?^^^^-''^U^A^C^y
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Essentials in the Teaching of

Handwriting
This list was used by a supervisor in checking up

the handwriting. After these comments were made they

were studied by the teacher and supervisor. Check the

work in your school using this list.

General Writing Conditions

1. Desks do not fit pupils.

Desks not properly adjusted.

Blackboards in condition for writing.

Alphabet charts for wall.

Systematic passing and collecting of writing

materials.

Only writing materials on desks.

Fill ink-wells during recess.

Display well written papers at times.

Demand good writing in all subjects.

Encourage, not discourage pupils.

II. Materials for Writing.

11. Erasers and chalk need attention.

12. Ink-wells need attention.

13. Proper paper for grade.

14. Proper pencils for grade.

15. Penholders need attention.

16. Pen-points need attention.

17. Pencils need attention.

18. Writing books for each child.

19. Note-books and spelling blanks need attention.

20. Discourage stub pens and fountain pens.

III. Position While Writing.

21. Correct body posture.

22. Position of paper while writing.

23. Placing of writing books.

24. Position of the arms and hands.

25. Proper holding of pens.

26. Proper holding of pencils.

27. Shifting of paper while writing.

IV. Movement and Relaxation.

28. Encourage movement of the writing arm.

29. Stress relaxation of hand and arm
(a) By motioning in the air

(b) By simulating writing without pens

(c) By inverting pens and pencils

(d) By encouraging freedom and ease in

the writing

30. Speed tests at times.

The Teacher.

31. Prepares the writing lessons.

32. Enthusiastically interested in writing.

33. Develops interest and response.

34. Gets pupils to follow directions.

35. Shows "how" instead of only telling.

36. Uses blackboard for demonstrating.

37. Her writing at all times a model for pupils.

38. Marks daily papers O. K. when satisfactory.

39. Checks up on written work generally.

40. Counts softly but not continually.

41. Accepts only the pupil's best writing.

42. Groups her class for drill.

43. Has an immeasurable amount of patience.

VI. The Writing Lesson.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

Should be well planned.

Should start promptly.

Should not be allowed to drag.

Neatness and arrangement important.

Make preparatory drills fit lesson.

Class drill necessary at times.

Individual work at times.

Socialize the lesson at times.

Emphasize general things.

(a) Round tops (e) Beginning strokes

(b) Sharp tops (f) Ending strokes

(c) Size (gl Alignment

(d) Spacing (h) Slant

Too little detail in lesson.

Too much detail in lesson.

Have pupils fold papers.

Divide lines into equal parts.

Proper number of single letters to line.

Proper number of words to line.

Show how to begin, continue and end letters.

Checking the motion in letters.

Visualize by tracing models.

Have more applied writing.

Bring all kinds of applied writing into the

formal writing lessons.

Help us by contributing Articles on teaching

handwriting, or on penmanship in general.
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Supplementary Ornamental Copies

flourishes. See ho

THE COVER
The cover this month is by J. B.

Hague of 601 West 115th Street,

New York, New York. Mr. Hague,
as most of our readers know, is one

of the very fine engrossers and it is

interesting to see what he is doing

in the line of oil painting.

-J u>ill senoyou 12 6iffercnT stuoies

of £our signature. (Driginaf combina-
tions £ou newer 6rcameb possible.

eX specimen for ^our scrap book
will be incfubeo." ^-a.

.Supervisor of 0-fanbvvrif ir>q

'^Dufurft business ^ilniwer&'rr^

^ufuth. 2, <?Tlinnc6ofa.

E
NGROSSER WANTED

In N. Y. Excellent oppor-
tunity for advancement for

young man with some ex-

perience.

Write to Box 653, c/o The
Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

Diplomas*-
certihcates.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples ar.d Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

What have you to contribute

to The Educator? This is

your magazine.

Write for my free book. "How to Become an

Expert Penman." which shows what others

have accomplished by taking my courses. En-

close 10c for one of my favorite pen points

and your name with a beautiful flourished

bird written on a card. Write today!

T. M. TEVIS Box 25-C Chillicothe. Mo.
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Device
A device which appeals strongly

to children in Intermediate and
Grammar grades is to imagine that

the hand is an automobile. The large

muscle of the upper arm is the engine

which drives the car and must be

used in order to have the car work
properly. If the writing is done with

the fingers they are riding bicycles.

The large muscle on which the arm
rests is the hind wheels, and the third

and fourth finger nails are the front

wheels. The wrist is the body of the

car and should, of course, not be

permitted to drag on the street. The

pen is the steering rod, and should

be held at a slant, and not to let it

slide down on the floor which is the

base of the thumb.

By keeping the first finger nearly

straight and the thumb well-curved

with the end opposite the first joint

of the index finger, we have provided

both a door and a running board.

The thumb being the running board

and the opening is the door. The hand
should be so held during all writing

so the running board is not too far

from the street and so the roof which
is the back of the hand is on top.

Of course we should warm up the

engine before it will go, which means
simply starting the engine and having

the arm roll on the big muscle and

the finger nails, which are the wheels

of the car, pretending they are

making an oval exercise or a letter.

Every car must have some gas, so

our ink well will be our filling sta-

tion. The child is the driver of the

car, and must, therefore, sit erect, so

as to avoid any accidents. He should

also keep his feet on the pedals, and

never pulled away from the pedals.

With the car in good running con-

dition, and the driver in good posi-

tion, with plenty of gas in the tank,

we will now practice driving down

the street, which is the space between
the blue lines on the paper. The
driver should be very careful not to

skid across the sidewalks, the blue

lines. In driving down the street,

make the wheels go round, round,

etc. (Using the oval Exercise or

letter O. I Try to make a nice looking

track as possible. Occasionally stop

the car and look back down the

street to see what kind of tracks you
have made, then try again to make
them better.

This may be carried further and
used as an auto race, seeing which
child can write the most names of

cars, in a given time. This also

makes the pupil very careful in ob-

serving cars, so as to be prepared for

the next race. The name of every car

must also be spelled correctly. This

will also help the spelling and other

subjects.

Naomi Shaver
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A New Series of Flourishes
SNOW BIRD No. 4

B. t (II RTXKV. 12365 C'herrylav

A MERGER
Announcement has been received

from the University Publishing Com-
pany, of Lincoln, Nebraska, announc-

ing the merger of that company with

the Commercial Textbook Company
of South Pasadena, California. Mr.

A. B. ZuTavern, a former student of

the Zanerian was head of the Com-
mercial Textbook Company. He is

now devoting his entire time to

authorship, the revision of his text-

books, and practice sets, and the

writing of new teaching material.

PERENNIALS
Mr. Herbert A. Niles who attended

the Zanerian in 1904 is in the Hardy
Perennials and Rock Plants Business

at 55 Frew Run Road, Frewsburg,
New York. In a recent letter he
states that he has engrossed upward
over 40,000 diplomas, and has done
considerable miscellaneous pen work
in addition to his regular work. He
also states that his son is now taking

up his work. It is a pleasure for any
school to hear of the success of its

former students.

Subscriptions and articles are

always welcomed.

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles

Meub's Professional Black Ink
Seat Postpaid SI.00

The Ink which produces rich black shades
and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1944 Loma Vista Street
Pasadena 4, California

Also can snpply penmen with
Genuine GUlott Shading Pen*

—

The original No. l's and No. S04, E.F.'s
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Roundhand Script
By THE EDITOR

ACCENTS IN SCRIPT

Genuine Copperplate script utilizes

very light shades or accents on

various parts of letters which other-

wise would look weak.

The upstrokes for most work out-

side of advertising should be very

light and the downstrokes are heavily

shaded. This produces a great con-

trast and at the same time massive-

ness. It is beautiful and it is firm or

substantial.

When making certain letters like

loops the shades on the downstrokes

do not start immediately at the top.

The hair line is extended from the

upstroke around the turn and on

down perhaps one third of the dis-

tance from the head line. This en-

ables one to make a beautiful turn

at the ends of loops. However this

gives one the effect that the top of

the loops are weak. We find that by

adding a suggestion of a shade at

the top of the hair line side a much
firmer looking letter is secured.

In freehand or hastily written

script these nice little accents are

omitted. This cheapens the work. It

reminds one of the English one hears.

Some people are particular in the

selection and pronunciation of words

while other "hain't got" what it takes

to use the more desirable language.

In the accompanying illustration

we have suggested some but not all

the places which may be accented.

We are offering them simply to

arouse your interest and curiosity

and hoping that you may do a little

study and research.

How about some ideas illustrated

by some of our fine engrossers and

professional penmen? Your idea may
seem common place to you but it

may help some other penman or

student.

ACCENTS IN SCR/PT

/^/^j^ V/2/J/0

//;

r
(ITKUli COLMENERO,

NEWLYWEDS

Mr. and Mrs. E. .1. Carroll, 444 • .",1st M.
Brooklyn 20. New York. Since returning fron

the service Mr. Carroll has been working Will

the Dennis & Baird Studio but is opening Q|

a studio of his own. See a sample of hif

nrk Pag 23.
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Practical Engrossing

>J>

lilt a special meeting ofthe l£oard of Directors of \^

held on {Iftcmday , the twenty- secemd day of Urlpril

,

nineteen hundred and j^rt^-six, the fallowing resolu-

tions were unanimously, adopted: * * * * * * * * * •> *

M%$MM$% ^at a* IKrectors of Steel Products:-

I
(Corporation wc record this expression ofour *:-

profound sorrow at the death ofour fellow Director, i-

Jjohn B.^lWdbury.. v <• •:• * -:• * -> * * * * * * * * * •:- *

'$% many; abilities always' at the service ofothers,

i hisuutirina energy, and his unswerving sense of

loyalty endearedhtm to us. Wc have lost a wise and
kindly friend cmd this company, has lost a valued of-

ficer. * * V -,**'*«•* +«;** <-

COOl^Cw^ cThat we extend to his family our ***->•<

heartfelt sympathy in their bereavement and that

I these resolutions be spread upon the minutes of

tthis meeting and a copy,thereof sent to his uudoiv. * > *

The above ttample of Modern Engrossing was presented by E. J. CARROLL who is pictured with bin bride on (he preceding page.
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Pen Flourishing
By T. M. TEVIS, Chilllrothe. Mo.

LESSON NO. 6

In this lesson you are given an
eagle in the process of flight. Note
the heavy shaded strokes above the

head represent the eagle's tail. The
tail and head are pointing in the

same direction as he is turning in his

flight. The distinguishing features in

this flourish are the large, strong

wings; the curved, hooked bill; the

eye and neck. This is not a bald

eagle, but another type of eagle.

You were given a bald eagle in a

preceding lesson.

Note the lines forming the back-

ground around the wings, tail and

head are light. If these lines were

made heavy it would form a con-

glomeration and you couldn't tell

where the background ends and the

eagle begins. Sketch the main out-

line in pencil as shown at the top.

It is not necessary to sketch all the

lines, but just the main ones that

form the head, bill, neck and wings.

The strokes that form the back-

ground can be added without pencil-

ing, as there is a definite place to

put them.
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The accompanying specimen was contributed to The Educator by L. W. K*RLEN, JR. of Vilas, South Dakota,
who questions whether we are familiar with the fact that South Dakota raises good Herefords and is considered the
Pheasant paradise, and has top-flight cnwnunchers. He also wants to call our attention to the fact that South
Dakota has also some of the finest penmen. The Edit >r has been promised a fatted steer or pheasant for pub-
lishing this handsome specimen. Who wrote it'.'

Business Collect*, Marion, Indiana. .Mr.
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Unretouched Script

/alAestJ/fYt

The above specimen was picked from the waste basket of W. L. Newark. The quality of line was very light

on the hair line and we were amazed that it could be engraved.

We pass it on to you for study and imitation.

It is a specimen of offhand, unretouched. unruled without head or base lines, roundhand or engraver's script.

THE JANITOR

SPECIMEN RECEIVED LIST

Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

Edward Mack
Wanatah, Ind.

Dennis O. Sullivan

151 Lawton Ave.

Lynn, Mass.

David Klein

570 Broadway
New York

M. H. Leib

500 Masten St.

Buffalo 8, New York

A. P. Meub
1944 Loma Vista St.

Pasadena, Calif.

J. E. Lester

Wapella, 111.

J. A. Francis

Paul V. Arnold

127 W. 76th St.

Los Angeles, Calif.

V. E. Sarff

309 So. Milton Ave.

Whittier, Calif.

James H. Webb
3629 24th Ave.

Meridian, Miss.

W. H. Morgan
Avondale, West Va.

E. G. Thayer
R.F.D. No. 1

Adams, Mass.

C. C. Steed

Elizabethtown, Tenn.

E. H. Craver

719 E. 25th St.

Patterson, N. J.

Irvin O. Riegel

R. D. No. 2

Bernville, Pa.

R. R. Pilling

4703 W. Deming Place

Chicago

Hugh Sharp
301 Courthouse

Louisville, Ky.

hessonl

-Keep
{

cRtBSLme

fiway

Sgy^as

G. I. TRAINING

The accompanying illuminated copy

of the Lord's Prayer was done by a

G. I. student in The Zanerian College

of Penmanship. He is J. C. Costaras

whose home is in Manchester, N. H.

As one admires this beautiful

accurate work done by this New
England G. I. student it gives one a

feeling of pride and a realization of

the staunch material these boys are

made of.

We are proud of the G. I. students

we have come in contact with and

feel sure that the penmanship pro-

fession will before many years pass

by have in its ranks some leaders

who received their start from the

G. I. bill.

Mr. Costaras is a real student of

pen work, a careful worker and is

immensely enthusiastic about the en-

grossing business.

This specimen will bear close study

and imitation. The lettering was
carefully laid out as to location and

size, then lettered in freehand. The
letters were ruled up and retouched.

The initial O is in Gold, Vermillion,

blue and green. The heading is gold

outlined with black waterproof India

ink. The background of F is in blue.

The croll contains vermillion, blue,

green and gold.
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Print to Script
JIABEI. ANDERSON

Mary showed us the doll her aunt bought her for her birthday. How many of you would like to write about
Mary's doll?

Jane likes its curly hair.

John what is the color of its hair? "It is brown".

She has brown curly hair, is correct.

That is the sentence we will write today. Suppose you watch me write the sentence on the blackboard, said
the teacher. At this point the teacher wrote the sentence carefully on the blackboard, showing how each letter
comes down and rests on the line, excepting the y which extends below the line. John compared the y to the doll
sitting in a chair, with its feet hanging down over the edge.

John was asked to demonstrate on the blackboard so that others might more clearly grasp the idea. A lino
was drawn on the blackboard and a y was made on it with the v part resting on it and the foot of the y extending
below the line.
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Some of the words containing y which we previously wrote were. My, party, you, pony, Merry, Happy and
baby. Let us write these words being careful to let all of the y's hang down below the base line.

Now that all know how to make the y, let us open our books and write the entire sentence, "She has brown
curly hair".

As the pupils wrote, the teacher quietly passed among them, correcting the position of Henry and Susan and
calling Billies attention to the fact that every sentence begins with a large letter in place of a small one.

"""\

l LlnLui.

i/"^\^

"iX&i

-""""N

j ^s

_JL_JV(

Other pupils were helped with various difficulties.

Each pupil wrote the sentence on a clean sheet of paper for Mary to give to her aunt in appreciation of her

J. M. Kidd of Newark, Ohio, often

spends his "off days" visiting the

Zanerian. where he picks up ideas,

receives inspiration and forms new
friendships.

The penmanship bug has him firm-

ly in its grasp.

We have been wondering what has

become of the traveling card writers.

At one time a large number of

card writers stopped in at our office,

but for the past few years we recall

seeing few. if any of these knights of

the road.

Within the past two months
several very skillful, fine looking

card writers visited our office and
reported doing a very satisfactory

business. Their opinion is that the

public generally is showing more
interest in good penwork.

Department of Handwriting

New Jersey Education Assoc.

OFFICERS—1947

President

Mrs. Irene K. Acker
Supervisor of Handwriting
Kearny, New Jersey

Vice President

Airs. Margaret Trueman
Supervisor of Handwriting
Paterson, New Jersey

Secretary-

Mrs. Helen Riddler

Massachusetts Ave. School

Atlantic City, N. J.

Treasurer

Mrs. Helen Y. Shafer

Supervisor of Handwriting
linn. -llcii. New Jersev

Some nice ornamental combina-

tions have been received from E. G.

Thayer, Route No. 1. Adams, Massa-

chusetts, who after several years

lay-off is making a splendid come-

back with the pen.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and desi jners of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State

Trenton. N.

Street

J.
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SIGNATURE CONTEST

This month we shift from the

Madarasz signature contest to an-

other interesting signature. The
question is, "Were the two signatures

written by the same person?"

Second, "What are the letters in

these signatures?" It represents the

signature of a prominent educator.

An Educator subscription to the

one who can unravel this one and
send in the correct answer to The
Educator first. Of course the Editor

and party or parties who wrote the

signatures are excluded from the

contest.

Your comments on this signature

might be interesting.

specimen received from JOSEPH C. PANG, Shanghai. China, he slates that for the past

ur years he has heen missing The Educator. Evidently he has heen keeping up his pen work
en though his country has heen going through some trying experiences.

jjj\ V mailman ts afiltaw <xxx

§y awful I2revartcahn~-Kih

aasK h*>w Zl lave hixn wkcn
I2C J?rma,$ mc tke <5sucaiasr.

This little specimen was written by C. J. ROMONT,
52 Montgomery Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

Written by C. R. JONES

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms : works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

( i

O-4-eC-^l. s£t,£c-?^& \

Sty

Send me your order. 40c a dozen, postpaid
AGENTS WANTED

It D
A. W. COOPER
1. Rlngoes. New Jersey

Write for our new Free Book,
" 'How to Become a Good
Penman." Enclose 10c for

a Professional Pen Point and
your name beautifully written.
Write today.

THE TAMBLYN SCHOOL
43S Ridge Building
Kansas City. Mo.

isn«»S
HUFF

TEACHERS AGENCY
MISSOULA, MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

pla

HAWAII AND THE WEST

FREE LIFE MEMBERSHIP.
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The Lord Baltimore Hotel,

Baltimore's largest, always

has upheld this tradition.

700 comfortable rooms . . .

all the facilities and serv-

that travelers expect

. . . and a genuine willing

ness to please each guest

. . . have made it "Host to

Most Who Visit Baltimore.'

hofd DcutUnore iXotel
BALTIMORE AT HANOVER • BALTIMORE 3, MD.

yJ/Tptf/Yr/fr &&w oOr/sj*

One of the large hotels used the above old-time Boorish "n

one of their menus, and as the flourish would indicate, the

menu stressed Fish Dinners. No doubt this flourish was re-

produced from one of the old bunks on flourishing. The bottom

line is Scipt prepared by a commercial artist. Many examples

of flourishing have appeared and is appearing in advertisements,

circulars, etc., because it is attractive to the general public.

Win the Educator Certificate

Write for illustrated circular describing
the various penmanship certificates you can
earn.

Educator
Certificate °f Handwriting

_o£»w.". 2ttari.m3Tunn:inl( /;>•_.,

UnimiDusiiuss iCoUcnr

; •

^^, ft .

The Zaner-Bloser Company
Columbus, Ohio

By C. P. ZANER



How to Prepare As a Penman

Excellent Opportunities Await You

Attend the Zanerian College of Penmanship at Columbus, Ohio and
receive thorough personal training in all branches of penmanship,

lettering, engrossing, and illuminating, at any time during the vear.

Approved by the United States Veterans bureau for the training of

G. I. students.

A Summer School will be conducted for teachers and those desiring

to spend their vacation improving themselves in pen work or teaching.

2. Take work by correspondence if you cannot come to the Zanerian

College in person. The Zanerian College offers efficient correspond-

ence courses. You will be surprised at the progress you can make by

following a course at home under our careful supervision.

3. Successful men in every profession use books as their main source

of information. You too can get books on pen work and improve

yourself. We publish many books especially prepared to help you.

Write for our supply catalog.

4. Your training or your library is not complete and up-to-date unless

you keep your name on the subscription list of the Educator.

We have a complete penmanship service. Write us.

The Zanerian College of Penmanship
612 N. Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio
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Learn Modern Engrossing
ZANERIAN MANUAL OF ALPHABETS

AND ENGROSSING

GREATEST BOOK ON MODERN ENGROSSING

SCRIPT • TEXT LETTERING • STANDARD ALPHABETS •

SHADING • PEN DRAWING • WASH DRAWING • INITIAL

LETTERS • SCROLLS • BORDERS • RESOLUTIONS •

CERTIFICATES • HONOR ROLLS • HEADINGS • ILLUMI-

NATION • ETC.

Presents Engrossing in a simple and clear way so that

anyone can master this beautiful, popular art. Shows
how you can develop a high-class profitable engrossing
business or add to your present income.

It contains the finest examples ever produced by many
of America's most talented engrossing artists. The art

work, engravings and materials represent many thousands
of dollars. Single resolutions sometimes cost as much as

a thousand dollars.

It is the one indispensable book for all engrossing
artists and all who wish to learn practical and profitable

engrossing or lettering. Price Postpaid $2.50

"INKHOLDER"
for Lettering Pens. But
little ink dipping is neces-
sary when this inkholder is

used. Saves time and pa-
tience when one has con-
siderable work to do.

Each 10 cents

Double Lettering Holder -20c

INKS
Zanerian India Postpaid, $ .25

Arnold's Black. 4 oz Postpaid, $ .65

Higgins Eternal (black) 2 oz Postpaid, $ .15

PAPERS
Zanerian 5 lb.. Express Coll $1.50

Zanerian No. 9, Express Coll 85

Artificial Parchment (16x21) 6 sheets post-

paid 1.50

Genuine Sheepskin (16x21) 1 sheet

postpaid 3.50

White Cardboard (22%x28%) 6 sheets
postpaid 90

TEXT LETTERING AND ENGROSSING
COURSE BY CORRESPONDENCE

Out Text Lettering and Engrossing Course will

train you to handle a broad pen successfully,

to letter diplomas, and do broad pen lettering

for all occasions. It covers in ten lessons

alphabets like the American, Unretouched and
Retouched Old English, Text, Shading, etc.

Teachers can profitably take this course, as well

as those who are going into the engrossing busi-

ness. Lettering as a business or as a sideline is

very profitable. You can become quite skillful

by faithfully following this course.

Tuition (including manual) $12.00

Supplies 2.85

LETTERING PENS

These are the pens that are > Nw .

used by engrossers for exe- a^^^_ c^Ljtf^k <> J || )

cuting the various styles of
^^™ t=^< -'.4JlMllllillMI"iN)HMli/

Text lettering. For making Single pointed
or filling names in diplomas, 1, IS. 2. 2%, 3, 3V4. 4. 5. 6

engrossing resolutions, ledger

headings, or for executing ^ *\
any kind of practical rapid

| ^EJ^^L^^

^

lettering. These are numbers ^ J *

of pens any engrossing artist Double pointed—10. 20, 30
ever has occasion to use.

1 set of twelve Pens. Nos. 1, iy2 , 2, 2U. 3, 3%, 4. 5, and 6

single pointed, and Nos. 10. 20 and 30 double pointed, postpaid $ .50

1 dozen any numbers (assorted as desired) single pointed 40

1 dozen any numbers (assorted as desired) double pointed 75

Less than a dozen single pointed, 2 for 10c. Double pointed, 10c each

Hi gross of any one number single pointed pens, postpaid 1.00

1 gross of any one number single pointed pens, postpaid 3.50

% gross of any one number double pointed pens, postpaid 3.00

ADVANCED ENGROSSING COURSE
BY CORRESPONDENCE

Our advanced Engrossing Course supplements
our Roundhand and Text Lettering and Engros-
sing courses. It covers standard alphabets,
Egyptian, Roman, Medial, Old English, etc. It

covers the work from fundamentals of lettering

to the making of elaborate resolutions. It will

train you to make initial letters, borders, scrolls,

alphabets, resolutions, memorials, testimonials,

diplomas and most of the things done by en-

grossers. This course lays a good foundation,
and if after completing it you desire to go higher
you can attend the Zanerian and complete your
training in a short time. The Text Lettering
and Engrossing course should be taken before
the Advanced Engrossing course.

Tuition (including text) $12.00

Supplies 2.10

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 NORTH PARK STREET COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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Penmanship
Let Us Help You Now

Check Items You Are Interested in

and Mail to Us

Send catalog of Zanerian College of

Penmanship.

Send information regarding corres-

pondence work in Penmanship.

Send samples of Penmanship Maga-
zine.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books
and Supplies.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books
and Supplies for schools.

Name

Address

Janesuafit QaUeXfe
Columbus 8, Ohio

NATIONAL RECOGNITION
MEANS PRESTIGE
FOR YOUR SCHOOL

Membership roster includes schools

in the United States and six foreign

countries.

Details as to membership require-

ments, ethical standards, services

available and application blank upon

request.

Address:

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
COMMERCIAL COLLEGES

220 North Main Street — Burlington, Iowa

Endorsed
FOR

STUDENT USE

No matter what hand-

writing system von

teach, an Esterbrook is

the only fountain pen

offering points pre-

cisely styled for stu-

dent use . . . precisely

right for vour handwriting

system. Endorsed by lead

ing educators and by con-

sumer buying services.

Price 81.50 and up.
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111 Units in the Arithmetic of Business

BUSINESS MATHEMATICS

Principles and Practice

Complete, Third Edition

A New 1946 Text

By R. Robert Rosenberg, Ed.D., C.P.A.

8 Big Features of

Business Mathematics

Principles and Practice

Complete, Third Edition

if 177 unit text; plenty of material

for a one-year course.

if Concentrates on skill development.

if Works first for mastery of arith-

metic fundamentals.

if Teaches applications

used in business.

commonly

Comprehensive, Vocational Course
Business Mathematics, Principles and Practice, Complete, Third
Edition, contains 177 units of instruction and practice material on the

arithmetic of business— a comprehensive one-year course in business

mathematics. The emphasis throughout the text is on the vocational;

every topic deals with arithmetic computations that are commonly

made in the conduct of modern business.

Skill-Building Text
The big objective of Business Mathematics is to help the student

develop skill in making business arithmetic computations accurately

and quickly. Part I of the text is devoted to the fundamental processes

of arithmetic— addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and so

on—which are the foundation of skill in making applied calculations.

Based on the important premise that the student develops skill in

solving problems by solving them, the text provides him with more

than 8,000 clear-cut, short, frequently used examples and problems.

Involved, time-consuming, tricky problems are scrupulously avoided.

Uses Unit Plan and Learning Cycle
The contents of Business Mathematics are organized in convenient,

well-defined units of work, an arrangement that saves time and effort

for teacher and student. Principles and applications are taught through

an effective, 4-step learning cycle: information and procedures—illus-

trative problems—learning exercises—problems for solution.

New 1946 Text
Business Mathematics, Principles and Practice, Complete, Third

Edition, is a new 1946 text—right up-to-date in content and presen-

tation. Investigate it for use in your classes.

Write our nearest ottice

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
New York 16 Chicago 2 San Francisco 2 Boston 16 Dallas 1 Toronto 5 London W.C.I

if Abundant examples and skill-build-

ing problems—more than 8,000 of

them.

if Units of work well defined and

uniformly developed; need for

teacher planning reduced to a

minimum.

if Systematic testing program includ-

ing 11 pretests and 25 timed drills

provided right in the text.

if Written by an educator and former

practicing Certified Public Account-

ant who knows the arithmetic of

business.
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America's Only Handwriting Magazine

COLUMBUS, OHIO, APRIL, 1947

Trends
l!> The- Edltfl

The trend today is toward teaching

more fundamentals; at least, there

are many criticisms being made con-

cerning the present methods and

poor handwriting. The criticisms are

from parents, business men, high

school teachers, and even the educa-

tional directors of some of our state

departments. When asked what he

thought of the present handwriting

in his schools, one superintendent

replied that he thought more hand-

writing should be taught.

Handwriting, one of the three R's,

always has been and probably always

will be one of the fundamental sub-

jects. Handwriting is one of the

things everyone is required to do

well before he can be classed as

having a standard elementary educa-

tion.

Handwriting should be taught to

each child during a regular practice

period and standards should be main-
tained throughout all grades, in all

handwriting work. Scales are ob-

tainable to help teachers in main-
taining reasonable standards.

Much confusion still exists in our
educational system, and shortage of

teachers adds to the confusion. First,

something should be done to raise

salaries of teachers to an amount
comparable to salaries in other lines

of work. Low salaries force some of

our best talent out of the teaching

profession, and make others dissatis-

fied.

Tenure laws help to make teachers

more secure but perhaps do not

always produce the greatest efforts

from some teachers. Unions are

entering the picture and what the

effect will be in quality remains to

be seen. Let us hope that in plan-

ning methods, tenure laws, unions,

etc, that the welfare of the student

will be kept in mind. False economy
on the part of school officials, low
salaries, and one sided security on

the part of teachers, will work to

the disadvantage of students.

Since handwriting is a part of

language and since spoken and writ-

ten language is required of everyone,

let us see to it that good regular

instruction is given to each child and
that it is carried on long enough
that good writing becomes part of

every person.

Handwriting can be presented in

an interesting likable manner. It

should be correlated with other sub-

jects and school activities. Every
occasion should be taken advantage
of to show the reasons, purposes and
advantages of good handwriting.

Teachers should be interested and
well trained. Training should be

given in normal and teachers train-

ing schools.

ANNOUNCEMENT
44th ANNUAL MEETING

THE NATIONAL CATHOLIC
EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

BOSTON, MASS.
April 8, 9, and 10, 1947

The dates of the meetings are
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
following Easter Sunday. Registra-

tion and Committee meetings will be
held on Monday, April 7.

MEETINGS
HOTEL STATLER—Park Square
General Meetings
School Superintendents' Dept.

Secondary School Department
Elementary School Department
Deaf Education Section

Blind Education Section

ARMORY
Arlington Street and Columbus Ave.

Seminary Department
Minor Seminary Section

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL HALL
225 Clarendon St., at Copley Square

College and University Department

NATIONAL
BOYS AND GIRLS WEEK

27th Annual Observance
April 26 to May 3, 1947

Daily programs suggested for the

week include:

Citizenship Day—Sat,. April 26

Day in Church—Sunday, April 27

Day in Schools—Monday, April 28

Family Day—Tuesday, April 29

United Nations Day—Wednesday,
April 30

Child Health and Safety Day —
Thursday, May 1

Careers Day—Friday, May 2

Day of Recreation— Sat., May 3

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except Julv and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..
612 N. Park St., Columbus. O.

E. A, LUPFER Editor

PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.50 A YEAR
( To Canada 10c ; foreign 30c more)
Single copy. 25c.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon requpst.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-
prietors and managers, commercial teachers
and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the
month for the issue of the following month.



BUSINESS WRITING
By THE EDUCATOR STAFF

A good example is of untold value.

This is especially true in teaching

handwriting. Position, movement and

letter forms, can be mastered by the

student much easier and quicker, if

the teacher is able to show how, in

addition to being able to tell how.

It is very important for the teacher

to be able to write well. It is a great

inspiration to see good writing. By
watching a teacher write, a student

can see some important detail of

position, form and movement, which

he could not grasp by listening to

oral explanation. Advertisers find

pictures and illustrations explain

more than words.

Oral explanation is very important

in handwriting but a combination of

it and show how is best.

Teachers should study and practice

to improve their handwriting. They
should keep up-to-date in handwrit-

ing the same as in other subjects if

they wish to keep in the front ranks

as teachers. Correspondence courses

are given for teachers, books are

published containing lessons and

many helps for improving your own
handwriting. A little time devoted

to the study of handwriting will pay

any teacher good dividends.

Students soon discover when a

teacher knows her subject. They
cannot long be fooled by a teacher

who is weak and tries to cover up

by making excuses for poor work.

Good Writing Habits can be ac-

quired.

By study learn a standard way of

making each letter. By practice learn

to establish that standard way, so

that when writing you do not have

to give any special attention to the

manner of writing. Any skillful act

when well done is automatic. For
instance, a good ball player when
throwing a ball in a game, does not

have to think how he is going to do
it, a tennis player does not have to

think how to hold his racket, or a

boxer does not think how to hold his

glove when blocking a punch. Those
things have all been previously

worked out step by step. You should

master pen holding, position of paper,

arm, hand and every detail of move-
ment one at a time.

A good position aids one in writ-

ing good, legible handwriting.

Study the illustrations and com-

pare your position with them.

You will find these exercises quite good in developing a free movement and nice quality of line. Keep the

downstrokes as light as the upstrokes. All letters in the alphabet can be joined in exercises like these.
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/ 2 3 V3~6 y fy o / 2 3 v 3*6.y ff0 / 23 43*6,yry / 2 3 V3~6yry0/ x3 43~6y
2 3 *7dr 6 yff 0/2 3 *73~7, 7r? & 7 2- J */~J~6 yff / 2.3 */3r/:yry /xj V3~67 ^
3 */~5-£ 7 ry / 2 3 4*^6 7 r7 / 2-3 4\r6> y ^70 / 2 3 43-6 yry0 7 x 3 V3~6 yry
¥jt6 yry /2- 3 tsjr & 7 <r7 0/23 v 3-67 r7 / 2.3 -^3-7, 7r7 7 2. 3 +73-7, 7ry
3-6 j r 7 / jl3 ¥3r c 7 f7 / 2 3 */3-& yfy / 2 3 */j-£. 7 fy / 2.3 43-6 7^70 /

6> 7 ff / 2 3 V 3- 6> 7 f'f / 2- J *7 3- & y ff 7X3 V^rT, yV'y 7 2 J 43~ C 7fy / x
yfy / 2 3 +73-6 7 r7 0/23 y 3~& yry 7 23 */ 3t£ yrye 72343-6 yfyv 723

Figures are very important. They need to be absolutely plain, since they cannot be read by context like

letters in a word.

Study the form of each figure. Get the forms accurate and make them as freely as you can, but make them
legible. Thousands of dollars are lost because of illegible figures.

/23US&7 rfO
/ 2.3 us6 7 r' f
/ 2 3 US6 7 r'f
/ 2 3 ^s£ 77 f
y 23 sys& 7 f 7
/ 23 1/S67 rf
y 23 us'67770
/ 23 U^S6 777O
/ 23 u^s6 7770
/23 4S&-7 r#o

. 2 3*7S67 7
'f

/ 23WS 6 7 f f
/ 23 iys(*'7

'
r'7 o

/ 23 <us&7 77
/ 2 3 i7S 6 7 ftf
723WS&7 ff
/ 2 3 lyst'r r'* o
/ 23 i/s6'7 r'f
2 3 *7sd 7770

/23 i7S 6 7 7 7
/ 23 +7S 6 7 r'7
y 23 /ys 6 7 8*7
y 2 3 ws6 77f
/ 2 3 sys6 7 f 7
7 2 3 ss£'7 7f
y 23 ¥sd 7 77
/ 23 U^St 77f
/ 23 +/S6 7 77
y 2 3*/&&7r<77 2 3^S^7 7'7

Learn to make figures neatly and in straight rows. This will help in adding and subtracting. The 3 and 5

end alike but the tops are different. The 2 and 3 begin alike. The 7 and 9 end the same. Study the similarities

and differences of the various figures.

In practicing figures, learn to add, subtract and divide quickly and accurately.

Let us follow the suggestion in this sentence and do all of our writing neatly and accurately. Teachers should
accept no papers which are written carelessly or below the standard the student can do when he tries.
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The above copy contains many n's. m's, and u's. Get the turns round and the angles sharp. A distinction

between turns and angles is necessary for legibility. The letter o is repeated many times, so it will need special

attention. Practice the following combinations no, on, ow, om, ro, uo, and ot.

O&Lst^ZO^/

In this copy you will find many o's and a's. Study the difference between the two. Both have oval bodies

but the o finishes from the oval at the top. The a comes down straight to the base line, then swings up to the

head line.

The c and s are interesting. After making some of each, turn them upside down and notice the similarities.

Keep your i closed and the e open.
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Give attention to the finish of w, v, b, and o. They finish high along the head line.

Repeat each word many times picking out the difficult places.

^C4S-&-^c^-t?(-

No student should be permitted to go through the grades without learning to write. The teacher who fails

to see that her pupils learn to write, or who neglects teaching it, stating that penmanship is not important is not

doing her duty.

*—— Z>\ /7

Put plenty of swing and freedom into your capitals. Get uniform size, slant and spacing.
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The Language Arts
By VERNON I.. NICKEI.I- uperintendent of Public Instruction, Presented as separate subjects In the Cl

their interdependence in use is stressed. (From the Illinois Education*

of Stud* t.nide.

The Language Arts Section of the

Illinois Curriculum and Course of

Study Guide contains helps for the

teacher of reading and literature, lan-

guage, handwriting, and spelling.

These subjects have been presented

separately, yet running throughout is

the thread of relationship between

them. They cannot be separated in

actual use.

Language is presented as a means

of communication which can function

only in a social situation. Actually,

"reading, oral and written language,

spelling, and handwriting are inter-

dependent and must support and util-

ize each other."

The teacher should study the Guide

with great care, for she may find

significant helps for developing skills

which are definitely basic for acquir-

ing a good education.

Experiences in any learning situa-

tion are of great value to the pupil.

The teacher can relate pupil experi-

ences to subject matter areas and can

at the same time develop factual

learning, abilities, and skills on the

part of the pupils.

Reading

No attempt has been made in the

Guide to list stories or poems which

should be read in a particular grade.

Instead, more emphasis has been

given to a statement of objectives

for the primary grades, of abilities,

of desirable goals for the first grade

and so on.

Developing a reading readiness is

extremely important. Even if all

pupils entered school at exactly the

same age, that would not guarantee

that all were alike prepared for

reading. Many factors determine the

time, extent, and character of a

child's preparatory period for read-

ing; pupils must receive help on an

individual basis, since not all of them

are influenced by the same factors.

The teacher should use as many as

possible of the suggestions for pre-

paring a child to read.

Materials should be provided as

recommended in the Guide and atten-

tion should be given to "Use of

Phonics and Word Analysis".

A common topic for discussion is

remedial reading. This arises from

the fact that many persons desire that

all pupils develop reading skills to a

satisfactory degree but find that such

it

And now I wishto^
PRESENT PENIDANSHIP

AWARDS TO my HARD

WORKING WINNERS.

attainment is only an ideal. Granted

that there are probably a few pupils

who will never develop such skills

and abilities, it is well to study the

deficiencies and to discover their

probable causes. Then it is equally

important to follow with some plan

of remedying those weaknesses. It

would be better to teach all pupils to

read so well that present concern

over remedial reading could be elimi-

nated. The teacher should study

thoughtfully and consider each in-

dividual child, why some children

may not be reading well, and what

to do about it.

I urge the teacher to become fa-

miliar with the objectives and the

abilities proposed for the reading

program on each level.

Literature and Language Programs

The teaching of literature does not

necessarily involve the development

of skills, for instruction in reading

should afford a time for developing

skills. If time to develop reading

skills is taken during the period when
an appreciation of literature is being

sought, that appreciation may be so

dulled as to limit the teacher's ob-

jectives to a great degree.

The language program should be

based upon the needs of the child. It

is unwise to overemphasize skills and
abilities which the child already pos-

sesses; hence it is important that the

teacher study carefully each individ-

ual child and avoid needless repeti-

tion. It is equally important that the

teacher have an understanding of

what the child should know and be

able to do for an effective communi-
cation of ideas. Language abilities

are developed through use; the teach-

er should be mindful of good usage

in all situations.

A definite period for language need

not be set apart for the primary

grades, but a more formal period may
well be used in grade three, and in

following grades.

The teacher should stvidy carefully

the language abilities discussed in

this section of the Guide and should

utilize experiences of the children as

suggested under "Situations Offering

Opportunities for Language Experi-

ences," to develop the skills and

abilities.

Spelling

I have pointed out that the "sub-

jects" treated under Language Arts

are related. Spelling is not an isolated

subject consisting of rote memoriza-

tion of list of words. Words should

have meaning for pupils. Use cannot

be entirely separated from meaning.

Among the general objectives for
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spelling is the reference to the need

of developing a consciousness that,

in writing, a word is either spelled

correctly or incorrectly. This is an
important ability.

The teacher should have a basic

spelling text, should study the discus-

sion on spelling in the Guide, and
should become thoroughly familiar

with the "Spelling Abilities to be De-

veloped by the End of the Elementary

Grades."

Spelling is sometimes considered

synonymous with vocabulary build-

ing. However, it is generally agreed

that the average person need not

learn to spell more than a certain

"average number of words," but the

number of words to be used orally

and in writing is unlimited.

Handwriting

The system of handwriting is less

important than the desire to write

well, yet the teacher should be fa-

miliar with the manuals prepared for

her use. Writing is a tool subject,

used to communicate ideas. A desir-

able handwriting is found only where
all written work is in the best hand-

writing possible for the pupil. It is

not wise to set aside a period a day
for drill and then accept papers in

history, arithmetic, and other sub-

jects which may be illegible. All

written work should be the best

possible.

Although children have for many
years learned to write by either cur-

sive or manuscript beginning meth-
ods, it is likely that in practice in

our schools today a high percentage

of pupils begin with manuscript. The
advantages are not discussed here. It

also seems that the point at which
cursive writing is generally intro-

duced is late in the second grade, or

some time in the third grade. Prob-
ably the time element is best deter-

mined by the pupil's abilities and
needs rather than by a calendar.

I urge teachers to study the section

on Handwriting as carefully as any
other section under Language Arts,

to create a desire in the pupil for a
reasonable degree of legibility and
speed, to utilize actual writing ex-

periences as suggested and to re-

member that the majority of patrons
still believe that the art of hand-
writing should not be entirely lost.

€^^i^£^y
., PRINCIPAL

rj^yi-C^JS:, manaoZi

^^^Z^^DIR., Ace TG DIV.

'-£^

Ornamental penmanship from the |>en of H. H. SMITH of Peirce Sehool,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Your contributions in the way of articles, specimens, news

items and subscriptions help to keep The Educator going.
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MTukm iitSppmriutuin
Bv ti« (fltfcaiiovVdinsorijlBoiiro of

I)c®cint/1) ffonsuntptipcs'

elicf Society

n Imitnn iirurli

XlXiXS, llxrnum~G;omcb *uru*j $«*mi
rears as the 3ftn>t president" auo one of
the founders of the Cl)icaao J^lovisory Boar©

^Ss^iial has in'vcit frcclv of his t»altte© leaoen^jtp, time

an© means to the 'Dcm^cr ckmatoriitm of ''he /civtsh <fW
smtvptivus Relict" cNxicfv; anb

flMrbcrCil5, it is the ocstrc of fhe ^(©visorv Boar© to

lilyl transmit to him, his family an© to posted tv our cv

presston of heartfelt" appreciation, now. therefore, he it~

ICSOlPCd, that rl->e Chicaao .^bvisorv Boar© of the

i 'Denver crematorium of the Jewish Consumptives'

Kcltef c$ocierv, express their profoimo rcuarb for; one

whose ©eWrtOTt is an inspiring exemplification of scrv

ice to the sick anb ©estttute. i\nb he it further

CSOlUw, that these resolutions be spreao upon rhe^

lccoros of ourcSoctetp an^ a copv of same he ten-

octco to ll\\\$ill\i^3.il>vnni\i\i£3llin-i\v\).

Chicago ..-IctTHSorr Board oi the Denver Sanatorium
fcrvish Consumptives Relief d?ociet>

"

A modern piece of engrossing by C. L. COOK, Chicago
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Frank N. Freeman
Educational Ne

Mr. Freeman came into education

through psychology, and into admin-

istration through teaching and re-

search. His father was a Methodist

minister in Canada, but was com-

pelled by ill health to seek the milder

climate of Southern California. There,

in Ontario, Mr. Freeman got most of

his elementary education in the pub-

lic school and his secondary work in

the Chaffey College Preparatory

School, the precursor of the public

high school and junior college.

From there he migrated to the east

coast for college and graduate work
at Wesleyan and Yale. After a post-

doctorate year in Germany on a tra-

veling fellowship, he settled down for

what he thought was to be his one

and only university position at Uni-

versity of Chicago as a member of

the faculty there, brought together

by Dr. Judd.

When, however, the call to the

deanship at the University of Cali-

fornia came, he accepted the oppor-

tunity to turn to administrative

work. He has devoted the greater

part of his time since 1939 to the

development of the School of Educa-
tion and to its relations to the public

schools of the State.

Mr. Freeman's writing and research

have been chiefly in the field of edu-

cational psychology. His first work
was in handwriting and he has con-

tinued his interest in this subject.

From this he broadened to include

the psychology of the elementary-

school subjects and wrote his first

general textbook in this field. He
early extended his teaching and
writing to child development and
mental tests, and wrote a textbook

in each of these branches.

He also cultivated a special interest

in visual education and supervised a

series of studies which were pub-
lished in a volume by University of

Chicago Press. A second study was
subsidized by Eastman Kodak Co.

An interest in the basic problem of

nature and nurture led to two studies,

one of foster children and another of

identical and fraternal twins.

Mr. Freeman has been active

throughout his career in professional

The series of Correlated Hand-
writing Textbooks, represents Dr.

Freeman's greatest contribution

to handwriting.

organizations. He has held office in

associations ranging from psycholo-

gy to general education, such as

American Psychological Association,

American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, American Edu-
cational Research Association, So-

ciety for Research in Child Develop-

ment, National Society of College

Teachers of Education, National So-

ciety for the Study of Education,

American Council on Education,

Commission on Motion Pictures, and
others.

He is now chairman of California

Committee for the Study of Educa-
tion and vice-chairman of California

Council of Teacher Education. He
was a member of the United States

Educational Mission to Japan, which
recommended changes in the educa-

tional system of that country.

At the present time Mr. Freeman
is devoting his efforts chiefly to

building up the staff of the School of

Education, working on educational

problems within the University and
extending the services of the Uni-

versity to the public schools of the

State.

During recent years 5 full-time

members and 3 half-time members
have been added to the Department
of Education. At least two others

will be added during the coming
year. Several of these men have been

called on extensively for service to

State associations and school systems.

The Department has cooperated

actively with University Extension

in its expanded program. Joint ap-

pointments with the departments of

English and Art have enabled the

Department of Education to pool its

resources with these departments for

the strengthening of the education of

teachers and of the development of

the programs in these fields.

The policy represented in these

moves is to unite special knowledge
and competence in subject-matter

with educational experience and in-

sight in the improvement of the

preparation of teachers and of public

education.

G9r. 6.J{. Lupfer

6l2Jlorth Park St
Columbus Ohio

Envelope received frnni JOSEPH KOWALSKI, 191J E. 9lh
St.. Cleveland. Ohio, containing some of his fine practice
work on Text Lettering. Mr. Knualski is makins very fine
progress and is headed for the top.
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Tamblyn, the Beloved Penman Is Dead

In the death of Frederick William

Tamblyn, Kansas City, Missouri, on

February 16, 1947, the profession has

lost one of its greatest masters.

During a period of over fifty years,

the name of Tamblyn, the Penman,

and his well-known advertisement

"Learn to Write". I can make a

good penman of you at home during

spare time. Write for my free book

"How to become a Good Penman" . . .

Your name will be elegantly written

on a card if you enclose a stamp."

This Ad got me interested in pen-

manship, and I wrote—was convinced,

and enrolled for his Diploma-Course

back in November 1907. This course,

including not only his "fresh-from-

the-pen" copies, but his instructions,

and those beloved-letters he sent his

students from time to time did much
to spur his students to do their very

best work on every lesson.

During the summer of 1909, I was
associated with Mr. Tamblyn, and

while he and Mrs. Tamblyn spent

that summer in Colorado, I looked

after his Correspondence School and

his lovely home at 3620 Walnut

Street. I was again with him Feb.-

June 1912.

In the untimely death of his only

son, William, in 1922, at the age of

18 Mr. Tamblyn was almost over-

come with grief and disappointment.

His plans to train his son to take

over the penmanship business when
he was ready to retire, was dashed

to the ground. Again, during the

Christmas rush of 1944, while wrap-

ping a large bundle with strong cord,

he made a quick, hard pull to break

the string, when something "snapped"

in his shoulder, causing his writing

hand to become numb and excruciat-

ing pain resulted, leaving him a

severely tried man—a man who knew

no limit in his ambition to serve the

public with his penwork.

Mr. Tamblyn's name and work
will live on as long as penmanship

continues to be a profession.

Mar. 3, 1947.

Major F. O. Anderson

F. W. Tamblyn passed away Feb-

ruary 16th, 1947, at the age of

seventy-seven. He had been in very

poor health for several years and

had recently undergone several

operations.

Mr. Tamblyn was one of the most

widely known penmen in the country.

He conducted correspondence courses

and had successful students in many
countries.

He was a skilled penman and a

good engrossing artist. He will be

missed by thousands of former stu-

dents and admiring friends.

His business dealings were always

prompt and honorable. All who knew
him can honestly say, "there was a

man who served his profession long

and well and was a great credit to

it."

We are sorry to lose him but are

glad to have known him and to have

worked with him.

He is survived by his wife, one

daughter, Mrs. B. C. Bell, St. Louis,

Mo., and two grandchildren, to who
we extend sincere sympathy.—Ed.

F. W. TAMBLYN was an expert at ornamental penmanship, business writing and engrossing.
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A beautiful alphabet by H. E. HANSEN

A very skillfully executed alphabet by J. A. FRANCIS, Portal, North Dakota.
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Ornamental Penmanship

Doubtless you have expressed the desire to write a beautiful ornamental hand, after looking at a beautiful

specimen or after seeing some skillful penman dash off a specimen. It was easy for him to dash it off, for he

had an abundance of skill stored up from study and practice. He may have spent hours and hours practicing.

Yes, a skilled penman has spent many months of delightful practice. To him practice is as much fun as playing

ball is to the amateur ball player.

If you will start systematically practicing and studying, you may find it much easier than you had anticipated.

You practice an hour today and acquire a little skill and knowledge and tomorrow and the next day you repeat

the process, until you begin to see a noticeable improvement in your work. You find it fun and keep on. Soon

you are quite an expert and your work becomes the admiration and envy of others. It will finally, if you keep

on, become the delight and despair of those who would imitate it.

Now let us get down to practicing the copies in this issue. First, study the letter form that you are working

on; be sure you have a correct mental image of it. Then make several lines and compare your work with the copy.

By studying your efforts, you can discover some place which needs improving. Go to work again and make the

correction. Unless you find your mistakes you have no hope of correcting them.

Good penmanship is one third inspiration and two thirds perspiration.

^z^y^^^t^c^y

.

X^&^i-'CtZ^/l/ ^&tt^7
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m¥,

'~£^z^>£y

s^tz^i^^^z^-c^/ ^f^-

Study the pen lifts in this copy. Raise the pen often in ornamental penmanship.

y^fa^-tCc/^r^^ ^it^yz^/

& ^^7-z^i^W-i^/CK^yO^p-r^^z^y ^nz^>,

Watch the arrangement and general appearance of your work tin this copy.
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The Need for a Vitalized Penmanship Program
Summary of remarks introducing

the theme for discussion at the

Pennsylvania State Educational As-
sociation by Mae L. Light, Doyles-

town High School, Doylestown, Pa.

How well are we teaching? Not
how HARD, but how WELL? The
answer to that does not lie in cor-

rectly answered test papers nor, for

that matter, in any part of the class-

room conduct of our students, but in

the things our students do and think

and produce after they leave the

classroom behind and become a part

of the adult population.

Penmanship is a subject which we
have not and are not teaching too

well if the adult population today is

any indication of our teaching. Con-
sider, for example, the large number
of people who fill out a blank of some
sort every minute of the day in a
store, hospital, or post office some-
where in this system-loving nation.

Most of the countless blanks being
filled out at this very moment proba-
bly carry the command, "PLEASE
PRINT," and every such blank is an
accusation of our teaching of pen-
manship—an indication that, if the

blank were to be filled out in long-

hand, it would not be readable. Some
of the blanks are more flattering,

however, for their directions read,

"Please print or WRITE PLAINLY"
—a grudging admission that some of

the population can write legibly and
will do so if requested.

The necessity to write in longhand
is not decreasing, and the typewriter
has not lessened its importance.
Rather, it has made more noticeable
the difference between type and il-

legible longhand. Social living will

always have need of good hand-
writing—personal notations such as

shopping, grocery, laundry lists, or
recipes; telephone memoranda; let-

ters and invitations; personal checks;

and addresses on packages and let-

ters will always be important—just

how important is shown by the fact

that thousands of letters are de-

stroyed each year by the dead-letter

office because names and addresses
are illegible.

The typewriter and other machines
may be used extensively in business,

but they have by no means sup-
planted the lowly hand with its

pencil or pen. Bills, orders, receipts,

stock records, bills of lading, and

There is no greater need in the

educational set up of the present
day, than the teaching of hand-
writing.

hundreds of regulation forms are
written by hand. It is significant to

note that sales checks in large de-

partment stores are almost always
printed because too many errors re-

sulted from written forms.

Authorities seem to agree that

elementary teachers are doing a good
job in the teaching of penmanship.
Why, then, do pupils who leave the

sixth grade with a penmanship which
is acceptable in both speed and legi-

bility leave the high school with a
longhand that is scarcely readable?

Why do a few youngsters never
attain an acceptable level of penman-
ship ability? The Pennsylvania
course of study in Penmanship for

commercial students says that all

students can be taught to write
legibly. But they do not—ask any
teacher who must decipher student
scrawls. The fact is, people—whether
children or adults, students or teach-
ers—will not write legibly unless

they think it important to do so.

Handwriting is a skill which will,

if permitted to do so, deteriorate. No
matter how keen the motivation, or
how high the level of attainment in

the elementary grades, the average
student will gradually slip into

habits of carelessness in Junior and
Senior High School unless attention

continues to be focused on his writ-

ing. Teachers who are "too busy" to

give attention to their own penman-
ship create the same lackadaisical

attitude in the minds of the students;

if we are slip-shod or accept slip-

shop papers in any subject, penman-
ship suffers. One teacher can, in one
year, break down much of the work
of teachers for years past. Penman-
ship must be important to both
teacher and student before the child

will have any real desire to improve
his handwriting.

Therefore, a vitalized penmanship
program should be an important
concern of every teacher—elementary
and secondary, classroom and "spe-

cial." It will require the concerted

efforts of all before good writing

habits and the will to maintain those

habits can become an instinctive part

of the students' behavior patterns.

totfm®tax PuBosmne.lnc.
tOir©tt Muenue flau yoRK.ft.y

I.etterine by .1. B. HAGE. 601 W. 115th SI.,
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Supplementary Ornamental Copies

Study the shapes of the letters and

Do not slow up the motion when ><i

fork for short, snappy shades.

i hit a shade. Go on through the shade kith a uniform swing.

Send me your order. 40c a dozen, postpaid
AGENTS WANTED
A. W. COOPER

R. D. 1, Ringoes. New Jersey

E
NGROSSER WANTED

In N. Y. Excellent oppor-
tunity for advancement for

young man with some ex-

perience.

Write to Box 653, c/o The
Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

Some fine imitations of the Mada-

rasz signature have been received

from E. Austin Jones of Fort Worth,

Texas. The lines, however, were

rather faint for reproduction. Mr.

Jones is to be complimented on his

skill.
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Device
Contributed by

An Aid on size of t, d, and p.

Can you tell me if all the small

letters are the same size ? Many are

the same. Yes, five are tall. (Loops

1. b, h, k, f). Can you name the

letters that are between the tall ones

and the small ones? (t, d, and p. I

(Write them on the board.) Then
write 1 . What letter is it to be ?

"t", No, it would be if I crossed it,

but I was thinking of d. Make ("d")

(a) part to 1. Now I can make it

into a p. Watch p. Then show the

three like this atp.

Always make t. d, and p the same
size. Please remember.

-^& ^o-' ^-Jis ^Jcs^J/

P
r"R-RCTlCAI>

PenSumsTHP
\s>

^ J ^J
J,

/

/

/ /

/

/

/ /

/

/

/ / , /

y y j„ // "a

This letter was written by VV. H. PATRICK, penman in the Saddlers, Bryant, and Stratton Business College, Baltimore, Maryland,

in 1890. Mr. Patriek was one of the outstanding penmen of those days.
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A New Series of Flourishes
SNOW BIRD No. 5

By F. B. COrRTNEY, 12385 Cherrylawn Ave Detroit, Michigan

A beautiful nourish by that

Send in your questions for our "Question and Answer Department."

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles

Meub's Professional Black Ink
Sent Postpaid $1.00

The ink which produces rich black shades
and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1944 Loma Vista Street
Pasadena 4, California

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine Gillott Shading Pens

—

The original No. l's and No. 604, E.F.'s

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
The opportunity is offered all who wish

to acquire MASTERY OF CONTROL in

handwriting with the least effort and
little expense. The finest qualities are in

the "STRAHM 'SPECIAL' » Models hand-

made designed for beginners of handwriting

and professional penmen. Prices right.

Send for FREE circulars. Address

:

F. L. TOWER, 601 West Pleasant Street

Hammonton, New Jersey

HIGH GRADE

DIPLOMAS^-
CERTIFICATES.

Booklet or Sheet. Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE
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yr/s/;;//v/j,v.. //wr// ^SA7.

'/JW//:

Cf>////?//'//.j. (' //i
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//jfW /'// /A/' /rrr/////// Jr/'//// //'//,; /j en

' £/ <7

r/??f////(// ///fj s/rr/' //{<?/' ///// r/*///i7 /o,?/
/ // /

/ // 02 'Y'f/J?</A /Y\j/s4WI ///,.SYfW / ,

/ / //

// // /

/
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Here is another specimen of high class engrossers script by a girl. Ves the profession has quite a number of women who have become
very skillful in pen work and engrossing. Ves. she is a Zanerian.
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r UU.I score avio seven years aap our fathers brought forthon

\ nhis continent, anew nation, conceived in liberty and dedicated .

j.

,
' "to the proposition that all men are created equal. Tlowwe arc

{

I

engaged inagreat civil war testing whether that nation orany '

J other nation so conceived anb so dedicated can long endure.We S

m^ aremet ona great battle-field of that tuar. We have come to ded-

,

_>£ icate a portion ofthat field as a final resting place torthose

K!z^ who here gave their lives that that nation might live. It is alto-

'
j
aether fitting andproperthatwc shoulo bo this, hutina larger

,

y sense we can-not dedicate-we can-not consecrate-wc can-noth^h

rSSg low this ground- The bra\v men living anddoabtuhostruggled i

^-^ her*? have consecrated ttfarabove our poor power toadborbe-
nl 1 tract, The world will little note nor long remember whatwe say I

= a»| here, but it can never forget what theybib here. Iris forus

^ R8P the living, rather, to be dedicated here to the unfinished tnorh
'

* |l|| which,theywho fought here have thus iarso nobly abvancod.
;

1

) Itis rather forus to be here dedicated to the greatrash remain-

1

I L^ ing beforeus that from these honoreb bead we take increased
L^ devotion to thatcausa forwhich they gave rhe last full measure

J= jSS! ofdevotion-thatwe highly resolve that these beab shall nor
jag have died in vain-that this nation under God shall havoaneio

|

h birth of freedom and that government ofthe people, by the peo-

ple, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.

Modern engrossing by CLIFFORD I). MANS1.EV, 1722 Lnretta Ave., Philadelphia, Pa., a Zanerian trained C.I. student.
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Pen Flourishing
By T. M. TEVIS, Ctlillicothe, Mo.

LESSON NO. 7

This lesson is a swan. Study the top sketch carefully and pencil lightly the strokes in accordance with the

arrows and numbers. You will have to turn your paper around at many different angles in making a swan. Be
sure you turn your paper so that you are making the strokes toward your body at all times. Stroke nine can be

made better by turning your paper so that you will use a movement from left to right rather than pulling the

pen toward your body.

Put in lots of study and practice on this lesson, as it will be rather difficult at first, but after well learned

a swan is one of the easiest flourishes to make.
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SPECIMEN RECEIVED LIST

Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work

has been received from the following:

Rosario Babin

254 Pleasant St.

Berling, N. H.

J. Arthur La Roche

501 Boylston St.

Boston, Mass.

Paul V. Arnold

1217 W. 76th St.

Los Angeles, Calif.

David Klein

570 Broadway
New York 12. N. Y.

C. C. Burk
38 P. H. Blvd.

W. Somerville, Mass.

B. F. Brummer
Lutesville, Mo.

Hugh Sharp
301 Courthouse

Louisville, Ky.

^{arKtitA'
c
€ituh SPwia/Uetit

;till have that gracious

old-fashioned hospitality

Ideally located ... superb service...

finest cuisine ... 22 floors of gracious

living. Five rooms for food and enter-

tainment: (1 ) Penquin Room (2) Sky-Hy

Room (3) Omar Cocktail Lounge (4)

The Alcove (5) The New Coffee Shop

R. E. McEACHIN, Managing Director

CONTINENTAL
ELEVENTH AT BALTIMORE

LEARN BLACKBOARD WRITING

With this new book you can soon learn to write beautifully on

the blackboard and quicker and more expertly illustrate your

ideas and lessons.

This book reveals many secrets, such as manipulating the chalk to

get even, smooth lines. How to write in a straight line and many

other things which may have been puzzling you.

You'll find it helpful in teaching manuscript or cursive handwriting

in any grade or school.

Price of Writing on the Board $1.00

Price of Educator— I year 1.50

Special for the two . .... 2.00

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus 8, Ohio

lA's&'jrV'j a 3^v mi

in '.I

&£M&MM£.
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A Lesson In Engrossing

This is an engrossing job which is

simple in design and low in price. It

should prove not too difficult for the

young engrosser. If it strikes your

fancy, read the instructions carefully

and follow the directions.

Materials. A T square and draw-

ing board save time in ruling. Use

a good quality of paper. Poor paper

makes it difficult to correct errors.

For the Old English lettering use pen

number 2L,. The script writing can

be done with Gillotts Principality or

number 303. Zanerian Fine Writer is

excellent. The word "Citation" and

patriotic designs were done with the

aid of a ruling pen. the kind found

in mechanical drawing sets. Use

By MICHAEL I.EIPHOLZ

(See specimen paj*e 27)

Higgins engrossing inks—colors blue,

red, and black. If materials are not

available in your locality, write to

the editor of this magazine for

supplies.

Measurements. Use a sheet 12 x

141 9 inches. Draw light pencil lines

l l

2 inches from the top and l 1 ,

inches from edge of paper on right

and left sides. The patriotic designs

begin at the top line and are 5
S

inches wide. The field on which the

stars appear is 3

J

., inches long. The
stars are white on a field of blue.

Below the blue field appear three

groups of red lines. The space be-

tween the patriotic designs and the

writing is
J 2 inch wide. Draw verti-

cal penc ;

l lines as guides for the

beginning and ending of each line of

engrosser's script.

You can now begin the wording.

I would suggest that you outline the

word "Citation," "Silver Star" and
Lieut. Wharton's name on strips of

paper which can be used as guides

for the actual lettering on the sheet.

The word "Citation" is 4% inches

long and 1 » inch high. The top part

of this word is red, the center white,

and the lower part blue. In "Silver

Star" the lower case letters are %
inch high, the capital "S" % inch.

Use same sizes in Lieut. Wharton's
name.

Now draw horizontal pencil lines

for the wording in the citation as

follows: You already have a pencil

line 1% inches from the top of the

sheet. From this line to the Top of

the word "Citation" is % inch. The
line "For gallantry in action" begins

2% inches below the top pencil line.

Lieut. Wharton's name rests on a

line 4 inches from the top line. The
"was advancing" line begins &%
inches from the top. Each line of

engrosser's script is Vs inch high and

the spacing between these lines is

1

1 inch. This arrangement should

give you about 1% inches of space

below the last line of the citation.

Do all pencil rulings before ink is

used.

Dc not bend —, !~L ^

$U&£l<x$y Columbus S
f 0\C\o

An envelope received from E. J. CARROLL, 444-51 St., Brooklyn, 20. N.V. In it

engrossing which will appear In our columns.

numher of very fine specimens of Mrs. Carroll's

Lettering on brown rough pai>er does not engrave well but because this envelope was so attractive we had it engraved.

Preparing your envelopes in lettering will give you that much more needed experience and practice. Keep them plain and legible
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Print to Script
MABEL ANDERSON

^_

i ~wnnT w:- i

MANUSCRIPT
We are presenting' six words this

month for practice.

The o, p, a, and d, each contain

the circle. Other letters containing

the circle are b, c, g, and q.

Practice the circle, then make all

of the above letters. See that the

circle rests on the base line and
touches the top line. Test the letters

to see that they are circular, not

fiat on one side.

The s, u, n, h, and r, contain part

of a circle. Teachers who are work-

ing' to improve their manuscript

should watch the circular part of r.

Are your n's as wide as the o's?

Measure the width of o, n, u, p, h,

and d. They should be the same
width.

The space between letters should

be the same as in letters. Each word
should stand out as a unit with just

a little more space between, than in

words.

Quality of line should be uniform

and smooth. Avoid heavy or black

spots. Also make each line plain

enough that students can see it.

SUPERVISOR DIES
In the death of Mrs. Maude E.

Meyers, on January 13, 1947, the

handwriting profession has lost a

beloved member.

Mrs. Meyers was a teacher in the

public schools for about twenty
years, previous to her fifteen years

of Handwriting supervision work, in

the Newark, N. J. public schools.

Her long experience in school

work and her special training and
competency in handwriting, enabled

her to inspire both students and
teachers. She rendered very valuable

service from a teaching, supervision

and administrative standpoint. She
won a host of friends among the

students and teachers, and did much
for the handwriting in the Newark
city schools.

She served as president of the

Handwriting Department of the New
Jersey State Teachers Association,

where she gave generously of her

time and experience. She received

some training from the Zanerian.

Three years ago she retired from
public school work and unfortunately

she did not live longer to enjoy her

well deserved retirement.

By J. E. LESTER, Wapella, 111.
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Madarasz Signature Contest
The signature in the January issue

was a "flop". Why very few guesses
were received, we will never know.
At first we thought of burying the

identity of the writer but after

weighing the matter heavily we
decided to reveal the secret.

It was written for fun during one
of the few minutes when the sub-

scriptions were all entered, stencils

all cut and filed, advertisements
handled, all inquiries answered and
our desks cleared of all details. It

was "Believe It Or Not" written by
the Editor.

Here are two signatures recently

submitted. Can you identify the
writers ?

r

r r

y

j

Austin Jones
3101 Hutchinson St.

Ft. Worth, Texas
March 10, 1947

The Educator
Columbus

Gentlemen:

The signature in the March issue

of The Educator could have been
written by the same person or

scratched by the same rooster!

We have a law in this country
against cruelty to animals. It should

be enforced.

The scratching could be E. A.

Stutten but chances are slim that it

y > >

You state that the scribble is the

signature of a prominent educator.

Evidently he is not a business college

educator.

I make a move that we all "chip

in" and give whoever it is a free

course in penmanship in the Zanerian.

I will donate $1.00.

Yours truly,

E. Austin Jones

H. L. Dwyer, of South Lancaster,

Massachusetts, is leaving for the

Phillipines where he was located

some years ago. He will be con-

nected with the Philadelphia Union
College at Manila, P. I.
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Lessons in Card Carving and Designs
By I. D. CARTER. Deerfield. Illii

«k.

Very pleasing effects can be se-

cured by combining pen work, splat-

ter and knife carving. In the accom-
panying illustration we have a com-
bination of ornamental, roundhand,

splatter and pencil work.

Tack a piece of cardboard on your
drawing board, then outline the

scene, draw head and baselines for

the script, panel and other straight

lines using a T square.

Make a shield by cutting out the

black part of the design. This shield

is then laid on the cardboard and
the black is sprayed on top of this

shield. You can use an air gun for

spraying or use a screen and a tooth

brush. By rubbing the tooth brush
back and forth quickly on the screen

it will throw a fine mist or splatter.

Dip the tooth brush in ordinary ink

or any color desired.

When the protecting shield is re-

moved from the cardboard you will

find that it has prevented the spray

or splatter from touching parts of

the cardboard. These parts will be

white.

After removing the shield, addi-

tional tones or shadows may be

added such as in the trees along the

house, the windows or along the

edge of the stream.

The script was added last. Letter-

ing can be used in place of script.

You could also use your pocket knife

in making the edge of the water and
a few other strokes.

Many different designs can be pro-

duced, using colors of any description.

For delicate tones apply pencil dust

or other chalk substances with a

piece of cotton.

Your ideas and suggestions are

always welcome.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Engraving Purposes
Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms : works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.
By appointment only.

Write for my free book. "How to Become an
Expert Penman. '

' which shows what others

have accomplished by taking my courses. En-

close 10c for one of my favorite pen points

and your name with, a beautiful flourished

bird written on a card. Write today

!

T. M. TEVIS Box Chillioothe, Mo.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

hut especially in books of interest and value

to commercial teachers including bfMiks of

special educational value and books on bus-

iness subjects. All such hooks will he briefly

reviewed in these columns, the object beinj;

to Klve sufficient description of each to enable

our readers to determine its value.

AT HOME WITH ARTISTIC PEN-

WORK, Book No. 1, BUSINESS
WRITING, First Edition 1947. by

Stephen A. Ziller, author. Pub-

lished by The Tamblyn School of

Penmanship, Kansas City, Missouri.

Cardboard cover, 64 pages.

rhii volume is devoted to business writing

designed for self instruction and class

The author of this book is a skillful, young

penman whom we had the pleasure of meeting

in 1930 when he first came to The Zanerian

College. He is hardworking, studious, and one

of the leading pen artists.

The booklet is well illustrated with complete

instructions. The copies were photo-litho-

graphed, and are clear and snappy.

Write for

our new

Free Book,

"How to Become a Good Penman"
Enclose 10c for a Professional
Pen Point and your name
beautifully written.

• SOMETHING •

— NEW —
• HAS BEEN ADDED •

Here's a new series of five copy-
righted books entitled AT HOME
WITH ARTISTIC PENWORK.

Book 1—Business Writing
64 pages—$1.00 ppd.

Book 2—Artistic Writing
($1.00—not available until
July)

Book 3 Card Writing
32 pages—$1.00 ppd.

Q Book 4—Engrossing Alphabets
32 pages—$1.00 ppd.

Book 5—Bird & Design Flour-
ishing

32 pages—$1.00 ppd.

All copies and instructions for the above
are brand new — arranged in a modern
manner. Order with confidence; if not
entirely satisfied, return within 10 days
for complete refund.

Stephen A. Ziller, Author
THE TAMBLYN STUDIO &
SCHOOL OP" PENMANSHIP

438 Ridge Building
Kansas City, Mo.

The Lord Baltimore Hotel,

Baltimore's largest, always

has upheld this tradition.

700 comfortable rooms . . .

all the facilities and serv-

ices that travelers expect

. . . and a genuine willing-

ness to please each guest

. . . have made it "Host to

Most Who Visit Baltimore."

uotfd Dalti*nm<e Hotel
BALTIMORE AT HANOVER • BALTIMORE 3, MD.

Gentlemen:

Post office money order enclosed

for $1.50 to renew my subscription
for the Educator.

It is a real pleasure to read the
many interesting articles and enjoy
the beautiful and fascinating pen-
manship that each issue of the Edu-
cator contains.

Very sincerely yours,

W. C. Clarkson, L.L.D.

410 Baird Drive

Charleston 2, West Virginia

February 8, 1947

E. G. Thayer, R.F.D. No. 1, Adams,
Mass., desires to exchange specimens
and ideas with other subscribers.

P. D. Montalbo, 2418 Pevie Street,

San Francisco, California, desires to

exchange specimens with other sub-

scribers.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
MISSOn-A. MONTANA

Member N". A. T. A.

uperior placement servf

ALASKA. HAWAII AND THE WEST

Greatest teachei shortage in Nation's history.
Enroll immediately tv>r un^iuall. .

(unities throughout West and Alaska.

FREE LIFE MEMBERSHIP.



How to Prepare As a Penman

Excellent Opportunities Await You

Attend the Zanerian College of Penmanship at Columbus, Ohio and

receive thorough personal training in all branches of penmanship,

lettering, engrossing, and illuminating, at any time during the year.

Approved by the United States Veterans bureau for the training of

G. I. students.

A Summer School will be conducted for teachers and those desiring

to spend their vacation improving themselves in pen work or teaching.

*€;..

Take work by correspondence if you cannot come to the Zanerian

College in person. The Zanerian College offers efficient correspond-

ence courses. You will be surprised at the progress you can make by

following a course at home under our careful supervision.

3. Successful men in every profession use books as their main source

of information. You too can get books on pen work and improve

yourself. We publish many books especially prepared to help you.

Write for our supply catalog.

Your training or your library is not complete and up-to-date unless

you keep your name on the subscription list of the Educator.

We have a complete penmanship service. Write us.

The Zanerian College, of Penmanship
612 N. Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio
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Manuscript Writing
Grade One

Print to Script Practice Book number one

Print Letters Capital—small letters and figures

for wall or blackboard

Pencil Number two, large lead

Paper Number two, pencil paper

Charts Hand and Body Position Charts

Grade Two
Print to Script Practice Book number two

Print Letters Capital—small letters and figures
for wall or blackboard

Pencil Number two, large lead

Paper Number two, pencil paper

Charts Hand and Body Position Charts

Print to Script Teachers Manual, Grades 1-2

The Zaner-Bloser Co.
612 N. Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio

The Lord Baltimore Hotel,

Baltimore's largest, always

has upheld this tradition.

700 comfortable rooms . . .

the facilities and serv-

ices that travelers expect

. . . and a genuine willing*

to please each guest

. . . have made it "Host to

Most Who Visit Baltimore."

hard DcMUuore Hotel
BALTIMORE AT HANOVER • BALTIMORE 3, MD.

C/'Cawfaib
C
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WE STILL HAVE THAT GRACIOUS

OLD-FASHIONED HOSPITALITY

Ideally located . . . superb service . .

.

finest cuisine ... 22 floors of gracious

living. Five rooms for food and enter-

tainment: (1) Penquin Room (2) Sky-Hy

Room (3) Omar Cocktail Lounge (4)

The Alcove (5) The New Coffee Shop

R. E. McEACHIN, Mo™ gi « 3 Director

jiMiii

CONTINENTAL
ELEVENTH AT BALTIMORE

DIRECTION -SOUTHWEST HOTELS INCORPORATED H. G. MANNING, FOUNDER

WANTED Educators for 1922 to 192c
inclusive. State price wanted and
pleteness.

SAM Kiillil.

1255 Kanianuwai Lane
Honolulu 18. Hawiii

Write for my free book. "How to Become an
Expert Penman," which shows what others
have accomplished by taking my courses. En-
close 10c for one of my favorite pen points

and your name with a beautiful flourished

bird written on -a card. Write today!

T. M. TEVIS Box 25-C Chillicothe, Mo.

HIGH GRADE

Diplomas^
Certificates.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs-
Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.

Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for

Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE
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NATIONAL RECOGNITION
MEANS PRESTIGE
FOR YOUR SCHOOL

Membership roster includes schools

in the United States and six foreign

countries.

Details as to membership require-

ments, ethical standards, services

available and application blank upon

request.

Address:

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
COMMERCIAL COLLEGES

Educator 3

The right pen tor the

handwriting system yon teach

Handwriting classes go smoother
. . . and students show more prog-

ress . . . when Esterbrook Poun- 2284 (Stead £tu&
tain Pens are used. An Esterbrook
lets the teacher and student
choose exactly the right point for

the handwriting system being

taught. From 33 different point

styles you select the one point

that suits your requirements
exactly . . . and fit it into the

pen yourself.

Esterbrook Renew-Point Foun-
tain Pen points are instantly re-

newable . . . an outstanding
advantage. Endorsed by
educators everywhere.

numbered point styles

TO SELECT OR RENEW

...HERE'S ALL YOU DO

220 North Main Street Burlington, Iowa

SHORT CUT TO
PLAIN WRITING

The book is typical of the title, a real "Short

Cut to Plain Writing."

It is constructive rather than revolutionary, and

reformative rather than reactionary. It is based

upon the idea that it is better to improve the

quality of the writing rather than change the style;

that most writing is poor on the part of a few

letters only and that it is better to improve the

few poor ones rather than to change the good ones.

It is a book for busy adults rather than for child-

ren; neither is it intended for people who are "sot"

in their theories, but rather for the growing, going,

and ambitious, progressive people.

It's different, it's unconventional; it's stimulating;

it's helpful; it's concrete in its suggestions.

The Zaner-Bloser Company
612 N. Park St. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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HANDWRITING SUPPLIES
MANUAL 96

For individuals or classes

Contains many pages of applied writing, such as busi-

ness forms, paragraphs, letter writing—a most valuable

lot of material for Business College penmanship students.

Manual 96 is the most widely used book of its kind on

penmanship ever published in this country. Many persons

do not hesitate to pronounce it the best work on business

and social handwriting thus far issued. It is regarded

by commercial schools as a standard text on rapid busi-

ness writing.

Red, Blue, Green, Black, Yellow, Variegated
One penholder 10c — One dozen, postpaid 48c — One gross, postpaid $5.76

ZANERIAN STANDARD PEN No. 4

We recommend the Zanerian Standard Pen for grammar grades,
although it is also well adapted for use in high schools, junior high
schools and commercial departments. The smooth point encourages
freedom and ease in writing, two essentials in the foundation on which
to build quality and speed. This pen is largely used and is giving
the very best satisfaction.

One gross, postpaid, 5)1.25 - - - - % gross, postpaid. 40c - - - - One dozen, postpaid, 15c

Net Price, three gross or more, postpaid per gross 90c

PENMANSHIP PAPER No. 9

This pen and ink paper is three-eighths inch ruled
with one red line heading.

Size 8X10 1
;.. 500 sheet pkg. Shipping weight 6 lbs.

1 pkg., 85c net, plus parcel post charges from your
place to Columbus, Ohio.
Packed 5 or 10 pkgs. to carton.

1 to 9 packages, per package, 85c, net.

(The above price is F. O. B. Columbus, Ohio.)

No. 9 Paper. Net Price, 10 pkgs. or more, per package
(The above prices are F. O. B. Mill, near Columbus.)

NEW PLASTIC CONTAINER
NOW HOLDS ZANERIAN INK POWDER

School superintendents find the use of this ink powder the most economical
way to supply their buildings with a good quality of inexpensive ink.

Now that this powder is furnished in plastic containers, it is easy to use.

Place the contents in a quart of water and stir until dissolved. The ink is

then ready to use.

If the ink is too dark, more water may be added; if it is too light, more
powder may be added.
Maintenance men like the convenience of mixing only a quart at a time.

Colors—BLUE BLACK and RED
Prices—Powder for 1 quart. Net. postpaid 30c

Powder for 6 or more quarts. Net, plus postage .22 14 c each

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

THE ZANER-BLOSER CO. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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COLUMBUS, OHIO, MAY, 1947

Habit Forming
Pupils who deliberately write care-

lessly with the idea of confusing the

teacher, thinking that by covering

up they will receive a higher grade,

are hurting themselves and making
the teacher's task more difficult.

Many letters are made similar

with only slight variations, so that

one might fool the teacher as to ones

lack of knowledge of spelling. The
chances are most teachers will give

a lower grade because of careless

handwriting, which has caused her so

much annoyance and waste of time.

The important thing which one is

likely to overlook, is the fact that

handwriting is a matter of habit.

Therefore writing in a careless in-

correct manner will form permanent-

ly incorrect habits of writing for

which one will pay throughout his

life.

Handwriting is the smallest and
most skillful act all persons are re-

quired to do. Therefore, the import-

ance of always guarding against in-

correct habits and carelessness.

In 1870, Thompson & Bowlers, in

their Hand Book Of Penmanship,
wrote, "We find the art of writing

intimately connected with all the

commercial and social relations of

life. There is no trade, calling, voca-

tion or profession of which it is not

the mouth-piece". They further com-
ment. "Writing is virtually ignored

as a branch of study in a large

majority of our common schools.

This is so, simply because good pen-

manship is not exacted as a qualifi-

cation of our common school teach-

ers—not even a knowledge of it's

simplest principles".

P. R. Spencer, in the days when
Spencerian writing was so popular,

wrote, "The negligent manner in

which this invaluable art is frequent-

ly taught, calls for more than a

passing notice".

We could probably quote from
famous educators of every genera-

A TRIBUTE TO MOTHERS
Every second Sunday of May

of every year is a day set aside

by the United States of America
as Mother's Day.

There is nothing more impor-

tant in one's life than the mutual
understanding of the true great-

ness of mother.

Mother is the pent-up river of

life which empties into the human
mind, the moulder and creator of

thought that has changed the

human race from barbarism to

civilization.

This day is dedicated to mothers
to show our love, devotion and
appreciation that mother is the

only gift that God could ever

give us.

Ambrosio D. Bolo

tion, criticising the lack of interest,

in handwriting. Today we hear com-
plaints about poor handwriting from
many sources; business men, parents,

and school officials. A recent survey
of school systems showed that most
schools feel that they are doing a

poor job of teaching handwriting.

A survey of schools teaching hand-
writing would show many school

systems are getting as good or better

results than were secured in the

good old writing days of Spencer.

Something should be done to put
handwriting in every grade school

and at least in every commercial
high school. It should have a regular

time each day on the schedule for

systematic study and practice, under
qualified teachers.

Cooperation of all teachers is

needed to secure uniform results and
to maintain high standards.

The teacher in the fifteen minute
handwriting class should teach the

correct manner of writing. It is in

the other classes during the remain-

der of the day that writing habits are

permanently fixed.

Without proper cooperation of all

teachers, results are certain to be
unsatisfactorily. Parents can do
much toward seeing that their child-

ren receive instruction in handwriting
in school. Some help at home would
be time well spent.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly < except Jul v and August >

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO.,
612 N. Park St.. Columbus. O.

E. A. LUPFER Editor

PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. $1.50 A TEAR
(To Canada 10c; foreign 30c more)
Single copy. 25c.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers
and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the

month for the issue of the following month.



BUSINESS WRITING
By THE EDUCATOR STAFF

Spontaneous writing should be the aim of every student. By thoroughly mastering the forms of each letter

the student can give most of his attention to the thoughts he is expressing. Memorize the words in the sentences

in these copies and write from memory. If you have forgotten how to form certain letters, they should be prac-

ticed individually so that you can make them well with little thought to their construction.

Where there are special changes in motion like on the shoulder of r, the finish of v, w, & b, the changes should

be made without special thought; otherwise more drill should be given to these special individual spots or letters.
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Have you formed the habit of pulling all downstrokes in the same direction or must you give special attention

to slant. Unless slant is automatic you need special drill on slant. Check your position and draw slant guide lines

and practice until slant is no special problem for you.

Uniform spacing is produced by a uniform swing of the hand. With a good swing one can close his eyes and

write a uniformly spaced word. If you have difficulty with spacing it means you need more practice on movement,
otherwise your writing cannot be spontaneous.
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Review your position. Have your teacher check the position of your hand, arm and paper. Try to find any

condition which may be retarding your progress. Watch other good writers. Perhaps you can get some good ideas

or suggestions from them.
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Let us get each of our letters absolutely clear. Make them so they can't be misunderstood. It's no credit to

anyone not to be able to write legibly.
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When your lines show wobbles that's a sign to speed up. Use a free arm movement especially on capitals. The
more arm movement you use the easier it will be for you to write page after page.

Each letter should rest on the base line. You can easily see if your letters are not all exactly on the base line.
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The final strokes should be ended upward in an oval direction. Go through your writing and see how many of

your ending strokes end at the same height as the top of small a.
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Watch your margins. Keep the right margin the same as the left. Center the work on the page.

Do some study and practice each day. Find the letters or parts you are weakest on, then strengthen those parts.
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Where students make a mistake and make another letter over the first one the results look like careless writing.

Learn to write without making so many mistakes, but where a mistake is made, and has to be corrected, it should

be done in a neat way.

In examining hundreds of specimens we find one of the outstanding errors is the irregularity quality of line.

Heavy, irregular lines spoil the specimen. Riding the pen on the downstroke making a heavy shade and a light line

on the upstroke, makes writing unattractive. Writing with too coarse a pen looks heavy and massive.

Quality of line should be uniform and neither too heavy nor too light. Avoid spotted places. Check up on your
pen and ink. Perhaps a drop of water would make your ink flow freer without spoiling the color.
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The Test of Handwriting Instruction
BKll.AH P. BEAI.E. Baltil

The effectiveness of handwriting

instruction is measured by the ability

of the pupils to think and to write

at the same time. Adequate instruc-

tion in handwriting therefore must
teach the individual to write legibly

and with sufficient speed for general

functional purposes both in school

and outside school.

To enable more pupils to gain serv-

iceable or functional handwriting a

three-point program is required:

1. a plan to enable pupils to ac-

quire a style of handwriting

which is free of mechanical

difficulties.

2. a means for helping pupils to

reach an acceptable standard

of performance.

3. suitable activities to enable

pupils in after years to retain

the facility which they have

acquired.

It may be assumed that any plan

to enable the child to acquire a style

of handwriting that is free of me-
chanical difficulties, will place great

stress upon the fundamentals such as

letter forms, ability to move the

pencil freely, hygienic position, mus-
cular control, and readiness in handl-

ing materials. But over and beyond

these elementary considerations is

the need for spontaneity in the writ-

ing act at each grade level.

Obviously, spontaneity is impos-

sible if the child is obliged to divide

his attention between the thoughts

he is expressing and the mechanics

of writing. This need justifies the

introduction of manuscript writing in

the early grades. Its mechanical

simplicity is within the range of

ability of the young child and enables

him to express his thoughts. Thus at

the very beginning handwriting may
become truly functional.

Pupils who have made the transi-

tion to cursive writing need the same
degree of spontaneity as the begin-

ners. But experience proves that the

child cannot gain this spontaneity at

this stage of learning without some
attention to fundamental principles.

We, in Baltimore, have found that

functional handwriting in script may
be developed through the application

of certain basic principles. These
grew out of an analysis of errors in

handwriting. The most conspicuous

of these errors, and the most critical,

were found to be faulty endings;

incorrectly made under curves; mixed
slant; failure to give letters in the

A group proper slant; incorrect for-

mation of the initial stroke of such
letters as capital W and ten other

capitals; incorrect endings on final

h, m, and n; and failure to make the

downstroke of small t and d correct-

ly. From these seven major errors

the following principles were derived:

There should be greater impor-

tance attached to penmanship
when we realize that we still sign

all official documents, checks,

papers, descriptions.

Good Penmanship is about the

most valuable accomplishment one
takes from the schoolroom.

—Mclntire

1. End strokes as spacers between
words improve the legibility of

handwriting more than any
other single practice.

2. Ability to make the undercurve

like that of the first stroke of

small 1 improves the shape of

many related letters and con-

sequently the legibility of

written paragraphs.

3. The letters which extend above
the line show the same slant

as those which extend below it.

This is called the principle of

parallel slants.

4. In making capital A, if the

swing is leftward and not up-

ward the slant of the letter is

more likely to be correct. Once
the principle is grasped it im-

proves not only the capital A
itself but also a group of re-

lated letters — small a, d, g,

and q.

5. The shape of the beginning
stroke of eleven capital letters

is almost identical. It is shaped
like a cane. The stroke con-

sists of two parts, a loop and
a downstroke. Both conform
to the slant of the other letters.

This is called the cane principle.

6. When small h, m, or n appears
at the end of a word, there is

a tendency to slur the last two
strokes. Precision in making
the last downstroke and the

final upstroke helps to improve
both poor letter form and spac-

ing between words.

7. The small letters t and d con-

stitute a special application of

the 1 principle. Experience has
shown that errors in making t

and d are so common that the

construction of these letters

needs to be singled out for

special emphasis.

Such stripping down of information

concerning the mechanics of hand-

writing to bare essentials, when
applied in teaching, saves much time

of the pupil, facilitates his learning,

and encourages permanency of learn-

ing. It arouses interest in detecting

his own errors and creates a desire

to learn how to avoid or correct

them. It therefore gives meaning to

his analysis and to the study of the

principles.

The second phase of the three-point

program is a method by which the

pupil may reach an acceptable stan-

dard of performance.

The most important change from
traditional to modern methods in

handwriting is a greater emphasis on

fluency; perhaps I should say a

different emphasis. I do not mean
speed gained at the expense of legi-

bility. A pupil should not be pushed

beyond his natural reactive rate, but

stimulus and guidance should be ap-

plied to help him to approach the

rate that is suitable for him. Observ-

ance of the worker at this period

thus becomes more important than
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observance of the work. The way
the pupil takes the initiative deter-

mines the point of contact. Fluency

in handwriting has been denned as

the result of a succession of in-

numerable, quick and slow responses

in a complex motor process. It can

be acquired most easily and without

loss of legibility through response to

rhythm. It is rhythm which helps

pupils to acquire ease in movement.

In the kindergarten we see how
much more readily small children

respond to fast music than they do to

slow. Two experiments, one in coal

heaving and one in chocolate cover-

ing, reported by F. H. Pear in his

"Skills in Work and Play" show that

when greater ease of movement was
aimed for, increased output was ob-

tained along with decrease in fatigue.

At no time was any attempt made
to increase the effort of the workers.

In like manner handwriting done

with a degree of speed excels in

quality than that done with slower

movement. One cannot appreciate the

effectiveness of rhythm upon ease,

rapidity, and quality of handwriting

until he has experienced it.

Furthermore, at any age level

fluency is the element which gives

satisfaction to the learner. This in

itself contributes toward permanent
learning. Finally, since the only

concrete and objective means for

getting at pupils' essential thought

processes is found in written expres-

sion, everything possible should be

done to help him combine fluency

with legibility from the outset.

Fluency and a working knowledge

of letter forms together produce

serviceable and legible handwriting.

Legibility has come to mean more
than well-made letter forms, perfect

copy, or a pleasing appearing paper.

It is a composite of a number of ele-

ments such as size, shape, spacing

and slant. These elements suggest the

specific criteria by which legibility

may be measured. The application of

these criteria in teaching supple-

mented by visual aids, such as alpha-

bet cards, levels of achievement, goal

cards, visual self-helps, signature

cards and compendiums, accompanied

by frequent practice in self-rating by

means of standardized or informal

handwriting scales help pupils to at-

tain a degree of skill which will fit

school needs and be acceptable for

general use.

The third phase of an efficient

handwriting program is a way to

enable the pupil to retain in after

years the facility he has already

acquired.

Handwriting is a necessity through-

out childhood and adulthood. Much
school work rests heavily upon

facility in writing. It is relatively

easy to develop handwriting skills in

a handwriting period. But the skills

developed are valuable only so far as

they transfer to writing in general.

Hence, the need for all teachers

giving regular attention to such mat-

ters as hygienic position of the pupils

when writing, their efficient handling

A notebook carelessly written

is certainly an example of poor

training. Not only is this a re-

flection on the student but on the

teacher.

of materials, and the quality of hand-

writing which they as teachers accept

from their pupils. All teachers, no

matter what subject they teach,

should be familiar with the common
criteria of legibility and fluency in

writing.

It has been said that in education

content comes first and technical

things belong in the margin of con-

sciousness, but skills cannot be

pushed off into the margin of con-

sciousness until they have been com-
pletely mastered.

What then can be done to facilitate

transfer and to insure retention of

writing skills?

The first essential is more general

recognition that growing organisms

are being educated. Therefore, occa-

sional lapses in quality of writing

are to be expected. Study of the child

himself reveals that these lapses

usually coincide with periods of

accelerated muscular growth and
neural development. Consequently,

only release from tension at such

times and guidance by sympathetic

informed teachers can tide him over

and prevent him from abandoning his

handwriting standards for all time.

The most conspicuous example of

this tendency is seen in the Junior

High School. The pupil's spurt of

physical growth, his new environ-

ment, the necessity of writing much
more and much faster than formerly,

all combine to break down his writ-

ing habits.

The second essential is general

acceptance of the idea that hand-

writing is merely a tool of expres-

sion— a way of making thoughts

known to others. It is no longer

regarded as a means of discovering

character or personality traits. Inci-

dentally, it is surprising how such

notions persist among adults, and

influence the attitude of adolescents

concerning the improvement of their

own writing.

The third essential is a more in-

tellectual approach to the study of

handwriting. Many adults, including

some teachers, will scoff at this idea.

However, experience has shown that

lasting handwriting skill which stays

taught, includes content as well as

practice. All too frequently hand-

writing has been thought of as some-

thing to practice and nothing to

learn. Studies in psychology show
that a more lasting competence in a

skill is acquired if the learner has an

appreciation of the meaning and the

purpose of the skill to be attained.

In handwriting it is the seven basic

principles, the component parts of

letter forms, the meaning of specific

criteria and their use in measuring

progress that provide this intellectual

approach and compose the content of

efficient handwriting instruction.

Such knowledge makes possible

adequate provision for recognition of

individual differences in writing, ap-

plication of diagnostic methods and

the means for rating one's own
progress.

The fourth essential is a recogni-

tion of the basic importance of a

sound methodology. Handwriting is

in the same category as other motor

skills, such as playing a musical in-

strument, typewriting and swimming.

It cannot be learned by watching

some one else perform or by being

told how to do it. It is learned by

doing. The learner needs to be

shown. Wrong methods may be

successful up to a certain point but
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they will inevitably handicap the

learner in acquiring the highest de-

gree of facility of which he is cap-

able. The psychology of teaching a
skill is well known and should be

applied particularly in the final step

regarding practice.

Thus, functional handwriting is ac-

quired by following a definite pro-

gram—a program which gradually

transforms the miscellany of writing

knowledges and practices into a

ready tool of expression. When hand-

writing becomes definite, transfer and
retention cease to present a serious

problem.

The program outlined is valuable

not only as a means of developing

functional handwriting but also as a

basis for remedial instruction. It is

especially valuable at high school

level whose graduates enter employ-

ment where business men and others

are constantly demanding that work-
ers write legibly, fluently and accept-

ably.

We demonstrated how this could

be done in an experimental class at

one of our high schools. Through
the cooperation of the assistant

superintendent of secondary educa-

tion and the principal of the school

a 12A commercial class was selected.

The principal told the pupils that an
opportunity to improve their hand-

writing was offered if they wished to

accept it. These boys and girls had
been seeking employment and had
discovered that their handwriting
was not good enough. Twenty-four
pupils expressed willingness to meet
the handwriting supervisor before

school, for a half hour each morning
for a month. Due to the war, second-

ary schools opened at 9:30 at the

time.

At the first meeting, the pupils

appeared surprised to find that there

are only seven major errors that are

likely to occur in handwriting. They
were asked to write, "The Salute to

the Flag." Then they were told to

look at their writing and see if they

had put endings on their words.

Most of them had not. At this point

they learned that the use of endings

is the first step toward improvement
in legibility. Each of the seven
principles was presented in the same
way. Each time the pupil wrote a
paragraph he observed the applica-

tion of the principle and its effect

upon his writing.

This intellectual approach not only

caused rapid improvement in legi-

bility and ease of writing but also

had an effect upon the morale of the
pupils promoting independence and
self-reliance. Each lesson followed

Morrison's method of pretest, teach,

test the result, adapt procedure, test

again. It consisted of:

1. Writing a familiar paragraph.

Measuring the quality of the

handwriting.

Selecting the most conspicuous
error.

Practicing exercises designed
to remedy the error.

Rewriting the same familiar

paragraph trying to eliminate

the error while writing at rea-

sonable speed.

ZT' (t-he boss}
i5oKuy,ycuno man!

- we---

use you-

we neev
someone
WHO HAS
LtriKntD
R OOOT>

HanpwKrrmer.

6. Measuring the quality of the

writing again.

In a few lessons, some pupils made
sufficient improvement to be noted
by their teachers, particularly the

teacher of English. The pupils them-
selves became more discriminating

and learned to correct many of their

own errors. From the beginning to

the end of the project, their hand-
writing scores on the Ayres Scale

which originally ranged from 30 to

70, were raised to a minimum of 60
and a maximum of 95. This occurred
in one month of daily practice.

The seven cardinal principles of

handwriting instruction provide both
content and a method for enabling

the pupil to master the mechanics
of writing as well as an effective

means of remedial instruction.

You may like to know how we
developed the principles. For a num-
ber of years we made a list of hand-

writing faults which appeared on
papers collected from the elementary
schools in the city. Careful study re-

vealed that all the errors could be
classified under seven headings. The
discovery resulted in great simplifi-

cation of content and saving of time.

For example, the first principle reads:

the use of end strokes as spacers

between words improves the legi-

bility of handwriting more than any
single practice. Seven such principles

are clearly and simply stated and
arranged in the order in which they
increase legibility. It is a self-correc-

tive device for individualizing hand-
writing instruction that provides

guidance in detecting and overcoming
handwriting faults. Specific exercises

are provided to overcome each type

of defect. It directs progress on
seven successive levels of improve-
ment.

In the application, suggestions are

given at each step concerning what
to study and what to practice in

order to advance.

Under "What to Study", reference

is made to Goal Card I. On one side

of the card is a graphic illustration

of the principle. On the other side

is a detailed explanation of it. Under
"What to Practice" two types of

exercises are referred to—Fluency
Exercises and Remedial Exercises.

As the name implies the primary
purpose of the fluency exercises is to

help the pupil to gain ease in move-
ment. They are composed of basic

strokes utilized in making the letters.

The fluency exercises precede re-

medial exercises because the pupil

needs free movement before he can
learn the letter forms so that they

will function. The directions for

practice of remedial exercises in the

manual are explicit. For example:

No. I. End Strokes

Read Goal Card I

Write each of the follow-

ing letters on a line as

many times as the fi-

gures indicate:

16 17 20 18 10

h y g b f

The numbers indicate the approxi-

mate number of letters to be written

on a single line. These numbers help

many pupils to acquire appropriate

arrangement, correct size, and spac-

ing for themselves.

The Pupil's Guide is used to en-

courage pupils of intermediate grades

to rate their own progress in hand-

writing and also to enlist the co-
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operation of all teachers in transfer

and retention. The teacher writes

the following cue words on the black-

board :

1. Tall

2. End
3. 1

4. lay

The pupil places the paper to be

marked on the desk before him, and
examines his writing by four criteria.

Directed by the teacher he asks him-
self the following questions:

1. Are tall letters tall?

2. Are end strokes used as spac-

ers?

3. Do tall letters slant like the

letter 1 or the figure 1 ?

4. Are the slant strokes above

the line parallel with the slant

strokes below the line?

After each criterion is considered,

the pupil places a check mark on

the paper if the answer is affirmative.

If he thinks his writing does not

measure up, he uses an X instead.

The four marks point out specific

points of excellence or defect and
indicate to both pupil and teacher

the direction which remedial lessons

should take.

The goal cards are seven in num-
ber. Each one gives an illustration

of one of the seven principles. The
other side gives a description of it.

They are used jointly by teacher and

pupil. In many schools one goal card

is selected each week and posted by

the handwriting representative of

the school to remind all teachers of

the particular school wide handwrit-

ing goal for the week.

The levels of achievement are made
of handwriting samples of pupils in

our own city. They are posted in

each classroom and are used as a

standard of comparison for written

work.

Every pupil writes his name many
times each day. The signature card

is a device used to teach the pupil

to sign his name legibly and rapidly.

One side of the card shows the forms

of the letters of the alphabet, and
the numbers from zero to nine. On
the reverse side of the card lines are

drawn. The space between the lines

measure three eighths of an inch,

corresponding with the ruling of

paper used in the intermediate

grades.

At the beginning of each term a

card is given to each child in the

intermediate grades. Before distri-

buting them the teacher

1. writes the pupil's name in

pencil on the second line

2. places the date at the end of

the same line in small figures,

thus 2-1-47

3. draws two vertical lines from
the top to bottom on the card,

one touching the first letter of

the signature and the other

touching the last letter.

Skill in using the handwriting

principles which apply to one's signa-

ture has been found by teachers to

transfer immediately to other hand-
writing tasks.

1. The teacher distributes the

cards which have been pre-

pared as above.

2. The pupil

a. Practices his signature on

paper until it fits into a

space equal to that between

the vertical lines on the card

b. Grades the quality of his

writing by using the Pupil's

Guide, steps 1, 3, and 4

c. Repeats a and b if necessary

d. Makes use of the signature

practiced in heading papers

everyday
e. Writes his name on the card

once each month
f. Compares the length of the

signature with the teacher's

model

g. Grades the quality of his

writing

3. All entries on the card are

made in pencil.

I shall repeat something which Dr.

Isaiah Bowman, the eminent scien-

tist, geographer, and president of the

Johns Hopkins University, said to

one of his graduating classes, "You
cannot make an engineer in six

weeks. In that time you can only

teach a skill of a particular type. It

remains for somebody to put the

skills together, somebody with broad

training, somebody who can see the

whole picture."

That is the inspiration that an

effective handwriting program should

provide. Only the teachers "who can

see the whole picture" are able to

teach handwriting so that it stays

taught.

HIGGINS BOTTLE TRAYS A NEW ITEM

Convenience for the millions of users of Higgins American Drawing Inks is

the thought behind this tray. There are two types, an open and a closed

tray. Higgins Ink Co., Inc. claim the open tray will be most popular with

artists and in the school field and the closed tray preferred by draftsmen.

Both trays hold four desk bottles of Higgins American Drawing Inks and

are of satin finish heavy gauge aluminum. Small holes in the bottom of the

trays permit them to be attached to slanting drawing boards. The bottles

may be readily removed from the open tray for close up work. Bottles slide

into a channel in the closed tray and are thus held securely, permitting the

draftsman to extract the stopper with one hand. The trays will retail at

$1.00 each.

HIGGINS INK CO., INC.

271 Ninth St., Brooklyn 15, New York
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Franklin County Writing

Conferences
Recently conferences were held in

various subjects in Franklin Co. One
of these series of conferences included

handwriting. As a result of these

conferences much interest was
aroused throughout the community
in handwriting, and the handwriting

program was given much more at-

tention generally.

At the opening meeting the follow-

ing question was discussed: "Should

the beginning child be taught manu-
script or cursive writing?" It was
generally felt that manuscript was
far superior in the first grade since

it aids the child in learning to read,

and it is much easier for the child

to learn and for the teacher to teach.

The next question discussed was:

"When shall we change from manu-
script to cursive writing?" From the

Encyclopedia of Educational Re-

search—1941 the following statement

was presented:

"The direct advantages claimed for

manuscript writing are superior

legibility, beauty and ease of learn-

ing. The indirect advantage is its

favorable effect upon learning other

subjects. Children who use manu-

script writing learn to read more

rapidly and are somewhat more

accurate in spelling. It is also found

that they can change rapidly from

manuscript to cursive in the second

or third grade."

The conference then proceeded to

discuss the aims in manuscript and

cursive writing.

Manuscript aims are:

1. Good letter formation

2. Even spacing

3. Learning of letter names
4. Correlation with reading

5. Neatness and legibility

Cursive aims are:

1. Strive for the slant

2. Good connection of letters

3. Good letter formation

4. Correct spacing after form

5. Speed with accuracy

6. Neatness and legibility

Another problem was raised and

discussed: "When should we expect

the child to begin manuscript writing

in the first grade and when should

we change from chalk to pencil?"

After discussing the various prob-

lems it was decided to group their

questions into one questionnaire and

send it to each of the schools, asking

the teachers to cooperate by answer-

ing the questionnaire and to send in

their ideas on these pertinent prob-

lems. In this way all teachers were

brought into the conference and were

encouraged to take part in it.

A second meeting date was set and

all teachers were urged to attend

this second meeting. The first two
meetings were devoted primarily to

first and second grade handwriting.

The Educator thinks that the plan

of holding conferences is a most
excellent idea and one which should

be carried out in all school systems
each year.

A special committee was appointed

to take charge of the conference and
it is with pleasure that we notice

one of our former students. Miss
Iftner, 4949 Grove City Road, Grove
City, Ohio.

Book Plate
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Subscriber's Scrap Book
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1. G. W. Dasenko, 19:(8 Lincoln St., Denver, Colo.

2. P. D. Mnntalbo, 2418 Pine St., San Francisco, Calif.

3. J. P. Savillo, Box 202, Grand Saline. Tex.

4. W. L. Newark. Zaner-Bloser Studio, Columbus, Ohio

5. S. J. Squier, Cleveland, Tex.

6. A. T. Gaumer, 1524 Edgemont St., Indianapolis, Ind.

7. 3. A. L, Vezina, 81 Dacquillon St., Quebec, Can.

8. F. O. Anderson, 21H Marquette Ave., Minneapolis. Minn.
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An envelope from M. OTERO COI.MENERO, P. O. Box 909. San Juan 4. Puerto Rico
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Ornamental Penmanship

This month the alphabet is presented including words. You will find the study of these words very beneficial.

Make the capitals with a bold dashing movement and the small letters with more of a restricted, careful movement.
The large flourishes and capitals are made with arm movement while in the small letters a combination of finger

and arm movement can be used.

^_^^
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We suggest that you write the entire lesson from A to Z first, then work on each individual word separately.
Give most practice to the words which you cannot make so well.

In previous lessons you have studied each letter in detail, therefore, in this lesson strive for some of the big
things, a few we might list as:

1. Uniform thickness of shades on capitals.

2. Uniform size of flourishes.

3. All flourishes oval shaped.

4. Uniform size of capitals.

5. Uniform slant.

6. Uniform spacing.

7. Light hair lines.

8. Neat arrangement and margins.

A light touch is one of the main qualities that makes ornamental writing beautiful. There should be great
contrast between light lines and shades.

To get a light touch requires skill, and skill is something that must be acquired through practice. The more
careful practice you do the more skill you acquire and the easier ornamental penmanship becomes.

Writing such as in these copies represents years of study and practice. So don't get too discouraged if at
first you experience difficulties.
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Eastern Commercial Teachers Association
At the concluding business session

of the Eastern Commercial Teachers

Association Convention at the Statler

Hotel, Boston, on Saturday, April 6,

Mr. Walter E. Leidner, head of the

Commercial Department, Roxbury

Memorial High School (Boys), Bos-

ton, Massachusetts, was elected

President for the year 1947-48.

Mr. Leidner is a graduate of

Boston University with a B.B.A. de-

gree and of Harvard University with

an Ed. M. degree. He is a past

president of the New England High
School Commercial Teachers Associa-

tion and a lecturer at Boston Uni-

versity Department of Commercial
Education.

The next annual Convention will

be held in Philadelphia, at the Ben-

jamin Franklin Hotel, March 24-27,

1948.

The newly elected Vice President

is Mrs. Catherine B. Dwyer, a gradu-

ate of the New York University, who
is now Supervisor of Business Sub-

jects, Vocational High School Divi-

sion, New York City. Mrs. Dwyer is

also serving as President of the

Commercial Education Association of

New York City and Vicinity.

Dr. Helen Reynolds, Associate

Professor of Education, New York
University, was elected a member of

the Board of Directors to represent

collegiate institutions with business

training departments.

Mr. Clark F. Murdough, president

of the Edgewood School, Providence,

Rhode Island, was elected a member
of the Board of Directors to represent

private business schools.

Mr. E. S. Donoho, president of the

Strayer-Bryant & Stratton College,

Baltimore, Maryland, retiring Presi-

dent of the Association, will be a

member of the Board of Directors

for the coming year.

The Convention just concluded

marked the Fiftieth Anniversary of

the E.C.T.A. and was designated as

the Golden Jubilee. Approximately

twenty-eight hundred commercial
teachers and administrators were en-

rolled as members. These educators

represented commercial education in

thirteen Eastern states and the Dis-

trict of Columbia, including commer-
cial high schools, private business

schools, and colleges and universities

with commercial departments.

Submitted by: E. G. Purvis, Strayer

College, Washington 5, D. C, as

Pre-Convention Publicity Chairman

Prominent Educator Passed Away
Harry E. Barnes, Chairman of the

Barnes School of Commerce, Denver,

Colorado, died March 19, 1947, in his

home, 148 South Grant St., Denver.

He was 70 years of age.

Mr. Barnes was president of the

Grace Community Church Board of

Trustees, and superintendent of the

Sunday School for 28 years. Funeral

services were held in Grace Church.

Born in Tallmadge, Ohio, Mr.

Barnes attended Buchtel College, now
Akron University, Akron, Ohio. He
taught in Ohio public schools for two

years and was head of the commer-
cial department of Waynesburg Col-

lege in Pennsylvania for two years

before coming to Denver in 1904.

Mr. Barnes served as secretary of

the Barnes School of Commerce for

17 years, until 1921, when he was
made president. He was actively en-

gaged in the school business until

last December.

An active leader in religious edu-

cation, Mr. Barnes served as presi-

dent of the Colorado Council of Re-

ligious Education from 1927 until

1930 and again from 1935 to 1936.

He also served as president of both

H. E. Barnes

the Colorado and Denver councils in

1933.

A charter member of the Denver
Rotary Club, Mr. Barnes was one of

seven men who informally organized

the club on Oct. 14, 1911. He was
the last survivor of these seven men
and was the oldest Rotarian in point

of service in Colorado.

Mr. Barnes was a director of the

National Council of Business Schools,

which consists of 600 private Busi-

ness Schools, throughout the country

He also was formerly a board mem-
ber of the National Association of

Accredited Commercial Schools and

a member of the Colorado School-

master's Club.

Surviving are his wife, Helen; three

children, Mrs. Helen Peters, Claire V.

and Richard Barnes, and a brother,

Raymond P. Barnes, all of Denver;

Mrs. Mary Mantle of Akron, Ohio,

and three grandchildren, Mrs. Grant

R. Tibbs and Shirley and Ronald
Peters.

Mr. H. T. Barnes was elected

president to fill the vacancy created

by the death of Mr. H. E. Barnes.

Mr. Barnes is a graduate of the

Business Administration Department,

University of Colorado.

Norman Tower

A. F. Mclsaac, the penman of 128

Granville St., Halifax, N. S., is now
doing private investigating and hand-

writing expert work. Mr. Mclsaac

has had considerable experience in

police work. Perhaps no other police-

man in the country has had any more

skill in handwriting than Mr. Mc-
lsaac.
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Supplementary Ornamental Copies

Courtney has been called, "The Wizard of the Pen", a title he well deserved and maintained. His work today

at 82 still contains that charm and grace so much admired by thousands for the past half a century. Just the

other day we saw specimens, written in response to birthday greetings, which are worthy of space in any penman's

scrap book.

By studying his copies you will find many qualities of beauty you may have overlooked. Notice the even dis-

tribution of shades. These spaces will stand measuring. The balance of each signature is carefully maintained.

Study the uniformity of flourishes. He has secured even distribution of lines and see how skillfully the ovals are

made. With all the accurate qualities he has secured a dash and boldness found in the writing of very few penmen.

We urge you to study and imitate these signatures, and once again we say, "Hats off to F. B., The Wizard
of the Pen."

^tfrire <^our9lamc Jligrtt. SSr*1
J will senb £ou 12 bijferervr siubies

of £our signature. (Driqinat combina-
tions ^ouneuer brcameb pos&ibfe.

eK specimen for ^our scrap book
u>iff be incfubeb." ^m.

Supervisor of Ofanbwrifinc
CS^..T..lL <&..,: GM_: :":

^utufK 2, <?F[inn«>ofa.

EDWARD C. MILLS

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.
E

NGROSSER WANTED
Excellent opportunity for

advancement for young man
with some experience.

Write to Box 653, c/o The
Educator. Columbus. Ohio.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
MISSOULA, MONTANA

Member N. A. T. A.

superior placement

ALASKA. HAWAII AND THE WEST

G teacher shortage in Nation's history.

Enroll immediately for unequalled oppor-
tunities throughout West and Alaska.

FREE LIFE MEMBERSHIP.
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Print to Script
MABEL ANDERSON

The Faithful, Underpaid Teachers
A lot is being said today but little

is being done about our teachers' pay

situation. Some states are passing

laws to grant slight additional aid to

teachers, but too many law makers

think that teachers should still work

for $30.00 and board.

In our position we see work which

hundreds of teachers are doing for

which they never expect to receive

financial aid. Teachers check over

students work and plan lessons until

late in the evening. After these

tasks, which must be done daily, are

completed, many teachers do addi-

tional work to improve themselves,

so that they can do a still better job

of teaching.

We have in our files the names of

thousands of teachers who have

taken correspondence instruction in

handwriting and manuscript. The
accompanying reproduction is of a

page sent in by Mrs. Florence Cook,

Box 761, Covington, Ky. It is part

of a lesson on manuscript. She is a
school teacher who is deeply enough
interested in her boys and girls to

spend hours of study and practice.

She is doing an excellent job at manu-
script. We congratulate her and the

many other teachers who are doing

a fine job of teaching and will con-

tinue to do so regardless of salaries

received.

We hope they receive proper com-
pensation for their efforts.

nrr\-K / o

uy UUbc
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A New Series of Flourishes
SNOW BIRD No. 6

By F. B. COl'RTNEY, 12385 Cherrylawn Avenue, Detroit, Michigan

ppreeiation of the Hplendid work he has done in thi!

Here's a line in flourishing by \V. E. DENNIS. What a beautiful, charming specimen this is. This is due to the dashy strokes, the contrast
between light lines and shades, and the steneral design and parallel effects secured. Turn the paper so that the thick part of the shade points
away from the body. The paper is turned to accommodate each stroke. This is modem.
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A Lesson In Engrossing
Resolution

Most jobs are done very similar to

this one in design. It is simple yet

contains enough ornament in the

way of initial letters to put it in a

good price field. Most customers do

not want to pay as much as should

be demanded for elaborate borders

and scroll work.

Very attractive pieces can be pro-

duced by using uniform lettering for

the body and a few illuminated

initials.

Select a sheet of good paper or

STRICKLAND. Philadelphia. Pa.

cardboard 10 x 14. Tack it on a

drawing board. Do not run the thumb
tacks through the paper. Scotch

tape can be used in place of tacks.

With a T Square, rule a 1% inch

margin at the top and bottom and
sides.

Use a very sharp pencil for ruling

lines. Try a 4H pencil with the lead

sharpened back \n inch and sharp-

ened like a needle. Use sandpaper

often to keep the point sharp. Do
not press hard on the pencil if you

would avoid heavy indentations on

the paper which cannot be erased.

After ruling head and base lines

accurately, lightly indicate the letters

or words using a single light line

stroke. Proof read the pencil work
for spelling. Changes in arrange-

ment or spacing should be done in

the pencil stage of the work.

Suggest the forms of the initial

letters, but you may save time if

you do not spend too much time on

details of the initial letters until the

ftboiptzb by the (fifficerg, anb directors

> of the

mJfrdh0&rJakmj H^mpaini

1518 IPalnut^ireet/^hiladelphiaOPenns^hxmia.

ji recognition of the^mcere anb constant efforts of'

to further and promote the interests of thetDmJrefhofer

faking Company the 0fficer£ and ih'recfors. ofthe Wry.

3reihofcrlBaking (fompan^ ata5tated meeting h clot-

on^februar^ 12,1,94?, resolved to express anb records^

their recognition of the lc$s ofan ahle-lcaberin flies

death of their triend anb associate who scrvcb asPice.

^President anb (general 5ales3Ttanaqer ofthe (fompanu
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3t is therefore

^Treihofer^akin^ OTom-pan^ ^prea$ upon the -minutes

of their meeting a recorb recognizing his bistinguisheb

servi'ce to the (fompani^ asPiceprcsibent arib (Generalsz

gatesManager, which office he filleb tmth untiring szsi

'bili^ence arib constant effort to promote an'b protect!

the interests of the (^fficersStocfeholbers arib ihe^erson

net of the (Organization -drib that this office was yurjue'b

at all times toith diligence arib deliberation,.

") r<3\ was further

i££#lyXilfZhat this expression of appreciation be
forirarbeb to his toiboto, arib to his family.

small freehand lettering has been
done. Watch the right margin. By
carefully planning your pencil layout

you should not have too much
trouble with margins.

The face of most of the initial

letters can be made in gold or color.

Use whatever material is available.

Keep the ornament outside the letters

light in color and thin in line. The
object is to grade out the letters or

soften them. You will notice that

some of the letters have a plain out-

line while others are more fancy.

Notice how the headings are tied

together.

Make your small lettering near an
eighth of an inch high. Headings
are made large in proportion to their

importance.

On the initial letters or where any

wash or colors go over your ink lines,

it is necessary to use waterproof
India ink.

The rounding Engrossers Text is

very serviceable for the body or

resolutions. It requires little re-

touching and is quickly done. Round
letters patterned after the Romans
are more easily read and easier made
than square shaped letters similar to

the Old English.

The Old English letters in the

heading should be retouched. The
straight lines can be ruled up using

a ruler and stiff fine pointed pen.

Use a fine pen to point up the corners

and square up the ends.

Study general arrangement as well

as the details of each letter. After

completing a job examine it carefully

to discover your weak spots so that

improvement may be made on the

next job. Be your own severest

critic. Also weigh carefully any com-
ments others may make regarding

your work. Some good suggestions

are often received that way.

SPECIAL—2 Desk Bottles

Meub's Professional Black Ink
Sent Postpaid SI.00

The ink which produces rich black shades
and fine hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert Penman

1944 I-oma Vista Street
Pasadena 4, California

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine GUIott Shading Pens

—

The original No. l's and No. 604, E.F.'s
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Pen Flourishing
By T. M. TEVIS. Chillieothe, Mo

LESSON NO. 8

Sketch this design off in pencil first. Make the bird's head on the right by having its bill pointing toward your

body and then make the bird on the left by having the bill pointing away from the body. Then turn your paper

around in the opposite direction and finish the bird on the right. Then make the bird underneath by having its head

pointing away from your body and pulling the strokes toward you at all times. Then the streamers are added, and

last add the strokes that form the background.

//r.rtV.

J
/f//Jf/'ff/// /j^'//r//e a

By C. D. MANSLEY, a G.I. student.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.
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Pencil Writing

z^& /l^-ccAs ^^~z^tA<~ yT^t^^^^y ^^^-jCif-tt-z^.

^Crzsez^Z/ -^/isOs^-e^ ^C'\^0->t_s
f
/7A<>&z^r>T^^i^<2s, rfbsL42~^-~

^€e^yy^. 4/*U-y ^*-&-&£<£> ^££€z^ /u^-c^y^e^&£>

Written by MARIE GRUESO, a student of W. H. Morgan, Avondale, West Virginia.

Perhaps teaehers do not give enough attention to pencil writing. It is with the peneil, probably
more than with pen and ink, that students beeome eareless. Careless writing will tear down good habits
developed in the regular writing class.
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Penmanship Headquarters

You have all heard of the Zanerian

and have seen the masterful work of

the famous penmen who have re-

ceived their start in that institution.

Many of you who attended will recall

back in the good old days when
Zaner would bring a piece of pen

work into the school and how you
would gather around and examine it

and express your delight or perhaps

in your inexperienced way offer a

criticism or two.

That custom still prevails today.

Recently Mr. Newark of the Zaner-

Bloser Studio expressed in a cartoon

his impression of one of these pen-

manship feasts.

The boys were pleased with the

way there were grouped around the

table but why must the teacher

always be portrayed as a stiff, awk-
ward nincompoop?

The Editor

SPECIMEN RECEIVED LIST

Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Pine work
has been received from the following:

S. W. McKinney
Wynnewood, Oklahoma

E. G. Thayer
R. F. D. No. 1

Adams, Mass.

Miss F. C. Kendall

11 Somerset Avenue
Beverly, Mass.

J. A. L. Vezina
81 D'Acquillon St.

Quebec, Canada

J. R. Brunet
Winnipeg, Man. Canada

F. L. Tower
601 W. Pleasant St.

Hammonton, N. J.

E. Benguira
Campanario 63

Habana, Cuba

Ambrosio D. Bolo

Calif. Golf Club of San Francisco

Rt. 1, Box 296

Colma, Calif.

G. B. Murphy
Rt. 3,

Fayetteville, N. C.

Gaston A. Monton
Orange, Texas

Charles Mouser
Wapella, Illinois

P. A. Jenkins

Albuquerque, New Mexico
R. R. Pilling

4703 W. Deming Place

Chicago, 111.
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leal.

rf / am f s, * ' GX

^ A /7 /J

SJiat wm^,/dmfrj?h^,/a^axv

In composing <h«- above, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rogers of Columbus, Ohio we
4 year old son, David. —To start him right,—to lead him in the path* of righteousn
understand tbe relationship between find and man.

thinking of their

li—to help him to

fine country this is often the case where many parents guide their children in this or a
similar manner.—This is America with Our Four Freedoms and independent, self-reliant people who

—THE JANITOR.believe in God.

BOOK REVIEW
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

but especially in books of interest and value

to commercial teachers including books of

special educational value and books on bus-

iness subjects. All such books will be briefly

reviewed in these columns, the object being

to give sufficient description of eaeh to enable
our readers to determine its value.

EXPLORATION, Book II in AD-
VENTURES IN READING, by
Dorothy N. Knolle, Reading Speci-

alist, El Paso, Texas. Grade 8.

576 pages. Illustrated in two colors.

Published by THE JOHN C. WIN-
STON COMPANY, Phila. 7, Pa.
This second developmental reader in a series

of three for junior high schools is written
specifically for eighth graders to help them
find real adventures in reading. The first book
entitled DISCOVERY aids the pupils in dis-
covering reading; EXPLORATION leads them
to explore reading; the third book. TREA-
SURES, finally develops the valuable feature
of treasuring reading.

The basis of the choice of the stories, poems,
plays and articles in EXPLORATION was
determined by boys and girls themselves, who
made astonishingly high-quality selections.
Every bit of the fictional and informational
material is worthwhile and of true literary
caliber. The content is. of course, stimulating
because it is based upon natural eighth grade
interests — sports, heroes, people in foreign

lands, human and animal relationships, humor,
meaning of freedom in the world today.

EXPLORATION maintains the reading skills
begun in DISCOVERY and introduces new
skills. Unit arrangement provides motivation.
An entire basic reading program is maintained
throughout the entire year. Comprehension
and speed come with each chapter. Reading
power and enjoyment of reading steadily
increase. Reading is demonstrated as a tvpe
of thinking that may be applied to "all
situations.

As to the format, EXPLORATION is an
adult-looking book which pleases eighth grad-
ers in their very serious realization of ap-
proaching maturity. All the qualities of dur-
ability and of beauty for which any WINSTON
book is famous are present plus touches of
individuality which mark this book EXPLORA-
TION. Illustrations are plentiful, attractive
and linked with the text.
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Signatures
By J. E. LESTER of Wapella. Illii

PRESENTING THE LETTER SMALL, "p" TO FIRST GRADE

(See the following page.)

Materials:

Regulation first grade pencils, reg-

ulation paper with light and dark

line.

Approach

:

One day while reading a story

about, "Alice and her little brown

puppy," the children decided they

would like to write the story during

their next writing lesson. This met
with my approval, because they had
been having trouble with the letter,

"p", for some time.

Presentation

:

In the presentation of the letter, I

asked if some one could make up a

story which would help us to remem-
ber just how to write the letter "p".

One of my boys whom I had named
my thinker said we could pretend

that the lines were floors in a de-

partment store. The straight line on

the p could be the elevator and the

oval the place where the people ride.

We proceeded to call the dark line

the main floor, the light lines on

either side the floors where the ele-

vator always started and stopped.

The story went like this, "We start

on the light line floor, go down to

dark line floor and on down to the

next light line floor where we always

stop. Next we go up and carefully

build the cage where the people ride,

in building this cage we must be
sure to close it up tightly so no one

can fall out and get hurt."

This story was repeated each time

we practiced the letter during the

practice period.

The results have been amazing,

since then each time we have had
an occasion to write the letter, I find

they know where to start and where
to stop.

Rose Maher
First Grade Teacher

Garfield School

Kearny, N. J.
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Modern Practical Engrossing

* * UD Koreas, •- *

mm0f
v * .j. * * has been the iFUsistant Pastor ofthe * *> * *

jjjKm H?av Kvidge, Brooklyn. Il.au VorU, for nineteen years, and * *-

^p^ ,w-, ,

J

ft£\?C££% He has endeared himself during that period

Jof time, to the parishoners bo reason of his genial v
£ personality, his sterling eltaraeter, atid his priestly ;eal, and

""pvftt^^ our fclfeost Uevcrend Bishop QLhomas v!L\*:~

^liMolloy,©.©., has noio promoted him to another field

1^1. ofsaeerdotal endeavor, therefore be it * * * * ->

R£)- IParish.<- * *<

A very fine example of engrossing by E. J. CARROLL, of 441 Fifty-first Street, Brooklyn, New Vork,

who has recently returned from the Service and is now in the Engrossing business. He has turned out

high class engrossing and is speedy.
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&L%*&ja
Write for

our new

Free Book,

"How to Become a Good Penman"

3 Enclose 10c for a Professional
~~

' Pen Point and your name
beautifully written.

• SOMETHING •

— NEW —
• HAS BEEN ADDED •

Here's a new series of five copy-
righted books entitled AT HOME
WITH ARTISTIC PENWORK.

Book 1—Business Writing
64 pages—$1.00 ppd.

Book 2—Artistic Writing
($1.00—not available until
July)

Book 3—Card Writing
32 pages— $1.00 ppd.

Book 4—Engrossing Alphabets
32 pages—$1.00 ppd.

Book 5—Bird & Design Flour-
ishing

32 pages—$1.00 ppd.

All copies and instructions for the above
are brand new — arranged in a modern

Order with confidence; if not
ly satisfied, return within 10 days
umplete refund.

Stephen A. Ziller, Author

THE TAMBLYN STUDIO &
SCHOOL OF PENMANSHIP

438 Ridge Building
Kansas City, Mo.

DON'T LET YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION EXPIRE!

OBI.IQIE PENHOLDERS
The

The

opportunity is offered all who V

ire MASTERY OF CONTROL in

m with the least effort and little

finest Qualities are:

ish to

hand-
xpense.

1. •STRAHM 'SPECIAL'" Compound. Models

2. STRAHM" Compound. Standard Mo dels

3. STRAHM" Compound. Crow Quill Models

4. STRAHM" Compound. Long Round Models

All

Sent

handmade designed for beginners ol

ng and professional penmen. Price

for FREE circulars.

hand-
right.

Ail [I ess: F. L. TOWER. 601 W. Pleas!

Hammonton. New Jersey

nt St.

Send me your order. 40c a dozen, postpaid
AGENTS WANTED
A. W. COOPER

R. D. 1, Ringoes, New Jersey

Concerning Mr. Groundhog

S0 ^T^Z-^ C^^t-C^C^l^g^t^

iPJ <ZL/ 00-tscA^L&/

'^^x^T^Ust^U^ti^ sbzsri&tsi^cisris?



How to Prepare As a Penman

Excellent Opportunities Await You

1. Attend the Zanerian College of Penmanship at Columbus, Ohio and
receive thorough personal training in all branches of penmanship,

lettering, engrossing, and illuminating, at any time during the year.

Approved by the United States Veterans bureau for the training of

G. I. students.

SUMMER SCHOOL
A Summer School will be conducted for teachers and those desiring

to spend their vacation improving themselves in pen work or teaching.

2. Take work by correspondence if you cannot come to the Zanerian

College in person. The Zanerian College offers efficient correspond-

ence courses. You will be surprised at the progress you can make by

following a course at home under our careful supervision.

3. Successful men in every profession use books as their main source

of information. You too can get books on pen work and improve

yourself. We publish many books especially prepared to help you.

Write for our supply catalog.

4. Your training or your library is not complete and up-to-date unless

you keep your name on the subscription list of the Educator.

We have a complete penmanship service. Write us.

The Zanerian College of Penmanship
612 N. Park Street Columbus 8, Ohio
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•Rocky Neck" Avenue. Rucky Neck. E. Gloucester. Mass.. J. Bradford Hacu

:aner Sr Blo5er Cotnpanij
Columbus Ohio

VOL. 52 JUNE, 1947 No. 10
Published monthly except July and August at 612 N. Park St.. Columbus. O.. by the Zaner-Bloser Company. Entered as second class matter

November 12, 1931. at the post office at Columbus. Ohio, under Act of March 3. 1879. Subscription $1.50 a year.
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The Lord Baltimore Hotel,

Baltimore's largest, always

has upheld this tradition.

700 comfortable rooms . . .

all the facilities and serv-

ices that travelers expect

. . . and a genuine willing-

ness to please each guest

. . . have made it "Host to

Most Who Visit Baltimore."

Uotfd \}ctlti*nm t€ Hotel
BALTIMORE AT HANOVER • BALTIMORE 3, MD.

Write for

our new

Free Book,

"How to Become a Good Penman"
Enclose 10c for a Professional
Pen Point and your name
beautifully written.

• SOMETHING •

— NE W —
• HAS BEEX ADDED •

Here's a new series of five copy-
righted books entitled AT HOME
WITH ARTISTIC PENWORK.

Book 1—Business Writing
64 pages—$1.00 ppd.

Book 2—Artistic Writing
($1.00—not available until
July)

Book 3—Card Writing
32 pages—$1.00 ppd.

~ Book 4—Engrossing Alphabets
32 pages—$1.00 ppd.

Book 5- Bird & Design Flour-
ishing

32 pages—$1.00 ppd.

All copies and instructions for the above
are brand new — arranged in a modern
manner. Order with confidence; if not
entirely satisfied, return within 10 days
for complete refund.

Stephen A. Ziller, Author
THE TAMBLYN STUDIO &
SCHOOL OF PENMANSHIP

438 Ridge Building
Kansas City, Mo.

Silver Ink
A brilliant and free flowing silver ink for

Ornamental Penmanship, Roundhand, Let-

tering, Card Writing, Engrossing, etc.

A limited supply available. Get your order

in promptly.

'/2 oz. bottle, postpaid 25c

Write for catalog or information on supplies

desired.

The Zaner-Bloser Co.
612 North Park St. Columbus 8, Ohio

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

SPECIAL—

2

Desk Bottles

Meub's Professional Black Ink
Sent Postpaid $1.00

The ink which produ
and fine

ces rich black shades
hair-lines.

ALBERT P. MEUB
Expert

1944 1 m.i:i

Pasadena '

Penman
Vista Street
. California

Also can supply penmen with
Genuine GUIott Shading Pens

—

The original No. l's and No. 604, E.F.'a
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LL HAVE THAT GRACIOUS

OLD-FASHIONED HOSPITALITY

Ideally located ... superb service...

finest cuisine ... 22 floors of gracious

living. Five rooms for food and enter-

tainment: (1 1 Penquin Room (21 Sky-Hy

Room (3| Omar Cocktail Lounge (4)

The Alcove (5) The New Coffee Shop

R. E. McEACHIN, Managing Director

CONTINENTAL
ELEVENTH AT BALTIMORE

DIRECTION - SOUTHWEST HOTELS INCORPORATED - H. C. MANNING. FOUNDER

NATIONAL RECOGNITION
MEANS PRESTIGE
FOR YOUR SCHOOL

Membership roster includes schools

in the United States and six foreign

countries.

Details as to membership require-

ments, ethical standards, services

available and application blank upon

request.

Address:

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
COMMERCIAL COLLEGES

220 North Main Street — Burlington, Iowa

33 aids to teaching better handwriting

In the Esterbrook Fountain Pen '~£?sm*ii4HK^m&

you have your choice of not one or 2284 t&Aaad §tu&-
two, but of thirty-three different

point styles. It's the one pen that ^^ T§ § HP^H
allows you to select exactly the *^s*&^>=J^n^^

right point for the handwriting sys- 2668 4«»tiA*2jy
tcni vou teach. Practical and priced

right for student use. Esterbrook

is endorsed by leading educators.

&4te/i6took
RENEW-POINT FOUNTAIN PEN

Cooper Street,

Camden, IS. J.

or The Brown Brothers,
Ltd., Toronto, Canad

^h.**'?

<C €>
numbered ?

442

point styfes

^l**

IN CONVENIENCE • COMFORT • QUALITY

In the heart of the downtown, office, theater,

and shopping area. Friendly, »

to make your stay in Detroit a pleasant memory.
The Tuller Coffee Shop or Cafeteria for excel-

lent Food modestly priced The Hotel Tuller,

Detroit's largest, is the place to stay.

visit our Cocktail Counge
ONE OF DETROIT'S FINEST

800 ROOMS WITH BATH FROM
$
2 ?5

Motel tuller
FACING GRAND CIRCUS F^Rk

HARRY F. O'BRIEN Manager
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HANDWRITING SUPPLIES
For individuals or classes

MANUAL 96 Contains many pages of applied writing, such as busi-

ness forms, paragraphs, letter writing—a most valuable

lot of material for Business College penmanship students.

Manual 96 is the most widely used book of its kind on

penmanship ever published in this country. Many persons

do not hesitate to pronounce it the best work on business

and social handwriting thus far issued. It is regarded

by commercial schools as a standard text on rapid busi-

ness writing.
Size 4 1

4 x8 1 i, 96 pages.

Single copy, postpaid 30c

Red, Blue, Green, Black, Yellow, Variegated

One penholder 10c — One dozen, postpaid 48c One gross, postpaid $5.76

ZANERIAN STANDARD PEN No. 4

We recommend the Zanerian Standard Pen for grammar grades,

although it is also well adapted for use in high schools, junior high

schools and commercial departments. The smooth point encourages

freedom and ease in writing, two essentials in the foundation on which

to build quality and speed. This pen is largely used and is giving

the very best satisfaction.

One gross, postpaid, $1.25 - - - - U gross, postpaid. 10c - - - - One dozen, postpaid, 15c

Net Price, three gross or more, postpaid per gross 90c

PENMANSHIP PAPER No. 9

This pen and ink paper is three-eighths inch ruled

with one red line heading.
Size 8x10%. 500 sheet pkg. Shipping weight 6 lbs.

1 pkg., 85c net, plus parcel post charges from your
place to Columbus, Ohio.
Packed 5 or 10 pkgs. to carton.

1 to 9 packages, per package, 85c, net.

(The above price is F. O. B. Columbus, Ohio.)

No. 9 Paper. Net Price, 10 pkgs. or more, per package 75c
(The above prices are F. O. B. Mill, near Columbus.)

NEW PLASTIC CONTAINER
NOW HOLDS ZANERIAN INK POWDER

School superintendents find the use of this ink powder the most economical

way to supply their buildings with a good quality of inexpensive ink.

Now that this powder is furnished in plastic containers, it is easy to use.

Place the contents in a quart of water and stir until dissolved. The ink is

then ready to use.

If the ink is too dark, more water may be added; if it is too light, more
powder may be added.

Maintenance men like the convenience of mixing only a quart at a time.

Colors—BLUE BLACK and RED
Prices—Powder for 1 quart. Net, postpaid 30c

Powder for 6 or more quarts. Net, plus postage 22'/^ each

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

THE ZANER-BLOSER CO. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
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America's Only Handwriting Magazine

COLUMBUS, OHIO, JUNE, 1947

Summer Is Here
When school is out there is a

tendency to relax and change our

ways of living. However it does offer

many an opportunity to improve
themselves in penmanship. More
time will be available and working
conditions will improve. So let us

who can get out our pens and "make
ovals while the sun shines."

You can do nothing better than
take a systematic course. Go over a

course studying each and every letter.

Every time you review the entire

alphabet you see new things and add

to your skill and your writing be-

comes easier.

To those who have been following

these lessons we also suggest a re-

view and a thorough check up.

Let us review position by asking

ourselves the following questions:

1. Do I sit up or do I slouch?

2. Are my elbows on the desk
evenly ?

3. Does my arm rest on the

muscle below the elbow?

4. Do I support the weight of the
hand on the little fingers ?

5. Do my knuckles point to the
ceiling or does my holder point

out to the right?

6. Is my hand up off the side?

7. Do I hold the penholder lightly,

or do I grip it ?

8. Do I curve the fingers grace-

fully around the holder?

9. Am I us'nsr a free movement?

10. Am I thinking while I write?

(We do not refer to a ball-

game.)

11. Is my paper held in the right

position?

In all skillful games and occupa-
tions, position plays an important
part. A ball player cannot throw a
curve unless he holds the ball in the

proper position. There may be sever-

al ways of doing a thing well, but

you cannot succeed unless a good
position is maintained. Good position

in handwriting is important. It

should be considered from the stand-

point of efficiency and health.

Sit well back in the chair, leaning

forward from the hips. Keep the

back fairly straight. This will pro-

mote good health. A humped over

position is not healthy. Let the el-

bows rest lightly on the table with
the points of the elbows about an
inch off the edge of desk. The im-
portant thing is to keep the elbows
even, on or off the desk. The feet

should be balanced on the floor. If

they are stuck out in the aisle it

makes an unbalanced awkward posi-

tion. All boys and girls desire to look

nice by sitting in an upright position.

Keep the body away from the desk.

The first finger should rest on top

of the pen, right above the eye of

the pen. It should curve gracefully

and not pinch the penholder. The
thumb, first finger and second finger

should surround the penholder with
the thumb and second finger opposite

each other. The end of the thumb
should never be extended out below
the end of the first finger. Usually
the one who pinches the penholder
will get in an incorrect position.

The little fingers should support the

weight of the hand. The arm should

rest on the third and fourth fingers

and the muscle below the elbow.
The fingers should curve over natu-
rally. Let the hand glide on the

nails or the flesh part of the 3rd and
4th fingers. Be careful not to turn

the hand over on the side. The
knuckles should point toward the

ceiling. The penholder should slant

about 45 degrees and ordinarily

should cross at the knuckles. Make
a few ovals in the air with the arm
and hand completely off the desk.

After making a few revolutions to

get the feel of the motion, drop the

hand on the desk and repeat the

movement. You will see that the

movement comes from the shoulder

and the fingers do not work in a
large oval. The arm rolls and slides

on the big muscle below the elbow.

The right-handed writer should

slope his paper to the left. The left-

handed writer should slope his paper
to the right. It is very important in

starting left-handed pupils to see

that they hold the paper as shown
by the illustrations. If the left-

handed pupil holds the paper in the

same position as the right-handed
writer a very cramped position will

result. It is awkward to write with
the hand twisted above your writing.

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..
612 N. Park St., Columbus, O.

E. A. LUPFEP. Editor

PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

50 A YEAR

Change of address should be requested
omptlv in advanc e. if possible, giving the
d as well as the new address.
Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-
prietors and managers, commercial teachers
and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the
month for the issue of the following month.



BUSINESS WRITING
By THE EDUCATOR STAFF
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Learn to make plain figures. It will save you money later.

r< ,~-^£2L 7>'f
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Check your penholding. The holder should point toward the right shoulder.

Words ~hy C. 7*. 2^<Z77 £ J

Do you dot the i carefully and directly above the i ? Is your t carefully crossed ? How about the finishes

'
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Plain unmistakable signatures are important. You will have to write your signature many times. Learn to
write it so that others can read it.

^=^z^-2-<^-5*zl<i^e

Movement should be free to enable you to write for long periods without tiring. Do not grip the penholder.
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Capitals should be made with mainly arm movement. Working the thumb joint usually produces kinky lines.

Watch the general appearance in your page work. Check size, slant, spacing, and margins.
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^y<p

C^d^t^.

/%.,. /^ .

.

^Cip-^^2^ez^zy ^>€tt^- t^-tr-z7-&&J -~*££fz^s 'i?~7^^Z4<L£/-J^7J7

Center your attention at times on one little detail in which you are weak. If a turn is angular, try keeping

the pen moving on turns.

Jy,
>^c<^ts'jtti^t^^txy^tta^ti^t^Ly

^L^t^^L^^^^
This copy shows how to practice on individual words and letters with which the pupil has trouble. Study

the first line. The word, time, is written, then each letter is practiced and studied. Details are discussed. A few
things that may be discussed are, beginning and ending strokes, open e, closed and dotted i, turns at top and
bottom of each letter, crossing of t.
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SPECIMENS RECEIVED LIST
Every mail brings specimens of

business writing, ornamental pen-

manship, name cards, beautifully

addressed envelopes, lettering, en-

grossing, drawings, etc. Fine work
has been received from the following:

A. W. Cooper
R. D. No. 1

Ringoes, New Jersey

P. D. Montalbo
2418 Pine Street

San Francisco, California

Bertrand C. Link

209 West Lapeer Street

Lansing. Michigan

3. A. L. Vezina

81 D'Qiguillan Street

Quebec, Canada

Facundo Sanchez

Apartado 2426

San Juan, Puerto Rico

A. L. Edwards
Box 231

Big Springs, Texas

Lester M. Davis

123 W. 19th St.

Cheyenne, Wyo.
Meyer Goldsmith

140 Wickliffe St.

Newark, N. J.

Louis A. Di Gesare

73 Cuthbert St.

Scotia 2, N. Y.

Geo. VV. Dassenko

1938 Lincoln St.

Denver 5, Colo.

Ft. Wayne
Handwriting Projects

POETRY
There is poetry in a sunset sky

Or in a rippling brook;

In the song of a lark as he soars on

high

Or flowers in a shady nook

In the foamy wave of the surf's loud

crash

Or the zephyrs in the trees;

In a sparrow's chirp in a pile of

trash

;

In the hum of the busy bees.

It is not the verse with its meter and
rhyme

Nor the words which a writer may
pen

—

The lines may be perfect as to accent

and time

Yet not touch the hearts of men.

Poetry is that something—whatever
it be—

Which makes one gentle and kind.

It may be the song of a bird in a tree

Or the verse of a master mind.

C. E. Chamberlin
1947

Miss Olive G. Wear, supervisor of

handwriting. Fort Wayne, Indiana,

makes a serious attempt to sell the

idea of the need for developing ease,

speed, and legibility in handwriting.

She encourages the teachers to use

every opportunity to make good use

of the skill developed by correlating

the handwriting with other subjects

and at the same time spend the

formal regular handwriting period

for the development of skill.

Miss Wear feels that a regular

period should be devoted each day to

the study and practice of hand-

writing, where the details of letter

forms and movement are studied and
sufficient practice is done, repeating

letters and words until permanent
good writing habits are established.

The accompanying photograph,

sent by Miss Wear, shows how the

pupils of James H. Smart School, Ft.

Wayne, correlate handwriting with
other subjects. This is a Third grade
class, Magdalen McMahon is the

teacher, and the study was "Our
Country". After the story was pre-

pared, in which all students took
part, the best writers were selected

to write it on large sheets of paper
for display purposes. Special atten-

tion was given to language, hand-
writing, and careful workmanship.
The results of this project were very
pleasing.

tAt'P .

.
-jrjw at

i-id Lhi.

Two Third traders writing a story of The Buffalo Dance. Children,
especially hoys, are interested in Indians and their customs. .Miss Olive
(<. Wear, Supervisor of Handwriting, Ft. Wayne, Ind., realizes that they
can learn to do a good job of writing if their interest is thoroughly
aroused and their efforts properly guided. This picture was taken in the
James H. Smart School.
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PENMANSHIP
Carquinez Grammar School, Crockett, California

Teacher-Pupil Attitude — Congenial Atmosphere — Creation of the desire to learn through INTEREST and
inspiration.

Aims:
1. To develop writing conscious-

ness.

2. Follow the school slogan:

"Legibility, uniformity, and

neatness at all times in every

writing situation".

3. Relaxation stressed — comfort-

able writing position — simple

exercises (physical) to reduce

tenseness.

Grading: By State Text and grade

requirements.

Judged by daily and test work
in all subjects rather than pen-

manship papers alone— to stress

carry-over into practical use.

Grading accomplished with full

cooperation of the classroom teach-

er.

Pupil may exceed grade level;

example: a sixth grade pupil may
receive a grade of L7 in penman-

ship or lower than grade level (L5

grade). This grading plan has been

very successful in interest building

and inspires greater exhibition of

effort on pupil's part.

Motivation:

Aim—to develop and maintain

interest.

Methods used in penmanship

periods

:

1. Fountain Pen days: Days set

aside for the use of fountain

pens for all work. Marked on

the calendar. Appeal: some-

thing to look forward to!

2. Group leaders suggested by the

class to present the lesson of

the week.

3. "The Comment of the Week"
throughout the school by the

penmanship teacher. Discus-

sion comments collected from
inspection of daily papers

—

pupils to pay special attention

thereto. Examples: 1. Line

riding; 2. Poor endings; 3. Poor
letter forms; 4. Uneven letters

and proportion, etc.

Comments: The pupils do not

let the teacher forget to give

the 'comment of the week' by
asking for it!

4. Unlined paper day — natural

situation.

Aim: To learn to write straight

without lines. Practical appli-

cation—letter paper.

5. Rhythmic writing to record-

ings. (Waltz and March time).

Records collected through co-

operation of the music teacher

who correlates — composer and
type of rhythm.

Aim: Easy swing; relaxation.

Comment : Very
interest high.

successful

School progress today is dependent

largely upon being able to read

quickly with understanding and to

write so that it can be easily read

by all.

Good handwriting builds character

and confidence and is an asset in

any responsible position; scrawly,

illegible handwriting retards pro-

gress and is destructive.

The teacher in every department
of the school must show evidence

of application of handwriting if

real results are to be had in pen-

manship.

6. Honor Roll charts — one for

each room. Name of pupil

placed on chart if pupil exceeds

grade level (see grading).

Stars added for further im-

provement.

Comment: Keen interest in in-

dividual's work and the work
of others.

Appeal: Competition.

7. Pupil judging papers—own and
the work of others.

Aim: To teach pupils to see

and judge for good or bad in

order to correct errors.

Comment: This situation is

often overlooked. If a child

doesn't recognize an error he

cannot correct it.

8. Colored ink—a reward for pro-

gress.

Choice of gay blue, red, brown,

white on black paper, gold and
silver.

Comment: "This is fun"!

9. Practical application of writing

in the writing periods:

1. Invitations.

2. Mail orders.

3. Letters (friendly and busi-

ness)

4. Rhymes.
5. Poems.
6. Maxims.
7. Synonyms.
8. Antonyms.
9. A lesson in arithmetic,

language, compositions.

10. Outlines.

11. Taking notes (to avoid

scribbling).

12. Program parts (plays').

13. Book reports.

10. Display boards in halls—pupils

work exhibited — invites com-
parison.

11. 8th grade termination of pen-

manship period on successful

vote of all departmental teach-

ers for penmanship grades.

This gives the pupil a 25-min-

ute free period if excused.

Procedure:

Candidates chosen by the

penmanship teacher.

List presented to depart-

mental teachers for decision.

Majority vote allows pupil

to be excused from formal

penmanship.

Grades taken at the end of

each report period from
classroom work to avoid

slump.

Comment: Very successful. All

are working for this!

Respectfully submitted after prac-

tical application has proven success-

ful.

Zelda L. Miles

Penmanship Teacher

Approved by:

George A. Johnson
Administrator

Carquinez Grammar School

Crockett, California

4/7/47.
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written by P. I.. ZENZEN. 21 Malrnlm St., Minneapolis

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
On May 17th the alumni of the

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, Business

College held a celebration in honor

of W. F. Magee, who established the

Bethlehem Business College 50 years

ago. A very special program and
dinner was planned which was en-

joyed by many of Mr. Magee's old

friends and former students.

Mr. Magee opened the school with

29 students and since that time the

school has grown until today it is

one of the outstanding commercial

schools of the country. At three

different times it was necessary to

move to better and larger quarters.

It is now housed in the Union Bank
Building.

We congratulate Mr. Magee on his

fine record of service.

IN MANILA
A letter has been received from

H. L. Dyer who recently went to the

Philippine Union College, Manila,

P. I. He arrived safely and has as-

sumed his duties as commercial and

penmanship teacher. Dr. Dyer seems

to be enthusiastic over the prospects.

He will teach some ornamental pen-

manship.
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Criticism Department
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When handwriting like the accom-

panying specimen is received, it is a

real problem for the teacher to know
where to start. We know that this

specimen is of very poor quality and

we are likely to take the wrong
attitude. Correct attitude of the

teacher is very important. We should

not let our first impression of a

specimen cause us to be too severe

or discouraging.

Let us look at the specimen a

second time before we show our

feelings. Perhaps the student was
careless or disinterested and may
need to be handled accordingly.

Again the student may have done his

best. He may not know what to do

or may not have the skill. Perhaps

you have been at fault in not giving

definite instructions, or in showing-

how the writing should be done.

We notice that the writing is uni-

form in slant. That is one thing to

the student's credit and one thing to

compliment him upon.

There are many things which can

be improved. Let us suggest some
things which this student can do. If

we can get him to show some im-

provement on one thing, then com-

pliment him on his progress, he may
show interest and do some real

serious study and practice.

Position of paper, hand, fingers,

etc. should be cautiously checked and

suggestions made to correct any out-

standing errors.

Let us take one little thing and

see what can be done to improve it.

We notice many loops are closed. All

loops should be open and full with

daylight shining through. In the

specimen the loops in h, e, y, f, and

1 are closed.

Go to the blackboard and make a

good 1. Explain the formation and

on Bearskin Deck,
built aboutmr^r
fhehanblin^aftfeh;

luassonameb&ueto

thetoatfnumber of
#t^painting it

Dowoumeblnjfhe
tmimrtRocUport,
fllassachusetfe

COPR.194T

This modern, up-to-the-minute let-

tering is by J. B. Hague of the J. V.

Haring Studio, New York City. This

lettering will bear careful study and

consideration. It is not only accurate,

but has an individual charm which

comes from years of study and actual

practice. It is the type of lettering

which all engrossers should strive for.

We do not refer to the particular

alphabet, but the way the alphabet

is done. It has anything but a mech-

anical look. It has the appearance

of being hand lettered, which in our

way of thinking is a valuable asset

to any engrosser.

size. Ask questions to bring out cer-

tain details.

How tall is the 1?

How much taller is 1 than the e?

Where does the crossing come?

Is there open space in the loop?

Can you find a good i in the 1?

Erase the top loop and show that

what remains should be a good i.

Is the finish of 1 as high as the i

is high, one fourth of the space be-

tween the two blue lines?

Have the student practice the 1,

comparing his efforts with the copy

in his textbook. Yes, every student

should have and use a handwriting

text every day.

Point out any defects you may see

in his work. Do it in an encouraging

way, and compliment him on any

improvement shown.

Take each loop letter in this man-

ner. You can then systematically

work on other weak spots such as:

1. Ending strokes.

2. Size of letters.

3. Hitting the line.

4. Rounding the turns.

5. Closing s, a, o, and d.

The teaching of handwriting is in-

teresting if you make it so.

Lew Royer, Bellefontaine, Ohio,

paid us a visit recently. Back in

1913 Lew took a course in Penman-

ship here at the Zanerian through

the influence of E. E. Long, Ada,

Ohio. We are pleased to know that

this young man had made quite a

success in the accounting and pen-

manship line.
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1. P. V. Arnold. 1217 W. 76th St., Los Angles. 2. .1. E. Lester, Vandalia. III. 3. D. C. Beishey, MaComb, III. 4. Concertta Calisa.
Watertown, Mass. 5. O. E. Hovls, SprinRfield. Mass. 6. A. M. Grove, B. C. Kassell Company, Chicago. 7. R. A. Maldonado, Puerta
de Tierra, P. R. 8. F. A. Krupp, FarBo, N. D. 9. H. P. Behrensmeyer. Quincy. III.
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Ornamental Penmanship

Notice the evenly distributed flourishes on the t's and g's. Get the letters uniform in size, slant, and spacing.

Always write on ruled paper. Most penmen cannot write straight without a guide line and therefore rule pencil lines.

Get a bold heading, and snappy capitals. The ovals should be of uniform size in the body. Those in the

heading may be larger, because the heading is written larger. Keep your words solid but free looking.

^^^^/ - ,_./ ^J^t^L-^i^' ^t^t^^ff^'

7
t-o^t^e?

0// SerV/er?ofe//-7l£/meS

.

Use a free swing of the arm on the capitals to get a good quality of line. A kinky line is an undesirable

quality. Check your slant and get shade on capitals all uniform in size and slant.

Retouch the d's and p's. You can also reload the shades on the capitals by dipping more ink and setting the

pen back in the wet shade, running an extra amount of ink on the shades.

S^CtzsK^C/ ^^^^-i^W^C^^^^

-^^^^y^^^^^C^^^i^^^^^dCct^^

Will Carl&ton.
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Handwriting for Registers

We use Registers in our business.

There are registers for

Shippers—Register Bill of Lad-

ing Systems

Receiver— Register Receiving
Systems

Buyer—Register Purchase Order

Systems

Bookkeeper—Register Bookkeep-

ing Entries

Sales— Sales, both Charge and
Cash

The lightweight register for de-

livery truckmen, salesmen, etc.

The register systems are being

used in big and little businesses, more
and more because such systems

brought an end to frequent errors,

provided carbon copies of everything

that took place to date, and are

legible and numerically controlled. All

such systems are "handwritten", and
are only as legible as the writer

makes them.

While everyone who works for our

company already can write, we give

them special instruction in making
aeioumn-012345678 9.

We find these letters and their forms
cause most of the trouble and we,

therefore, make sure that everyone

is careful in making them.

0123456789
Am writing to a number of pen-

men. Most of them reply with
samples, and they're all good.

There are a lot of fine writers in

our good old U.S.A.

E. G. Thayer
R.F.D. No. 1

Adams. Massachusetts

The ability to write Good Hand-
writing helps children in their

daily school work and in learning

to live together and to be more
useful citizens.

An excellent position for writing.

Notice the position of the paper and

the manual. She can compare her

work with the manual quickly and

easily in this position. Study the

location of both hands, the elbows,

and the fingers. Notice the upright

position of the head and the distance

of the eyes from the paper.

vHope by that
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bgrribnte jcfrntp llnpk
The heading for this column was prepared by C. J. COSTARAS, a G. I. student in the Zanerian. This heading will be used from time

to time when scraps and little gems are prepared and published from various penmen.
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Helen Wilsons 3rd Grade!

^£, r̂, w?...

Mrs. Helen Wilson, teacher of grade three, Apple Creek Publie Sehools, Apple Creek, Ohio, has seeured wonderful results In handwriting

this year. Her pupils love to write and their good writing carries over into all written work due to the integrated handwriting program

sponsored by Mrs. Wilson.

The accompanying specimens show the unusually tine quality of handwriting Mrs. Wils rig from her class of third grade pupils.

/9 /9
'

^e^^C€^Zc-CT7^y'/C€Zs?Z/ ^tZ^b^/tZ^VTZ/i/,

^ftHs&t^Z^S
'

,

Beautiful, plain. tal penmanship by B. C. KING. Rarely do penmanship so accurately executed.
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Bulletin To Teachers
Raysal Elementary School, Raysal, West Virginia

SUBJECT: Improving Handwriting

If the maximum of improvement
in the handwriting of pupils is to be

realized, it is necessary that the

teacher be able to write well herself.

However, this is not enough. She
must be able to recognize the various

defects in the handwriting of her

pupils and to correct these defects as

they appear in the handwriting of

the individual pupil.

Some of the most common defects,

together with their causes follow. To
remove the causes will, in general,

remove the defects. It is suggested
that teachers familiarize themselves
with the outline, and that it be used
as much as possible in the teaching
of handwriting.

A thought: The interest and en-

thusiasm of the teacher are reflected

by the pupil.

Handwriting Defects

1. Poor letter formation—causes:

a Loops closed, too wide, too

high, too long,

b Frequent pen liftings

c Parts of letters added or

missing

d Letters "o", "a", etc. not

closed

e Letters with poor endings

f Loops where letters should

be retraced, i.e. "d" and "t"

2. Too much slant—causes:

a Paper slanted too much
b Movement of hand at wrist

c Moving pen away from the

center of the body
d Writing too close to body

3. Not enough slant—causes:

a Paper not at proper slant

b Pulling pen away from cen-

ter of body
c Fingers too close to penpoint

4. Writing, too heavy—causes:

a Poor penpoint and ink

b Gripping holder

c Leaning on desk

d Too much finger action

e Penholder too large or too

small

5. Writing, too light—causes:

a Penholder held too lightly

b Slow movement of muscles

c Only one nib of pen touching

the paper

6. Irregular writing—causes:

a Poor control of movement
b Gripping penholder

c Writing too fast or too slow
d Improper position

e Failure to check, or increase,

speed at certain points in

the making of letters

7. Improper spacing— too close —
causes:

a Jerking movement
b Pen not moving to right fast

enough

8. Improper spacing — too wide—
causes:

a Pen moves too fast to the

right

b Too much lateral movement

9. Writing, too angular—causes:

a Fingers held too rigidly

b Hand resting on side

c Writing too slow

d Too much up and down mo-
tion

10. Size of writing—causes:

a If too large—movement un-

controlled

b If too small—too much finger

action

Send to the principal bi-weekly, a

page of writing by each of your
pupils for study. Through this pro-

cedure it is hoped that teachers may
be helped with their handwriting

problems.

W. H. MORGAN, Prin.

QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
HOW CAN FAULTS IN ALIGN-

MENT BE OVERCOME?

Faults in alignment can be over-

come by first knowing the correct

sizes and second, by forming correct

habits of writing.

Teach the letters according to

groups like the small letter group,

the loop letter group and the ex-

tended or half way group consisting

of t, d, and p.

Position of the paper influences

alignment. Incorrect position may
make letters turn up or down. The
movement must be uniform. Pupils

who are nervous and excited should

be quieted down to an uniform speed.

Perhaps the greatest trouble is too

much haste and carelessness.

To aid the pupils to see the letters

which are off in alignment, draw
lines along the top of the letters.

Teach the child to draw these test

lines or to lay a ruler along the tops

of the letters.

Exchange the papers and have the

pupils mark each others papers

where the letters do not touch the

base line or run through. They
should also mark the letters which
are extremely large or small. This

helps the boys and girls to become
more observing and careful.

Mr. T. M. Hurt of Jackson, Missis-

sippi recently sent us some beautiful

specimens including Business Writ-

ing, Ornamental, Text Lettering and
Roundhand.

Write for my free book. "How to Become an
Expert Penman." which shows what others
have accomplished by taking my courses. En-
close 10c for one of my favorite pen points

and your name with a beautiful nourished
bird written on a card. Write today!

T. M. TEVIS Box 25-C Chillicothe. Mo.
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A New Series of Flourishes
SNOW BIRD No. 7

By F. B. COURTNEY. 123B5 Chen-ylawn Avenue, Detroit, Michigan

A very attractive bird made early in the Spring when snowflakes were still in the sky up there In Detroit.

FRIENDSHIPS
"Quite a number of penmen have

seen my name mentioned in THE
EDUCATOR, and requests have come
from New York and California for a
few lines of my handwriting. It

makes a fellow feel good to know
that penmen are interested in each
other, especially during this National
Brotherhood Week.

Enclosed is my subscription to

THE EDUCATOR."
Paul A. Shoemaker
710 Franklin St.

Williamsport 36. Pa.

me your order. 40c a dozen, postpaid
AGENTS WANTED
A. W. COOPER

R. D. 1, Ringoes, New Jersey

The

OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS
opportunity is offered all who

MASTERY OF CONTROL
writing with the least effort and littl

The finest qualities are:

1. "STRAHM 'SPECIAL''

2. "STRAHM" Compound.

3. "STRAHM" Compound.

4. "STRAHM" Compound.

All handmade designed for

writing and professional pe

Send for FREE circulars.

Address: F. L. TOWER, e

Compound. Models

Standard Models

Crow Quill Models

Long Round Models

of ha
Pile ight.

Ne

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
-MISSOULA. MONTANA

Member N, A. T. A.

pla ent

ALASKA, HAWAII AND THE WEST

Greatest teacher shortage in Nation's history

Enroll immediately for unequalled oppor
tunities throughout West and Alaska.

FREE LIFE MEMBERSHIP.
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Today's Children
—By Rl'TH CROWI.EY, R.N.

Clear, LeKible Handwriting Is Clue to a Person Neat in Thought and Action

Re|>rinted by permission of The Chicago Sun.

"Why Mary!" cried mother as she

studied Mary's report card. "Your

grades are getting worse, month by

month. You should be improving

after all the help we've been giving

you. What's the trouble?"

"I do know the work, Mother, but

Miss Smith marks all my papers

down because of my handwriting.

She says that she can't read my
writing and asks me how she is sup-

posed to know what I mean or

whether the answer is right or

wrong?"

"Why, I think that's unfair! You
study and work as hard as the other

children and I know you are as smart

as they are. You can't help it if you
can't write well. Doesn't Miss Smith
realize that most people of genius

have been poor handwriters ? I'll go

to see her in the morning!"

Part of Training

"You see it's this way Mrs. Tower,"

explained Miss Smith the next day.

"Mary's oral work is good, but her

handwriting is so poor it isn't legible.

My task is to do a well rounded job

of teaching. Legible handwriting is

part of Mary's training. I don't ask

for beauty in her handwriting, I only

ask that she round her letters, apply

what she has learned, and try to stay

on the line. Legible handwriting will

be as important to Mary in getting

and keeping a job as is reading and
arithmetic."

Hampers Expression

It is true that many famous people

have had poor handwriting, but it is

equally true that just as many of

them wrote a beautiful hand. Edu-
cators and psychologists point out

that poor handwriting may indicate

a symptom of carelessness and slop-

piness and that it may lead to care-

lessness in other work—inaccuracy,

mistakes and other bad mental
habits. They feel that poor hand-
writing hampers communication and
interferes with the expression and
free flow of thoughts.

A test study on handwriting in-

struction was recently made by the

Paper, Stationery and Tablet Manu-
facturers Association to learn writ-

ing habits and attitudes of children

and adults. A three-page test ques-

tionnaire was sent to 596 school

systems. The highlights of the results

are as follows:

Carryover

1. Poor handwriting is a handicap

to school children and a definite

hindrance to their school progress.

Its carryover into later life may
affect adult advancement on a job.

2. Not enough attention is being

paid now to teaching good handwrit-

ing by school systems because of

crowded schedules.

3. Parents do not recognize the
value of good penmanship. There is

almost no co-operation at home.
4. Poor muscular co-ordination and

lack of practice in the upper grades
and in high school may be one of the

causes of poor handwriting in so
many of our adults, as well as bad
mental habits and carelessness.

5. The fast tempo of the age, ner-

vous tension and hurry, and lack of

home recreation, and the typewriter

and business machines are more
factors affecting handwriting.

6. Millions of adult literate Amer-
icans, including men and women of

fame and wealth, do not legibly

write their own names!
7. Handwriting should be taught

from first grade through high school.

Parents' Help

Parents can help children with
handwriting by providing attractive

writing equipment: a desk, good
light, pencil and pen sets (or boxes),

clean and attractive paper and note-

books. They can encourage children

to write letters to relatives thanking

them for gifts and keeping them in-

formed of the child's interest. (A
child will try to write better when
he knows someone is going to read

the letter.)

Parents can help children with

writing exercises but should use only

the system that is being taught in

the children's school.

(Eimstttitttmt

\Vc tl)e 'Icopie of- rl)c United

c>farcs op O- anxexnea tit orbcx~ tc> foxnxx

ixxox\r perfect- tuxton, establish jzx&-a
This exquisite lettering was dime by C. J. COSTARAS a G.I. student in the Zanerian Collee
this style of lettering and w»s not made for reproduction. However the workmanship was s

made that we wanted you to see it

.

and the letter for
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DESIGNING AND ENGROSSING

By E. L. Brown

I am back in my studio after six

months absence and am happy to get

back in the harness again. It has

been necessary to turn down, and I

will add regretfully, many orders for

pen work.

The diploma season is on and we
are working overtime in order not

to disappoint our good friends of

many years standing, by giving them
their diplomas in ample time for

commencement season.

Am hoping to catch up with my
lessons for the Educator which have
been lacking many months owing to

overwork on my part. I am not giv-

ing up, however, and feel sure I shall

be able to continue my work as

usual. Of the various branches of art

work I have taken up down through
the years, I still get much pleasure

and profit out of pen work.

The simple design given in this

connection may give some of the

younger generation a bit of inspira-

tion and interest.

Off-hand flourishing is best exer-

cise to attain command of the pen
in decorating Old English and other

styles of text lettering. The "Old
Saying", if followed, would keep men
on the road of happiness and con-

tentment. Use free flowing ink for

the flourish. Quick, off-hand strokes

will produce the desired results of

dash and vigor.

Send us your copy for criticism.

APPRECIATION

A penman recently wrote a "get

well" card for a group of teachers

in Ornamental penmanship for their

janitor.

When the mail carrier delivered

the letter he stopped and had a long

chat with the janitor, wanting to

know who did the fine writing. The
janitor and the postman enjoyed the

beautiful writing together for they

had a long talk and one of the re-

marks which the postman made was
that if all writing were half as good,

the mailman's task would be much
easier.

We do pity the poor mailman who
had to try to decipher so much poor

handwriting. To insure the prompt

WANTED Educators for 1922 tu 1926
inclus-ve. State price wanted and
pleteness.

SAM KOIDE
255 Kamanuwai Lane
Honolulu 18. Hawaii

HIGH ORADt

Diplomas^
CERTiriCATES.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

and accurate delivery of mail, we
should train students to at least

write legibly. Examine each letter in

your handwriting class to see if it is

readable. If not, find out why it is

not readable, and correct it.

In the instance of the janitor and
the postman it is demonstrated again
that the average person appreciates

fine pen work.

A very fine Ornamental Alphabet
has been received from our friend,

Mr. V. M. Rubert, 1671 Hislett St..

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Mr. Rubert
is beginning his 45th year of teaching.

Penmanship has been a great aid to

him throughout his teaching career.

Nome Pencils of Gold ond Silver

Metallic with the sparkle and lustre of

burnished gold and silver complete
with your name or initials, or different

names, by an expert in the fine arts

20c each. Send money by registered

letter or money order, no stamps ac-

cepted, ond orders must amount to

$1.00 or more. For better writing and
individual made to order pencils, photo
pencils, and pencils for friends, sweet-

hearts, lodges, business organizations
with designated symbol.

Robert the Courageous, D.C.
The Artist's Studio & Workshop
Central Station Box 2273
Kansas City 13, Missouri
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Pen Flourishing
By T. M. TEVIS, t'hillicothe, Mo

LESSON NO. 9

This lesson is another style of a swan. The head and neck are practically the same as the one in lesson No. 7,

but the wings, tail, and body are made a little different. This lesson is really easier than lesson No. 7. Note the

strokes underneath the swan, which give a water effect that makes the swan appear to be swimming on a lake.

This design is called, "The Lady of the Lake."

R. L. Calmes of Plymouth, Indiana

recently sent us a beautifully written

Ornamental letter in which he in-

cluded a page from the Chicago Sun-

day Tribune containing some of his

script. He prepared the script head-

ing for an advertisement.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
H. O. Drawer 982 Rochester 3, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-

ness forms: works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

Harold R. Pribbenow, Enderlin,

North Dakota has two hobbies, pen-

manship and photography.

His Christmas cards last year con-

sisted of a beautiful winter scene of

his home combined with some of his

skillful script.
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CEarlc-sr 53Katuxiaa

The accompanying specimen was
written by H. A. Howard, a partner

of E. L. Brown, who has been a con-

stant contributor to these columns.

The Howard and Brown Company
has been one of the active, high-class

diploma and engrossing establish-

ments of the country for many years.

Mr. Howard was a product of

G. A. Gaskell. Gaskell Business Col-

lege, back on April 30, 1880. He
taught his first handwriting class in

1882, and became a member of the

faculty of the Rockland Commercial
College in 1883. His first contribution

to a penmanship magazine appeared
in the Penman's Art Journal in 1887.

He was personally acquainted with
A. R. Dunton, F. O. Young, D. T.

Ames, Charles Rollinson. L. Mada-

rasz, W. E. Dennis. A. H. Hinman,
C. A. Burdett, A. N. Palmer, W. J.

Kinsley. F. W. Martin, H. G. Healey
and E. M. Huntsinger. What a flood

of penmanship history flashes through
one's mind when one glances over

the above list of famous penmen!
Mr. Howard has enjoyed a long

and successful career as a penman.
Congratulations and best wishes!
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Mr. and .Mrs. R. C. Kin

516 Andrtis Building

Minneapolis, Minnesota

R. C. KING
The Minneapolis Engrosser

Mr. King was born in Ohio on a

farm in Columbiana County. Unlike

most country boys of today who ride

to and from school in buses, he

walked two miles to and from school.

It was in that country school where

he received his first penmanship in-

spiration from his teacher, Louis

Mason, who conducted a night school

for those interested in penmanship.

We wonder how many teachers of

today are leaving so far reaching

and profound an impression on their

students. Mr. Mason was able to so

arouse this young boy that it in-

fluenced his entire life.

At the age of eighteen he entered

Oberlin College at Oberlin, Ohio, for

an academic course and special train-

ing in business and ornamental pen-

manship under those excellent teach-

ers, Uriah McKee and J. T. Hender-
son, who were two of America's
finest penmanship instructors.

Mr. King prepared as a supervisor

of handwriting and an instructor of

..

licrcas ^Sufo
has signally Messed and honored the

.Tirst'Baptist Church of'?Tuiiur_apolis
in granting itthe leadership oT

liliorluriPjilltampcUBlcu
we.the members and officers of the Church.

<mThe occasion ot the fiftieth anniversary

ofhis pastorate, tenderto him our louc

and esteem. and recognise toward him
a debt ofgratitude beyond our ability to

repay. &nducd as pastor, evangelistand
teacher, his triumphs in the cause of
righteousness are achuouilcda.cd world-

wide; and we. among the chief benefici-

aries of his ministry, will ever be chal-
lenged by his life to unfeigned loyalty

and devotion through increasing scruicr

to 'the
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P35 5 further evidence otthc
heartfelt nature ofthis action. the
Church has ordered the signature*
of its appropriate officers and com-
mitter members affixed hereto, and
has urged the personal delivery ofthis

greeting by our pastor.
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This handsome albun nade by Mil R. < KING, of Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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Commercial subjects. He had a wide

experience as a handwriting instruc-

tor having for years taught in Iowa

Falls, Iowa, Cedar Valley Seminary,

Osage, Iowa; Alma College, Alma,

Michigan; and Minnesota School of

Business. It was in the latter posi-

tion that he became deeply interested

in the art of engrossing and did

many fine pieces of work for lodges

and societies.

For many years, twenty-five, or

more, he has devoted most of his

time to engrossing work which he

greatly enjoys and has found to be

very profitable. He takes pride in

turning out first-class work and has

engrossed thousands of diplomas and

certificates each year. The order

from one client alone amounts to

around 5,000 certificates which go to

every state in the Union and some

foreign countries. Among his clients

are one of the largest advertising

firms and one of the largest industrial

firms in America who pay handsome

prices for this kind of work.

He recently completed a very valu-

able book illuminated in beautiful

colors and gold which was presented

to Dr. W. B. Riley, Pastor of the

First Baptist Church in Minneapolis

for 50 years. We are happy to pub-

lish the accompanying reprint of

that job.

Mr. King is never happier than

when busy at his engrossing. We
have known him for many years, and

we hope enjoys many more success-

ful years following his favorite work.

Needless to say, Mrs. King has

been his right-hand assistant and

deserves much credit for his success

he has achieved in this interesting

profession.

ENGROSSERS WANTED
One of the large Engrossing Stu-

dios recently stated that all of their

people were busy with diplomas, and
expressed the wish that we could

supply them with a good diploma

man.
This makes three of the large

studios wanting engrossers. There

are perhaps others also needing en-

grossers.

^Uhon the frost is on the punkin anb the fobbers inttn? shock,

^\nb you hearth* kyourk anb gobble ofthc struttiaturkey-rock.

2\nbthc clackin'oftho guinoys.anbthe cluckur ofthc hens.

^Vnbthc roosters hallylooyer as he tiptoes on the fence:

(ID, its then's the times a feller is a-feclin' at his best,

UJiththc risitfsunto grcctbim from a night ofpeaceful rest.

2\s he leavesthe house, barchcabeb anb a,oc$ outto feeb the stork,

Jflhentho frost is on the punkin anb the fobbers in the shock.

(jlheu's something kinbo' hearty-like aboutthe atmusfere

fflhentho heat ofsummers ouer.anb the coolin' fall is here-

(Pfcourse u»c miss the flowers, anb the blossoms onthe trees,

jAnbthe mumble ofthc hummin:birb$ anb bwuin'ofthe bees;

putthe air's so appetuin-anbthe lonbscope throughthe hase

wfa crisp anb sunnp morning ofthc airy autumn baps

JJsapicturthatno painter has the colorin'to mock-

Phenthe frost is onthe punkin anb the fobbers in the shock.

(She husky rusty rustle ofthetassels ofthe com,

^Vnblhe raspin'ofthetangleb leaues as golbon asthe morn-,

dhe stubble in the furries, kinbo* lonesome-like, but still

Aprectun' sermons to us ofthc barns they grotuebto fill;

fhe strawstack in the mcbbcr.anbthe reaper in the sheb:

he hosses in their stalls below,the doner ooerheab-

(&, it sets my heart a-clickin' like the tickin' ofa clock,

JUhcnthe frost is onthe punkin anb the fobbers in the shock.

(Bhonyour apples all is gothercb.anbthc ones a feller keeps

Jf$ poureb arounbthe cellar-floor in rob anb yaller heaps-,

"JVnbyour ciber-mokin'ouer.anb your uiimmen-folks is thru

Pith their mince anb apple-butter.anb their souse anb sausaqc.too'

fbont know houitotellit-but if sich a thing coulb be

sthe angels wantm' boarbin; anb they'b call arounb onme-

J^b mantlo commobate 'em- all the whole enburin' flock-

When the frost is onthe punkin anb the fobbers in the shock.
iTAHeS VltttTCOriB R/LEY- POET R C. K/NC, OESICfl£/>-[KC/tOSSSfl.

A pace of Lettering by R. C. KING
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CITATION
Stlupp' Stat*

jvvgallantvyin aciionon Decemberp,J94-3,

atSanTletvo, Italy, Company C},

Underthe commandof

Jlratottt3am$!pltatfnn
was advancing ouerrugged'mountain-
ous terrain toward enemy defensivepost -

tions south ofChssino, Italy,when itwas
pinneddamnhyheavy machinepun ai id
mot'tar five, causuwseveral casualties

Although painfully wounded in this

action, tfieiitenant
eWhavton, with littcv

disvegavdfovhis own safeti/, cvowled.
twenty yards through intense enemy ma-

chinegun fire, receiving twoworewounds',

to a radio where he made contact with
the 'Battalion Command'Post, directing
mortar fire which knocked out theenemy
machineguns. The magnificent courage,

outstanding calmness,andunusualstam-
ina shown oy gieutenantWiarton was
an inspiration to his men. O^is gallant
action refleets great credit upon himself

andtheJ^rmed.forcesofthe unitedStates.

"
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This piece of work

of lettering which i:

become proficient in

done by APOLLO T. GA1.MER, 1564 Edgemont St., Indianapolis. I

ry effective and which can be used to good advantage on many piece

very plain, slightly slanting type

It is a style of lettering all should
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BOOK REVIEWS
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

but especially in books of interest and value

to commercial teachers including books of

special educational value and books on busi-

ness subjects. All such books will be briefly

reviewed in these columns, the object being

to give sufficient description of each to enable

OUT readers to determine its value.

WE THREE — First-grade book,

Reading for Independence Series,

by A. S. Artley and Lillian Gray;

William S. Gray, Reading Director.

To be used at or near the comple-

tion of the work in OUR NEW
FRIENDS, Basic Reader Book

One ; 93 pages ; February, 1947

;

Scott, Foresman and Company.

As the series title suggests, the new Read-
ing for Independence books for primary
grades -of which WE THREE is the first-

are planned to strengthen children's ability

to read independently material which contains
new words. The authors emphasize that

mastery of word-attack skills comes only with
repeated use in genuine reading situations.

To help children achieve such mastery, they
are providing in WE THREE simple, amusing
stories in which all the new words 1226 of

them i are such that pupils can unlock them
independently by applying the word-attack
skills developed in the first-grade Basic
Reading Program.

First-grade word-attack skills are briefly

discussed in a chapter for teachers at the

back of the text. How these word-attack
skills are repeatedly applied in WE THREE
is clearly shown in the Word List. This
Word List tabulates for the teacher not only
the new words in each story, but also known
words—introduced previously in the BASIC
READERS or in WE THREE—which could be
cues for word at tacit. The simple skill of
consonant substitution unlocks about 70<"> of

the 226 new attack words. The other 30%,
children can "get" by recognizing compounded
forms made up of two known words, or

variant forms of known words to which s.

ed, or ing has been added. These are the
phonetic and structural analysis skills, re-

spectively, developed in the Basic Reading
Program for first grade.

A carefullv worked-out teaching plan is

provided in WE THREE. According to the
detailed suggestions given for use of the book,
silent reading comes first, and then the
teacher checks comprehension at points where
the new words are important to understand-
ing. Next she directs attention to the new
words and how the children attacked them,
noting successes and difficulties. A section on
diagnosis and reteaching tells her how to
follow up individual needs.

Thus, each story of WE THREE serves to

provide systematic application of first-grade
word-attack skills and a strengthening of
these skills—which should mean real reading
for independence.

New Basic Readers for Grades Seven

and Eight; PATHS AND PATH-
FINDERS, 528 pages. WONDERS
AND WORKERS, 544 pages. By
William S. Gray, Robert C. Pooley,

and Fred G. Walcott. Teacher's

Edition of Paths and Pathfinders

( reader bound with 288 pages of

Guidebook material ) . By William

S. Gray, Marion Monroe, and May
Hill Arbuthnot. (Teacher's Edition

of Wonders and Workers in pre-

paration ; available, fall 1947.

)

THINK - AND - DO BOOK (work-

book) to accompany Paths and
Pathfinders, 96 pages. (THINK-
AND-DO BOOK to accompany

Wonders and Workers in prepara-

tion; available, fall 1947.) Scott,

Foresman and Company, publishers.

Good reading that will excite the genuine
interest ot buys and girls and up-to-date

method helps tor presenting reading and
literature ai upper-grade levels are provided

in the New Basic reading and literature

materials for Grades Seven and Eight.

The pupils' booKS oner a wide variety pf

seiecuons. modern ana Classic, prose and
pueuy. stones and articles — an oi good
literary quality. ^elections seem caret any
teareu to dUOiescent interests, iviany ul tne

stunes deai witn young people and their

special problems, particularly in tne units

tuat nave a comemporary-nte setting. ADOut
ito^fc of each dook is devoted to classics tnat

boys and girls at upper-grade levels can be

expected to enjoy and pront from. They in-

ciuue such old favorites as •"Hip van WinKle,"

•iiie Legend ot bieepy nohow," "The Lady
or the Tiger?, '

' "jjochinvar,
'

' and '

'
Sea-

tever." Four-color pictures make tne books

most attractive and nelp pupils extend their

abinty to interpret what tney read.

The Guidebooks provide a complete program
of modern metnod heips lor teaching upper-

grade reading and literature. Like the Guide-

ouoks lor tne lower-grade Basic Reaaers,

tney oner detailed lesson plans for every

selection in the books—plans wnicn include

uen.nte suggestions teachers will weicome tor

bunamg word-peiception skills as well as for

developing pupils' powers of independent in-

terpretation and standards for appreciating

literature. The poetry lesson plans, done by
May Hill Arbutnnot, well-known expert on
cnudren's literature, are especially noteworthy

lor the way they help the teacher prepare to

present each individual poem so that the

cniiaren will be able to read it and enjoy it

fully on their own.
The Think-and-Do Book for Paths and Path-

finders will be a help to teachers in a number
of ways. The exercises in this workbook are

designed to make pupils wake up and think

wnile they read. Ine materials are varied in

form and fresh in content, not a rehash of

what the children have already had in their

basal reader. Since the workbook provides

for independent practice on skills that have
been taught in a group situation, it reveals

the strengths and weaknesses of each pupil

and so gives the teacher something definite

to go on in taking care of individual reading

needs.

author's experience of many years in placing
in positions the graduates of high schools,
private business schools, and colleges. The
mass of placement correspondence, the many
direct personal contacts with employers and
the representatives of employment offices, and
the follow-ups made by the author of gradu-
ates placed in positions, have given him an
unusual opportunity to learn what employers
are thinking of applicants and what they con-
sider to be the applicants' weaknesses.

SYMBOLS OF AMERICA, by Stan-

wood Cobb. Published by The

Avalon Press, Washington, D. C.

Cloth cover, 108 pages.

Tersely written, this book is penetrating

and comprehensive. It gives the reader a
new understanding of the spirit of America,
a new insight into today's national problems

—

and a renewed faith in the nation's future.

A quick glance back over the history of

American colonization and development dis-

closes three important motifs which have
activated and dominated our way of life:

The quest for wealth;
The quest for religion ; and
The quest for democracy.

HOW these motifs have led to the develop-

ment of a great people and what they promise
for tomorrow is here explored and explained

"Symbols of America" will bring you a lift,

put a song in your heart—and make you more
glad than ever that you are an American.

HOW TO FIND AND APPLY FOR
A JOB, by R. G. Walters, Director

of Public Relations, Grove City

College. Published by South-West-

ern Publishing Company, Cincin-

nati, Ohio. Paper cover, 84 pages.

According to the employment managers of

many leading corporations, few graduates of

schools and colleges know how to apply for

positions. Because of this general feeling.

and at the special urging of a number of
employment managers, the preparation of this

booklet was undertaken.
The material presented is the result of the

DISCOVERING OUR WORLD, Books
One, Two, and Three (1947 edition).

Scott, Foresman and Company,
Chcago, Illinois.

Because nowadays we're all. adults and
children alike, picture-minded you will have
noticed the many pictures, and found with
pleasure that your first impression was right:
they're all in full color. You will have
noticed, too. the open easy-to-read appearance
of the page, and the good page size, and
noted with satisfaction how well the book
"handles. '

' For you're conscious of the fact
that these first impressions are not trivial at
all: the look and feel of a textbook are very
important to children.

I'nit Organization : If vou have used the
earlier editions of DISCOVERING OUR
WORLD, \ou are already familiar with the
effectiveness of the unit-problem organization
of these books. Each of the units helps the
children explore some broad aspect of their
environment. Within the unit, the problem
method is used to guide their thinking through
to the basic science principles and under-
standings they need. You might like to select
one unit and follow it through, seeing step
by step how this is done.

Pictures That Teach : As you make this
more detailed study, you're bound to observe
that the pictures in these books are used as
true teaching tools.

The whole teaching plan of this program

—

organization, method pictures, and all—you'll
see, make these books bring real science to
boys and girls. For science is thinking,
acting, doing. You can't teach it just by
setting a child down to read about it: you've
got to get him up and doing, using science.

HOW TO MAKE ARITHMETIC
MEANINGFUL by Leo J. Brueck-
ner and Foster E. Grossnickle. 520

pages. Published by THE JOHN
C. WINSTON COMPANY, Phila-

delphia 7, Pa.
Every modern teacher of arithmetic will

want this new "methods" book—the first

comprehensive one to appear in ten years

—

for her professional library. The authorship
comprises a superlative combination of teach-
ing and writing experience. Dr. Brueckner is

Professor of Education Administration and
Supervision at the University of Minnesota:
Dr. Grossnickle is Professor of Mathematics
at New Jersey State Teachers College. Both
are outstanding contributors of many articles
in the field of mathematics to the educational
journals and bulletins. Thev are co-authors
of the famous ARITHMETIC WE USE series.
Problems which every teacher of arithmetic

faces are expertly considered in this practical
book. Review and evaluation of important
developments such as social application of
arithmetic are given as well as gradation
of contents of the curriculum and methods of
teaching arithmetic meaningfully.

Presentation of the content is as practical
as it is conveniently arranged. The inquiring
teacher will find useful down-to-classroom
suggestions. Some features of particular
appeal are: 1. use of experience units with
abundant descriptions of procedures: 2. specific
recommendations for systematic planned in-
struction; 3, methods for utilizing community
resources and 4, techniques for meaningful
teaching of computational skills.

All techniques offered have been used suc-
cessfully by many men and women who
taught under the direct guidance of the
authors. The important point is scored of
establishing understanding before assigning
practice to develop speed and skill.

Treatment is made concrete by many kinds
of visual aids. Footnotes are few. There is

a selected bibliography of suggested readings.
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HENRY S. SHAVER

The accompanying pen work is

from Henry S. Shaver, P. O. Box
354, Roanoke, Virginia, who recently

renewed his subscription to The Edu-
cator. He states that he gets a great

deal of enjoyment from the articles

and specimens appearing in The Edu-
cator each month. Mr. Shaver is now
nearly 83 years of age and has been
interested in nearly all kinds of pen
work ever since the appearance of

the work of G. A. Gaskell. He has
followed the work of all of the

famous penmen like Madarasz, Den-
nis, Flickinger, Taylor, and Zaner.

and many others, most of whom have
passed on.

He received a great deal of in-

spiration and his style of handwrit-
ing was greatly influenced in Flick-

inger's "One Hundred Writing Les-

sons". This is without a doubt one
of the most accurate sets of copy
ever engrossed with accuracy in form
and beautiful appearance.

He also followed the work in the

Madarasz Book and was in the study
of Madarasz.

In 1894 he began working for the
N. & W. Ry. Co. His work for many
years was very heavy and his pen-
manship was neglected. About
twenty years ago his work became
lighter and he again became inter-

ested in penwork. One of his monthly
inspirations is the receipt of the
Educator which he has subscribed to

for many years. His instruction has
been received primarily through pub-
lications and not personal instruction.

No doubt Mr. Shaver if he had the
opportunity to attend the Zanerian
or some other instruction school
would have become a famous pen-
man. His work ranks very high in

the state. Some of the work is very
nicely done which we have seen.

Our "Guess Who" contest renewed
in him a desire to again do some
practicing and his Madarasz signa-
ture has been the result. We have
engraved several of his pieces of
work so that you may see and judge
his skill.

Mr. Shaver is of course retired

from the Railroad and now develops
a lot of pleasure from the penwork.

/3.<. /i*.,*,tf.
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A massive, modern hoohplute designed and
Newark, of the Zaner-Bloser studio.
This design is in direct contrast to the tin*

ONE OF OIK OLDEST PUPILS!
.Mr. W. P. Jones, 301 South Central

Avenue, Winona, Mississippi, is 84

years of age, but still writes a very
beautiful hand. He is interested in

all types of pen work and writes a
remarkably steady hand.

Before retiring he taught penman-
ship and commerce at the Old Mem-
phis University School and at Blue
Mountain College during the summer.
He taught writing, also in New York
and Philadelphia.

Not long ago he was written up in

the Press-Scimitar of Memphis, Ten-
nessee. They even published some of
his beautiful ornamental writing
which is unusual for a daily news-
paper to do.

He states that most of his in-

struction and inspiration has come
from the Educator.

Congratulations and best wishes
for many more happy years.

luted by W. LeRn

ONVENIENT
Ideally located in the heart of St. louis two

short blocks from the Union Station and In

the center of the Wholesale District . . . Pre-

ferred, always, by experienced travelers

because of its outstanding advantages —
Every room with private bath and shower

and circulating ice water . . . Superior ac-

commodations at ordinary rates . . . Visit our

beautiful Marine Dining Room for the finest

of meals, economically priced.

HOTEL

LARIDGE
LOCUST ST. AT EIGHTEENTH

'm
ST. LOUIS

JOHN A. OVERHOLT
It is with regret that we hear

from Mr. V. E. Sarff, Whittier, Calif.,

of the death of J. A. Overholt, on
February 2nd.

Mr. Overholt was a neighbor of

Mr. Sarffs' and was a very skillful

penman. Some of his neat and at-

tractive flourishings have appeared in

the Educator in the last few years.



CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
IN PENMANSHIP

The Zanerian is offering correspondence courses in:

Tuition Supplies

Business Handwriting $10.00 $1.55

Roundhand or Engrosser's Script 12.00 2.70

Text Lettering and Engrossing 12.00 2.85

Advanced Engrossing 12.00 2.05

Ornamental Penmanship 12.00 3.20

Enroll today and use your spare time to improve yourself. Surprising results can be secured in a very

short time.

ZANERIAN COLLEGE OF PENMANSHIP
612 North Park St. Columbus 8. Ohio

SUMMER SCHOOL
of

HANDWRITING
You can attend the Zanerian College this summer and take any work you desire in any branch

of penmanship, lettering, and engrossing. You may come for any length of time, enrolling on any date
best suited to your convenience.

Many stay all summer, others spend a short vacation with us. It is an excellent chance for you
to spend a pleasant and profitable vacation. You can get many of the finer points of the art.

Beginners or professionals are urged to attend. Teachers can improve their methods and their

own handwriting.

APPROVED BY THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION.

612 North Park St., Columbus 8, Ohio










